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COMING ATTRACTIONS
There has been some confusion about the rela
tionship between Sam Tellig and Stereopbile,
not the least due to an item in the second issue
of the monthly newsletter Sounds Like. ..
News
which stated that Mr. Tellig had severed his relationship with the magazine As Ireported in the
September "Final Word," for anumber of reasons, some personal, Sam will no longer be
writing his popular 'Audio Anarchist" column.
However, as confirmed to me by the redoubtable Mr. Twhen he visited Santa Fe in September, he is happy to remain apart of the extended
Stereopbile family and will contribute articles
as the feeling takes him. His name will therefore continue appearing on this page as one of
the magazine's two Senior Contributing Editors.
A pressing need expressed to me by many
readers, however, is for Stereopbile to review
more inexpensive products and to uncover
sonic bargains in the process, an area of review4

ing that Sam Tellig did make all his own. I'm

happy to announce, therefore, that beginning
with this issue, we welcome Peter Mitchell's
exploration of this area in anew column. Entitled "The Yankee Audiophile," it will offer
Peter's exploration of the whole realm of how
to get true high-end sound without the audiophile having to endanger his or her financial
stability.
—John Atkinson

Erratum
In the ftrst paragraph on p.2I9 of the September
issue, the Comment by C. Victor Campos of
Adcom contained atypo. The sentence should
have read as follows (the corrected word is italicized): "In fact, both the Quads'and SoundLabs are not all that difficult to drive when
compared to the capacitor/resistor network."
Our apologies to Adcom and Mr. Campos.
—RL
Stereophile, November 1990

ISIC
"Why do rhythms and melodies,

FRACTAL;
lidiSTEMING
TESTS

which are composed of sound, resemble the feelings;

while this is not the case for tastes,

colors, or smells?"

—Aristotle

John Atkinson, with Will Hammond

I

claim no originality for the following
idea, which could possibly answer Aristotle's question ,;Ifirst saw it expounded

in aletter from one John Lambshead, published
in the English magazine Hi-Fi Review. ,Neverthe-

less, it ties in so closely with my own experience of digital audio that it struck me like a
satori.

to have afractional dimensionality. Clouds,
coastlines, the branch structure of trees, the
body's blood vessels, for example, are objects
or systems which are defined by between one
and two or between two and three dimensions.
The thing these mathematically peculiar things
have in common is a self-referring nature,
wherein their macroscopic features are echoed

Before continuing, Ishould explain what is

in their fine structure, which is further echoed

meant by the word "fractal." In anutshell,
that are one-, two-, or three-dimensional in

in their microscopic features, and so on ad
infinitum, akind of infinite crinkliness. Without external reference, it is therefore impossible

nature—mathematicians and astrophysicists
are happy with objects that have more than the

Such systems or objects also appear "natural"

although formal geometry deals with objects

traditional three dimensions; just be glad you
don't find one of these weird beings sitting next
to you in abar—there are objects that turn out
IFrom the 29th Problem, as quoted by Hermann Helmholtz
in his 1885 classic On ¡be Sensations of Tone (p.251 oíthe
Dover edition).
2Hi- Fi Review, January 1990, p.5.
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to estimate their size or how far away they are.
to the eye, and the adoption of fractal -producing
algorithms has greatly enhanced the believability of computer-generated images.
Mr. Lambshead's letter pointed out the fact
that traditionally styled buildings are pleasing
to the eye because they are pseudo -fractal in
nature; the closer the onlooker gets to them,
5
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the more detail there is to see. By contrast, a

in such afundamental yet complex way with

"modern" structure appears identical, only

the listener. lb understand and appreciate visual
art, you need to have acultural context; to under-

larger, as the onlooker draws closer. The legacy
of the Bauhaus school and the activities of
popular modernists such as Mies van der Rohe

stand music, you need only be ahuman being.
As well as allowing one to score points on

and Cesar PeIli result in city centers that no
longer feature human-scaled detail to add
interest and friendliness to the buildings, only

long-dead Greek philosophers, Mr. Lambshead's hypothesis is relevant to the everenduring analog vs digital debate Think about

large-scale, impersonal statements devoid of
anything that might speak on ahuman level.

it. An analog recording and playback process
will preserve the natural, pseudo -fractal
character of the sound at the expense of an

As the Prince of Wales once put it, modern
architecture produces buildings "with no
character except arrogance." 3

increase in the level of the already present
noise, which is itself fractal. By contrast, adig-

As with architecture, so with music. Mr.

ital recording and playback process is fun-

Lambshead conjectured in his letter that nat-

damentally unnatural in that it fails to preserve

urally originating sounds were pseudo- fractal
in character; that is, their waveforms have a

acertain threshold. Instead, that fine detail in

wealth of fine detail, and that detail itself has
an even finer-structured wealth of fine detail,
and so on, until the crinldiness of the waveform
is finally enveloped in the analog noise that
accompanies every sound we hear. Iagree that
"pseudo -fractal" is the correct description, as

the pseudo -fractal nature of real sounds below
the original signal fails to be recorded at a!!. In
addition, the noise that the quantizing process
(if undithered) adds is also unnatural in that it
is directly related to the input waveform rather
than having arandom nature; it is therefore a
distortion. However, as long as the digital sys-

any sound other than noise can't be wholly

tem's cutoff of detail is at alow enough level—if

fractal; that would imply an absence of band-

the system has enough bits—the listener will
not be aware of the fundamental change that

width limiting. Nevertheless, acasual study of
music waveforms reveals the fact that without
having atime or amplitude scale attached, it is
impossible to assign any kind of loudness or
frequency value to them, which does suggest
afractal -like nature, at least within the audio

has taken place in the music and sound's
character. And as Stanley Lipshitz has pointed
out many times to the professional community,
the appropriate use of dither at the primary
A/D conversion allows the preservation of sig-

band. Iwould also add to Mr. Lambshead's

nal detail that would otherwise occur below

hypothesis the statement that music itself is also

the digital system's nominal cutoff threshold.

pseudo -fractal. The large structure of awork

But the comparison between architecture

tends to be echoed on asmaller scale within

and sound recording is apt. With an analog signal,
the closer you get to the sound—the higher the

that work, right down to the individual notes
that go to make up its essence. And when the
work is played, those notes are realized in the
form of sounds that continue the fractal character.

level you choose to listen—the more detail
there is to be heard, the only tradeoff being an
increase in the level of the signal's intrinsic

Adigital recording and playback process is fundamentally
unnatural in that it fails to preserve the pseudo -fractal
nature of real sounds below acertain threshold.

lb respond to Aristotle, it is the capability of

background noise With adigital recording, this

music to contain within itself, both intellectu-

is not true. No matter how close you get, how
high you set the playback level, there is no

ally and sonically, layers of ever-increasing
detail, acharacter that echoes the fractal nature
of reality, that Ifeel allows it to communicate
3In A

Vision of Britain: A Penman, View ofArtbitecture
(Doubleday, 1989), p.35.
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more detail to be discerned than what was captured at the time of A/D conversion. In fact,
digital audio is like atelevision image: you can
only get so close; if you get any doser than that
7
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optimum distance, you just become more
aware of the "joins" in the image.
This fact was brought home to me some
eight years ago, when Ibought Ry Cooder's
Bop Till You Drop CD (Wamer Bros. 03358-2).

waveform, synthesized from 256 distinct levels,
is shown in fig.l. Ithen reduced the analog level
by afactor of eight, or 18dB, recaptured Gordon's voice with the storage 'scope, then multiplied the digital data by eight to give the same

which was recorded in 1979 with an early 3M

waveform level as before (shown in fig.2), effec-

digital machine. The opening guitar figures to
"I think it's going to work out fine" have adis-

tively the same process as had happened with
the Ry Cooder recording. The reduction of
18dB in signal level is equivalent to reducing

tinctively comb'n'papery sound; the somewhat
granular background noise can be heard to
"pump," changing its tone quality with the level

the resolution of the 'scope by 3bits, quantizing the signal with 32 discrete levels rather than

of the guitar—a classic description of quanti-

256. As can be seen from the squared-off appear-

zation distortion, the distortion that accompanies signals that have been converted to digi-

ance of fig.2 compared with fig.1, bringing up
the level of the digital signal by 18dB—multiplying each data word by eight—doesn't increase

tal with too few bits. That 3M machine used
16-bit encoding, so in theory, there were enough
bits to describe the signal without audible

the resolution of detail as it would do with an
analog signal; rather, it just makes the limited

quantizing distortion. What had gone wrong?

5-bit resolution more noticeable.

As the story goes, the guitar had been recorded

But this is an extreme example, I'm sure

at too low alevel at the original sessions, so

you're thinking. Digital audio is not quantized

when the time came to mix the digital multitrack to stereo, the engineer raised the level

with 5- or 8-bit resolution. We're talking six-

of the guitar track just as he would have done

teen bits here Remember, however, that 16-bit
quantization for adigital system is not the opti-

with an analog multitrack master. But if you

mum for sound reproduction. It is just what

record at too low alevel with digital, the result
is as if you had used an A/D converter with a

could be routinely and relatively inexpensively
achieved ten years ago when the CD specifica-

fewer number of bits—one bit less for every

tion was frozen. Listening tests at that time had

halving of signal level. The result is that quantization distortion that should have remained

shown that the human ear could detect the
quantizing distortion from alinear digital sys-

below the threshold of audibility on the orig-

tem operating with less than 14-bit precision,

inal is rendered audible by the engineer's gain
adjustment, an adjustment that carries no reso-

and even 14 bits, as used in the first generation

lution penalty with analog.
To show this point graphically, Iused aHeath

of video-based PCM processors, was found to
be alittle too close to the limit of what was

J. Gordon Holt's voice from the Steieopbile Test

acceptable The adoption of 16-bit words therefore allowed four times the resolution of amplitude detail compared with 14-bit, and pushed

CD with 8-bit precision. The reconstructed

the unnatural, unmusical effects of quantizing

storage 'scope to capture a20ms fragment of

1

Fig.

J. Gordon Holt's speaking voice, encoded
with 8-bit precision (20ms time window)

Stereophile, November 1990

1

J
t

Fig.2 J. Gordon Holt's speaking voice, encoded
with 5-bit precision at the same overall level
as in fig.1 (20ms time window) (ignore the
additional asymmetry which is coincidental)
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expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity.
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis. offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.
The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.
The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor.
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.
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below the threshold of hearing.
It is aminimum standard, however, and any
compromise, as with the example using Gordon's voice above, renders it audibly unacceptable. The problem with 16-bit digital recording
as compared with analog, defined some years
ago by Decca's Tony Griffiths, one of the UK's
digital pioneers, is that there is effectively no

The last effect, that of jitter, is said to be rendered less harmful by the various CD tweaks
that are being promoted. In my postscript to
Robert Harley's article on CD tweaks last May
(Vol.13 No.5, pp.90-91), Idescribed the results
of experiments Ihad done to examine the
nature of the noise floor of the final analog sig-

"professional headroom." You have to know

nal when aCD had been treated by having its
edge coated with CD Stoplight. Although propo-

everything you might want to do to the signal

nents of the "Bits is bits" school of audio engi-

before you commit yourself to the fundamental

neering insist that nothing can be done to
improve the quality of the data signal retrieved

analog/digital conversion. If you discover at a
later date that you want to increase the level,
or edit in the digital domain, or add equalization, or even mixdown the digital multitrack
to stereo, every one of those operations will
lose resolution, the ultimate result being that
what should have remained below the threshold of hearing—the non -fractal structure of the
digitally reconstructed waveform—will be
brought into the full light of day.

from the CD—remember that though this signal represents digital data, it is in fact an analog
signal—I found that as well as repeatable changes
in the shape of the noise floor adjacent to a
recorded tone, CD Stoplight appeared to lower
the overall noise floor slightly. As these effects
are at the limit of hearing, perhaps they help
the recovered analog signal to be reproduced
with more of the original, pseudo-fractal crinkliness. Remember, too, that those who have

The problem with 16-bit
digital recording ... is that
there is effectively no
"professional headroom."
This, Ibelieve, is why so many CDs sound

reported on the subjective improvement wrought
by these tweaks say that the sound becomes
more realistic, more analog-like.
It seemed appropriate, therefore, to take
advantage of last April's High End Hi -Fi Show
in New York to investigate the overall audibility
of these CD tweaks in atraditional doubleblind test.
—John Atkinson

unmusical compared with even 30-year-old
analog recordings. The CD specification may
say "16-bit encoding," but after all the post-

John Atkinson
describes the tests

production processing has been carried out,

Stereopbile's Robert Harley argued most per-

it is quite possible that the inherent resolution
of the data on the disc is 13-bit or even less.

suasively in the July issue, in ''As We See It,' that

Larry Archibald always used to ask why CDs
were so unmusical when J. Gordon Holt's PCM
master tapes sounded wonderful. It is the
unmasking of the digital system's unmusical

the nature of listening under double-blind conditions is sufficiently different from the natural
state of listening to music that test results gained
under those conditions are, at worst, meaningless, and, at best, of limited transportability. 5

background distortion 4by the CD production
process that answers that question, in my opinion. Add to that the effect of datastream jitter
in the player or decodez which itself re-introduces
the equivalent of quantizing distortion, and it
is surprising that CDs can sound musical at all.
4An important difference to make between analog and digital systems. In an analog system, the background consists of
random noise, uncorrelated with the musical signal. In adigital
system, there is absolute silence when there is no signal; but
when there is asignal, the background consists of harmonic
and non-harmonic distortion products that are related causally
to that siwaal. This is why the correct use of dither is s,, important. ANwell as increasing thy digital system's resolution of fine
detail, it renders what would otherwise be signal -rrlated distortion products much more like the natural noise hackground
of an analog system.

Stereophile, November 1990

5There is also an important difference between double-blind
testing as applied to wine and medical research—two areas
examined in this month's "Letters" column—and audio. In
the first rwo, the test directly examines the response of the wit
subjects to the stimulus; with audio, the test can only examine
the responses of the subjects in an indirect manner, ria their
reactions to something which is itself multidimensional,
unmcasurable, and by definition intended to elicit acomplex
subjective reaction—music. Ido not find it coincidence that
the most successful double-blind tests which Ihave organized
or in which Ihave participated have used anon-musical, artificial test signal that does not vary with time. Note also Ken PoNmann's CD player listening tests in the October 1990 issue of
Stereo Review, where he found that the listeners were much
better at identifying differences blind with atca tone than with
music. Isuggest that it is not the masking effect of music that
obscures differences, as is commonly held, hut the fact that
music itself changes sufficiently with time—isn't that its dennition? —to render quick ABX tests much less sensitive than
with unmusical tones.
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.

A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Acicom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohm s*
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

detcpfs ,.cu can hear

*Continuous power output, 20 Hz-20 kHz <0.02% THD, measured in accordance with PIC specifications.

o
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Proceed PDP D/A converter

Philips CD880 CD player
Rudierism

CD STOP
AudioPrism CD Stoplight

Esoteric P-2 CD transport
Armor All Protectant
Nevertheless, the differences that Ihad heard

would be able to carry out the listening tests

in my own system due to the use of CD Stoplight, and to the use of abetter CD transport in

large, well-proportioned rectangular room well

particular, were large enough that 1felt that it

in the foyer of the hotel's Gold Ballroom, a

might be possible for them still to be identified

away from the rest of the show, thus minimizing the leakthrough of noise from competing

under what Stereopbile's critics are pleased to

demonstrations. This was something that had

call "rigorous" conditions. Ialso felt it aworthwhile opportunity for afew hundred of the
magazine's readers to have the experience of
taking part in awell-organized listening test.

been amajor problem at the Dunfey San Mateo
Hotel, the site of the amplifier listening tests
reported in the July 1989 issue of Stereopbile

The facilities to conduct these tests offered

(Vol.12 No.7, p.5). There would be room for
approximately 50 seated listeners to take part

by Manhattan's Penta Hotel were promising. We

in each of the eight test sessions (though, as it

Stereophile, November 1990
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MIRAGE M-1.
RAVES FROM
THE CRITICS.
WERE HAPPY TO
REPORT IT RUNS
IN THE FAMILY.
We.

•

Ian
-she

The Mirage M-1s have garnered their fair share cally extended without comprotrits;ng center
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
comments as "—I'm completely bonkers over this
The mark that Mirage has made on the audioproduct2 and 'The M-1 is and will be for many
phile world is substantial. From the flagship M-1s to
people their absolute reference
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
simply can't do better.
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
Fora free booklet of M-1 reviews from seven leading
audio publications, write us or see your Mirage dealer.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-ls, they're designed for optimum
AUDIO PRODUL I
SINTERNATIONAL CORP.
5641 McNicoll Ase. Szarleenue. Onuno, CAnaiaM I
XIG5 (4161 321-18C0
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

mirage

turned out, several sessions also had anumber

these treatments would lead to an audible dif-

of standing listeners, giving a total of 461

ference; only to see if the application of these
tweaks could do so. As all of them have been
ridiculed in the hi-fi slicks as not possibly hav-

listeners and therefore 3227 separate tests).
My first decision was to decide what CD
tweaks should be auditioned for the tests. Ultimately, Idecided that the listeners would be
given the opportunity to compare the sound
of aplain-Jane, untreated CD played in agood
but relatively inexpensive transport, the Philips
CD880, with that of aCD coated with Armor All,
the edges of which had been painted with CD
Stoplight, played in the $4000 Esoteric P-2
transport. The digital outputs of the two transports would feed two of the data inputs of a
Proceed PDP DIA processor; the input switching of the Proceed would allow the sound pro-

ing any audible effect, any difference heard
would support the statements made in Stereopbile and other high-end publications: that
such tweaks as these can change, even improve,
the sound of CDs.

All of these tweaks have been
ridiculed in the hi-fi slicks
as not possibly having
any audible effect.

duced by its DACs when fed one digital datastream to be compared with the sound output
by its DACs when fed asupposedly different

As in the 1989 amplifier tests, the loudspeakers

datastream. The analog circuitry and playback
level would therefore be identical for both test

used would be the Stereophile-owned pair of
B&W Matrix 801s, sitting on Arcici wooden

conditions; the only changes—if any—would
be in the digital domain. In addition, the digital

stands. These were driven in bi-wired fashion

output of the Philips was connected to the Proceed with a1m length of standard 75-ohm RF

aKrell KSA-250 power amplifier. The amplifier's measured maximum output level during

coaxial cable; that of the Esoteric with the highly
recommended Music And Sound interconnect.

capabilities. Plugged into the Krell's inputs was

It could be (and Iam sure will be) fairly
pointed out that even if differences were heard,
we would have no idea of the exact cause. Audible differences could be ascribed to the effect
of the Armor All, the CD Stoplight, the Esoteric
transport, the different digital interconnects,
or to any combination of these factors. It would
therefore not be atruly scientific experiment,
in which just one variable at atime would be
changed. This didn't worry me, however. Iwas
not interested in determining which, if any, of
Table 1: Music Program (In order of presentation)
Song/Work Composer Artist(s)
1Symphony 5, Mahler
Movement 1
2"It was a
Morley
Lover "
3Karelia Suite, Sibelius
Movement 3
4"Diamonds Paul Simon
on the
soles "
5Concerto in J.S. Bach
d, BWV 596
6Scherzo in
Chopin
b-flat, Op.31
7Praeludium Jàrnefelt

VPO/
Bernstein
Julianne
Baird
Ashkenazy

CD number
DG 423 608-2

Donan
DOR-90126
London
414 534-2
Paul Simon Warner
925447-2

James
Johnson
Anna Maria
Stanczyk
Delaware
SO
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Stereophile
002-2
Stereophile
002-2
Stereophile
002-2

via two 25' sets of AudioQuest Clear cable by

the tests was around 20V RMS, well within its
apair of Electronic Visionary Systems Ultimate
Attenuators, these comprising high-precision
switched-resistor networks to control level.
The Krell in turn was driven by the MaughamBox from Denver dealer Listen-Up, this supplying the needed low-frequency equalization to
render the B&Ws fiat to 20Hz. The equalizer
box was connected directly to the balanced
outputs of the Proceed. All the analog interconnects, both balanced and unbalanced, were lm
or 2m lengths of AudioQuest Lapis.
Choosing the music program took some
thought. Not only would it have to be capable
of revealing any differences, it would also have
to be sufficiently appealing to retain its musical
value after being played some 32 times during
the weekend's testing. Table 1shows the seven
pieces Ifinally decided upon. Large-scale
orchestral music was represented by the opening of Mahler's Symphony 5 and the final
movement of Sibelius's Karelia Suite; smallerscale orchestral music, captured in apurist
manner, byJ. Gordon Holt's recording of the
Jarnefelt Praeludium. Voice was represented
by the Julianne Baird and Paul Simon recordings, the latter featuring the distinctive unaccompanied sounds of Ladysmith Black Mam15

"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time.
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .
.
.
Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through
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asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion"
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 f300/VELODYNE
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bazo, while for solo instrumental, there was my

whether they heard adifference or not. By thus

piano recording and Peter Mitchell's organ
recording, both from the Stereophile Test CD.
As each pair of discs had been obtained at the

reducing the intellectual work to be done to a
minimum, Ihoped that listeners would be

same time, it was to be hoped that any intrinsic sonic differences were minimal. Itreated the
playing surface of one of each pair with Armor
AII 6 and its outside edge with CD Stoplight.

more receptive to the aural differences. Needless to say, many listeners did attempt identification, which Ihave always found to be aconfusing factor in blind tests.
A note on the random sequence of presentations is in order. Acomputer using arandom-

To avoid any suggestion that Iwould or
could bias either the tests or the results, my col-

number generator program decided on whether

laborator from the 1989 amplifier listening

each of the seven presentations for each of the

tests, Will Hammond, 7 would operate all the
controls and switching so that Iwould not
know what the listening panel was listening to.

eight sessions would be Same or Different,
whether the Same presentations would be both
tweaked (B-B) or both non-tweaked (A-A), and

Will would also analyze all the results. Each test

whether the Different presentations would

therefore took the following form:

start with the tweaked first (B -A) or the non-

The seven pieces of music, each lasting
between 60 and 90 seconds, would be played
four times. The first two times would be for
learning purposes, and were identified to the
listeners; je, Will would tell them what they

tweaked (A-B). Unlike last year's amplifier tests,
where we had inadvertently presented more
Different than Same presentations, the 56
presentations included 14 each of A-A, B-B,
A-B, and B-A. Idecided on one slight departure

were listening to, either the untreated CD in the

from atruly random order: There were no ses-

Philips transport or the tweaked CD in the Esoteric transport. The next two presentations of

sions where there were more than three Sames
or Differents in arow. Although four or more

the music would be the actual blind test. I
would place the CDs in both transports and

identical presentations is statistically quite
likely out of atotal of 56—try tossing coins 56

press Play simultaneously. According to arandom sequence worked out earlier, Will would
select either tweaked or non-tweaked to be the

times and note how often you get four or more

first presentation, then either to be the second,
giving four possible combinations. (He actu-

heads or tails in a row—my experience of
listening tests indicates that the listeners get disturbed very easily when presented with more

ally switched the Proceed's input selector

than three such occurrences. They disbelieve
the evidence of their own ears and start to

switch anumber of times between every pre-

guess, which is counterproductive, to say the

sentation so that ultra-keen-eared participants

least. If all that Iwas interested in was the results

would not be able to score correctly by "count-

of guessing, Icould run the test from the com-

ing the clicks." All the listeners had to do was

fort of my home in Santa Fe, all the participants

to decide on the basis of the sounds they heard
whether the fourth presentation was the same

phoning in their scores from the comfort of
their homes.

as the third or different. (The actual question

The test procedure is obviously single-blind
in that, although the listeners couldn't know
what they were listening to, Will did. This

was "Was A the same as B, Yes or No?") They
were also asked to mark on the scoresheet
where they were sitting, according to aprinted
grid, and to indicate their sex and age, Will

doesn't affect the validity of the results, however, Will taking great care not to give any visual

wanting to examine the data on these bases as
well as as awhole.

clues. It is also important to note that the
listeners were not told that they would be sub-

Note that the listeners weren't asked to identify either presentation as being tweaked, only
6At the time of writing, it is almost four months since Iapplied
the Armor All to these discs. They so far don't appear to have
a higher incidence of errors than their untreated siblings.
keep you posted if Inotice any changes.
7 For many years the co-producer and co- presenter of Peter
Sutheirn's "In-Fidelity" program in Los Angcks (Radio KPFK,
90.7 FM, Sundays at noon). Will's professional career is in biomedical research, with aheavy involvement in controlled clinical trials.
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jected to seven tests. In my experience, there
is a"last test" syndrome: whether due to relief
or whatever, Ihave found people's scoring to
randomize on the last test in aseries. Though
the scoresheet had eight tests matted on it, we
therefore stopped the testing after the seven
pieces of music. This was much to everyone's
relief. To maintain the concentration required
for this kind of test for the 45 minutes that it
17

The beauty of aClassic
is in the playing.

Like agreat instrument in the knowing Classic 120 amplifiers represent an
hands of amaster. Classic 120 monoblock incredible value, from acompany with
power amplifiers tell the truth about 20 years of proven products and
music—every time you play them, support. Don't miss an opportunity
for as long as you possess them. And. to hear for yourself how apair of these
this uncanny experience is finally
fine instruments can enrich your
possible at aprice where true
b e lk
musical life for years to come.
leading-edge sonic is
classic years
Visit your nearest Audio
seldom encountered.
Research retailer today.
1970 -1990

Shmole

Creek Parkway /Minneapolis. MN 55430 /Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

took is aterrific strain, as Iam sure all those
who took part will testify Iwould therefore like
to express my belated thanks to all of you, as
well as to Madrigal, AudioQuest, Krell, Music
And Sound, Philips, Esoteric, Electronic Visionary Systems, and Listen Up, who loaned Stereophile the equipment for the tests, and to
Richard Lehnert, Robert Harley, Allen St. John,
Beth Jacques, and all the other Stereopbile staff
who distributed tickets and helped move people in and out of the listening room.
Having got everything arranged to our satisfaction, the very first session on the Friday
afternoon of the show went awry. The Esoteric
transport uses an internal clamping system that
completely covers the label surface of the CD;
this turned out not to be compatible with the
retaining rings for The Mod Squad Damper that
had been fixed to two of the discs. Ihad prised
these rings off to continue with the tests, only
to find that asmall amount of latex-like adhesive had been left on the CD's surface. When
the disc was inserted into the Esoteric transport, this adhesive stuck to the clamping plate,
with the result that from then on CDs stayed
in the machine, the loading drawer emerging
empty. The last five music selections in the first

John Atkinson tweaking the Esoteric P-2 CD
transport

session were performed with both tweaked
and non-tweaked CDs being played in the
Philips transport, therefore. Iremoved the top

OVERALL

plate of the Esoteric for the rest of the sessions
and popped the CD free with apencil eraser if

35%

it became stuck, allowing us to continue with
the original plan. As Will explains later, how-

3o%

music selections with the comparison done
using the same transport, the Mahler and
Julianne Baird presentations for the final session were performed with just the Philips transport. In this way, we would obtain asubset of
the data which might indicate the degree of
audibility of the effect of the tweaks alone
under blind conditions.

Will Hammond
analyzes the results
For starters, the 1990 New Yorkers were different from the 1989 Californians (there's an
obviousity for you) in several ways: not as many
showed up to take part in listening tests, more
left halfway through the test, and five score
sheets with all yeses or all nos were turned in,
despite our statements in the preliminary
instructions that the tests weren't going to be
Stereophile, November 1990

PERCENTAGES OF LISTENERS

ever, so that we would have acomplete set of
25%
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Open Bars - Males Shad dBars = Females

Fig.3 Overall results, percentage of listeners
correct vs number of correct answers
(461 listeners)
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There's More to Monster Cable
Than Meets the Eye.
Interlink ®400
An Audiophile Best Buy

Alot of cables look alike on the outside, but it's what's on the inside
that counts.
After all, that's what you hear, and that's what gives Monster Cable
areputation for producing the highest quality cables made today.
For example, in our Interline 400 alone there are five Monster Cable
innovations that have been awarded three U.S. patents—like Bandwidth
Balanced® conductors, MicroFiber® dielectrics, Time Correct"' windings,
and the beautiful Turbine' RCA connector.
And it's one of our least expensive cable designs.
It takes alot of technology to
bring you great music.
But the effort is well worth it.
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all one way or another (none like this in San

mind." Whether male or female, whether only

Mateo). Those quibbles aside, the New Yorkers

CDs were different, or whether both CDs and
transports were different, in the aggregate the

were also alot like the 'Westerners in that a) they
mostly didn't distinguish between the two

correctness of the scores was not different from

b) discriminatory skills varied considerably

a50-50 situation ('Roble 2).
Obviously, some citizens could discriminate

between bunches of them (fig.4).
Although we gathered additional data from

better than others. Using our previous criterion
of the "keen-eared observer" (KEO) as some-

these tests (age, sex, and listening position), the

one who got 5or more correct out of 7, there

total number of listeners was less. Four sessions

were 82 of them (73 male or 19.7%, 9female
or 20%), or 17.8% of the total listeners. This is

items under comparison very well (fig.3), and

had over 60 listeners, about the San Mateo average, but in the other four sessions there were
only ahalf to two-thirds as many. Nevertheless,

about 10% less than the proportion of KE0s
in last year's amplifier comparison test.

the totals were enough for useful data-416
males and 45 females. (No, the arithmetic in
Table 2isn't wrong—five listeners made only
six instead of seven choices.) Because of the
CD-transport glitch described above by JA, the
last five selections in Session Iwere compared
using just the Philips transport. To even things
out, the first two selections in Session VIII were
also done that way. Thus, we had one complete
round of all the selections in which the CD
transport was the same and only the CDs were
different. In the rest, both CDs and transports
were different. But to use an old Smokey
Mountain expression, "it didn't make no never-

Table 2: Overall Results
Correct Total Percent
Group
Trials Trials Correct Notes
Males —Different
CD transports
1218 2529 48.2%
Females —Different
CD transports
151
296 51.0%
Males —Same
CD transports'
187 397 47 1%
Grand Totals
1556 3222"48.3 1
4
/

None of these
scores differ
significantly
from chance
or 50%

'Only 1female took part in the tests using the same
transport.
•• Five listeners made only 6attempts at identification
instead of 7

0

e
e

9

NUMBER OF CORRECT ANSWERS
Fig.4 Session-by-session scoring
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Regional chauvinists could do something with

would generally be (more or less) equidistant

that, but maybe it's just that the CD difference

from the speakers and close enough to avoid

is less than the power-amp difference. ¿Quien

late reflections; b) listeners in Area II would be
exposed to speaker imbalance and wall reflec-

sabe?

tions; while c) listeners in Area III might be too

Obviously, some citizens

far back to get clean direct-sound nuances and

could discriminate
better than others.

Table 4: Results by music selection, independent of
session (Males only, different CD transports)
Music
Correct Total Percent
Selection Test Trials Trials Correct

Overall, discriminating capability didn't vary
all that much from one session to another, nor

Percent
Correct SignIfIcance

AA
88

26
36

67 38.8%)
127 28.3%)

62/194

32.04/e

were the various selections significantly different as test items. This can be seen from Tables

A-B
B-A

73
59

Ill 65.8%) 132/166
75 78.7%)

71.0%

2.J. Baird AA
B-B

34
54

61 55.7%) 88/148
87 62.1%)Not

59.5 3
4
/

3, 4, and 5, which show the breakdown of the
results for male listeners with the different CD

A-8

95

194

49 '
9%) 117/232
38 57 9%)

50.4% Significant

3. Sibelius A-A

71

185 313.4%) 109/289

37 .7%

transports used both by session and by music
selection.

B-8
A-B
B-A

38
20
16

104 36.5%)
36 55.6%)
24 66.7%)

600%

A-A
B-B
A-B
B-A

63
10
16
93

140
24
38
153

A-A
B-B

33

74 44.6%)

A-13

16

37

43 2%)

Already noted is that females did not appear
to be better discriminators than males (at least
on this test), although their numbers were
rather smaller; perhaps the sample less than

I. Mahler

Total
Score

B-A

4. Paul
Simon

5 Bach
organ

fully represented the female audiophile population, which is not avery big group anyway.

6. Chopin

The age analysis revealed acouple of things not
expected: the rather wide range from 14 to 77,
and the number over 60 (19, or nearly 5%;

7 Prao -

/varum

fig.5). The plot of raw scores vs age (fig.6)
shows, as might be expected, that there were
fewer KE0s among the over- 50 group (upperright comer of plot). But look at the lower-right
corner of the plot -there were also fewer lessthan- median observers there, too. Is presby-

Totals
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B-A

116

10
85
21
35

244 47.5%)
24
220
36
75

41.7%)
38.6%)
58.3%)
46.7%)

A'
A
B-B
A-B
B-4

37
86
20

33

75 49.3%)
157 54 8%
36 55.6%)

87

37 9%)

A-A
B-B
A-B
8-A

237
293
327
361

564
711
609
645

p< 0005
36/60

45.0%) 73/164
41.7%)
42.1%) 109/191
606%)

A-A
B-B
A-B
B-A

D . 0001

33/74
132/281

44 .5
4
/
3
p< 0005
57.1%
44.6% Not tested
Not
47.0% Significant

95/244

38.9%

56/111

50.5%

70/162

43.2%

106 ,
193

p< 0005

54.9% P

< 0 0°5

42.0%) 530/ 1275 41 .6%
41 2%)
p< 0.001
53 7%) 688/1254 54.9%
56 0%)

•Ais the untreated CD in the Philips CD880 transport
Bis the tweaked CD in the Esotenc P2 transpon

cusis compensated for by experience? ¿Una
mas, quien sabe?
The listener-position effect was, to me anyway, unexpected. Listeners' score sheets were
divided according to where the listener indicated he or she sat with respect to the speakers,
as shown in fig.7. In dividing the listening space
this way, we assume that a) listeners in Area I

Table 5: Results per session, independent of selection
Males only, different CD transports'
A-A
Iheelon Correct
-

Session

22

48.4%
44.7%
50.4%
47.5%
45.0%
51.2%
54.4%
52.2%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

194
205
145
182
165
151
176

380
380
349
355
355
355
355

1218 2529

Total
Same
Corne

Total
Olft.
Sion.
Cornet o

-

22/61
361%

37/61 <001
607%

42/132
318%

62/132
470%

76/132
576%

66/192
34 4%

138/264 «001
52.3%

553%

30/76
395%

16/38
42 1%

67/114
58.8%

51/114
44 7%

59/174
33 9%

83/174
47 7%

57/87
65 5%

90/174
51 7%

142/348
40 8%

60/134
44 8%

50/134
37 3%

69/134

32/67

51 5%

47 8%

VI

20/48
41 7%

10/24
41 7%

29/48
60.4%

27/48
56 3%

30/72
41 7%

VII

40/74
54 1%

36/74
48 6%

16/37
43 2%

49/74
66 2%

76/148
51 1%

65/111
58 6%

VIII

13/36
36 1%

20/36
55 6%

41/72
56 9%

20/36
55 6%

33/72
45 0%

61/108
56 5%

II

24/60
400%

IV

51.1%
53.9%
41.5%
51.3%
46.5%
42.5%
49.3%

9-A
Conte

37/61
60 7%

Correct Total Percent Music Correct Total Percent
Trials Trials Correct Selection ltlals Trials Correct

59 122
II
204 456
III
134 266
IV
289 609
V
211 469
VI
86 168
VII
141 259
VIII
94 180
Totals 1218 2529

AS
Coquet

22/61
36 1%

III

'
Table 3: Different CD transports, total scores by
Session &Music Selection, Males

B. B
Corred

21/38

83/152 .• @9096

54 6% iimrt
147/261
n
56 3% <0 001

110/268 101/201 ,,
50 2% -0 00
41 0%
56/96
58 3%

009

NS

<0

,

Total. 237/564 293/711 327/609 361/645 530/1275 988/1254
Correct 42.11% 41.2% 53.796 56.0%
41.6%
54.9%
'AIS the untreated CD In the Philips C0880 transport
Bts the tweaked CD in the Esotenc P2 transport
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

would be exposed to more miscellaneous dis-

though not significantly sa Why? Good ques-

tractions (doors opening/closing, chitchat, etc)

tion. Wish Ihad agood answer.

than the others. While we expected that Area
II would do least well, what was not expected

What to conclude from it all? Several things,
among which, to me, the most interesting is the

was that the scores from Area Ill would tend

repeated observation that difference is more

to be abit better than from Area I(as seen by
the shift on the downslope of the lines in fig.7),

reliably discerned than is sameness under the
conditions of these listening tests (see Table 7).

although the numbers of KE0s in positions Iand
Ill isn't all that different, as shown in Table 6.

Given that this is so, why? At present, the explanation suggested by John Koval° seems most

Although it was tempting to do so, this aspect

plausible; je, listeners are more confident of

of the data was not further analyzed because

differences and thus tend, when doubtful, to

of the relative imprecision of the listeners' loca-

score in favor of differences because they are

tions as recorded on the scoresheets, the differ-

less confident of their ability to discern same-

ent numbers in some areas when groups were

ness and don't want to miss what they suspect

smaller, etc. At present, it mostly reassures us
that the back third of that size room is still okay

aseemingly basic principle, this tendency will,

for listening tests like this.
Now to the most interesting part, again with

in the future, have to be taken into account
when designing listening tests.

is asubtle difference. Whatever the reason, as

déjà vu. As we found in last year's power-amp

Will you hear better sound from your CDs

comparison, difference was heard at asignifi-

if you treat them with Armor All, or color the

cantly higher incidence than was sameness. In

edges green? Well, Armor All seems to be out

only two sessions were the total correctly identified differences significantly greater than the
total correctly identified samenesses; in these

now (see the Audio Anarchist's writings in
Vol.13 Nos.6 & 9), but the basic answer to the
question seems to be aconditional "yes." That

sessions (III and VIII) the differences were also

is, if you have sufficiently honed listening skills

correctly heard more often, but not with statistical significance. When assessed by selection,

and can thus detect fairly subtle differences,
you will probably hear aslight improvement

the same phenomenon was noted for five of

(or at least adifference—improvement is, after
all, amatter of taste). If you can't, you won't.

the seven selections (Table 4). The smallish
number of tests for sameness in selection five

This, of course, leads into awhole other area:

(and no tests of the A-A variety) possibly

that of singly evaluating minor changes in one

helped keep that one from significance, while
selection two was the other was' around,

aspect of the whole replay chain. This is neither the time nor the place for afull discussion;
touch ors just two facets of the complexity
and how these differ. Whether asmall change

Table 6: Effect of Listener Position
Score out
of 7

Percentage
Area I

Percentage
Area II

Percentage
Area III

0, 1, or 2
3or 4
5, 6, or 7

19.4%
61.1%
19.4%

26.2%
61.0%
12.8%

24.0%
54.2%
21.9%

Table 7: Analysis of results when CD transports
Different or Same
Group
Males.
same CD
transports

SAME
Correct Percent
Trials
Correct

DIFFERENT
Correct Percent
Trials
Correct Significance

which the auditor can discern sonic differences
of this magnitude. Put the other way around,
sonic differences may well exist, but if they are
below the detectability threshold of the KEO,
they might as well not exist. We can't be dogmatic about the absence of the difference; all
that can be said is that it can't be heard. The
foregoing concerns observability and is, in
computer jargon, ago/no-go matter. Whether
or not adifference, once heard, is of impor-

104/239

43 5%

83/158

52.5%

•

Females.
DM
transports

73/158 46 2%
78/138
56.5% •
Males. Din.
transports 530/1275 41.6% 688/1254 54 9% p < 0.01 —
Totals

(such as tested here) produces an audible sonic
difference depends entirely on the extent to

707/1672 42.3% 849/1550 54.8% p < 0.01 —

•'.:t. @ 90% confidence limits
"Highly significant —WH
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tance to an individual listener enters the area
of value judgments, and must be left there.
Statistical assessment was done by both
exact probability tables and by chi square, for
those who are interested.
8In aletter to the edltoe published in Stereopbile, Vol.12 No.10,
October 1989. pp.43-45.
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"Get out your checkbook, Michael."
— Robert Harley, technical editor,
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review if the Theta DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
...willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks.
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon. -

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel of musicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
"It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and transparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,
and textural liquidity. "The DS Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged. "Get out your checkbook, Micha
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exagtl
what you've been waiting fo
— Robert Harley,
Stereophile, Vol. 13, N
Aug. 199

THEM I, SP.. L...

Michael, with his brand
new Theta DS'ero'Basic
. .
••

Digital Done Right

Thêta Digital :Corporation •
5330 D -ry Ave., Suite R. /tour; W'is. CA 91301
(g18) 597.9195. FAX 1lb-50- .1979 •
e
.•‘,

Whether or not adifference,
once heard, is of importance
to an individual listener
enters the area
of value judgments.

Final note: at every session, we asked that
somebody come back and take the test again,
so we could have some data on reproducibility.

Robert Harley measured as having avery low
level of data jitter in its output.
So, how did Iscore? Iwas correct six times
out of seven. Iam sure that astatistician would
not accept this score as being evidence of any
audible difference, but Iwas quite pleased with
myself, nevertheless. It's nice to have evidence
that you are aKEO.
To conclude, I'd like to comment on the
whole business of objectivity vs subjectivity

Three listeners did so, and all three had the

as raised in the New York listening tests, and
further discussed in this month's "Letters" column, by quoting the MIT computer scientist

same score both times. Thanks to all who par-

Joseph Weizenbaum 9on the distrust expressed

ticipated, and especially to those three.

by the scientific community, indeed the distrust shown by Western culture in general, of
the subjective experience:

—Will Hammond

Overall conclusion

"This newly created reality was and remains

As with our 1989 amplifier tests, the outcome

an impoverished version of the older one, for

of all this work is asomewhat ambiguous set
of results.

that formed the basis for, and indeed con-

it rests on arejection of those direct experiences

Some, of course, will say that the results
show that the overall scoring was no different

stituted, the old reality. The feeling of hunger

from chance, meaning that no differences can

one ate when an abstract model had achieved
acertain state le, when the hands of aclock

be heard between the maximally tweaked CDs
and the vanilla versions—ever. My interpretation is that under the conditions of the test,
some listeners could and did hear adifference.
Take my own results. Although Iwas inserting
the discs into the two transports for each presentation, Iwas not aware which one was being
used to drive the Proceed's DACs, the only
exceptions being Session I, when Igummed
up the Esoteric drive with adhesive, and Session III, when Will Hammond was unavailable
to help during the first three or so presentations. Itherefore regarded it as legitimate to

was rejected as astimulus for eating; instead,

pointed to certain marks on the clock's face. ..
This rejection of direct experience was to
become one of the principal characteristics of
modern science. It was imprinted on Western
European culture not only by the clock but also
by the many prosthetic sensing instruments,
especially those that reported on the phenomena
they were set to monitor by means of pointers
whose positions were ultimately translated into
numbers ...
experiences of reality had to be
representable as numbers in order to appear
legitimate in the eyes of the common wisdom."

make my own identifications of Same or Different, and did do so during one of the final sessions. Ihad spent sufficient time auditioning
the tweaked and non-tweaked CDs during the
previous sessions and during setup to be confident of identifying Same or Different under
blind conditions, even if when presented with
just one or the other, Icouldn't be sure of making an absolute identification. The differences

Ihis rejection of
direct experience was to become
one of the principal characteristics
of modern science."
Those who place their belief in measure-

were undoubtedly small under these conditions, which is, of course, not the same as say-

experience itself that matters, not the descrip-

ing they don't exist. To these ears, the tweaked
CD in the Esoteric transport connected with

tion of the experience, no matter how thorough or well-researched that descriotion.

the MAS interconnect had slightly more of a
sense of ease to its overall sound, with alessfatiguing treble. The bulk of this difference I
would ascribe to the Esoteric transport, which
Stereophile, November 1990

ments alone should remember that it is still the

—John Atkinson

$

9From Computer /biter and Human Reason (W.H. Freeman,
1976), 2b quoted in George Johnson's. Machinery of the Mind
(lbmpus, 1986), p.267.
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as Iam by the MC-101, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but

Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capaci-

fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the

tance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget: their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic. P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

EA) Sonata Sties1
B & K COMPONENTS. LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX 716-822-8306)

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply Individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.
EDIIDR'S NOTE: 'As Wé See It" in theJuly 1990

their production chains.

issue of Stereophile, entitled "Deeper Mean-

As for the blind tests, here's one for you

ings" and written by Robert Harley, addressed

objectivists: cover your eyes, plug your nose

the nature of 'quality" in abi-fi context. His

and ears, and try to differentiate between slices

essay had been triggered by aconversation

of equally ripe apple, pear, and potato. Come

Bob and Ibad bad with Stanley Lipsbitz at last

on, you tone-deaf techno-nerds—you've got

May's AES Conference on "ne Sound of

five senses...use them! Or perhaps your

Audio" concerning the correlation—or; more

greatest fear is incompetence.

properly, the lack of correlation—between

Frank Mahon

good measured performance and "good"

Toronto, Canada

sound quality. Ibad raised the example of the
Wadia 2000 DIA processor as having measured performance far worse than the cheapest
Japanese CD player yet it is widely regarded
to sound "good," only to have Dr Lipsbitz
respond with 'Ab, but bow do you know what
is good?"
A simple question, but adeep one that cuts
to the bone of this and every other valuejudgment-oriented review magazine's existence For

if these magazines' writers and edi-

Arrogance & the AES
Editor:
In respect to Mr. Harley's "Deeper Meanings,"
several general comments must be made.
•The apparent position of the Audio Engineering Society (AES) that every meaningful nuance
of recorded music is measurable is indicative
of extreme arrogance on their part. Measurement of acomponent's sonic characteristics is
valuable and worthwhile to the (apparently

tors have no world view that allows them to

subhuman) audiophile as manifest by the inclu-

recognize what is good (and what is bad), then
what right do they have to continue writing

sion of Mr. Harley's findings in the equipment

and publishing reviews? "Deeper Meanings"

reviews. His reference to the derisive comments of the AES toward audiophiles does

attempted, therefore to answer that question;

nothing to enhance the integrity of the AES. ,

in turn, it prompted averitable flood of cor-

The credibility of the AES is open to ques-

respondence Uniquely for Stereophile there-

tion when they become steadfast in their reliance on current evaluative techniques. All of

fore Idecided to devote this month's "Letters"
section to discussion ofjust one subject: the

science is predicated upon the replacement of

question of 'quality" as described by Robert
Harley in July.
—JA

the current paradigm (not truth) and/or methodology with the new The AES seems to con-

Audio excellence & incompetence

tent itself with generating new ideas within its
own narrowly defined and limited arena. It is

Editor:

ironic that the "audiophiles" were referred to

Re: Robert Harley's "Deeper Meanings": Judging by the horrific quality of many massmar-

at the Washington Conference as "flat-earthers,"
as this represented the paradigm belief of the

Icet recordings, it appears the objectivist "meter

scientific community until amore global per-

readers" have alot to learn from the subjectivist

ception became accepted.
•Idispute neither the intellect nor the contri-

"golden ears."
Haven't those tone-deaf engineers ever listened
to Chesky, Reference Recordings, Proprius,
Sheffield Lab, and all the rest of the everincreasing number of companies committed
to audio excellence? Isincerely doubt that any
of these companies use $200 components in
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IIthink it abit cctreme to regard the AES in this monolithic
amanner Many different "faiths" are represented within the
AES—Robert Harley and myself are both members, for
example—and it is more fair to say that Mr. Starr's comments
should be directed at astrong faction within the AES membership, of whom Stanley Lipshitz is one of the leading voices.
However, for aprecise statement of Dr. Lipshitz's position, see
his letter elsewhere in this issue.
—JA
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bution of the AES, only its arrogance. Iam not

of the Denon (ugh!) 1025 receiver might be in

an "audiophile" —I am not adept at wading

order.) Harley implicitly impugns the sound of
Oriental receivers without having reviewed
them. Would he reject the qualities of acheap

through the graphs and measurements—and
thus not defending aperceived self-image.
•There is an obvious parallel between the

British integrated, unheard? Idoubt it. The Pio-

AES/audiophile scenario and the movie Dead
Poets Society. Iwonder if members of the AES
who watched that film were sympathetic with

neer as aLevinson is lunacy; however, the Anarchist's comment on the Naim as aKrell clone

the students and their beloved and passionate
teacher or the administration of the prep school?
•Finally, the dismissal of that which is not

is perspicacious—By George, Ithink I've got
it: "The rave of same falls mainly on the Naim."
This is all too reminiscent of that infamous
reviewer who wrote alousy review of aEugene

measurable—in this case, the "musical expe-

Ormandy concert (Ormandy was the "mid -fi"

rience"—manifests not only arrogance, but
ignorance. This is not anew malady of the

of conductors among the cognoscenti) without
bothering to stay and hear it. Our reviewer

scientific community, just an unfortunate one

commented on the performance of aselection
which had been deleted from the concert!

After all, is there empirical proof of God's existence or just the emotion of seeing your child
for the first time?

Daniel Starr
Hamburg, NY

The Robert Harley Report?
Editor:

Aproblem of no mean proportion emerges
with respect to the high-end journals. While
there is internal consistency within each publication, ameaningful conclusion on product
choice is impossible unless one accepts asingle
publication as revealed truth. This postulate,

Stereopbile, if recent history is atrue indication,

Isubmit, most honest subjectivists would now

might be renamed The Robert Harley Report;

eschew. In such aquasi-religious struggle, the

such is his newly acquired dominance. Mr.

equipment and music itself become buried by
ego. The review becomes not the means but

Harley is brilliant though deadly serious—the
antithesis of Sam Tellig and even Dick Olsher,
who seem to put their audiophile preoccupation into some rational perspective. It is as
though, with each utterance, Mr. Harley is analyzing the Shroud of lbrin.
His epistle in defense of subjective audio

the end in itself. Yes, the medium becomes the
message.
Let us look at preamps, for example The following have all received the proverbial rave, at
least somewhere in subjective circles: CAT, CJ
PV8 & PV9, Audio Research SP11 & SP14, Melos

review, "Deeper Meanings," is deeply felt and

222B, Classé DR5, Electrocompaniet Ed,

articulate, yet ultimately too narrowly focused.

Adcom GFP-565 & 555, Forté 2, PS Audio 4.6,
B&K Sonata 101, any Naim, Music Reference

He need not compose an aesthetic bill of
rights—anyone can harbor astrong opinion.

RM5II, Audible Illusions 2D, Superphon Reve-

No license is necessary to become a"golden

lation, Klyne SK-5A, Krell KSP7B, Aragon 24K,

ear." Certainly no impassioned sermon is

Meitner PA6i, The Mod Squad Duet, Quicksil-

necessary; yet in light of the scorn subjectivists

ver, Threshold FET 10, etc.
We've come to adilemma where the collec-

endure at the hands of the enemy, Harley feels
a need to respond. But why preach to the
already converted? Objectivists don't even
bother with Stereopbile. This all resembles a
Baptist sermon; Amen, Brother Harley!
Harley is appalled at the infamous Stereo
Review blind test wherein acheap Japanese
receiver was viewed as being broadly compara-

tive high-end subjective wisdom states, in
effect (ironically, just as does Julian Hirsch): "Of
all the preamps we've auditioned, this is one
of them." Often the reviewer notes that the
product is as good as anything at or near its
price "The quality of parts. ..
belies its price,"

ble to several "superior" products. Yet Stereo-

". ..
comes very close to the best available."
Nice phrases like these lose substance upon fre-

pbile doesn't routinely review this inexpensive

quent usage.

class of component (except for tuners) in large

For the customer, the alleged beneficiary of

measure because it objectively rejects them out

the process, this becomes anightinare. For

of hand. How can they sound competitive with

every decent retailer has one or more of the

such cheap parts and poor power supplies? (A

highly touted products. After reading, study-

cursory reading of the JAR Hotline evaluation

ing, memorizing, and yes, even communing

Stereophile, November 1990
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Kimber Kable:
Performance,
Pragmatism,
Purity.
Speaker Cable
and Interconnects
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
801-621-5530 Tel.
801€Q7-6 80 Fax

with the review litany, one is left no better off
than a neophyte wandering aimlessly. The

they experience. One link between the two
divergent paradigms, Iwould think, are the

chances are high that your trusty dealer will sell
you a preamp that at least one "guru" has

basic processes of discriminating similarities
and differences, generating and testing hypoth-

experienced as ahigh-end epiphany. If you

eses, and so forth: All perception and cognition

have only experienced the wisdom of just a

depend upon an interplay of induction and

few reviewers, you'll really believe that the

deduction, whatever different criteria people

Holy Grail is at hand.

may use to drive the processes.
Finally, thanks for reminding me how ger-

What really matters is not whether subjective review is valid, but rather which journal
or which reviewer is most blessed with the
"gift." We merely pit one champion against

mane Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance is to these issues.

David Greene
Palo Alto, CA

another. Iurge trial by fire or, better yet, dueling
monoblocics (with Tice) to find our Lancelot.

Robert Harley acharlatan?

Icurrently believe it's Dick Olsher, though he

Editor:

too is beginning to Hirschize—he adores most

Not surprisingly, Robert Harley misses the point

everything recently.

[in "Deeper meaningsl of that 1987 Stereo

For those facing burnout, there's something

Review amplifier comparison. Golden Ears like

pristine and eloquent in the English mysticism

his were asked to set up the conditions and

espoused by Tiefenbrun and Vereker. You

their recommendations were followed! Is he

climb to their mountain retreat to learn that,
'After all, it's quite simple, son. Mine is the

clever enough to understand the implications?
No, he clearly is not acharlatan. He's far

BEST, just listen. OM ..."

worse—utterly sincere!

Mike Silverton
Brooklyn, NY

Regrettably, Idon't believe that Mr. Harley
could truly understand any of this. He's too
concerned with gremlins in the powerline and
other issues of zen.

Stephen Schlesinger
Seaford, NY

Perception & polarization

Translational errors &
fudge boxes
Editor:
As an AES member and regular reader of Stereophile, Itook interest in Robert Harley's com-

Editor:

mentary regarding the Golden Ear/Meter Reader

1Wo comments on Robert Harley's 'As We See

debate. Iregret that the conversation has be-

It" essay on value judgments in equipment

come so polarized that it encourages both sides

reviewing:

to take positions more extreme than either

First, underlying the quality issue, Isee a
polarization of belief between people who

should be comfortable with.

instead put their faith in any method (or ideol-

ish "Meter Readers," Iwould like to offer a
slightly different twist on the definition, namely,

ogy) as apotential guarantor of certainty or

While Iconsider myself one of those fiend-

truth. This polarization ultimately derives from

"If asonic difference can be reliably heard

divergent premises about the relationship

(absent of perceptual distortions), there will

between observation/experience and "reality"

exist aphysical manifestation of that difference

Traditional methods of science are grounded
in amechanistic world-view, one premise of

that can be measured, and therefore controlled!'
Perceptual biases caused by visual or other stimuli

which is a clear conceptual distinction

should be researched and used as understood.

between an "objective" reality and (intrinsically

By this Idon't suggest that we understand
everything we hear, only that if it's "real" and

subjective) acts of observation. From aholistic
point of view, conversely, perception is an
active process through which our experience
of reality is constructed.

"repeatable," we can meter it. Whenever you
deal with aphenomenon that occurs in more
dimensions than the storage medium, transla-

Second, when Robert Harley turned to the
subject of acommon area of understanding,

tional errors are bound to occur.

Iwas disappointed that he did not address the
methods of inference used by listeners to draw

linearity while sounding more "truthful" than
their more accurate brethren. While it's tempt-

conclusions about the sources of differences

ing for every component manufacturer to
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Listen, and let the sound be your guide.

WC VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

PO, Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884
I'M by V..lyv Ampbtbrabon

"fudge" his part of the chain to make his refer-

sounding than aSanyo receiver, for example.

ence system sound better, it's too easy for us
to end up with more "fudge" than we need
when mixing components from different manu-

The better-built tube amp probably does
sound better than aSanyo receiver, but we have
to prove it, and prove it properly with double-

facturers. A more rational approach is to make

blind [tests]. This is even more significant when

the individual components linear and put the

comparing two [pieces of] equipment that are

"fudge" in separate black boxes. When we get
the "fudge" well enough figured out, we can

in the Class A category, for example.

encode it onto the recording.

equipment sounds alike, if not identical. That

Ibelieve that, beyond acertain point, most

John H. Roberts

is, a$4000 amp is going to sound very much

Hickory, MS

like another $4000 amp (unless the amplifiers

Experiments & placebos
Editor:
One part of my curriculum as afirst-year medical student was acourse in Biostats. In that

are obviously different), and these minute
differences are probably not detectable with
adouble-blind test. Without the double-blind,
the placebo effect can carry the reviewer's
imagination and exaggeration to the limit of the

class, Ilearned the importance of awell-con-

sky. This is one reason why Ibelieve there are

ducted experimental test. For example, my

so many letters that disagree with the reviewer

teacher told us of asurgical procedure that was
performed on patients to prevent heart attacks.

articles. 'Fake Armor All and green paint, for

A test was done to see if it was effective and it
seemed that many patients did feel better and

ence, even though Sam Tellig has said there is

example Many letters say that there is no differatremendous difference.

had less occurrence of heart attacks. However,

Ialso disagree with Bob in his view that

when a more thorough and complete test

double-blind testing leads us away from reality.

under double-blind conditions was con-

Judging equipment is asubjective, emotional

ducted, the result was statistically significant

experience, but one can still have this with

that there was no improvement with the sur-

double-blind testing. Instead of having the

gical procedure Apparently, the placebo effect

equipment switched back and forth, one can

was the effective agent that caused the patients
to believe that it was effective.

listen to amp A for as long as he or she likes,
then switch to amp Band, again, listen to this

Iam telling you this because Ihave recently
gained interest in the world of audio and Itoo
want what is good. However, after reading

switching can be done by another person so
that the reviewer would not know the true

Robert Harley's article in July, Ihad to add certain remarks.

double-blind, while the reviewer could audi-

First of all, Ido believe that how good [a
piece of] equipment sounds cannot be deter-

for whatever length of time. The setup and the

identity of the amps. Now this would be agood
tion the equipment as he or she normally
would; le, by listening.

mined by any objective tests or measurements.

Remember, without adouble-blind, you and

Bob is right in that what makes something

Iwill probably go out and have surgery done

good is how well that component can involve

even though it really doesn't work, just as so

the listener with the music. However, Ido

many people are made to believe that amp A

believe that adouble-blind test is necessary or

sounds much, much better than amp B, even

else the reviewer will not know if the equip-

though there might not be atrue difference.

ment in question is better or it's simply a

William W. Jou

placebo effect. Even Bob says "Who really

Walnut, CA

believes that apair of Futterman OTL tube
amplifiers, aMark Levinson, and aJapanese
receiver are sonically identical?" This is exactly
what the placebo effect is! Iam not saying that

Value judgments &
experiments

an expensive tube amplifier sounds exactly like

Editor:
As alifelong lover of serious music and the

that of acheap Japanese import, but one can-

author of more than 50 scientific papers, Iam

not have the mentality that just because some-

well acquainted with both "subjective" and

thing looks better, costs more, and has abetter reputation as hi-fi, that it is actually better-

have the good fortune to be married to aprofes-
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"objective" approaches to knowledge. Ialso
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sional musician, aviolinist, and have witnessed

to the claims made by certain reviewers will

many times the manner in which musical judg-

immediately suggest themselves.) How shall
her claim be tested? In amere 10 pages Fisher

ments are made. Thus Iwas much interested
in Robert Harley's thoughtful piece on the
evaluation of audio equipment (Stereopbile,

lays out with lapidary clarity the principles
which underlie the design of experiments,

Vol.13 No.7). Herewith afew comments stimu-

establishes atest protocol suitable to this case,

lated by Harley's remarks:

examines the significance of all possible out-

First of all, Iwas surprised that Harley did not
attach the most obvious meaning to Prof. Lip-

comes, and discusses various modifications
and elaborations of the test procedure. No

shitz's reply to John Atkinson. Needless to say,

mathematical skills beyond elementary arith-

Idid not overhear this seminal conversation,

metic are required to follow the argument.

nor for that matter have Iever met Lipshitz or
heard him speak. Nevertheless, the context

One of the points which Fisher emphasizes
most strongly is that only an exact hypothesis

strongly suggests that when the professor
asked, "Ah, but how do you know what is

can be tested. The hypothesis in this instance
(Fisher calls it the "null hypothesis") is that the

good?" he merely left unsaid the (to him) self-

lady lacks the power of discrimination she

evident qualifying clause, "unless of course you

claims, in which case the number of teacups

measure it." In this light the question is no
more than arhetorical device. Idoubt that Lip-

she successfully identifies will eventually and
inevitably approach the number attainable by

shitz had any intention of opening a deep

chance alone This is, of course, alimiting oper-

philosophical inquiry; he was merely reaffirm-

ation, and demands in principle an experiment
of infinite duration. The hypothesis can be dis-

ing the objectivist's habitual mistrust of raw,
unquantified sensory evidence. Harley may

proved, however, in relatively few trials, by the

well argue that such skepticism is inappropriate

attainment of ascore sufficiently remote from

in realms demanding refined aesthetic judg-

achance outcome. The point which almost all
lay persons (and Idare say many scientists as

ment, but it is nevertheless acornerstone of the
scientific method, and as reflexive as aknee-

well) fail to grasp is that if the null hypothesis

jerk among scientists. Perhaps it is fortunate for
all of us that Harley overlooked (or at least

is disproved, its opposite is not thereby proved.
This appears to contravene common sense;

neglected to mention) this simple interpreta-

surely if the lady makes ahighly improbable

tion of Lipshitz's question; otherwise we might
have been deprived of the inquiry it provoked.

number of correct identifications, she is likely

In reply, Harley takes his text from Robert
Pirsig's Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. Iagree that Zen is amemorable book,
with valuable things to say about self-discovery

to possess some power of discrimination.
Indeed she probably does, but this is an inexact
hypothesis and therefore admits at most a
statistical interpretation, not aproof. The only
other exact hypothesis is that she possesses

and self-knowledge. But Iam not aware that

unfailing power of discrimination, and it is

it has anything to say about the design of
experiments, which is the true subject of Harley's
piece. If reading assignments are to be made,

once again clear that this hypothesis can be disproved by asingle error of judgment, but can

let me recommend instead aclassic paper on

never be proved by any finite amount of experimentation. Einstein clearly illustrated this prin-

experimental design, "Mathematics of aLady

ciple when he said, "No amount of experimen-

'Pasting Tea," by Sir Ronald Fisher, one of the
founding fathers of modern statistical theory.

tation can ever prove me right. Asingle experiment at any time can prove me wrong." It is

Here is apaper that ought to be required read-

the everlasting falsifiability of hypotheses

ing for all audio equipment reviewers. The orig-

which distinguishes genuine science from, say,
creationism.

inal publication is not easy to find, but it has
been reprinted in James R. Newman's anthology The World of Mathematics, which in turn
has recently reappeared in paperback.

It is worth noting that only extremely simple
judgments are involved in the foregoing example, those with answers which contain at most

The paper concerns alady who asserts that

afew bits of information. Some questions in

her surpassing delicacy of taste permits her to
tell whether the tea or the milk was first added

the audio business are of this type ("Do amplifier Aand amplifier Bsound the same?"), but

to the cup when her tea was brewed. (Parallels

most—including those of greatest importance—
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are not. ("Is amplifier Aor amplifier Babetter
amplifier?") Iwish Harley had drawn this distinction more clearly, because the two types
of question demand very different procedures

It might be thought that the musician has no
alternative, that there exist no "objective"
criteria for the evaluation of violins, but this is
not true. Thanks to the researches of the Catgut

for arriving at an answer. In particular, blind

Acoustical Society and others, one can distin-

testing, which Harley deplores, is clearly essen-

guish good violins from bad with near-perfect
certainty in the laboratory. Nevertheless, it is

tial to answer questions of the first type, but
may or may not be appropriate in answering

inconceivable that amusician would choose

questions of the second type. On the other
hand, Harley makes apoint too often ignored,

an instrument solely on the basis of laboratory

which is that comparative value judgments

the ear." Between avery good violin and a

enter every stage of the recording business,

superlative one there exist differences which
measurement cannot yet reveal. The trained

from the choice of performers and venue to the
choice of processing plant, and it seems inconsistent (or at least needlessly restrictive) to condemn them when applied to the choice of playback equipment.

measurements, without having heard it "under

ear is capable of levels of discrimination far
exceeding anything that can be caught in the
coarse net of available diagnostic techniques.
This does not, however, excuse us from the

Ican contribute some anecdotal evidence
which supports Harley's views on the impor-

task of endeavoring to refine those techniques.

tance of "subjective reviewing. Over the years

Harley scarcely touches upon it. Forty years
ago, when Iwas learning electroacoustics at the

Ihave watched my wife's progress from her
original mass-produced Mittenwald student
violin to her present Italian master violin, a
1762 Carlo Antonio Testore. Ican attest that,
to aprofessional musician, the choice of aperforming instrument dwarfs all other decisions
in life except possibly the choice of aspouse.
The process takes many weeks. The candidate
violins are tested first in the luthier's workshop,

Much more needs to be said about this, and

feet of F. V. Hunt and B. B. Drisko, it was indelibly impressed on me that music lives in its transients, and nothing Ihave seen or heard since
has caused me to change that opinion. In the
absence of the initial "ictus" or consonant of
speech, one can scarcely distinguish asoftly
blown trumpet from aflute. Yet almost all the
laboratory tests contained in atypical "objec-

then at home, then in concert, then at home

tive" review are performed in the steady-state

again. They are tested with scales and finger
exercises, then with Vivaldi and Bach, then

and presented in the frequency domain. Only

with Mozart and Paganini, then with Tchai-

presented in the time domain. To be sure, aplot

kovsky, Bruch, and Berg. Strings are replaced,

of impulse response has become amore or less

bridges are exchanged, sound posts are

standard feature of loudspeaker reviews, but

rarely is anything done in atransient mode and

tweaked this way or that. Variations in humid-

usually only as astepping stone to the deriva-

ity, temperature, ambience, mood, and fatigue

tion of frequency response by Fourier trans-

are taken into account. Other musicians are

form. Similarly, photos of squarewave response

solicited for their opinions. Agonies of vacil-

often accompany amplifier reviews, but only

lation and indecision are suffered until at last,

to illustrate the behavior under reactive load

with trembling heart and crossed fingers, afinal

in qualitative fashion. In all essential respects

choice is made and the prospective purchaser
turns to the task of obtaining asecond mortgage on the house. What Ifind remarkable

the repertoire of laboratory measurements is
no larger today than it was half acentury ago,
when apair of 2A3s represented the acme of

about this process is the extent to which it

high-fidelity amplification and the attainment

resembles the evaluation of amajor high-end

of flat response to the extremes of human hear-

component or system. Substitute Krell for Cremona and you have afairly accurate descrip-

ing was the principal goal of designers. In the

tion of the behavior of an obsessed audiophile.
The comparison is not intended to disparage

have proved almost as resistant to change as

the audiophile; on the contrary to my mind it

tem of units established by James Watt in 1770.

legitimizes or validates his behavior. He is
behaving exactly as amusician would under

What accounts for this reluctance to devise
newer and more revealing diagnostic tech-

the circumstances.

niques? Idon't know, but Irecall atime when

Stereophile, November 1990

realm of measurement at least, audio engineers
automotive engineers, who still employ the sys-
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it was not so. Around 1950, when the McIntosh

rejection of those who do not share his partic-

amplifiers first appeared—the celebrated 50W-

ular view of audio evaluation. In his closing
paragraph he wrote, "now to get back to Dr.

2 and 20W-2 on inverted chassis—they
quickly drove the competition from the marketplace because of their evident superiority.

[Stanley] Lipshitz's question that prompted this
essay: 'Ah, but how do you know what is

Amere glance at the McIntosh patent showed

good?' The question was clearly not meant to

how cleverly McIntosh had solved the prob-

be answered."

lem of attaining adequate output-transformer

Ihave heard the description "warm" approvingly used when the sound was the result of the

bandwidth, the bane of plate-coupled vacuumtube amplifiers. (Remember that in this era the

obvious nonlinear distortions produced by

majority of prospective purchasers knew how

vacuum tubes. Furthermore, lam totally repulsed

to read acircuit diagram.) it was a"technically

by what members of the German SS regarded

sweet" solution, and instantly recognizable as
such. Inconsequence, there ensued asort of

as "good."

Loy Weiss
Berkeley, CA

underground contest among amplifier designers to contrive atest which the McIntosh

Stanley Lipshitz responds

would fail, or at least one on which it would
perform badly. Improvement of the breed had
nothing to do with this effort. The contest was

With reference to Robert Harley's editorial
(pp.5-15) and comments (pp.43-51) concern-

Editor:

motivated purely by professional envy and the

ing what Isaid at the Audio Engineering Soci-

stakes were competitive advantage; ie, the prospect of running full-page ads saying "Try this

ety's recent 8th International Conference: "The

with your McIntosh!" One of the fruits of this

July, some clarification is necessary. Inever

contest was the interrupted sinewave test: four

said, nor do Ibelieve, that "no differences exist

Sound of Audio," as reported in Stereopbile in

cycles of sinewave followed by an equal period

between components" (p.47). Such aconclu-

of zero input. During the nominally silent

sion is ludicrous and false and acrude mis-

period asensitive recorder was gated on, and

representation of what Ihave maintained all

the RMS output of the amplifier was recorded.

along (see, for example, S. PLipshitz and J. Van-

Frequency and amplitude of the input were the
independent variables. Ido not in fact recall

ation," J. Audio Eng. Soc, V)l.29 Nos.7&8, pp.482

whether McIntosh amplifiers performed well
or badly under this test, but the test itself would
seem to be the perfect tool for the quantifica-

derkooy, "The Great Debate: Subjective Evalu-491). Far from his claim that the AES excludes
"the listening experience from the study of audio"
(p.7), this whole paper is about how to conduct

tion of intertransient silence—a concept much

meaningful subjective listening tests for the study

in vogue these days—and for the investigation
of transient bias shifts under dynamic load, the

of audio. In my experiences over adozen years,

plague of vacuum-tube and transistor amplifiers alike. Why has it vanished from the

audible differences frequently occur—differences
which survive even when subjected to arigorous blind test. These differences, however, have

armamentarium of the technical reviewer?
Despite these comments, Ifind Harley's efforts

invariably turned out to be due either to alevel

to reconcile the two schools of evaluation

response difference, adifference in polarity, a

praiseworthy on the whole. Although Ido not

nonlinear distortion, or an overload phenome-

agree with him on every point, he has consis-

non of some kind in one or another of the com-

difference (half adecibel will do it), afrequency-

tently tried to contribute light rather than heat

ponents being compared. What Ibave found,

to the discussion, aquality all too rare among

and what Ido maintain, is that when these well-

the hypertrophied egos in this field. Ihope his

known and easily measured performance differ-

article marks the beginning of acontinuing dia-

ences are reduced to sufficiently small amounts

log on the fundamentals of the reviewer's art

so as to be inaudible (a situation which obtains,
for example, in most high-quality amplifiers

in Stereopbile.

Edward A. Fagen
Newark, DE

What is good!
Editor:
in Vol.13 No.7, Robert Harley wrote ascathing
Stereophile, November 1990

nowadays), the two components no longer
sound different.
Surprisingly, and alarmingly, a number of
"audiophile" components exhibit frequencyresponse deviations and nonlinear distortions
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sufficiently large to be audible, and are clearly
wrong in their performance—they alter the

bear in mind that we're not talking of preferences
here—he is at liberty to prefer whatever he

sound of their input signals. Whether one "likes"
or "prefers" the sound of such acomponent is
beside the point—it is unfaithful to its input, and

wishes—but about which CD player was "betteg"
namely, more accurate.
So, my question actually referred to how one

as such is not accurate It is amazing how many
people eschew tone controls on preamplifiers,

determines what constitutes a"good" CD player.
Imaintain that there is no doubt whatever that

but are quite happy to approve of an amplifier,

a3dB rolloff by 20kliz (Stereopbile Vol.12 No.9,

or CD player, or phono cartridge, or loudspeaker

p113) is adearly audible error whether preferred
or not on the particular CDs listened to—or on

which modifies the frequency response in away
which produces asound which they "prefer" to,
or feel to be "better" than, that of aneutral (read

all CDs, for that matter. It is abuilt-in high-cut

"accurate") component.

tend that, without adirect reference to the signal encoded on the CD, you have no way of

This brings me to RI-I's quasi-philosophical discussion (pp.5-15) about what Imeant when I
asked him how one "know(s) what is good."
Unfortunately, he has taken avery simple and
straightforward technical point which Iwas try-

filter masquerading as improved accuracy Icon-

knowing whether what you hear is actually less
rather than more accurate And this is the point
Iwas trying to make in my quoted question.
Finally, Iwould like to make one more point.

ing to make, and interpreted it to refer to the

It is one thing to mistakenly praise inaccuracy in

general philosophical question of how we can
ever "know" anything. Please let me explain what
Iwas driving at.

acomponent. It is quite another to conclude that

In my view, the better component is the one
which more accurately reproduces its input sig-

of (conscious or unwitting) self-deception. In my
experience, errors of the former kind can be

nal. (I totally disagree with JA's value-judgment

minimized by objective measurements, while the

criterion enunciated on p.144. 2)If the listener
he should criticize its input, and not blame it for

latter kind of errors can be eliminated by ploperly
controlled subjective tests. (Read my paper.) I
would be willing to wager that, were Ito be pres-

its truthfulness. Such acomparison of output

ent at one of your listening comparison sessions,

with input provides an absolute basis for assess-

there would be no unexplained audible differences.

ing the performance of such acomponent, one
which is independent of listener preferences or

Stanley P. Lipshitz
Audio Research Group, University of Waterloo

value judgments—if the output sounds different
from the input it is wrong, period.

What is good?

does not like the output of such acomponent,

A comparison of this sort is relatively easily
performed on apower amplifier for example, but
is much more difficult when it is aCD playback
system which is being assessed, since we do not
have direct access to the original signal on the
disc. In the quote, `Ah, but how do you know
what is good?" (p.8) which RH uses as the inspi-

an audible difference exists when in fact does not.
The former is an error of judgment, the latter one

Editor:
Robert Harley's article relating Zen and tbe Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance to the objectivist/subjectivist controversy was very appropriate. It seems to me, though, that he copped
out by not answering the question, "What is
good?" in more concrete terms.

ration for his essay, we were talking about just

One useful definition of "good" in audio

such aCD playback system. What Iwas asking
is how he knows whether the player's output signal is amore, rather than less, accurate recreation

equipment would be the ability of areproduction chain to replicate the sound of the origi-

of the audio signal recorded on the disc. The

phones. Only the people who made the record-

answer, of course, is that he doesn't know. Again,
2In my review of the Meridian 206 CD player, where Istated:
— better' is when the sound more closely resembles that perceived in real life. - Iwas specifically referring to hr ability
of"good" components to mimic reality by pm:crying disparate
instrumental or vocal threads within the musical whole, 2 paradigm Iregard as important for good sound reproduction but
one more honored in the breach, most components tending
to blend individual musical threads into asingle synthetic
sound.

Stereophile, November 1990

nal musical event at the position of the microing know what that might sound like, so this
definition is of limited value to most of us, but
it is avalid definition even though the degree
to which agiven piece of equipment approaches
this ideal must be determined by listening.
Another definition of "good" which Ifind
more useful in evaluating my equipment, and
judging different tweaks and modifications that
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Reality & analysis

sonic qualities: resolution and timbre. Some

Editor:
It is reliably related that Ernest Lawrence (Nobel

equipment will cause reproduced music to be
less harsh, less fatiguing, more pleasant to listen
to. All other things being equal, I'd rather listen to equipment that gives instruments pure,
rounded tones similar to the live sound of the
instruments as opposed to equipment that

laureate for the invention of the cyclotron) kept.
abottle of aparticular brand of cheap scotch
whisky in his desk drawer and offered it to visitors, insisting that it was just as good as the best
scotch; an assertion that he could prove on the

makes high-frequency overtones stand out like

basis that chemical analysis had shown the two

asore thumb. This is "good." Although the

to be identical. This idiosyncrasy was tolerated

differences between two good preamps may

by his colleagues who characterized the cheap

be subtle, they are just as perceivable as the

scotch as rot-gut. They were amused that he

differences between aMesa Boogie tube gui-

insisted on accepting obviously flawed mea-

tar amp and altavey transistor am at least to me

surements over the evidence of his senses.

Resolution, it seems to me, is an objective

Irelate this somewhat apocryphal story as

quality. If! listen to one preamp, maybe Iknow

introduction to this letter in response to Robert

there are 15 instruments in the mix, but Ican

Harley's 'As We See It" article in July. Despite

hear only eight of them clearly. Then, Imay

the apparent support it gives to Harley's the-

switch to another preamp, and suddenly Ican

sis, those involved with Lawrence clearly

hear not only the eight instruments heard

believed only that the available measurements

before, but also the other seven instruments,

were too crude to detect the obvious differ-

and now I'm able to pick out the melodic lines

ences, not that such measurements were inher-

that each of those previously unheard instru-

ently impasible. Similarly, today askilled wine-

ments is playing. Iswitch back to the first pre-

taster can detect subtle differences well beyond

amp to find Ican no longer hear those instru-

the ability of virtually all available analytical
instrumentation.

ments or their melodic lines—they are obscured.
Even though Idetermined this by listening, it

In two other sensory areas, odor and color,

is just as objective as evaluating the ability of
two camera lenses to focus by looking at pic-

human senses have prevailed until recently. In

tures taken with those lenses. Would objec-

perfumery the most skilled practitioners still

tivists claim that human beings are unable to

exceed the best analytical capability (but not
by much). In color (paints, dyes, pigments, etc)

focus acamera lens (experience) rather than by

the instruments have finally been improved to

an auto-focus mechanism (objective measure-

the point that their ability to detect subtleties
has exceeded that of human visual ability; it is

ment)? If audio measurements don't correlate
with perceived sonic focus, we're using the

now possible to achieve color reproducibility

wrong measurements. I wouldn't accept

in dyes and pigments that was once impossible

out-of-focus photographs simply because

As ascientist Iam an objectivist, and so I

some mechanical device told me they were

enter this debate with trepidation, expecting

correctly focused. Iwould say the device is in

slings and arrows for rebutting Harley. Despite

error and use my own eyes. By the same token,

his assertion that he is not attacking the scientific method, in fact he does so in no uncertain

Iwon't accept out-of-focus sound just because
somebody says the THD is unmeasurable.
So, Lipshitz's question, "How do you know
what is good?" is like the question, "How do
you know that photograph is in focus?"
Ican see whether a photo is focused by
looking at it. Ican hear if audio equipment is

terms, as the following quotation makes obvious.
"There are phenomena in audio electronics
that defy measurement and are revealed only
by listening. To claim that every phenomenon
that affects sound quality is measurable and
quantifiable is arrogant conceit."

good by hearing whether it has natural timbre

This statement is in direct contradiction to

and good resolution (to cite two character-

the scientist's notion of physical reality. If this
statement is taken at face value it states that real-

istics of audio quality).
He who has an ear to hear, let him hear! 3

ity contains phenomena that will forever be

Eric Anderson

beyond the ken of the scientist's craft. That is,

Ankeny, IA

there are real physical phenomena that can
never be measured, quantified, modeled, or

31 can't believe people are still arguing about thew things.
Stereophile, November 1990
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predicted. Hence they must be classified as
magic.

assure that new drugs and procedures were

Harley's example of the high-end audio
designer also denies the validity of the engi-

effective, unnecessary, or ill-advised treatment

neering process for designing superior products and substitutes for it an arcane procedure

example. Numerous drugs for cancer treatment
have been promoted without the benefit of

that is more akin to sorcery than electronics.*

adequate blind testing. They resulted in quite

He claims that the specs are essentially irrele-

afew tragedies before being exposed as frauds
(deliberate or not).

vant and that only listening will reveal the value
of adesign. There are amyriad of different

effective. Where it has not been applied, inhas occurred. Radical mastectomy is agood

Fortunately, audio equipment is merely

types of capacitors, resistors, wire, cable, etc.,

pocketbook -threatening. But it should be sub-

all of which are said to affect the musical quality
of an amplifier. To make the correct choice by

ject to the same rigorous, unbiased evaluation
that Iexpect for my washing machine and tel-

cut-and-try methods alone, even with all the

evision set. In the case of televisions, Iam

present and past designers working feverishly

under the impression that vision is considerably more complex than hearing—the volume

to judge by listening tests all the possible permutations in order to find the few superior possibilities, would be utterly impractical. Thus,
apparently, the high-end designer uses some

of brain devoted to the former is considerably
larger than that devoted to the latter. Yet Iam
unaware of asimilar argument regarding the

method that is beyond the ability of science to

existence of undefinable phenomena that

fathom in order to make these critical choices.'

affect the quality of the visual experience in
movies or television. Is this situation peculiar

But if this areal and valid capability, should
it not be applied to the design of nuclear power

to audio?

reactors, the space shuttle, and commercial

Ido not know how to carry out adouble-

aircraft—they could all benefit from improve-

blind test of audio equipment in any practical
way, but if it were possible, that is what should

ments in the equivalent of the "musical experience." The last such design tour deforce was
done by Kelly Johnson, who designed the SR-

be donc (In adouble-blind test the individuals
involved in the test would not know whether

71 with aslide-rule. He admits that he would

or not they were evaluating equipment differ-

have done better with the aid of aCray computer.

ences; some, the control group, might listen
only to live music.) Harley argues that blind

The final noteworthy point concerns
Harley's criticism of the blind test. Blind tests

tests obscure differences—truly anon sequitur

have often been shown to be invalid, but invari-

Blind tests are abasic tool in measuring subtle

ably because the controls were not strict enough

differences in phenomena not easily subjected
to instrumental evaluation. Blind tasting is the

and bias entered into the results. There may be
procedural difficulties in carrying out ablind
test for audio equipment evaluation, such as

capable of defining very subtle differences that

listening to too short apassage, but these can

are well correlated among tasters. It works well

be corrected. To assert that blind testing is

for odor and in other areas.

accepted modality in wine evaluation, and is

inherently flawed is to invalidate the enormous

Harley speculates that (some, the objectivist)

effort that has led to almost all medical advances

scientists and engineers perceive music differ-

of the past 100 years. In that period the double-

ently than he and others do. Perhaps, but it

blind test has become the accepted standard
for testing the efficacy of anew therapeutic

seems unlikely. Ido not know asignificant percentage of all scientists and engineers, but of

drug or procedure. It was devised in order to

those whom Ihave known reasonably well (prob-

4This does not mean that there is not plenty of room for intuition based on experience in electronic design. My own bible
for electronics design is Tbe Art of Electronics, by Horowitz
and Hill.

ably less than ahundred), nearly all have had

5How does adesigner go about creating acomponent with
inferior technical specifications and superior musical sonics
such as are claimed for the Wadia 2000? Is the skill teachable?
Why do other components with equally inferior specs sound
inferior? Are there two completely different processes going
on: one in which objectivist scientists and engineers create
and develop the technology, and asecond wherein individuals
with unique and undefinable skills apply it in ways that are
incomprehensible to the developers?

musical scores fluently, and occasionally were
regular members of amateur performing groups.
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awell-developed appreciation of music, often
have played an instrument, frequently read

Furthermore, it should be noted that there are
several mathematicians among them. Mathematicians are right-brain dominant, like most
artists and musicians, and routinely function
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with both halves of the brain active. They expe-

superior to that of acomputer; that is, true

rience Bach in amusical and analytical fashion
that Ifind astonishing, but they apparently cannot hear the differences that Harley insists are
present. Neither can the musicians with whom

artificial intelligence can never be achieved. He

Ihave discussed the problem. My brother- in law is head of the music department of Oklahoma University and our visits often revolve

may be right, but he stands essentially alone
among scientists and computer experts. 6
Harley's objection to blind testing repudiates
afundamental tenet of scientific inquiry—the
necessity of falsifiability. Any "real" observable

around music live and recorded, frequently in

phenomenon must be repeatable and must be
amenable to tests that could falsify its validity.

the company of other members of the faculty
and graduate students. Imust admit, however,

such as special relativity, quantum mechanics,

that their interest in this controversy is negligible, and they are disinterested in spending time
resolving it to my satisfaction.

For strict mathematical models (je, theories
and electromagnetism) and semi-quantitative
models such as evolution, this means providing
predictions that can be tested. For hypotheses

Nevertheless, Iregard Harley's argument—

and conjectures it requires qualitative predic-

that blind tests are "worthless" because they

tions that can be verified (or falsified), often by
statistically valid blind testing.

change more than one variable at atime—to
be entirely specious. His alternative is to change

Harley is free to maintain his own belief

all possible variables and then assert that com-

(which, as Iargue, is fundamentally anti-science),

ponent "A" is more musical than "B." Given the
nature of the procedure and its reliance on

as Iam mine, but Isuspect that we will con-

phenomena that cannot be measured or quantified, if another evaluator reached the opposite
conclusion would it not be equally valid? If several evaluators reached the same conclusion
and most others found no differences, then I
can confidently assert that asimple blind test
would have revealed this statistically significant
result, but with low confidence.

tinue to politely disagree. As Ihave shown, his
belief contains all of the elements present in
"Scientific Creationism." It involves the presence of unmeasurable and non-quantifiable
phenomena; the employment of methods that
cannot be reproduced, explained, or quantified; and the repudiation of the only known
method of testing suitable for detecting and
measuring the subtle (and not so subtle?) differ-

Harley states that there are audio phenomena

ences claimed to be present. Furthermore, he

that will forever defy quantitative measure-

flatly denies the validity of the only means of veri-

ment, and that attempts to quantify these
phenomena automatically perturb the system
sufficiently to invalidate the results—sort of an

—falsifiability achieved through the blind test.
If he could devise alegitimate falsifiability test

audio uncertainty principal. Despite his claim
to the contrary, his beliefs and arguments are
in direct violation of the basic scientific premise that nature operates using immutable principles; and that all physical phenomena are fundamentally capable of being understood,
quantitatively modeled, and the model used
to make predictions that can be tested by precise, objective, repeatable observation and
measurement. Although many observable

fication that would lead to scientific credibility

and carry it out with positive results, Iwould
probably be an early convert despite the presence of the remaining problems.
None of this denies the validity of the musical experience. When Iattended the National
Symphony Orchestra's performance of Britten's War Requiem, Iwas profoundly moved,
but it would have been entirely impossible for
me to have provided auseful review of the
quality of the interpretation or the performance

phenomena remain unexplained and perhaps

other than to say that Iwas not aware of any

have not been quantitatively measured, the

glaring flaws. By contrast, Ican readily iden-

scientific endeavor rests on the assumption

tify differences among the three different

(belief) that they are subject to rational expla-

recorded performances that Iown, although

nation and measurement. This is an old and

Icannot achieve the same musical experience
that Ifelt during the NSO performance. Ican

continuing debate. Its most recent expression
has been the controversy raised by Roger Penrose's book The Emperor's Neu) Mind, in which
he asserts that the human mind contains something that will make its capability always
Stereophile, November 1990

6For agood discussion of the nature of consciousness and the
attempts h) computer and AI scientists to replicate at least some
of its aspects, see George Johnson's Machinery qf tbe Mind
(Tempus, 1986). (My thanks to Bill Sommerwerck for giving
me acopy of this stimulating book.)
—JA
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Despite claims of "near perfect" performance on sine-wave test signals, actual measurements reveal up to 5% transient distortion of the musical signal during loud, complex
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easily discern differences in the quality of
speaker systems, and to alesser degree judge
which is the more "natural," although the room
response seems to weigh heavily in this evaluation. Ihave been able to detect subtle differences in avariety of equipment, including
phono cartridges and my old Heathkit amps vs
my present Haler amp, but in these cases measurements have been the more secure means

jective experience, then the comparison is
inevitable.')
Harley also seems to argue that scientists do
not listen and are incapable of having amusical
experience. That is true arrogance. The musical
experience is subjective and real, but attempting to quantify it is akin to reviewing Cage's 20
minutes of silence. He may tell me that acomponent sounds to him more musical than

of detecting and quantifying the differences.

another component that he listened to at

Scientists certainly can be arrogant in their

another time. If he describes those differences

adherence to strongly held beliefs, as the exam-

in terms such as "palpability," "soundstage,"
"grain," "bloom," etc., we communicate only

ple of Ernest Lawrence indicates. Ican provide
numerous examples, but with rare exceptions,
the scientist can be persuaded by the results of

if we share an objective understanding of the
meaning of these terms. Iam able to accom-

theory and experiment. Yes, he does adhere to
the scientific method and strays beyond it to

of art such as painting, sculpture, and photog-

plish this goal (most of the time) in most fields

his peril. Harley's footnote 6sums up the issue

raphy, where technical measurements do not

precisely. "It is very dangerous to argue scien-

exist. But Harley indulges in self-contradiction

tifically indefensible positions with scientists

by insisting on the non-measurability of these

if one wants to remain amember of the scientific community." Exactly correct. Arguments

characteristics and then proceeding to define
and quantify them for application by others.

concerning subjective experiences are simply

It is this attempt to quantify an essentially

not part of the agenda of science. To insist that

subjective threshold effect, that has not been
shown to be either repeatable or generally

they be included as Harley does is simply
wrongheaded and will not be accepted. lb do

detectable, that causes the difficulty. Numer-

so would set back the clock several hundred
years and open up Pandora's box, releasing a

(Blondlot's N rays, Davis and Bams's electron-

torrent of claims of every imaginable type, each

capture measurements, and Gurwitsch's mito-

ous examples are known from science itself

of which would find sufficient adherents to

genetic rays are good examples). In every one

meet Harley's criteria: 1) the effect is not mea-

of the instances with which Iam familiar, the

surable by scientific techniques, and is outside

reported phenomenon was found to be the

the range of scientific methodology; 2) practitioners can achieve the effect using tech-

result of highly subjective, biased, or simply
erroneous observations made at the threshold

niques that cannot be explained by existing

of visual detectability. The phenomenon vanished

theories and laws of nature; and 3) especially

when observations were made in amore rig-

skilled individuals can observe the phenomena,
ipso facto it is real, but by nature it is not repeat-

orous fashion. It is not surprising that scientists
look with suspicion on such observations—

able on demand and blind testing is irrelevant.

they have had their fingers burned too often

Harley also exhibits two other characteristics
that Ifind disturbing. First, when faced with

by not applying good standards. "Cold fusion"
is the most recent example The most celebrated

evidence that is not favorable, he immediately

case is the work &I B. Rhine, whose efforts to

finds afacile explanation for the failure (false
reporting of results, bias on the part of the

demonstrate the reality of extrasensory perception is aclassic instance of pathological science.

testers, inapplicability of the test); and second,

Most commonly, the problem has been that

he attacks the critics by accusing them of being

whatever effect is being measured is near the

biased because they refuse to accept his arguments. (I do not excuse the AES for being deri-

effects are subject to the same problems.

sive and uncharitable in their attitude, but if the
same arguments are used by audiophiles to
support their position as have been used by
proponents of astrology, N-rays, Hieronymus
machines, and ESP, and the audiophile can
offer no evidence other than his personal subStereophile, November 1990

threshold of visual detection; threshold audio

7All of the examples cited, along with anumber of others, disappeared when subjected to rudimentary blind tests. The ESP
Issue hands on in various guises because adherents argue that
It is unmeasurable by scientific methods. They usually reject
the blind test as invalid. Rhine actually selected his data based
on positively correlated card-guessing rum, apparendy in iimoranee of the statistics of Markov chains. He simply did not
report negatively correlated runs or the overall averages.
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Harley's insistence that science accept listen-

Subtleties do exist. But Ifirmly believe that

ing tests as an expansion of testing is simply

they can be measured, either now or in the

unacceptable. When the measurements end
science has completed its task. If the micro-

be amore reliable indication of quality for most

phones are imperfect and their placement crit-

future, and that measurements will (ultimately)

ical, if the amplifiers produce results either

people than subjective (and inherently biased)
listening tests. Where subtle effects are sus-

bizarre or beautiful to the user, if the ADC is

pected, and controlled measurements cannot

highly nonlinear, then the recording engineer

be done, the double-blind test is the accepted

will use his skills to achieve aresult that he may
consider acceptable or wonderful. One
reviewer may groan, another applaud. If a

the connection between smoking and heart

means of detecting correlations. Thus we have
disease and many other results that would have

speaker sounds good or bad or realistic or

been difficult to establish by laboratory mea-

whatever, Imay like it, Imay be able to correlate some of what Ihear with what has been

surements. Without such tests the scientist has

measured, or Imay relate this to my audio test

equipment reviews based primarily on listening

nothing to contribute and will rightly regard

expert friend and ask him if he can make other

"tests" as being in the same category as the crit-

kinds of measurements that may correlate with

ical review of aplay, concert, ora recorded performance.

what Ihear. If he cannot, so be it. Others may
have entirely different perceptions of the
speaker. In the past, the "what is good" problem was endemic to speakers. Iwell remember
that musicality in the minds of many involved
lots of boomy bass. My speakers lacked it and
were roundly criticized. What is good changes

Ifreely admit that, despite intense concentration and effort, Ihave failed to detect or
respond to the subtle differences that Harley
insists are present. He will probably argue that
Ihave the usual scientific bias that prevents me
from observing the obvious. But even if I
believed Harley's statements concerning the

with time, and probably with the age of the
individual and [his or her) total experience. If

Wadia 2000, there is little or nothing that I

the Wadia 2000 sounds musical and tests badly,
the scientist wants to know why and to find a

could do. Ihaven't aclue as to why the effects
exist or where to start to look for an answer. Do

way of reproducing the effect. But first he

Iabandon Maxwell's equations and the EbersMoll model of transistors and attempt, without

needs to know if asignificant fraction of qualified listeners can observe the effect. If you
refuse him that step and tell him that the effect
is unmeasurable, he can only shrug and go on

ashred of useful data, to develop awhole class
of new models of electronic components and

to other things. Listeners can hear musical

the way they function? To do any of the latter
Ineed to know how human hearing functions.

effects, and that ability has been roughly quan-

To do that 1must start with blind testing, or at

tified. If the effect is essentially magic as

least the kind of sterile laboratory testing that

defined above, it is out of the scientist's realm.

Harley decries. But if the effect is non-

Harley explicitly attacks the basic premise

physical, non-measurable, and non-quantifiable,

on which all of science rests (and by implica-

what do Ido? Even magic in the many fantasy

tion the existence of the equipment to which
he listens, which is an expression of that

stories that Ihave read (Tolkien, Anthony,

science) when he derides this premise: "Consideration of any event outside the measurable and repeatable is to stray from the scientific
method and thus away from the truth." Almost

Kurtz, Chalker, etc.) is based on some kind of
logic.
Scientists were faced with such adilemma
in the 1930s because one form of radioactivity

right. The gravitational bending of light was

(beta decay) appeared to violate conservation
of energy. The situation had reached apoint

nearly unmeasurable in 1919. It was attempted
because it had been predicted. But it was cer-

energy was discussed. But it was too sacred a

tainly repeatable. On the other hand there are

cow to kill and Enrico Fermi devised aclever

that the idea of abandoning conservation of

numerous examples of hypotheses that were

theory that was mathematically neat although

not testable when first presented. They usually

it involved aghostly particle named the neutrino. The neutrino was discovered some 20

are discussed and studied (unless very unconventional), and in most cases they eventually

years later. Scientists will not abandon fun-

stand or fall based on measurements.

damental principles even when faced with
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ONSONY DIGITAL.
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apparently overwhelming evidence. 8 lb abandon aprinciple even more basic than the conservation of energy on the "evidence" of the
daims of afew audiophiles seems alittle drastic.
Iwill continue to appreciate music, both live

SONY STARTS
Y
OUR DAT LIBRARY.
FOUR FREE.

and recorded, regardless of my inability to perceive the differences that he hears and my skepticism that they are entirely real. My palate is
apparently more sensitive than my audio perception even though Iam aleft-handed (rightbrain) mathematical scientist with significant
experience in musical performance.

From Dusk
Till Dawn

Robert B. Moler
Catharpin, VA

ForTroptcal Nights

Stop squabbling and
look for answers

From Hollywood

Editor:
In "As We See It," July 1990, Robert Harley
reports that the often snide and sometimes hostile stand-off between the golden ears and the
meter-readers goes on. The former disparage
the name ofJulian Hirsch as representing what
they see as the everything-sounds-the-same,
ifyoucan'tmeasureityoucan'thearit point of
view, while the latter dismiss the flowery winetasting prose of subjectivist reviewers as selfdeluding fantasy and nonsense.
Isubmit that many objectivists, when they
really bother to listen, can hear differences,
while the subjectivists, straining to hear subtler
variations, are often guilty of verbal excess in
trying to describe and justify what they hear.
Objectivists certainly hear differences among
speakers, and while they may attempt to relate
those audible differences to measurable phenomena, they readily admit that much of the
variation among speakers derives from qualities of the design that elude any attempt at
quantification. When it comes to amplifiers,
however, they don't trust their ears with subtler
differences, so retreat behind their engineering
degrees to declare that no differences exist, or
that if they do exist, they are too insignificant

For Sunday Morning

BUY ANY SONY DAT DECK AND
RECEIVE F
OUR CBS J
AZZ TAPES FREE.
Now that Sony is introducing Digital
AudioTape players, we'd like to introduce you to the best way to appreciate
their spectacular sound. Sony presents
four prerecorded Digital AudioTapes.
Free. It's the CBS Records Colors of
Jazz Collection, featuring smart, swinging, spirited jazz interpretations of such
songs as "Mood Indigo' "Just the Way
You Are," and "Eleanor Rigby"
Just buy any Sony home, car or
portable Digital AudioTape (DAT)
player' between now and January 31,
1991 and send in acopy of your receipt
plus this coupon. The Colors of Jazz
four great digital tapes with aretail
value of $80, will bé yours. Four free.
Mail this coupon and acopy of your dated sales receipt to
Sony Colors of Jazz Offer, PO Box 769
Norwood. Ma 02062-0007

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Model No.
Serial No
Date Purchased

hand, hear the differences, know they exist,

Purchases must take place between October 11990 and January 31
1991 All trems must be hilad out completely and requests tor the free
prerecorded DAT package must be postmarked no Later than February
28 1991

and are willing to pay dearly for them, no matter how "insignificant" they may seem to the

se,cluckog Nab. and Haw...)

to have meaning. High-enders, on the other

unwashed.
8It took more than 20 years for geologists to accept the ideas
of Alfred Wegener on continental drift, despite the huge body
of evidence supporting it. The abandonment of basic laws was
not required. Scientists are conservative. Even general relativity was slow to be accepted. Rims out it is probably not correct after all. (Can't be quantized and is not re- normalizable.)
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Introducing Sony
Digital Audio Tape Recorders.

or distortion of conventional cassettes.
The DTC-700 also demonstrates the

To capture all the power, the passion

tangible benefits of Sony's studio exper-

and the pulse of the world's most-admired

tise. You can hear it in High Density Linear

musicians, the world's most-respected

Convertercircuitry that faithfully renders

studios turn to Sony Digital Recorders. But

even the most delicate sonic shadings.

up till now, digital recording has remained

You can experience it in our high-speed

where it was born—in the studio. Now

loading system and ultra-stable 4-motor

those days are gone. Welcome to the age

transport. And you can enjoy it in scan,

of Sony Digital AudioTape, DAT.

search and program-

SONY

Based on Sony technology, DAT

ming features conDT

brings to the world of tape recording

ventional decks can

all the brilliance and accuracy of the

only dream of. Which

digital Compact Disc. Capturing up

means the DTC-700

to two full hours of digital sound on a

not only defines DAT, it

durable, reusable tape that's 47%

also refines it.

Sony DATcassettes. Sub-microscopic
metal particles, proprietary coating and binder
make it atechnological triumph in us oaten right

smaller than the standard audio cassette.
With the new Sony DTC-700 DAT

For more information, call
1-201-SONY-DAT. Better still, visit your

deck, you can experience this wonder-

authorized Sony DATdealer. Where you'll

ment for yourself. Because you can record

discover you don't have to be arecording

live music digitally with aprecision and

professional to make professional-grade

clarity you've never heard before. Or

recordings.

record directly from adigital or analog
source, without the hiss, wow and flutter,
C
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ARE HERE!

According to their
survey; more
Stereophile readers own
Magneplanars than any
other speaker.
We have anew
generation of
Magneplanars that
"Maggie" owners should
seriously consider. Your
speakers are probably still
performing very well, but
the performance
improvements that Jim
Winey achieved in the new
MG2.6/R and MG3.3/R are
worthy of your consideration.
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For many years Julian Hirsch has given us

that apower supply with enough capacitance

lucid, well-researched and well-written component reviews. He gives the facts and makes
no attempt at subjective judgment, leaving that

to ensure stability to 5or 10Hz would be adequate. Now we build amplifiers with powersupply time constants of many seconds. Why?

to the buyer. But he may offer some conces-

Because they sound better. Similarly, it has

sion. In Stereo Review, May 1990, he concluded
his review of a Sony CD player: "Our test
results leave no doubt that the Sony CDP-

been assumed that the behavior of an audio
amplifier above 1MHz could have no audible

X55ES represents the current state of the art in
CD players But it would be unreasonable to

effect. But in "Resonances and Repercussions,"
HFN/RR, June 1989, Paul Miller demonstrates
that RF nonlinearities can give rise to RF/AF
IMD that correlates closely with perceived

expect that the superior measured performance obtained from the technical advances

graininess in audio amplifiers with otherwise

embodied in the player would yield better
sound than that of other good CD players with

excellent specs.
Iwould admonish the objectivist camp not

normal recordings. Maybe with carefully

to dismiss the testimony of dozens of high-end

selected discs and ideal listening conditions,

reviewers and their thousands of correspon-

keen-eared listeners could detect some differ-

dents who routinely discuss and debate (and

ences. They will have to make their own judg-

frequently concur in) the audible merits of

ments." Now there's aglimmer of acknowledge-

electronic components. Let them look for

ment! Then in Audio,June 1990, Leonard Feld-

answers, as Paul Miller has. Above all, let them

man reviews the Sony CDP-X77ES: "I chose

learn to listen. It's not facile. It takes time, prac-

two recent CD releases for my initial listening

tice, and patience to hear and identify the sub-

tests. The first was aTelarc recording, Beet-

tleties that high-enders focus on.

hoven: Piano Sonatas Nos.!, 2, & 3, Op.2 (CD80214), played by John O'Conor. It is no secret

And Iwould suggest to the subjectivists that
they improve their analytical and descriptive

by now that recording apiano digitally and

skills. Too often reviewers with backgrounds

having it reproduced so that it sounds like areal

in music rather than technology perceive audi-

piano is not easy. Yet this recording, played on

ble differences in detail or definition as subjec-

the Sony, came as close to realizing that goal as

tive changes in tempo, phrasing, or melodic

anything Ihave ever heard. What's more, as

line, which no amplifier can effect, and which,

good as the recording is, Ifound that when it

expressed in print, only fuel the incredulity of

was used with two other CD players in the lab,

the objectivists. Further, it's not good enough

the piano lacked some of the detail and took

just to declare that blind testing doesn't work,

on asomewhat 'colder' sound, with some of
the subtler shadings of O'Conor's playing no

for any of adozen reasons. Observations among
qualified listeners must be repeatable, even if

longer distinguishable." Aclearly stated sub-

it means living for days with concealed ampli-

jective judgment!
Irefer to these reviews not to promote Sony

fiers, if the meter-method people are ever to

(who can do that quite well for themselves) but
to make apoint. These two players use the same

seriously consider subjective claims.
To all of you—please, stop squabbling and
look for answers.

Jerry Landis

"High Density Linear Converter" system, and

Berkeley, CA

any technical person examining the almost
identical test findings cited in these reviews

Fewer philosophical debates

could reasonably conclude that no meaningful
difference could exist between them. But they

Iwould hope Stereophile would publish fewer

sound different! Heard through agood highend system, the CDP-X77ES clearly captures
more low-level ambience, reaches deeper into
the nooks and crannies of the concert hall. And
it should—it sells for almost twice the price of

Editor:
philosophical debates and more information
from readers and dealers who have put together
combinations of equipment that sound good
to them. Iadmire the efforts in your reviews to
suggest which components complement one

the CDP-X55ES. But why? Is there something

another. How about acolumn that lets dealers

we're not measuring—or can't measure with

explain their favorite systems?

present techniques?
Consider amplifiers again. It was once assumed
Stereophile, November 1990

Bill Swenson
Colfax, CA
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ROTEL RCD-855 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Lewis Lipnick
16-bit, 4x-oversampling CD player with infrared remote control. Dimensions: 17 1
4 "W by 13 5
/
/
a"
D by 33/e" H. Weight: 16 lbs. Price: $399. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer:
Rotel of America, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240. Tel: (416) 297-0595.
These are difficult times for the audiophile
searching for digital hardware. On the one
hand, he has the low-, and not-so-low-priced
generic-sounding Japanese products offering
lots of glitz but not much music. On the other,
he has the medium- to very-high-priced CD
players, digital drives, and outboard D/A processors coming from the high-end manufacturing community, with prices well above

gets something different, rather than something significantly better. In this case, one
clearly gets abargain. When Ireviewed the
Rotel RCD-820BX in Stereophile (Vol.11 No.8),
it appeared that this UK-designed, Japanesebuilt product was clearly ahead of its peers not
only in material value, but also in musical
accuracy. The engineers at Rotel have obviously
been very busy since that time, because the

many enthusiasts' budgets. The constantly
changing directions within digital audio tech-

RCD-855 sells for about half the price of the

nology over the past few years have produced

be compared to some much more expensive

avolatile and fluid marketing environment that

competition.

has left many consumers in astate of confusion.
What should one do? Spend big bucks for a

Technical highlights

Wadia or Theta DIA processor along with an
expensive dedicated external digital drive? Or

on a Philips chassis, and utilizes Philips's

buy amedium-priced, fairly good-sounding

second-best transport, the CDM-4. Features

CD player with marginal sonics that can be

include the standard infrared remote along
with direct track selection, shuffle play, 20-

tolerated for the short term until something

earlier unit, and offers performance that can

Like Rotel's earlier efforts, the RCD-855 is built

product, since it offers much more than the pal-

track prog,rammability, intro scan of each track,
etal. There is acoaxial digital port on the rear
panel, adjacent to the analog outputs, which

try selling price of four hundred bucks would
suggest. While it may not quite be the equal of

allows this player to be used as adigital drive
in conjunction with an outboard D/A con-

the finest digital hardware currently available,
it comes surprisingly close. We all know that

verter, or as an integrated unit. The lighted dis-

you don't get something for nothing, but more

readable from some distance, so you can actually read the selection and track number. No

better comes along.
Enter the Rotel RCD-855. A most unusual

often than not in high-end audio one simply

play on the front panel is very large and easily

ADVERTISEMENT
more eyestrain. The loading-drawer mechanism is slower than most other current
machines, but appears to be substantial, as does
the rest of the machine. The only glaring omission is the absence of aheadphone jack. Do

No.23 power amplifier. AudioQuest Clear
speaker cable was run in bi- wired configuration to my beloved BMX/ 801 Series rim Matrix
Monitors. Both AudioQuest Lapis and Madrigal
HPC interconnects were used between CD
player and preamp. Along with the active ana-

you really need it? I'm sure that Consumer
Reports would dismiss this machine on that

log outputs from the Rotel running into the pre-

item alone, just as they said that the Porsche 912
was impractical because one couldn't con-

amp, Isimultaneously connected the digital
output to the input of aTheta DS Pro (which

veniently stand grocery bags upright in the

has replaced the original DS Pre Ireviewed in

front trunk. So much for informed journalism.

early 1989 via aStraight Wire digital coaxial

According to Chris Browder, Vice President
for Rotel of America, the RCD-855 took two

cable. The Theta was then connected to the
preamp with the same interconnects used

years to develop at the engineering center in
'Wining, England. He went on to list upgrades
that Rotel included in order to turn this rather

gain an insight into the Rotel's abilities as adigital drive, It may seem inappropriate that one

between CD player and preamp, in order to

ordinary machine into amuch more sonically

should audition a$400 component with such

refined product. Rotel opted to incorporate the

expensive ancillary electronics. However, the
RCD-855 turned out to hold its own in such

Philips TDA- 1541A chip (their second-best D/A
currently available), as well as the same manufacturer's SAA7220/B digital filter (used in
Philips's own machines). In the analog section,
the original op-amp is replaced with an up-

high-class company.
The first several days of auditioning (I usually
listen to any component for at least ahundred
hours before writing areview) were spent get-

graded NE5532AN, enhanced by 1% metal-

ting an overall impression of this newcomer,

film resistors, polypropylene caps, and Rubycon Black Gate electrolytic caps. Asignificantly

and listening to the two different combinations

improved power supply, utilizing OFC (oxygen.

output impedance of the Rotel would suggest

free copper) winding, is also used. Output

that it would not be particularly sensitive to
cables, sonic results proved otherwise. Both

impedance of the RCD-855 is rated at 75 ohms.'

Musical & sonic impressions
First of all, Ishould mention that it takes along
time for this machine to reach its sonic potential, so if you do buy one, plug it in, turn it on,
and wait for at least three days before doing any
serious listening. AC line cord polarity is

of interconnects. Although the relatively low

cables yielded satisfactory, albeit drastically
different musical menus. The Lapis gave a
meatier, fuller, more up-front perspective,
favoring the midrange and midbass, while the
HPC appeared to be more transparent, focused,
three-dimensional, leaner, and harmonically
neutral. While the Lapis produced a more

extremely important, and the time necessary
to ascertain lowest chassis-to-ground potential

impressive "hi-fi" spectral palette, Ifound that
the HPC allowed more of the music through

will more than pay for itself in asmoother,
more open and dynamic sonic presentation.

with aminimum of sonic intrusion.

As with many other CD players I've auditioned,

mixed: anicely focused soundstage, but with
aconsiderable amount of sonic haze, along

the 855 benefits substantially from the insertion of an AC line-level filter, such as the Adcom
ACE-515 that Ihave in my system. Although the
sound without such adevice is acceptable, the

Initial impressions of the RCD-855 were

with an irritating upper-midrange honk. Not
good. After aweek, however, the haze and

addition of the ACE-515 helps to eliminate the

honk all but disappeared, the frequency extremes broadened, and the overall presentation

slight grainy haze evident in direct wall-socket
connection.

became more open and relaxed (it was almost
aJekyll/Hyde scenario; this machine just

For this review Iused my permanent refer-

doesn't sound good at all straight out of the

ence system, which consists of aMark Levin-

box). One of the 855's most impressive qualities was its amazing ability to throw avery

son No.26 preamp operating via balanced
Madrigal HPC interconnect to a Levinson
ILogistical problems meant that we were unable to carry out
any measurements on the RCD-855 in time to accompany this
review. These will therefore appear in the magazine in due
course.

deep and wide soundstage, extending well
beyond and above the speaker boundaries. The
soundstaging was natural, not overblown or
frequency -dependent, dimensionally chang-

ADVERTISEMENT
ing with each recording. In this respect, the

cern with the Adcom, and full orchestral

Rotel exceeded several more expensive digital audio products, including the California Audio

climaxes tend to become hard-sounding and

Labs Tempest II, which is certainly no slouch

dynamics (loud and soft) of afull orchestra

at soundstaging!

more accurately than the Adcom, and sound-

brittle. The Rotel appears to track the extreme

Musically, the RCD-855 is very refined, with

stage remains consistent at all volume levels

adegree of transparency and harmonic neutral-

(aggressively recorded and complex musical

ity usually found only with the real expensive

material causes the Adcom soundstage to col-

stuff. Some listeners may find the lack of artifi-

lapse into atwo-dimensional plane). A very

cially added fullness in the midbass and attenuated upper midrange not pleasant enough for

good example of this can be heard in the begin-

their tastes. Perhaps they're looking for something not indigenous to the musical material.

Symphony 5(Denon CO-1088). Both Rotel and

ning of Eliahu Inbal's performance of Mahler's
Adcom sound okay through the opening trum-

It should be mentioned that the RCD-855 is not

pet solo, until the first orchestral climax, when

necessarily apleasant-sounding machine, but,
as Ihave mentioned before, live music is not

the latter compresses the soundstage into a
sonic pancake and takes on anasal, artificially

always rosy. As amatter of fact, live music can

raspy quality. Using the AudioQuest Lapis inter-

get downright nasty (massed brass instruments

connect helped ameliorate some of this, but

playing full- tilt in an overly reverberant concert hall can be painful), and if you want to hear
what is many in the recording, athick covering

not to a significant degree. Of course, the

of sonic molasses is not going to help. So if you

Adcom offers at least two features not available
with the Rotel: aheadphone output and absolute phase reversal (which really should be

like your music predigested and processed, the

included with all digital hardware, regardless

RCD-855 will probably not be your cup of tea.

of cost). But in spite of this, on strictly musical grounds, Iwould have to say that the Rotel

The Rotel is-one of the few CD players, at any
price, that appears to adequately resolve the

blows the Adcom out of the water.

resonant envelopes surrounding instruments

The next comparison is not so much amat-

and voices, as well as the natural resonance

ter of better of worse, but more of adifference

present in the recording venue. In this respect,
the 855 places the listener in the recording
acoustic, often producing aforward and open

solidly built, very good-sounding machine But

in sonic philosophies. The CAL Tercet III is a
again, Imust say that it is simply not as musi-

perspective that may not appeal to those who

cally transparent or accurate 25 the Rotel, which

want to be further from the soundstage. This
machine also clearly differentiates natural

sells for about athird of the price.This prod-

ambience from artificially induced digital delay,
the latter often sounding hollow and metallic

uct from CAL shares the same sonic trademarks
of their earlier offerings: deep soundstaging,
liquid harmonic textures, and an overly smooth

Some listeners may also find the 855 abit too

presentation. But do you want to hear avelve-

lively on overly reverberant recordings, but
they should keep in mind that the more rever-

tized version of the music, or do you want it
served straight up? Iprefer the latter. The casual

berant the recording space, the harder and

listener may find the sweetness of the Tercet

brighter the sound.
While preparing to write this review Ihad

to be initially alluring, but that insistent "fog"

two other CD players on hand: an Adcom
GCD-575 ($600) and aCalifornia Audio Labs

for me, and imparts ageneral gray coloration
to the music The Rotel, while not necessarily

Tercet III ($1295). It's interesting to note that,

as pleasant, changes character more with each

although both of these products sell for more
than the Ratel, both ultimately fell short of the

recording. Perhaps the most significant musical
difference between these two products is in the

855 in the area of musical accuracy The Adcom

delineation of the leading edge of attack. This

covering the sound eventually gets in the way,

is abasically good-sounding player with aten-

is probably the most important area of musi-

dency to add an unnatural midbass fullness to
the final musical product. Compared with the

cal reproduction, since it provides the listener
with agreat deal of information regarding the

Ratel it sounds rather thick, more two-dimensional, and slightly congested. Individual in-

size of the instruments or voices, depth of
soundstage (how far the musician is from the

strumental voices within large ensembles
clearly heard with the Rotel are harder to dis-

microphone), amount of energy being expended by the performers, and the volume of
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air pressurized by each instrument or voice.
The Rotel does an impressive job of reproducing all of the above, allowing the natural life and
immediacy present in the performance to be
passed through to the listener. The CAL, on the
other hand, rounds off the leading edges of
attack, is less transparent, and tends to create
an artificially laid-back perspective that
produces aless involving, detached perspective. In noncritical listening, Ireally like the

for areally good outboard D/A, ahigh-quality
dedicated digital drive such as the Krell or Teac
would be abetter investment. After hearing the

Micromega/Theta combination, there is no
question that, given asuperior source, the
Theta really is much better than the Rotel. Well,
for $3200 plus about two to four more grand
for agood digital drive, it certainly ought to be.
But is it worth the difference? It all depends on
your priorities, as well as your bank account.

euphonic colorations produced by the Tercet
III. But in strictly subjective musical terms, I

Shortcomings

would have to say that it is bettered by the less
expensive RCD-855.

Sonically, there are darn few. Two problems,
however, are clearly apparent. First of all, this
machine should be less sensitive to cables,

After several weeks of listening to the analog
output of the 855, Idecided to try it as adig-

since the purchaser is likely to spend almost as

ital drive in conjunction with an outboard D/A

much on interconnects as on the machine

processer (Theta DS Pro). The Rotel/Theta
combination was unquestionably more

absolute phase reversal switch. To offer aprod-

dynamic and open than the Rotel alone, but a

uct that sounds this good, without such an

itself. Second, Rotel really ought to include an

wiring mistake on my part demonstrated that,

important feature, appears to be penny wise

although the differences were obvious, the

and pound foolish.

Rotel could hold its own against the much

The 855 is not atank. The sheet-metal work
is not up to the standard of either the Adcom

more expensive Theta. In order to make more
room in my equipment cabinet for some new

or CAL Tercet Ill, and the overall physical pre-

arrivals (Proceed CD player and Micromega

sentation is certainly less than elegant. But con-

CD-1 digital drive), Ihad to move my preamp

sidering the price, and the superior sonics, who

within the equipment cabinet. After relocat-

cares?

ing the preamp, Iresumed my listening with
the Rotel/Theta combo (or so Ithough). It did

Conclusions

appear to sound somewhat less dynamic and

It's fair to say that the Rotel RCD-855 is the steal

open, but otherwise very musical. After afew

of the century. If it were priced at $800 or so,

days, Iwent to disconnect the digital link

I'd consider it agood value. But for $400 it's
practically agiveaway. This machine competes

between the Rotel and Theta and found, to my
chagrin, that during the move Ihad discon-

favorably against rivals costing up to three

nected the digital link, put the analog output

times as much, and is quite happy in the com-

from the 855 into the previous Theta input, and

pany of a$20,000+ ancillary system. While
musicians like myself will undoubtedly appre-

had been listening to the analog output of the
Rotel. Could the Rotel by itself be in the same
class as the Rotel/Theta combination? Unlikely
But considering the price differential between
the two products ($400 vs $3200), these sonic
results were indeed surprising.
Given the above scenario, could the RCD855 be considered aviable choice for an outboard digital source with much more expensive ancillary D/A converters? As an integrated
unit, the 855 is truly extraordinary. And it does

ciate this product's honesty (about 20 of my
colleagues in the National Symphony plan to
purchase 855s), many audiophiles searching
for sonic glitz will probably find it lacking in
the sizzle-boom category Too bad—their loss.
This CD player is not the best available, and
1must admit that after having such products
as

the Micromega and Theta in my system. it

would be hard

to

settle for less. But if you're

function credibly as adigital source. But after

looking for adigital front end that gives great
sound for apeanuts price, the RCD-855 is the

auditioning a now-deceased sample of the

best deal around.

Micromega CD-1 digital turntable, Iwould have
to say that if one is going to spend the bucks
ROTEL OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 653
Buffalo. N.Y.14240
(416) 751-4520
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IN CANADA: ROTEL OF CANADA
1755 Plummer SI •Unit #20
Pickering. Ont. L1W 351
(416) 831-4741
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We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies

ULT.q/1D.
UDCD 01410S02
UDCD

01-oo7.03

UDCD 01-00504

you, send for our catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.

Classical Sampler

With more than 20 years serving

Joe Jackson/Will Power

audiophiles, we promise all the

The Power & The Majesty Vol. 1

UDCD 01-00505

Supertramp/Crime of the Century

UDCD 01-00506

David Crisman/11ot Dawg

UDCD 01-00507

Blind Faith/Blind Faith

UDCD 01-00508

A Very Special ChristmasA'arious Artists

UDCD 01451509

Huey Lewis & The News/Sport..

UDCD 01-00510

Jethro Tull/Thick As A Brick

UDCD 01-00511

The Police/Svnchronicity

UDCD 01410512

The Moody Blues/Days of Future Passed

UDCD 01-10513

Allman Bros./Eat A Peach (2:1)

UDCD 01-00515

Steely Dan/Aja

UDCD 01410516

Elton John/Madman Across The Water

UDCD 01410517

Pink Floyd/Dark Side of the Moon

UDCD 01-0051$

Pink Floyd/Meddle

UDCD 01-00519

Cat Stevens/Tea For The Tillerman

UDCD 01451520

Del Leppard/Pyromania

UDCD 01-10521

The Beach Boys/Surfer Girl/Surnn

UDCD 01-00522

John Klemmer/Touch

UDCD 01-00511

Jefferson Airplane/Crown of Creation

UDCD 01-00524

Jethro Tull/Stand Up

UDCD 01410525

The Carpenters/A Song For You

UDCD 01-10526

Elton John/Goodbye Yellow Brick Road (2

UDCD 01-00527

The Band/Music From Big l'ink

UDCD 01-0052$

Sting/The Dream Of The Blue Turtles

UDCD 01-00529

After The HurricaneNarious Artists

UDCD 01-00530

Hall & Gates/Voices

UDCD 01-00531

Jeff Beck/Wired

quality your system can reveal.
We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
& Swing, Popular & Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog and ayear of our
(2.1

UDCD 01-00532

Rod Stewart/Every Picturt• Tells A Story

UDCD 01-10533

The Who/Tommy (2:1)

UDCD 01-00534

Supertramp/Breakfast In America

UDCD 01-00535

Boz Scaggs/Silk Degrees

UDCD 01451536

Elton John/lIonky Chateau

UDCD 01-00537

Pink Floyd/The Wall

UDC!) 01-0053$

Frank Sinatra/Songs For Swingin Lovers

UDCD 01410539

Joe Jackson/Night And Day

UDCD 01-00540

Jefferson Airplane/Volunteers (Nov. Release)

LIX -11 01-0041

Nilsson/ \

Schmilsson (Nov. Release)
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Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
proud to announce THE
WALL as a Limited Edition
ULTRAD1SC. The compete
2 LP set is presented as
Mobile Fidelity's first double
ULTRADISC set. Each disc
is housed in aseparate LiftLock jewel box with a
special accompanying
booklet. Both discs and the
booklet come in adeli' \,•
slipcase. Send $49. 9 5
(includes shipping)

amimakiinaa
ORPHEUS Iat
AND NINE

,

New Releases Newsletter, send $5 refunded with first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

ORPHEU S
AND

NINE

just what the Muses had in mind.

17RPHELS

AND NINE
4947 Juniper° Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. I enclose $5 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.
SAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.

Serra Stereo • 4947 Juniper° Serra Boulevard • Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282
at Hermary's • 386 El Camino Real tat Holly St.) • San Carlos, CA 94070 • 415-593-1111

INDUSTRY

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Denon has confirmed what Isuggested here
last month: The company hopes to use its bluefight high-density CD technology, not for fivehour full-size CDs but to make 3" mini-CDs
with the 80-minute playing time of today's 5"
discs. The company proved that the process
works by playing asample mini-disc at apress
conference. But it may be several years before
it is adopted as an international standard for the
next generation of CDs. And the world's record companies may not want to change to the
new format at all.
Having used 3" mini-CDs made with conventional infrared technology, Ifind that the
smaller size is wonderfully convenient for portable applications (Walkman and car). For
instance, you can carry several 3" CDs in ashirt
pocket, while 5" CDs are too big for any except
alarge suit-jacket pocket. But others may feel
that the advantages of the small format are not
great enough to justify changing to anew disc
that would not work in the existing population
of CD players. Another obstacle would be the
accompanying booklet. Even today, many CD
booklets are annoyingly skimpy compared to
the wealth of information that used to appear
on LP jackets. In abooklet for a3" CD the
pages would have only 40% as much area as
in present booklets, so there would have to be
2.5 times as many pages just to contain the
same information.
63

one of the three largest record companies in
the world. Significantly, although PolyGram's
pop record labels (A&M, Island, Polydor, etc.)
are listed on the joint announcement from
Archer and PolyGram, there is no mention of
classical labels Decca/London, Philips, or
Deutsche Grammophon.
After the signing, PolyGram's International

Canada/UK: Barry Fox
Archer Communications of Calgary has finally
got what it has been shooting for over the past

head office in London said it had no technical
details of the system, and had no idea how it
works. There have been no technical press
briefings either in the US or Europe. US jour-

two years. Software giant PolyGram (subsidiary

nalists asking Archer for technical details are

of hardware giant Philips) has signed to become the first record company in the world to

told they are "proprietory and covered by
patents which are still pending."

use the new QSound system which, the inventors claim, creates three-dimensional sound

Archer appears blissfully unaware of the quirk

from two domestic loudspeakers.'
PolyGram will pay Archer aroyalty (1% of
the recommended retail list price) on each
QSound recording released. Lawrence Ryckman, Archer's President, says the deal is a"significant step toward QSound becoming astandard in the recording industry."
Clearly Archer will now be able to use the
PolyGram deal as alever on other record com-

Like many North American companies,
in European law which lays pending patents
open for anyone to read and report. And by
happy coincidence, arecent European patent
application tells how the QSound system
works.
The grand plan is to use the system not just
for records but also to enhance the sound of
television, film, and video games. Like many
previous audio systems, QSound claims to offer
listeners asurround of sound. But whereas

panies. The company is, we are reminded, one
of the three largest in the world. The other record companies have all been waiting, and

other systems require alistener to connect a
decoder to his or her hi-fi and install extra loud-

watching the others through clouds of hype,

speakers, or listen on headphones, QSound

for QSound. Archer is backed to the tune of

promises depth from an existing stereo system,

$100 million (Canadian) by investors including
Todd-A0, of widescreen cinema fame. The
PolyGram deal could well be the trigger Archer
has hoped for.
But for PolyGram the "significant step" is
clearly little more than atoe-in-the-water test.

with just two loudspeakers and no extra
decoder.
In European patent application 357 402,
inventors Danny Lowe and John Lees admit
that there is still no satisfactory theory to
account for the ability of humans to estimate

No one yet knows whether record buyers will

the direction and range of asound source They

like the sound of QSound, which creates an

acknowledge the work of Alan Blurnkin at EMI

exaggerated stereo effect. Those who have
heard it, at the closed-door demonstrations

stereo reproduction technology is based.

in Britain in the early '30s, on which all modem

given to record-company executives in the US

Blumlein stereo works by recording separate

and Europe, and on aCoke commercial, talk

left- and right-hand sound-level perspectives

vaguely of its making music "sound louder."

which, when reproduced by aspaced pair of
loudspeakers, fool the ears and brain into hear-

Classical recording engineers are especially
wary.
So, hedging bets, PolyGram promises only
to release 20 recordings over 18 months and
take on option on buying a 15% share in
Archer. Twenty recordings (pop singles, perhaps?) is not exactly amajor commitment for

ISee also Robert Harley's Tenon in Vol.13 No.6, June 1990,
p.49.
— JA
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ing aspread of sound between the speakers.
Over the years there have been many ideas for
artificially extending the spread available from
two loudspeakers, by cross-mixing controlled
amounts of the sound signal from each stereo
channel, with deliberate distortion of the phase
and amplitude. These systems (eg, JVC's Bi phonics, various "super stereo" systems, and
most recently Hughes's SRS) take advantage of
Stereophile, November 1990
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THE
SHOCKING
TRUTH!
Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system.

It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal ir

sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system vi
simply not sound like music.

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can l&
to

some very expensive products.

And if you have alrea

bought those high priced speakers, then you better not lister.
Paradigms.

But if you haven't, better not miss them.

Because from the time they were first introduced. Paradigr
sheer musical ability utterly amazed listeners..., but what caus
even more amazement was the unprecedented lour price.

The shocking truth is, you no longer have to amass a star
fortune to buy speakers that will satisfy your love of mus
Simply visit your authorize&Paradigm dealer..., and listen.

The critics agree:
..natural, open and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined.., arare achievement for any
loudspeaker. hut when price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must he considered as nothing short of remarkable.'
•Sound & Vision Magazine

'... we can't think of another speaker at or below this price that
manages to match the Paradigm's overall sense of balance and
,oinoetence... exceptional value."
-Hi Fi Herein- Magazine

...... ........I! ..........
10
CII ClUlle
Sound&Vision

music... above-al

CRITICS CHOICE AWARD

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive. Weston,

the fact that the frequency response of the

to be predicted. With this in mind, they have

human ear varies with direction. They artifi-

been carrying out alengthy series of practical
tests which involve splitting asound signal into
two and altering the relative levels of each with

cially widen the sound image from apair of
loudspeakers, which can be useful where the
speakers must be close together, as in aTV set
or portable radio. But the effect is inevitably
"phase" and many audiophiles find it objectionable. Also, the systems usually work well
only when the listener is in a fairly tightly
defined position between the loudspeakers.
As anyone who rigged up a "Hafier" or

an attenuator, like ahi-fi volume control, while
at the same time altering their relative phase by
introducing aslight relative delay. QSound has
been making these tests across the whole audio
spectrum, at frequency intervals of just 40Hz.
At each frequency the amplitude and phase
are varied and the position of the sound heard

"Dynaquad" surround-sound system in the

is plotted. In all, this adds up to around amil-

'70s will well know, phase discrepancies can

lion measurements to cover all positions at all

have an odd subconscious effect. (It was David

frequencies. QSound says in the patent that the
collection of this vast database is "in progress."

Hafler who suggested feeding the difference
signal from the output of astereo amplifier to
apair of rear speakers.) The BBC did tests long

In areal-life music situation, the sound of a

ago in which untrained listeners were observed

musical instrument spreads over awide range
of frequencies, so in theory alarge number of

as phase was disturbed. They crossed and

transfer functions must be applied at the same

uncrossed their legs without realizing why they

time. In practice says QSound, only afew spot

were feeling uncomfortable. Most people with

frequencies are worked on, like plot points on

such difference-signal surround-sound sys-

agraph which then connect to form asmooth
curve.

tems ended up disconnecting them.
QSound, claim the inventors, can produce

In practice also, amusic recording will not

crisply localized sound images of great clarity

feature just one solo instrument like atrumpet.

in different positions between, around, above,

There will be numerous instruments, often

and below apair of loudspeakers, without the
listener being obliged to sit in a carefully

recorded on separate channels of amulti-track
tape. Conventionally, all the multi-track chan-

defined position and keep his or her head still.

nels are mixed together into astereo spread for

The question of whether the phase discrepan-

domestic reproduction. For QSound mixing,

cies on which it relies will disturb listeners is

however, aquite different technique is adopted.

not addressed.

Each multi-track channel is split into two and

The nub of the QSound process is that the

fed through atransfer- function processor to

starting point is amono, single-channel sound
signal. This is then split into two signals, each

define aposition in space for whatever instru-

processed by altering its amplitude and phase

When all the individual multi-track channels
have been split into apair and processed, all the

in amanner which varies with frequency.
The two, now different, halves of the signal

ment is recorded in that particular channel.

pairs are mixed together to produce afinal pair

are then fed to aconventional pair of loudspeakers. The listener hears the sound at a

of signals which is then recorded or transmit-

clearly defined position in space The position

reproduction.

ted as aconventional stereo signal for domestic

depends entirely on the transfer function, that

QSound says that the signal processing will

is to say the manner in which the amplitude

preferably be in the digital domain, to avoid the

and phase of the two half-signals was altered.

introduction of distortion and noise It may not

The effect is thus purely artificial, and arbitrary.

be cost-effective to carry out this processing

Asingle sound source, such as atrumpet, can

in real time. Instead the processor is left to

be made to appear in any position in three-

"cook" the channels in astorage system, such

dimensional space, simply by altering the trans-

as amagnetic disc recorder.

fer function, "without constraints imposed by
loudspeaker positions."

The patent gives full details of the way in
which the transfer functions are derived and

Interestingly, the QSound inventors admit

how changing the function of asound can

that the transfer function can be found only by

cause it to move in space; for instance, make

empirical means; je, by trial and error. They

ahelicopter fly around the loudspeakers. But

know of no theory which enables the function

however efficiently the QSound system proves

Stereophile, November 1990
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WADIA CD Transports Deliver
A Musical Code That Doesn't Crack
Musicality from Compact Discs
depends on aprecise, jitter-free
data stream.
With anew WADIA WT-2000 or
WT-3200 CD 71-ansport in place of your
CD player, you'll be assured of asignal
stream that won't break up.
WADIA Glass Fiber Optics Deliver
Complete Musical Integrity
The new WADIA CD11-ansports feature
WADIA's proprietary Glass Fiber Optic
modem and output.
You'll get 8times greater bandwidth and
40 orders of magnitude less attenuation
[ref: lkm] than with conventional CD
players or Transports.

WADIA Clocks Out Jitter
The superb musicality of WADIA CD
Ihnsports begins at the LSI Chip, where
exclusive circuitry clocks the digital
sampling frequency to extremely tight
specs. This ensures that the WADIA Glass
Fiber Modem receives aprecise jitter-free
data-stream.
Real Listening Satisfaction
Experience the WADIA WT-2000 or
WT-3200 CD Transports* at your audio
dealer today. You'll want to listen with
aWADIA D-to-A Converter featuring
the patent-pending time-based Algorithm
for realistic reconstruction.
With WADIA, your CD's will sound like
real music—maybe for the first time.

Wdia DIGITAL
511 Second Street. Hudson, WI 54016

(715) 386-8100

FAX: (715) 386-8116

' ggested bsts are $5.595 and $2.495
WADIA o aIradernark Ql WADIA Degaal Corporateon (ç) 1990 WADIA DI9e1a1Coremalical

at positioning and moving sound images in

the company "remains committed to providing

space, the patent makes it abundantly clear that
the whole system is wholly artificial, with the
position of sounds heard by alistener under the

innovative products of high performance to the
audio specialty market." Another recent takeover of aNorth Eastern high-end company—of

control of astudio engineer operating transferfunction controls.
In the continuing absence of technical infor-

McIntosh by Japanese in-car equipment manufacturer Clarion—appears to have gone without incident, however.

mation from Archer and PolyGram, the main
advantage of the PolyGram deal may well be
the opportunity for record buyers and audiophiles to judge for themselves. Indeed, the
unofficial word from inside PolyGram is that
this is the gameplan. QSound recordings will
be labeled as such, and feedback on sales and
press commentary will be monitored during
the 18-month test period.

IPotor W. Mitchell
So far, in the history of digital audio, most of
the imperfections in the recording or playback
of CDs have arisen from flaws in the design or
adjustment of the hardware. Early digital
recorders lacked dithering to reduce quantizing
distortion; encoder nonlinearities added other
distortions; and brickwall filters introduced
group delay (phase shift). Digital editors added
more distortion: One widely used editor,
which lacked dithering in its volume-control
circuit, added low-level grittiness whenever
the level control was reduced from maximum,
together with modulation noise that varied up

US: John Atkinson
In July, we reported that Madrigal Audio

and down in level with the music itself. At the
playback end, both in studio tape recorders
and in home CD players, brickwall filters added

Laboratories, the company that manufactures

more group delay, nonlinear decoders added

Mark Levinson and Proceed components and

low-level distortion, and eventually timing jitter was found to cause high-frequency inter-

distributes the Japanese Accuphase brand in the
US, was to be bought by Harman International
Industries. (Harman International also owns

modulation distortion.

Harman/Kardon, JBL, Infinity, Audax, Epicure,
and professional product manufacturers UREI,

have been issued not from the original onlocation master recording but from athird- or

Soundcraft, and DOD.) We were informed in

fourth-generation copy that may have gone

Taking into account the fact that most CDs

early September, however, that although Madri-

through several stages of encoding, decoding,

gal and Harman had had an agreement in principle, the two companies failed to agree on all
the details before the deadline mentioned in

editing, and other processing, Ithink it is fair

Harman's Letter of Intent, August 31, expired,

to say that many audiophiles have never heard
digital audio with true 16-bit accuracy. Typi-

with the result that "Negotiations are now

cal CD playback achieves no better than a15bit, and perhaps only a13- or 14-bit, standard

regarded by Madrigal to be terminated."
Harman International has been going

of accuracy. , (I have several first-generation
master tapes made on a13-bit machine of 1976

through aperiod of restructuring, due in part,

vintage, and they sound far better than some

we understand, to marketing problems with

of the CDs in my collection.)

the Harman/Kardon brand. Madrigal, which

During the past decade much progress has

invests heavily in its future in the form of R&D,

been made in identifying and fixing these hard-

is confident that the collapse of the negotiations will not lead to any changes, stating that
Stereophile, November 1990

2See "As We See It," p.5.
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Sound Mathematics is the use of superior quality components, innovative circuit
design, and hand built craftsmanship resulting in sonic excellence. Hafler products
employ high gain, wide bandwidth J-FETs with vacuum tube characteristics. The power
supplies utilize low stray magnetic field transformers and high-energy storage
capacitors for massive power reserves. In the Hafler tradition.our amplifiers use lateral
MOSFET output devices to deliver the midrange clarity and musicality of tubes with
the improved bandwidth and speed of transistors.
Pure. Refined. Natural...The Hafler SE 100 J-FET Preamplifier, SE130 AM/FM Tuner,
SE150 CD Player, SE120 and SE240 MOSFET Amplifiers represent the new line of
Hafler products. We await your listening evaluation of Hafler's SE series components.
Sonic Excellence at an affordable price.

Hafler
THE AFFORDABLE HIGH-END"

ware problems. Digital filters provide phase-

editing software), Meyer discovered that it adds

linear playback (though some cause clipping

low-level distortion to recordings imported

of high-level signals); dithering to improve lowlevel resolution is now commonplace; en-

from his Panasonic 3500 DAT. While the problem could be aflaw in the editor's DAT inter-

coders and decoders have become more lin-

face, the company says it is due to asoftware
bug which will be corrected in version 2.0 of

ear. We have 1-bit decoders for playback, and
similar technology has begun to appear at the
recording end where it is called the sigma-delta
converter. The dbx converter first used by
Chesky is widely available under the Ultra Analog name; several Japanese companies are
recording with Philips PDM Bitstream con-

the program, scheduled for release before this
report appears in print.
The attraction of DSP is its potential flexibility and low cost. The DSP chips in several current Sony products can be used for parametric equalization, dynamic compression, or

verters; and aflock of other high-performance

time-delay and reverberation, switching from

converters (including 20-bit models) are coming to market. For those concerned about the

one function to another not by selecting a
different circuit but by loading a different

possible limitations of a44 or «kHz sampling

stored program code; je, adifferent set of oper-

rate, Mitsubishi and others have converters that

ating instructions. The principal drawback of
the DSP in Sony's D-55 CD portable is that you

can record at up to 100kHz.
If digital hardware is approaching perfection,
is perfect sound assured? No. These days the

can have bass boost or dynamic compression,
but not both—though you might want both

hot idea in digital audio is DSP (digital signal

when listening via headphones on abus or

processing)— using programmable computers

plane.

to perform digital functions in place of hardwired digital circuits. In a DSP system the
sound may be altered not only by hardware
faults but also by errors in the software
program.
One of the major DSP success stories is the
Digidesign Sound Tools package, acomprehensive system for editing digital recordings that
runs on aMacintosh or Amiga personal computer. It performs most of the functions of the
big Sony digital editors, less speedily but at a
fraction of the cost. But bugs in the software
have been known to alter the sound.
For example, when Larry Archibald dis-

UK: Ken Kessler

cussed an early pressing of the Stereopbile Test

"Test Markets" is thc handy term used by

CD in last May's "Final Word" column, he

manufacturers to describe populations serv-

observed that in the organ recording made by

ing as guinea pigs for new products. It could

Brad Meyer and myself the ambience that is so

be testing anew toothpaste in Idaho, where

prominent on the original Titanic CD seemed
curiously dried-up in the Stereopbile copy. As

they like things whiter than white, or trying out
a new pasta shape in selected homes in a

it turned out, the Sound Tools editor contains
adigital filter that is implemented in software,

Milanese suburb. Hi-fi manufacturers employ
whole nations, and the pecking order is quite

and aprogramming error caused the filter to
roll off early—being several dB down at 20kHz

distinct.
It's long been known, for instance, that Jap-

instead of remaining flat to 21kHz. Bob Harley
had to re-edit the CD using acorrected version

anese consumers are offered their homegrown products long before they're released
for export, and this applies to everything from

of the program. 3
When Titanic bought its own Sound Tools
system (with version 1.21 of the Soundesign
3The replacement CDs sent out to original purchasers and subscribers and those now available have had all such errors fixed
—JA
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cameras to automatic bread-makers. If you're
ever lucky enough,to go to Japan, you'll see
wild and wonderful delights in the shops, not
all of which will make it to your local department store. What they're doing is learning
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So you've been thinking about purchasing adigital processor
but are still unsure about what the standard will be? Could it be
aunit that uses replaceable ROM chips, or one that uses a
conventional ladder-type sixteen to twenty bit DAC? WE THINK NOT!
Within the next three to five years, most of the major recording
studios throughout the world will be using anew generation of
bitstream A/D encoders—a technology we have helped to
pioneer. This simply means that if you purchase an Altis bitstream
D/A processor through us today, it will remain an integral part of
your audio system for years and years to come.
If you want to purchase aproduct that incorporates the very
latest technology while conforming to the industry standard—
one that will allow you to enjoy the music without worrying about
the mechanics—then audition an Altis Audio product today.
Altis Audio products are available exclusively at the dealers listed below.

Digital Audio,
done the only way.
ALTIS AUDIO LTD. 43 CROSS ST. NEW CANAAN, CT 06840 203-972-6027

United States Dealers
Optimal Enchantment

Audio By Caruso

Santa Monica, CA

Miami, FL

Audio Enjoyment
Smithtown, NY

Audio Classics

Krystal Clear Audio

Oklahoma City, OK

Dallas, TX

Soundworks
Kensington, MD

J. S. Audio
Burtonsville, MD

International Dealers
Winston Camera 2, Radio

Vanggar Audio

Audiophile Systems

Audeus

Hong Kong

Semarang, Indonesia

Singapore

Milan, Italy

Hi End Audio
Hopkins, MN

whether or not the latest gizmo will survive in

buzz which ran from '83 to '87. British

the marketplace, and it helps to explain why

manufacturers and retailers desperately need

the Japanese seem to make few mistakes: they
leave the real turkeys back on Honshu. How-

something which will pull customers into the
shops, and yet another amp/speaker/CD player

ever much the Japanese consumer likes the
idea of the "latest toy," he or she is not all that

won't do it. It's time here for exciting new for-

far removed from consumers in other lands,

mats, the sooner the better.
We already know what they are, fortunately.

and the manufacturers know exactly which
products—even before they've left the drawing

They aren't so alien that all will need to expe-

board—will offer international or only native
appeal. One would not assume that there's

and computer "multimedia" may seem to the

rience alearning curve. However unusual DAT
man on the street, there are enough hobbyists

much call for, say, ahome sake-brewing kit in

to support these formats through the launch

Gary, Indiana.
Next in line for the new Japanese products

period to maintain asense of progress. This, in

is the US, which remains the world's biggest

troduce them to the non-enthusiast majority.

turn, will give the general media time to in-

single market for consumer goods. Observing

DAT, at last, has been "officially approved."

the situation from aEuropean vantage point,

With SCMS/Solocopy accepted by both hard-

Imust state that this causes much frustration

ware and software manufacturers as asensible
if not wholly satisfactory compromise, the

in aregion which actually has the larger population. Come 1992, when Europe can be re-

hardware manufacturers can now unleash their

garded as one big, happy country, maybe we

wares. And as the UK has always supported a

won't have to wait a year longer than

goodly number of amateur tape enthusiasts,

Americans.

DAT could do well even if the record companies fail to deliver the pre-recorded tapes which

Non-hi-fi examples which spring to mind
are anumber of highly desirable lap-top com-

would make DAT ahit with the layman.

puters, Nintendo games, certain clever cameras,

And here's why I'm optimistic: the first DAT

ahandful of exciting cars (eg, the Miata)—we

machine to reach the shops—already there by

had to watch while first the Japanese and then

the time you read this column—is the most

the Americans enjoyed the pleasures of the

sensible, practical, cost-effective, and appealing
DAT machine yet produced. Aiwa's HD-S1 is

new items provided. Eventually, and that often
means ayear or more after the Americans and
probably two years after the Japanese, we

so near-to-universal that no potential DAT user
will be immune to its charms.'

received restricted numbers of those items, or

The release of the HD-S1, first seen in Euro-

what's left after satisfying the first two markets.

pean hi-fi shows over ayear ago, was held up

I'm not certain what will happen when 1992

by the negotiations between the record indus-

hits; the UK is still holding out against asingle

try and the hardware producers, but now Aiwa
UK has been given the go-ahead. And what

currency and other changes which will appear
to strip away sovereignty and a sense of
national identity. (Or, as one wag put it, "I don't

Aiwa is offering is a personal hi -fi -sized
machine which can serve as adomestic hi-fi

want to find crepes in my local supermarket,

component, an in-car player, a "DATman"

or Cornish pasties in Marseilles.") The prob-

(unless Sony owns the rights to that name, too,
and doesn't want its subsidiary to use it), an on-

lems of which language should dominate business and politics, the idea of someone in Belgium telling aDevon dairy farmer what to put

location recorder for both amateurs and pros,
and as aback-up device in studios. Not only

in his cream—it helped me to understand the

is it tiny, the HD-S1 is also cheap by DAT stan-

South's attitude leading up to the American

dards, selling in the UK for under f600.
In its smallest form, the HD-S1 is aplayback-

Civil War, however much Ihate the idea of
slavery.

only device perfect for music on the move; it

Anyway, I'm concerned about the rate of

can run from any number of power sources,

travel of new products from Japan/America to

thus allowing both joggers and drivers to use

the UK because we're in dire need of aboost

it in transit. To convert it to arecorder, there's

similar to that created by CD. The market is
now the flattest it's ever been, and CD is too
well established and too familiar to sustain the
Stereophile, November 1990

4 ON fell in love with this diminutive machine while in Japan
recently and was not happy until his credit card's trsources
had been did) depleted.
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Parasound High Current amplifiers deliver
a//the power to your music.
They drive the finest audiophile • 40 amp continuous current
• 57 amp extended peak current
speakers with ease.
• 200 watts/channel. 8ohms
Now you can enjoy the
no-compromise system you
thought you couldn't afford.
Parasound
affordable audio for the critical listener

• 300 watts/channel, 4ohms
• 600 watts mono
• 100V/psec slew rate
• lkVA toroid transformer
• 60,000J power supply
• FET driver stage
• J-FET cascade inputs
• Breathtaking sound

Ponsul Products. Inc 950 Battery Street •San Frandsen, CA 94111 •18001 822.8802 •1415) 397.7100 •FAX 14151 397.0144

asnap-on module containing the recording cir-

While it's hoped that the forthcoming NICAM

cuitry and the A/D converter. Even with the

stereo broadcasts will boost the sales of hi-fi
VCRs (and Dolby surround units), the odds are

module in place, it still weighs less than the
similarly sized analog Sony Walkman Pro.

that NICAM will take as long as FM stereo radio

Other accessories include acar adaptor consisting of aplatform on agooseneck, adedi-

to establish itself, and that means decades.

cated stereo microphone, headphones, remote
control, and more.
The HD-S1 uses MASH technology for record-

offering patchy coverage (East Kent, for example, is treated like Siberia).
As CD-V and the earlier laserdiscs were

ing and Philips's Bitstream for playback, and

unmitigated flops, why should CD-1 fare any

Expect the BBC to blunder in amajor way,

is compatible with the three sampling frequen-

better? For one thing, it has practical as well as

cies of 32kHz, 44.1kHz, and 48kHz. Naturally,

leisure appeal, and any gadget-happy parent
can justify the purchase by arguing that Junior

there are digital in/out sockets as well as analog
in/out, and the little Aiwa seems to boast every
facility found on the big, 430mm machines

will be able to use the interactive encyclope-

with which the format was first launched.

dias, atlases, how-to manuals, and so on, thus
enriching his or her life. The audiophiles will

As Solocopy allows the user to make one
digital-to-digital recording, the first customers

play normal discs and do all that the sadly

will probably do nothing more than copy their

have it anyway once they learn that CD-I will

CDs and use the LID-S1 in the car or on the

ignored CD-Graphics could offer. But the market sector which could made CD-I adominant

move. Also likely is that many will record alot

program source is the computer games market.

of material off the air in case pre-recorded tapes
aren't forcoming. But even if home users fail

Although we in the UK are only just receiving Nintendo and the myriad other games con-

to embrace DAT, the pro and semi-pro users—
studios, musicians, radio and TV reporters—

soles, computer-based gums setups from Atari
and Commodore do well enough in the UK to

will grab all that Aiwa UK can offer. Which

support alarge number of games-only shops

professional user could resist atrue digital
recorder for under £600?

and ahalf-dozen or more monthly magazines.
The kids love it, and you can be certain that this

While this will, in the short term, help

Christmas will find more kids nagging their

retailers by dragging afew customers through
the doors, there's not much in it for British

moms and dads for some form of computer
game than ever before. CD-I will combine

manufacturers unless they decide to offer their

about three or four purchases into one, as it

own DAT machines. Best placed to do this are

means that you can add the games aspects to

companies like Deltec, Arcam, Meridian, Mission, Radford, and Musical Fidelity, who have

the aforementioned audio, business, and
educational applications.

their own D/A converters or CD players and a
head start in matters digital. As for the rest, well,

The hi-fi connection for CD-I shouldn't be
underplayed, as the sound on CD-I discs will

even the other exciting new development may
leave them behind.

sound effects on games discs,

be of CD quality. Narration on "tour" discs,
musical

CD-Interactive (CD-I), along with ahalf-

excerpts—I can't wait to find how Ultima VI

dozen other CD variants, has been along time
coming, but Philips is now ready to offer the
all-singing/all-dancing format to home users.

and Tbunderstrike will sound through Apogee Divas instead of the nasty little driver on
my PC.
But neither Aiwa's DAT nor Philips's first CDIwill have it too easy. DAT must overcome both

The marriage of audio and video has so far
been based on tape, the bottom line being that
all it offers is sound through your hi-fi, front

the dearth of prerecorded tapes and the threat

and rear. And while this is wonderful for movie

of aserious digital recording rival in the form

buffs, it hasn't quite set the UK alight, despite

of Philips's rumored breakthrough. This new

the high penetration of video into British
homes.

settes, and can play or record in analog or

Basically, the average British consumer has

digital—two decks in one.' Should the general

alow-end, low-tech mentality, and the market

public learn about this—whether or not it's

is flooded with cheap-and-nasty, fixed-head
mono VCRs which the British buy in droves.
Stereophile, November 1990

format is said to use conventional audio cas-

5See Peter Mitchell's discussion of Philips's S-DAT cassette
in "Industry Update," Vol.13 No.8, p.53.
—JA
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ANNOUNCING A"QUANTUM" LEAP
FORWARD IN CABLE TECHNOLOGY,
Hearing the passage of time...
The story began with the Space &Time Phase II &TFA Return
Speaker Cables, acclaimed and embraced by hundreds of
thousands of audiophiles worldwide as their cable of choice.
The story continued with the Temporal Continuum Speaker
Cable, with its' ability to optimize the damping of the loudspeaker, and audio cable technology was elevated to the next
level.
Now TARA Labs ushers in the most exciting chapter in audio
cable history with the Quantum SeriesTM Speaker Cables.
Using all new materials and technology developed for the
Temporal Continuum Series, the new Quantum Series provides the most advanced performance possible, yet for the
same prices as the previous generation of Phase II &TFA
Return Speaker Cables. The Quantum Series' features aproprietary conductor configuration and special materials chosen
for their unique dielectric properties. Be prepared for a
vanishingly low level of inter-transient noise and asound that
is very coherent, very live and powerfully dynamic with pristine middle to high frequency detail and ambience that will
give you goosebumps all over, again.
Available now from selected audio dealers worldwide, the
Quantum SeriesTM starts at just $2.95/ft with the Quantum I
Speaker Cable. The Quantum II at $6.95/ft and the Quantum
III at $8.95/ft will provide anew level of system performance
that will remain unchallenged for the years to come.
Call TARA Labs for your authorized Space &Time "Quantum"
Dealer.

TARA Labs, Inc.
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland Or. 97520 U.S.A.

Ph: (503) 488 6465

true—it could seriously undermine "normal"
DAT.

saying that they have the flattest, most nearly

CD-I's challenge is CD-TV, the similar but
less comprehensive (and non-standard) system

resonance-free response that he has achieved
in any speaker. They don't have extended bass,

duced (which is saying alot). Voecks agreed,

Commodore is offering. Remember: Commo-

since they will be used with asubwoofer in the

dore and Atari all but own the games market,

THX system; but their tonal accuracy through

IBM's PC and its compatibles being barely
suitable. If the hardcore games players remain

relatively modest price of $1600/pair. Actually

loyal to Commodore (or Atari, who will
undoubtedly launch their CD variant), Philips

they are priced and sold individually, not as
pairs, since you would buy an odd number for

will lose access to an audience which could
establish CD-I all on its own. Unless, that is,

aTHX system. Even if you have no interest in

Philips and the other participants are smart

find aSnell THX dealer and hear the 500LCR
speakers in stereo.

enough to launch CD-I with flight simulators
and shoot-'em-ups instead of 50 museum tours

the midrange is remarkable—especially at the

home video theater, you owe it to yourself to

Ihaven't done afuller report on great-sound-

and ahistory of Italian opera. Then it'll be
Commodore and Atari doing the worrying.

ing new products heard at the summer CES
because the conditions at this year's show

But please, let the UK have these goodies as
soon as possible Ican't bear the thought of yet

made it mostly impossible to judge sound quality. The worst demonstration environments

another retailer going to the wall.

were the moveable demonstration rooms that
CES management provided as asubstitute for
McCormick Hotel. These were claimed to be
acoustically ideal, but in fact they had ahigh
background noise level and severe resonances.
Speakers that Iknow to be excellent, such as
those from ATC and Soundwave Fidelity,
sounded dreadful there.
This is just an another illustration of the CES
management's contempt for the small manufacturers that comprise the high-end audio
industry The directors of CES respond mainly
to the wishes of the large "brown goods" com-

US: Peter W. Mitchell

panies (TV sets and rack stereos) who are

The best sound Iheard at the Chicago CES last
summer was the Home THX demonstration

happy to sell their wares to dealers by exhibiting them on the show's main floor. The fact

staged at an uptown hotel by Snell and Lexicon.
It really did replicate, to agreater extent than

irrelevant since those products are sold on the

Iwould have thought practical, the subjective
impression of experiencing amovie in agood
theater. Of course the illusion was improved

that it's impossible to hear anything there is
basis of appearance and profit margin, not
sound quality. The CES management is willing
to give lip service to the desire of the high-end

by the use of ascan-doubler that produced a

industry (and press) for separate and sonically

1050-line image from the 525-line NTSC laser-

decent demonstration rooms, but in their

disc picture. Lucasfilm put together an entertaining collection of movie excerpts that amus-

hearts they don't really believe that it matters.
After all, this is atrade show, not ahi-fi show;

ingly mocked the storytelling conventions of
the company's most popular adventure films.
What came as an even greater surprise was
the sound of the new Snell 500LCR speakers
that Kevin Voecks developed for this system.
Before switching on the THX, he demonstrated

the object is to sell product, not to enjoy music
(That the latter goals might be connected and
even inseparable would come as anovel idea
to the professional exhibit managers who run
the show.)
The lip service takes the form of an advisory

the speakers in straight two-channel stereo

committee that provides guidance on how the

using mostly familiar recordings. My immediate impression was that they are the most accu-

management can make the show more useful

rate, uncolored speakers Snell has ever pro-

space. Serious audio is currently represented
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for the manufacturers who pay for exhibit
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on that committee by Richard Shahinian. In the
past Victor Campos, now atechnical director
for Adcom, actually was employed by the CES

reason, however, is that by using balanced inand outputs and XLR connectors, normal
microphone cables could be used for digital

management. But good advice has away of
becoming compromised until it becomes unrecognizable. For instance, Campos was involved in the design of an earlier generation of

links, thus eliminating the need for special or
specially terminated cables. One has to realize
that, in astudio control room or mixing room,

portable audio demonstration rooms adozen
years ago, of which the present rooms are a
mediocre copy. But even in the earlier rooms
the construction was compromised to make
them lighter and cheaper, sacrificing their
essential acoustic isolation and freedom from
noise.
Will Shahinian's advice be more fruitful? It's
pleasant to imagine that if enough high-end
audio companies spent enough of their time
lobbying, the CES management might eventually begin to take their needs seriously. But in
view of deteriorating conditions at one CES
after another, Iconclude as Idid last March:
The quickest way to obtain better demonstration facilities (and wake up the CES management) would be for ahundred companies to
pull out of CES and set up aparallel show during the same dates at another location nearby.
If Chicago's fire marshal won't permit exhibitors to concentrate in asingle hotel, the obvious answer is to go outside the city limits—for
example, to one of the many hotels around O'Hare
airport, located in the suburb of Rosemont (but
only asubway ride away from downtown).

there are groups of XLR connectors at several
places in the wall and/or floor, with the cables
connecting them built into the structure.
Alternatives—for instance, BNCs offering
access to coaxial cables—are usually not provided. So unless two machines should be
standing right next to each other, connecting
them digitally with something else than standard microphone cables would mean running
extra cables across the room; engineers hate
such loose cables (someone might trip on them
and ruin a mix or recording). Some highfrequency loss had to be expected, but experiments showed that the bits would survive up
to 50m of microphone cable if 5V was put into
one end and the receiving end was of 200µV
sensitivity; relatively little attention was paid
to the risks of more subtle degradation of signal
quality as aconsequence of jitter.
As for the frequency content, the signal
found at the professional's AES/EBU XLR output is identical to that in the S/PDIF (Sony/
Philips digital interface) RCA jack with which
consumer machines are equipped. (There are
differences in signal level and subcode content,
but these are not of relevance to the point discussed here.) Assuming a44.1kHz sampling
rate, the basic bit rate is about 1.4MHz, but as
all bits that are "1" in this serial type of data format have an extra transition in their center to
distinguish them from the zeros, the maximum
squarewave repetition rate that must be reck-

Netherlands:
Peter van Willenswaard
Following my article in the May issue on the
digital linking of consumer gear, let's shine a
light on the interconnection of professional
digital interfaces. Robert Harley's line, "Don't
be surprised if we soon start seeing CD transports with balanced digital outputs" (June,
p.155), made me sit down and write, as Ithink
it would be unwise for the consumer industry
to copy today's professional layout using XLRs
and abalanced cable.
First, the balanced cable approach recommended in the AES/EBU prescriptions for serial
digital interfaces may have been adopted for
reasons of higher noise immunity. The main
78

oned with is adouble 2.8MHz. If you want to
transport a squarewave through a channel
without too much damage to its waveform, the
rule of thumb is to use achannel bandwith of
at least atenth of the squarewave frequency to
ten times its frequency, je, adecade in both
directions. If we want both the one and zero
waveforms to appear undistorted at the other
end of the channel, we must make the channel
bandwith 140kHz to 28MHz minimum and
preferably a bit (sic) more, say 100kHz to
50MHz.
Now everyone knows that VHF television
signals (40-60MHz) do not travel down a
length of mains twin flex of unknown characteristic impedance without revolting: this
Stereophile, November 1990
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TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY
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Bryston 48 amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

Innovative Audio
I
NNOVATIVE At Dio PRESENTS SPECTRAL

The DMC- 20 establishes abenchmark in preamplifier design. Spectral's innovativearchitecture provides seven audio sources, phase switching. and full tape facilities. The DMC- 20 can
provide precision for any phono cartridge. It can offer fully differential balanced input and
output capability. Advanced design techniques produce the fastest signal response known in
the audio industry. The result is superb musical coherence and transparency.
In the DMC- 20 Reference Preamplifier. timeless qualilties of care and craftmanship join
Spectral's flawless engineering to promise alifetime of music enjoyment.

OUR BRANDS
Adcom. Apogee. Bang & Olufsen, Boston Acoustics. Ik«, California Audio Labs. Celestion,
Conrad—Johnson, Creek, Dahlquist, Denon. Klipsch. Klyne. Krell, Linn. Martin—Logan. Mirage,
MIT, Monster Cable, NAD, Nakamichi, Proceed, PS Audio, Revox, Spectral. Thiel, and more.

OUR FACILITY
Innovative Audids6000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perfonn specific comparisons which include
turntable vs. CD. turntable vs. tumtable.CD Vti. Cl). spea ker vs. speaker. tapedeck vs. tapedeck,
and comparis(ms among electronics.

DELIVERY, I
NSTALLATION AND REPAIR
We deliver and install at reasonable rates t
hrough( nit the entire region. In the event you need
service, we offer afree loaner for units purchased at Innovative. Service is performed on our
premises. Delivery, installation and repair is available seven days aweek.
Located just five minutes from Wall Street. Easy to reach by subway or car. Parking nearby.

NYNEX YELLOW PAGES.
(212) 619-6400 OR (718) 596-0888.
W E'RE IN THE
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Fig.1 Comparison of DAC output signals showing how poor clock timing (jitter) can produce effective non
linearity.
generates shadow images. If you want aclear
picture, you'll have to use acable of correct

total of 64 bits every 22ps. This is four times as
much, so jitter at the receiving end's digital

characteristic impedance. Short-wave radio

interface should be less than 0.04ns (40ps).
This is amonstrous demand, as such timing

amateurs (3.5-30MHz) are also extremely careful as to the characteristic impedances of
antenna, cable, and receiver input. If, in digital audio, one doesn't pay asimilar amount of
attention to characteristic impedances when
connecting two pieces of equipment, jitter will
occur. How this happens was explained in my
"Industry Update" last May.
Timing accuracy: The amount of jitter
caused by impedance mismatching is admit-

accuracy requires not too disastrous behavior
well into the Gigahertz region. Fortunately, all
digital AES/EBU and S/PDIF inputs are followed by a piece of electronic circuitry (a
phase-locked loop or PLL) that synchronizes
with the incoming bitstream in order to filter
the clock signal. The jitter-reduction efficiency
of such a"filter" varies between 30x (for anormal, general-purpose PLL) to something likc

tedly small, but some simple arithmetic may

100x (for a quartz-controlled PLL). If we

clarify the situation. If, in the final digital/ana-

assume 50x as amean value for our calculation,

log conversion, we do not tolerate more than

the permissible jitter at the input jumps up to
amore relaxed but still tough value of 0.04 x

0.5 LSB of amplitude error (vertical axis), neither should we accept agreater error along the

5Ons =2ns. Still tough, because this is about

horizontal axis (time). To illustrate that these
are equally important, British manufacturer
Arcam made some drawings (fig.1). Vertically

only 0.5% of the basic 0.35ps repetition time
(2.8MHz cell clock rate) of the digital signal.
Which demonstrates that we have to be very,

there are 65,535 steps in a16-bit system. The
highest audio frequency (within the CD format,
that is) is 20kHz; each period is sampled twice

very careful if we want the transitions to remain
exactly where they were (One could argue that
for a lower audio frequency than 20kHz,

(every 22ps, to be precise). So for asimilar
horizontal accuracy at the D/A conversion

demands become progressively less stringent,

there should not be more time error (=jitter)

occurs around 5kHz, implying an 8ns maxi-

than 22 /(65535*0.5)ps =0.17ns (170ps). That

mum for jitter, which is an only marginally less

is for one 16-bit mono channel. The AES/EBU
and S/PDIF busses, however, transport two
channels of 20-bit audio plus 12 supplemen-

severe requirement.)
Now the problem with amicrophone cable
is that it was never meant for this kind of appli-

tary bits in each channel, which adds up to a

cation. HF attenuation of such cables has been
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which is true; but our hearing's peak sensitivity
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measured to be almost 3dB in 10m length at

the AES/EBU impedance prescriptions, and

only 3MHz, so your guess is as good as mine

most didn't use the transformer coupling pro-

as to what would come through at ten times

posed by AES/EBU. Usually balancing meant

that value, let alone 50MHz. Characteristic

an electronic phase and anti-phase set of out-

impedance between the balanced wires is

puts and inputs, not floating as in the trans-

rarely specified, and is almost certain to differ

former case. This means that aspecial debal-

widely between types and brands. What

ancing connector-to-cable-to-connector lay-

doesn't help is that the source and receiver

out has to be used for any combination of two
specific machines if one wants to end up with

impedances of the professional AES/EBU interface has been defined as 110 and 240 ohms,

reliable 75-ohm terminations and avoid un-

respectively: unequal values! (This was done
to make it possible to parallel up to four

desired shorts to ground. One debalancing
interconnect cable for all cases is simply out

receivers, surely an outrageous proposition in

of the question.

the eyes of any RF engineer; count your reflec-

Measurements:

Only

Audio Design's

tions!) And what about the characteristic

Prodatl used transformers on its XLR in- and

impedances between each of the balanced
wires and the screen? How exactly an RF sig-

outputs; measured impedances were 75 and 90

nal will propagate along such acomplex con-

ohms, respectively, but the input transformer
showed alower impedance at lower frequen-

struction is nearly unpredictable. The S/PDIF

cies (due to magnetic overload?). The Nalca-

consumer variant suggests 75-ohm imped-

michi 1000 measured 62 ohms out and 110 in

ances throughout, using acoaxial (unbalanced)
cable. Shielding properties of even asimple RG-

on the recorder XLRs, and 55 ohms out and 110
in on the 1000P processor unit; all values

59 are usually more than sufficient, but
superior cables with an extra screen offering
almost total RF shielding are easily available.

but no transformers were used. The Fostex D-

Low-frequency hum and noise can be avoided
by inserting a parallel RC network in the
groundpath of the connectors at the sending
and receiving ends, and the immunity for lowfrequency interference can be further enhanced by ahigh-pass filter at, say, 100kHz in
the receiver.
This all means that, regarding signal-timing
integrity, the professional format is not superior

looked constant over awide frequency range
20 showed 55 ohms out and 110 in, no transformers. The Sony PCM2500 appeared to be
53 ohms in and 104 out on its XLIts (again not
floating, no transformers), but exactly 75 ohms
on both S/PDIF cinch connectors, which did
have transformer coupling. This is apretty
chaotic result, but what Ihave measured on
(consumer) CD players and D/A converters is
only marginally more reliable.
In an attempt to measure the effect of imped-

to the consumer variant. Quite the contrary.

ance mismatching, Ibuilt aPLL preceded by

(For adiscussion of impedance mismatching
generating signal-content-related jitter, again

clock-pulse isolating circuitry, fed the low-pass

Irefer to the May article.) An elegant way

nected it via 10m lengths of various micro-

filter output of the PLL to aµV meter, and con-

around the impedance problems of the

phone cable to the digital output of avariety

balanced AES/EBU professional format would

of DAT recorders and our Dual Domain Audio

be to unbalance the signal and run it through

Precision System One Ialso constructed aspe-

acorrectly terminated 75-ohm coaxial cable,

cial cable that consisted of a75-ohm coax with

as proposed by Richard Cabot of Audio Preci-

suitable resistors across each end to take down

sion in the June 1990 AESJournal .(The arti-

driving and loading impedances to the value

cle appeared in apreliminary form in the 1989

corresponding with the cable's own charac-

London AES/EBU Interface Conference book,

teristic impedance The µV meter reading of the

which also contains interesting articles on the

low-pass filter control signal to the PLL can be
understood as an indication of the trouble the

subject by Watkinson, Emmett, Story, Shelton,
and Mornington- West; recommended reading.) There are however, two difficulties with
this approach. Iinvestigated a number of

PLL has in reconstructing the clock from the
input datastream. The readings repeatably varied from 3to 6dB between different cables

professional DAT recorders and CD players

when random audio modulation (music) was

featuring AES/EBU XLR connectors for digital

present in the AES/EBU bus samples, and from

audio signals. Not one of them exactly followed

1to 4dB with asinewave as adigitally encoded
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signal in the bus, the correctly terminated 75ohm coax invariably scoring the best (ie,
lowest) readings.
As amatter of interest, when headphones
were connected to the PLL's low-pass filter output and acassette containing music was fed to
the DAT recorder serving as adigital source, the

SETS NEW STANDARDS FOR/
HIGH PERFORMANCE
We realize that balanced circuits are
far more revealing of the short-comings
of interconnect than ordinary,
non-balanced circuitry. Our
unique new conductor produces

modulation could be recognized (despite the

out-standing signal in to

horrendous distortion) in the noise, and even

signal out characteristics

more easily with a"worse" interconnecting
cable.

as measured on an
oscilloscope.
Until now, no cable

But, unfortunately, until now Ihave not
found ameaningful measurement in the analog
domain that allows some grip on this phenomenon.

system has been able
to compliment and
enhance the quiet
clarity of balanced
circuit electronics. Now

Conclusion: What Iwould like to see is a

there is Aural Symphonic!

firm adoption of the 75-ohm characteristic

"Differential Balanced

impedance by both the consumer and the

System Interconnect":

professional world for serial audio interfaces.
And awide-band coupling transformer to be
able to avoid low-frequency ground loops. The
type of connector isn't really that important,

Clearly state of the art,
distnbuted

by
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as we are not dealing with frequencies well
beyond 100MHz, but Ithink a safe choice
would be BNC, not least because ready-made

2016 FL1NTBURY Cr. SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95148
408-270-6033 FAX 408-270-6039
IN CANADA, INTERLINEAR, 416-479-1893

75-ohm coaxial cables terminated with BNC
plugs are standardly available.

Sculptured style combines with high technology
to achieve a new level of musical realism.
* Dynamic Dipole Design (pat pend.)
* Bipolar tweeters
* Minimum diffraction

* Non-parallel walls
* Ceramic coated structure
* Tara Labs wiring

You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even— "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
"The VII. 22.5W monoblocks are easily
the utost musical and enjoyable Maple
er sllaave heard. They have an exquisitely
liquid and tonally pure presentation that
puts the listener closer to tbe ous1
experience 'Robert Harley, Stereophite,
Vol.January 1990.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value— that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. /pr.($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. /pr.($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks

dea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. 'Pape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!

'
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Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa),

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
\
NIS1

616-451-386n
FAX 616-451-0709

"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
TEST CD"
Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH, JA, RH. and PVVM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry-standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt, The Audio
Anarchist, and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

STEREOPHILE TEST CD
ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State

Please send me

Zip

copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD

(x)

$6.95 each

(
-4- )

$2.00 per CD S&H

(=) $
Total this order
Li Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

CI MasterCard

E Visa

CI Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

CD Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

THE YANKEE AUDIOPHILE
Peter W. Mitchell

A

ccording to areader survey taken two
years ago, the median cost for atypi-

cal Stereopbile reader's audio system
is under $7000. While some of our readers have
invested over $10,000 in high-end systems,

discs, Ihave hundreds of recorded performances that Ipurchased with labor instead of
after-tax dollars.
A dozen years ago, when Iwas president of
the Boston Audio Society, Peter Aczel wrote in

there's also asubstantial population who have

The Audio Critic that we wanted "audio nir-

under- t5000 systems and are looking for the

vana for $49.95." Itook that as apersonal com-

most cost-effective ways to upgrade.
Not surprisingly, one of the most popular
Stereopbile columns used to be "The Audio

pliment. Inflation and ahealthier bank account
tude remains the same. I'm still looking for

Cheapskate," in which Sam Tellig reviewed

great-sounding products (and ways to improve

budget-price components The column became

asystem's sound) at afraction of the usual cost.

"The Audio Anarchist" when Sam's interest

That, in anutshell, is what this column will be
about.

turned toward higher-performance (and occa-

have increased the dollar amount, but my atti-

sionally higher-priced)gear. Sam recently took

No, this will not be a"tweak" column, con-

atemporary retirement, in order to relax and

centrating on $15 products that make asmall

enjoy listening to new products without always

difference. Ifind it more interesting to discuss

feeling pressured to write about them.

devices and procedures that produce an obvi-

Sam is unique, and Iwon't try to replace him.

ous benefit. Some will be store-bought prod-

But when Ireminded JA that Stereopbile still

ucts, while others will be simple do-it-yourself

needs acolumn devoted to the affordable end
of the market, he invited me to do it. So, hav-

items. (Elaborate DIY projects belong in the
pages of Speaker Builder and The Audio Ama-

ing placed my foot in my mouth, I'll try to make
ameal of it.

major sonic benefits at low cost.) For instance,

Background, temperament, and ahistorically modest bank account suit me to the task.

Ihope to test some room-acoustic treatments
that promise nearly the same benefit as Sonex

Until Imoved to California three years agol was

and 'Ibbe Traps at afraction of the latter's cost;

afarm-grown New England Yankee. Being careful with money came naturally. 1grew up in a
small New Hampshire village, attended Ver-

teur; but simple homebrew jobs can produce

subwoofer whose endosure

is

rigid, resonance-

free, and amazingly simple; and acouple of
Radio Shack products that, if not exactly high-

mont Academy on ascholarship, and earned
degrees in physics and astronomy at Boston

end, are vastly better than you'd expect.

University—a big place that was regarded as

Report from Santa Fe

apoor relation compared to That Place Across

I've just returned from the annual Stereopbile

the River (Harvard or MIT).

writers' conference in Santa Fe. In addition to

Boston was, and is, an ideal place to hear
great music at budget prices. Ispent many Fri-

discussing recommended components and

day mornings standing in line for secondbalcony "rush" seats at Boston Symphony concerts and heard many European orchestras on

other matters, we enjoyed some shared listening experiences.
Tom Norton had just completed a major
reorganization of the Stereopbile listening

a student-discount subscription. When I

room, and adozen of us had alengthy session

wanted to collect recordings Ifound asplen-

with the Apogee Stage loudspeakers. Iwas pleased

did alternative to full-price LPs: there were
ungimmicked live FM broadcasts every week,

to see that the listening room, which Ihad not
visited before, is awell-balanced environment

direct from Symphony Hall, which could be

in which abroad range of speakers is likely to

captured inexpensively on open-reel tape.

work well. In size, shape, acoustical character,

Later Ibegan recording my own on-location

and freedom from background noise, the room

concert tapes, ahabit that continues to this day;

is typical of what agood home listening room

so in addition to awall-full of black and silver

should be, and it will be able to accommodate
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loudspeakers of many types and sizes.
JA's living room, with floor-to-ceiling shelves
stuffed with LPs, CDs, and books along three
walls, seems best suited to free-standing speakers
and the minimonitors that JA favors. It might
not be suitable for very large speakers, or for
designs like Allison or Boston Acoustics that are
designed to work near awall.
LA's living room is unusual in both size and
character—very large, very live, and asymmetrical with afireplace on one side and apicture window on the other. Isuspect that the big
Waveform and Altec 550 speakers, which LA
reviewed, may not have sounded as good in his
room as Ihave heard them do elsewhere. (I
don't disagree with LA's basic conclusions
about those speakers; it's amatter of degree.
In aroom with more conventional acoustics
the faults of the speakers might have been less
pronounced, their virtues more prominent.)
So it's good news for readers that Stereophile's
reorganized listening room will be available
both for primary speaker evaluation and for followup tests on speakers reviewed elsewhere.
When reading areview by someone else, I
often wonder whether Iwould come to the
same conclusion if Iheard the product in my

Apogee Stage loudspeaker with integral stand

system—with my room, my speakers, my amp,

his beloved li&W 801s. But the Stage is no bar-

my CDs, etc. We don't all have the same priori-

gain; it earns such praise only when driven by

ties, and reviewers themselves sometimes won-

Classé DR-8 power amplifiers (preferably two,

der whether their conclusions are broadly

in bridged mode), at acool $3000 per side.

applicable. They try to make sure by testing

When we arrived at the listening room, TJN

with multiple combinations—testing aspeaker

had set up the speakers on their matching

with different amps and cables, testing an amp

stands, with asystem of Rowland Research

with both dynamic and electrostatic speakers,

electronics that had been used earlier in the day

et al—but no one can check all possible com-

with other speakers (and are known to sound

binations of amps, cables, speakers, and rooms.

very good as arule). Listening to familiar CDs,

The opportunity for agroup of Stereopbile

we soon agreed that the speakers sounded

writers to hear the Apogee Stage speakers was

pleasant but had serious limitations. The spec-

particularly appealing in view of DO's tantaliz-

tral balance was tilted downward, causing

ing report in the August issue. DO called them

voices to sound too dark and instruments too

"a steal at the asking price" ($2000 /pair) and

mellow. The bass was fat and lumpy (as you

recommended them for inclusion in Class Aof

might expect from the big peak seen in JA's

- Recommended

measured curve, fig.11 on p.135 of the August

Components" —but only

with Classé amplifiers and SYMO cable. Would

issue). The image seemed constricted, and the

other expert listeners agree that such modestly

system couldn't play loud; the amplifier clipped

priced speakers are good enough for Class A?

at arather modest volume level.

And are they really that demanding?

Iwasn't surprised. Every pair of Apogees that

In anutshell, the answer seems to be yes—

I've heard (every model, in friends' homes and

and yes. Everything Iheard confirmed DO's

in demonstrations put on by Apogee person-

report. In terms of musical authenticity, trans-

nel) has sounded the same—dark, mellow,

parency, and souncistage imaging, the Stage is

constricted, and limited in dynamics But DO

downright astonishing

Lew Lipnick com-

and AB objected; DO had heard much better

mented that it did some things even better than

from the Stagg and Amis Balgalvis has experienced
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EVERYMAN'S POWER AMP
And every woman's toa Counterpoint's "New Generation" SA-220

power amplifier fulfills the hybrid promise. Tubes and MOSFETs
share a synergistic partnership of vacuum tube performance and
solid state reliability. Every music lover dreams of a power amplifier
that may be regarded as a final purchase. The SA-220 Power

Amplifier is superlative in its natural clarity, explosive dynamic

abilities, and three dimensional soundstaging and imaging.
The SA-220 can be used with virtually any loudspeaker system.

regardless of watr.age. current. capacitance

or even fractional

impedence requirements. and still maintain its faithfulness to the

music. Counterpoint's "APC" protection circuitry is unique in that it

protects loudspeaker and amplifier without degrading sonics. By
now, you might suspect that "Everyperson's" power amplifier is

affordable by very few. Please take another look; we've saved the

moderate price for lest.

(:)1

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

1979-1989

210 Commerce [Drive, Vista, CA 92083 • Call 800-266-9090

wonderful sound from larger Apogee models

absolute neutrality, which nicely offsets the

(though, as his report on the Diva illustrated,

brightness of most concert-hall recordings.

he needed alot of experimenting to get it to

With CDs ranging from the Dorian disc of Eng-

sound that way). lb put it metaphorically, Apo-

lish lute songs to pipe organ (track 19 of the Ste-

gee speakers are shy flowers that don't reveal
their beauty casually.
Fortunately a Classé DR-8 amp, recom-

reopbile Test CD) and symphony orchestra (lob

mended by both Apogee and DO as an ideal
partner for the Stage, was in the back room.
When it was substituted for the Rowland, the

by Vaughan Williams, conducted by Vernon
Handley on EMI), the sound was adelight to
hear., LL, who has studied the score of Job,
pointed out anumber of instrumental lines and
balances that were buried with the Rowland

sound of the Stage was dramatically trans-

but clearly revealed with the Classé. The sys-

formed. The change was anything but subtle.

tem's true-to-life rendition of musical textures

The system played about 6dB louder without

and its transparent re-creation of the recorded

strain, the bass was tighter and deeper, the tonal
balance changed from dark to neutral, and the

soundstage rivaled the best I've ever heard,

soundstage became more airy and spacious. A
second Classé amp probably would increase

anywhere. Now, if someone could find a$1000
amp that would drive the Stage as well as the
Classé does, the Stage would be the best buy

the system's maximum output by another 5dB,

in the audio universe. If ...

enabling it to handle even large orchestral
climaxes without strain. This shouldn't be read
as acriticism of the Rowland; at present we

Next time I'll describe a comparison in
which the choice of amplifier made an obvi-

know only that the Classé amp lifts this speaker

ous difference in sound, not with exotic highend drivers but with conventional dynamic

out of the mundane, enabling it to soar on gos-

speakers costing only 5500/pair!

samer wings.
Iwould add asubwoofer for low-end impact,
and rock-music enthusiasts might find the
Apogee's top end abit soft. The speaker leans
slightly toward the warm and sweet side of

IJob is alittle •
known masterpiece, superbly performed on
this budget-priced EMI Eminence disc (EMX -9506), but the
CD has abalance error that must be corrected in playback. If
you plan it straight the violins bunch together in the left speaker
and dominate the sound. But when you shift the balance about
2dB to the right, the entire soundstage snaps nicely into focus.

THE AUDIO GLOSSARY by J. GORDON HOLT
In the three and a half decades since the arrival of stereo, no one has
done more than J. Gordon Holt to develop and define aconsistent vocabulary
for describing reproduced sound. This is actually two dictionaries in one: aglossary
of subjective audio and acomprehensive plain-English guide to nearly two thousand technical terms. If you aren't exactly sure about "liquid" midrange or "hard"
sound. or find yourself puzzled by an unfamiliar word or alphabet-soup abbreviation, you'll find a concise explanation in this handy. compact reference volume.
But watch out! When you least expect it, Holt's dry humor emerges. You'll learn
that acassette is "a small cass." achube is "a British tube." and acode causes
"blockage of the dose." Whether you chuckle or groan. you won't be bored!

CI YES!

Please send me The Audio Glossary
MAL

-

S
ottboun0 BKAA-7/S d $9 95

-

Hardbound wl dust jacket BKAA- - -

-

Autographed brute Etahon EIKAA

8$' 795 $
. S30 $

CK/M0 enclosed

MC

VISA

laws.

EXP

FAME

Aed$175 sbppngfor5rstboot 50C
TOTAL ORDER

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB

PO Box 243, Dept. K04, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
(603) 924-6371 /924-6526 /FAX: (603) 924-9467

USA

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after
4:00 p.m. and weekends. Have information plus MCNISA available.

No Lines. No Hassles.
Free Parking.
The Easiest Way to Get the Best Audio Gear Is...
SEE NEXT PAGE

VPI VTA Stabilizer
t

i.we
e

APOSITIVE TEST FOR EVERY SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE!

Arm base adds easy VTA beet
adiustment to AO. Linn. MMT.
FT3 d Mega arms.

New ELFIX polarity tester
electronically senses positive
polarity of powercords
and equipment.
Uses two AA
batteries.

lag IA

RECORD SLEEVES
D,scwasher VRP Sleeves
(1001 29 95
Mobile Fidelity Sleeves
..........
(100139 95
Nifty Gritty Sleeves
1100) 29.95

bus,.
SUMS

Only $29.95

RECORD DOCTOR

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI

machine
Only
•'169 9.5

11W-16 5
HW-16 5220v
HW-17
11W-17F an model
I1W-16117 suctlon tubes

RETIPPING
MC Cartridges
YES! You can
trade up
1

Call
Call
19 95

when you
!rode in!

AudioQues1 IA01 Ruby
AO MC•5 14my
AO 40411 4my or 5my
AO Onyx 14rny or 5rny
AO 5-200 14my or 5my
AO 7000 3my
Monster AG-1000 MKII
Semite Blue Pam!
Blue Pt wiGrado trade -ln
Surnato Oarsman Bvdh
Some( Tallsman 11B vdh
Sunk() Vlrtuoso DT
•
Rfeeenents se 11,00 leer

NG CD-1 CD cleaner
159 95
399
449
569 9,
549 95

New vacuum sweep
stnps (41 ...
9.95

DB Protrac

1

'399 95
•
449 95

NITTY GRITTY
Record Cleaning Machines
NG 15F1
NG 25F(
Moo-Pro
HyOnt 1

SOTA CLAMP

RECORD MATS

(t)
—0

Cartridge Alignment

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

SuperSde

Audioquest MC Phono
Cartridge Demagnetizer

16 or
IA or
32 oz
1gal
2gal

f
—
cluchoquest

169
195
350
499
550
895
450
75
85
299
385
719

95
00
00
95
00
00
00
00
00
95
00
95

Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1

ONLY
29 95

Torurnat Trn-7XH
SuperCleaner

•

Demagnetize
your MC
cartridge
lor best
sound!
Only...149.95

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Only
$79.95

Hilly Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6OZ
16 or

14 95
24 9,

Nitty Gritty
Purifier 02:
16 or

11 9'

lgal"

39 95

Not astore.
More.

LAST Record Cleaner
al Power Cleaner

19 95

*2 Presenrafive
*3 Reg Cleaner
•4 Stylus Cleaner

19 95
14 95
12 95

C5 Stylast

21 95
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1-800-942-0220

AUDIO
ADVISOR

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids MI
49503

AR ES-1 turntable only
All ES-1 turntable 220v
AR
AR
AR
AR

419 95
'469 95

ES-1 turntable w,,A0 PT-5 arm
699 95
ES-1 turntable w,MMT arm
•
699 95
ES-1 turntable w,RB-300 arm
735 00
metal armboards tor PTO MMT Len

VPI HW-19JR Turntable

...Just Pick Up the Phone and Give Us aCall.
Our products are the best you can buy, anywhere. Our salespeople are also the
best—or we don't hire them. And our service, well, what could be easier? Your
phone call is free and our delivery fast and worry-free. Most products covered by
our 30-day satisfaction guarantee. Call 1-800-942-0220 to learn more.
Magnavox CD Players

CD STOPLIGHT

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Navcom Silencers

5995

Quiet vcrit ,, ,,

Stop laser light leakage!
Green pent pen tor
CD treatment

NEW!

14 95

NEW Magnums!
CD(3614 1-bit player wrremote
CDB624 1-bd. Orgrtal out. remote
COB552 5-disc changer. remote ...

"179 95
''229 95
'229 95

SIM

HI

?

2n

PS3

4shirrs 26 OP

399 95

AER5

5shirrs 33 lit

TT51

Lead
Balloon

ESL63

175 00

Old ESL

175 00

B8W802M

299 00

Sound Anchors Stands
Vandersteen tic

TIPTOES II

249 95

MagIlla

299 95

88W801M

449 00

.

2' x2')(2"

4colors
Box of (4)
$49_95

25 00
750

CABLES. CABLES, &MORE CABLES!
Audio Interconnect Cables

00

„ Itor prices on Audroquest. As-One. Gerdes SlItech. Monster. Tara Labs
Tiptoes (Original)
Short 5r
495
Tall i1 5r
650
Tall w screw
995
ToneCones (New)
Short
395
Medium w'screw 795
Large w/screw
14 95

Joe Grade Signature phones
AKG—NEW. K-1000 dynamic
Beyer Dynamic
BOT 990 Pro
007990
(301880
Replacement ear cushions
STAX
SR-34 Pro
SR-84 Pro
SRE-15N 15m evt cable
SRE-16 15meter Pro cable
SRE-17 15m Sig cable
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 5 84

and Van den Put
Custom lengths and u0th custom ternunabons Incluchng 001-angle RCAs and
XLR "balanced .dyeable Call for potes
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables. Palm:
Audroquest Turquoise
1OM
75 00 2OM
Tara Labs Paragon
311
49 95 511
Gerdes Audio Golden Ratio 371
59 95 5tt ...

"z-

Call
Call
229
189
149
22

95
95
95
95

179
269
39
95
189
19

95
95
95
00
95
95

34.95
66.00
79 95

3OM
39 95
10ft
106 00
10tt . 129 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
Tara Labs Paragon Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95 15M 47 50 3OM 69 95
Audioguest
Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
65 00 15M
75 00 3OM 99 95

r

Premium Digital Optical Cables
reellile""

Audioguest Optilink "X" Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM
75 00 15M 89 95 2OM 99 95 3M

125 00

6M

199 95

Audioguest Optilink "1 - Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM 135 00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

225 00

6M

369 95

Speaker Cables
Call for prices on Audroquest. Gerdes
Monster 8 Tara Labs
Custom lengths d tentunattons mclucling
sp,,nes 7,1,5 Maaan,pirro bananas and
.•• • •
. •
Audroquesi
AO f14
AO F-18

SHEETS

59 95

America s Largest Seller of Premium Cables

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

NEW!
o
4.
Tara Labs Phantom headphone
extension cable. Flextble
Superb sound.

Isolation Shea
Standard Shell
CD Brackets IPairl

419 95

Table Stand
389 95

92

Superstructure Frame36 HO 22"W 8140
119 95

AER4

ris

Ei&M801M

14 95

ARCICI Superstructure Rack

easy-access fronts

117

ARCICI Stands P

Cleans. removes scratches protects CDs
Sale and easy to use Treats 100 CDs

New-style racks with attractive.

lag

113

24 95

Newt Target AER Racks

TARGET RACKS
EQUIPMENT RACKS
TT2

NEW! Audioeuest Laserguide
AO Sorbothane Feet
Large i4
39 l,frt i4r

F Series Bulk lotit. Terminate Yourself 8Save ,
¿Uri
14 95 3011
22 50 50tt 34 95 100ft 65 00
2(dt
24 95 30tt
37 95 5011 64 95 10011 129 95

Tara Labs Phase II—Class A--Speaker Cable Site. Pairs wised term
711
79 95 1011
99 95 1211
119 95 1511 139 95 2511 209 95

Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Erbson Pnce Music Posts (2prl 39 95
WBT RCAs & Connectors
In Stock

Cramohne Cleaner/Prolector
14.95
Sumrko Tweek .
ft Sot! 14.95
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AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS
I

Mg

JilL

Rare Finds. Samplers and Tell CDs:
Provos Jazz at Pawnshop
SIngle CD 16 95 Double LP 39 95
Chesky JD37 Jato Sampler Test CD Icon 14 98
Donan Sampler Disc Ill
lcd1 999
Ho Fr News Test CD 211JK
.torn 29 95
Reference Jazz Sampler
(CO) 995
Reference Clasbcal Sampler
.
(bit 995
Stan The Test" Headphone Test
(cd) 39 95
Reference Laser Voleo Test Disc
Id) 59 95

Cheeky Jan COs—All Idles
JD38 J 1
4,zzarelll Blue Reason
J040 Herbe Mann CarnInho
Reference Recordings—All titles
914-31 Brock Troplc Moue
RR-25 Noma Plays Liszt
RP-33 Fats Waller Ltd Echt,on
Mobile Fidelity Beatles LPs
Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
Mobile Fidelity Record Sleeves

lcd1 14
tall 14
Ic(1114
tc0,10 14
(CO Ipl 15
(ccfilpl 15
itch 29
Op 19

98
98
98
98
98
98
95
95

29 95
Opt 39 95

Dorton Classical CDs—All Idles
Wilson Bobo LPs/CDs—All titles
Sheffield Labs LPs CDs All titles
Opus 3Tesl Records/ CDs
Delos Jan CDs —All Idles

loch 15 98
°prod) 15 98
Ilp/cd1 14 99

23 95, torn 16 95
(cd114 99

Harmonia Mundi ClassIC
ON 12 95 (all 14 95
Stu Efinaural CDs—All titles
1c0) 39 95
Water Lily Acoustic
WL10

WL 11 Ltd ErfitIon LPs

Ilp) 24 95

Idendnunt order 21de eCOO O M

Improve Your FM!

Audiophile Books

The Auchoprism 6500 passive indoor FM
antenna is "unhesitatingly recommended
says Bill Sommerwerck nStereophile
Vol 13 No9 September 1990

The VT( Tube Book Edition 2
by Dayld Manley
12 95
Good S
OI 1,0
te, Laura Dearborn
12 95
The G000 CD Gyre 90
1795
Th eWood Etter! D, RH Johnson

of&

Only $89.95 (Shipping $6 95)

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

___L=mmimmak1

Protect

RAM Vacuum Tubes
Last rongea sound better roar
°terra ,tubes Complete sets

audio/video
gear and
improve
performance

•
ee•
ISOBAR

POWP, I.ne F

PS Audio Powersonic

u

l. ,te ,Pent
SAIOX
WOOD
sae
SAL
SA'
SA' .41t,
SA12'0(
$0251220

LOW
95 9`
"."'9

RAM PlION, 4,615
ute•
•

hi:.

6f.0c
9595
9.
951:1,

o
'nourrir Power HP141131015 (OM1010,,

RAN POWti MAI rus,

CHARGE IT

1-800942-0220

P' Aar,
P` 770 "'r Poor ,Curver,e•

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

11111
I II 1

AUDIO
ADVISOR
IA) 6 b
017
Service 616 45 386t
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Shipping Charges
SMpotni Charges (UPS Molded 48 Slates

Snows.

•.•

•

Dick Olsher offers aDo-It-Yourself loudspeaker kit

W

hy another two-way loudspeaker
design? Has DO lost confidence in

been dubbed "diffraction loss." At frequencies
whose half-wavelength is larger than the effec-

his original Dahlia design ,or in the
later update 2—the Dahlia-Debra? Far from it.

tive diameter of the front baffle, the sound
wraps around the front baffle. The radiation

It's been about four and ahalf years since the
original Dahlia design has appeared in print.

pattern changes from half space to full space

Over these years, it became clear to me that
there was much design scope left in even a

There's nothing mysterious about this: the
same energy output is being distributed over

"simple" two-way design. The Black Dahlia is
an attempt to master several little-explored possibilities of such designs. It bears almost no rela-

putting areflector behind alight source. Light
that would otherwise be radiated backward

tionship to my earlier designs, and is asophisti-

and to the sides is reflected or concentrated in

with an attendant drop in on-axis sensitivity.

alarger chunk of space. This is the rationale for

cated, computer-aided design of aminimonitor

the forward direction, resulting in abrighter

with excellent power handling and anatural
tonal balance.

beam. At much lower audio frequencies, the
wavelength becomes long enough to encoun-

As some of you might know, my wife Lesley
is the featured singer of Platinum & Gold, a

direct radiation. As aresult, the spi (sound pres-

Northern New Mexico jazz trio. I've used the
Dahlia-Debra for mild sound-reinforcement
at Platinum & Gold concerts. As long as the
venue was asmall hall or club, the results were
satisfactory. However, there were times when
the Dahlias were pushed hard for too long,
causing the Audax woofers to fail catastrophically. What Lesley wanted was improved
power-handling in ayet smaller package, for

ter room boundaries which again reinforce the
sure level) at the listening seat begins to rise in
the deep bass. The sum total of these effects is
afrequency-response droop typically in the
200-300Hz range. This is right smack in the
power range of an orchestra, arange rich in
fundamentals. Losses here rob the music of
weight and body, giving the sound a lean,
emaciated character.

increased portability.

I've always appreciated a minimonitor's
imaging capabilities. Awide and stable sound-

Because the speakers are normally standmounted during performances, one of my

stage is high on my list of priorities. But so is
aconvincing tonal balance that lets acello or

goals was to achieve afull-bodied tonal balance
under such free-standing conditions. There's

get, the closer aligned Ibecome to JGH's long-

apiano speak with full authority. The older I

an inherent conflict between imaging and tonal

standing love affair with proper tonality. Gor-

balance. An easy way of beefing up the lower
mids, upper bass, and midbass regions is by
placing the speaker flush against awall. This

don, for as long as I've known him, has taken

effectively increases the size of the front baffle and allows the loudspeaker to continue radiating into half-space through the lower octaves.
Imaging suffers, however, as early wall reflections interfere with the direct sound. Moving
the speaker away from the wall improves imaging performance by reducing the number and
intensity of early room reflections. However,
away from the security blanket of a room
boundary, the speaker encounters what has

amusic lover's approach to reproduced music.
A speaker has to reproduce the crux of the
orchestra correctly; all else is of secondary
importance The "blat" of atuba has to be just
right, or Gordon feels cheated. Being denied
the experience of aconcert-hall balance is his
ultimate disappointment. To paraphrase guru
Gordon: "Where's the beef?"

Awide and stable soundstage
is high on my list of priorities.

1Stereopbtle, Vol.9 No.1, January 1986, pp.98-104
2Stervopielle, Vol.10 No.4,June 1987, pp.65-71. See also Martin
C,olloms's alternative crossover design for the Dahlia-Debra,
Von° No.6, September 1987, pp.79-81
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The Black Dahlia
is all about tonal realism.
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T
he Black Dahlia is apublic-domain design.
Well, I'm raising the skull & crossbones flag

The Blade Dahlia, as were the previous Dahlias

right now. The Black Dahlia is all about tonal

is apublic-domain design. That means that

realism; the timid among you should make an

anyone, even amanufacturer; may use itfor

early exit right now. One of my major design
goals was to properly flesh out the lower mids

either private or commercial purpose. Ihave
licensed no one to produce Dahlias, and Ido

while maintaining afree-standing geometry.

not receive royaltiesfrom the sale of these kits.

There are three basic ways to do this in a

Ido not want any commercial ties or poten-

two-way loudspeaker. One possibility is to use

tial conflicts of interest to evolve during my

adual voice-coil woofer with one coil operat-

tenure at Stereophile as an audio reviewer
Iexpect that both Just Speakers and Madi-

ing over the entire passband of the woofer, the
second coil filling in the diffraction-loss region.

sound will offer the kit on the strength of the

Another way is to eqiializi- the woofer's response

several hundred original Dahlias they have sold

to compensate for the loss. This is difficult to

to date, and as aservice to the home constructor. My sole compensation is the joy and satisfaction of creating aminimonitor more respon-

do passively. It means that the response of the
woofer's low-pass filter network has to be distoned to enhance output through the diffractionloss region. This may either screw up the
woofer's response in the upper mids or, by
itself, provide insufficient compensation.
Finally—and this is the method Iopted for—it
is possible to use passive equalization in combination with atarget spl response that intersects the diffraction-loss valley. This allows
greater flexibility in restoring balance between
the lower and upper mids, but at the expense
of lower sensitivity because output through the
upper range of the woofer is suppressed. The

sive to the experience of live music, and, in the
process, to push the art forward.

M

ysole compensation
is the joy and satisfaction
of creating aminimonitor
more responsive to
the experience of live music.

Black Dahlia's target spi of 82dB is afull 5dB
below the nominal 87dB sensitivity rating of

Choice of drivers

the woofer.
Another artifact of diffraction loss is the

tion is that one need not be bound by commercial constraints of profit margins—there are no

unnatural emphasis of upper. register detail in

middlemen. Selection of expensive drivers may
be made without worries of being able to mar-

speakers so afflicted. Lightening the lower mids

One of the nice things about home construc-

serves to unmask normally obscured low-level
detail. Yes, it is possible for minimonitors to

ket an expensive minibox.

have too much detail, or an etched, analytical

small woofer with amoderate equivalent volume. After examining the specifications of a

presentation. The problem is typically exacerbated by arising high end that further exaggerates treble transients and etches upper-midrange detail. Lean lower mids, together with

To keep box size relatively small requires a

host of candidates, Isettled on the Dynaudio
17W-75-XL (8 ohm version). This 6.5" woofer
is anew design with anearly ideal total Q for

arising treble response, is the perfect recipe for

bass-reflex applications. Its rated power han-

alight, airy little speaker with lots of the expressly spelled-out detail that so many audi-

dling is outstanding for adriver of this size,
being 130W long-term and 1000W for 10ms

ophiles love.
This is not what the Black Dahlia is all about.

transients. Ashallow one-piece molded plastic
cone is driven by a3" aluminum voice-coil.

I've gone to extreme lengths to control the

The pole piece is vented for better power handling, and the high- frequenc),rolloff is well

lower to upper midrange balance and the midafforded me by having undertaken this project,

damped.
My choices for asuitable tweeter were much

Ican tell you that tonal balance is an essential
springboard for anatural-sounding loudspeaker.

more restricted. Flat-diaphragm or "leaf
tweeters cannot handle much power, and

range to treble balance. With the hindsight
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AS IC REVENCE
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.
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Credit Card
rn MasterCard
Visa
E Am Ex
Card Number
Exp. Date
Signature
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total
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would have to be crossed over well above the
woofer's comfort zone. As afamily, Iavoid soft
domes. 1Weeters are subjected to large accelerations, and unless they are very rigid the radi-

T

his tweeter really shines
once its problems are catered to.

ating surface will break up and resonate at a
fairly low frequency. The design philosophy

Crossover network

behind soft domes appears to be to let them

response would possess both arectangular

In the frequency domain, the ideal filter

break up, then try to damp the resonances as

amplitude vs frequency response and acon-

gracefully as possible. The best soft domes are

stant group delay. There would be no attenu-

not that bad. They obscure and smear treble

ation at all in the passband, and at the cutoff fre-

transients, but at least they possess decent
long-term listenability and don't actively irritate

quency the response would drop like arock,

by sizzling and spitting treble information at
you. Hard-plastic-domed tweeters usually
break up in the lower treble; when they do, it's
time to run for cover. In general, they are not
as forgiving as soft domes, being less well

there being no transition band between the
passband and the stopband's infinite attenuation. And it would really be nice to do this with
aconstant group delay (which implies alinear
phase characteristic). Aconstant group delay
means that all of the frequencies that make up

damped. So when they begin to fall apart, the

atransient waveform will be delayed the same

resonances have no place to hide. This sort of

amount while passing through the filter. If the
various frequencies are not delayed equally,

tweeter is hazardous to my health; prolonged
exposure has driven me screaming from the
room. That leaves metal domes as apossibility. The MB Electronics 1" titanium dome is one
with which I'm intimately familiar and still

waveform distortion will occur at the output;
the output and input waveforms will not be
identical.
Unfortunately, Mother Nature is not so kind.

comfortable Its first breakup mode is at 26kHz.

With aconventional LC network it is only pos-

Transients are fast and detailed, but in its stock
form the tweeter is abit too alive, with aslight

sible to approximate either a frequencyselective amplitude response or aflat group

metallic aftertaste.

delay. These two parameters turn out to be

To minimize the MB's sonic signature, I
modify it as follows. First, using apair of pliers,
remove and discard the plastic faceplate grille.
For the next step you'll need to purchase a
spray can of lbffilm fixative, available at artsupply houses. This fixative is normally used
to apply amatte coating to paintings, but in this
application it serves to damp low-level resonances in the titanium. Mask the surround of
the dome with masking tape to protect it from
the spray. Then apply aone-second burst of the
coating, wait five minutes for the stuff to dry,
and repeat the application. After another five
minutes, repeat the application asecond time
The treated tweeter visually appears duller, and
sounds cleaner, although its measured frequency response is no different from that of the
stock version.

mutually exclusive The steeper the descent to
the stopband, the worse the group delay, especially in the transition band. The well-known
Butterworth response offers a"maximally flat"
passband with reasonably steep descent into
the stopband for, say, afourth-order filter. The
steepest descent into the stopband of any allpole filter is given by the Chebyshev response,
but at the expense of introducing magnitude
ripple in the passband. A "maximally fiat
delay" may be had with the Bessel (also known
as Thomson) family of filters, but at the
expense of much poorer selectivity than a
comparable Butterworth type. There are also
families of transitional filters. An example of the
latter would be the Thomson-Butterworth
type whose performance is intermediate between that of the Butterworth and Bessel types.

The MB titanium tweeter also has arising

Another type of response is the Gaussian. If

high-frequency response on-axis which has

you want perfect behavior in the time domain

to be dealt with in the crossover network.

with no ringing whatsoever on astep or impulse response, then this is the filter for you.

Unless this is equalized out, its sound is entirely
too hot. Although not without problems, this
tweeter really shines once its problems are

The descent into the stopband is gradual and
slow. It can be shown mathematically that afil-

catered to. Its speed and detailing are worth the
effort.

ter whose rolloff is steeper than aGaussian will
produce some ringing. Thus, even aBessel, or
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compact disc audio processor
The Cary Audio Design
is arevolutionary design analog, audio control center for high-end stereo and
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101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY. N.C. 27511

our ideal filter with aperfectly linear phase

drivers. The crossover point was at 500Hz, a

characteristic, will produce ringing because its

full octave above the midrange's low-frequency
resonance. Yet the phase lead in the acoustic

initial rate of attenuation is steeper than aGaussian.
Confronted with such awide choice of filters,
it is not surprising that there is no clear-cut
consensus on what is the optimal electrical filter for loudspeakers, although in recent years
several schools of thought appear to have crystallized.

T

here is no clear-cut
consensus on what is
the optimal electrical filter
for loudspeakers.

response of the midrange unit caused by its LF
resonance was the primary cause for the
destructive interference of the drivers at 500Hz.
The second assumption is that both drivers
radiate essentially from the same point in space.
Otherwise, phase differences are introduced
by the path length differences, which become
significant at crossover frequencies around 2
to 3kHz. Small freely assumed that the drivers
were mounted very dose together, acknowledging that, if large driver spacings are employed,
"there is no ideal solution to the crossover
design problem." Anticipating Siegfried Linkwitz to some extent, he went on to offer the fol-

Richard Small, of Thiele-Small parameter

lowing advice: "In practice, some driver spac-

fame (and now with KEF), was one of the very

ing is unavoidable, and the resulting path
length difference introduces unwanted phase

first to address this issue. Around 1970 he advocated the use of constant-voltage filters which,
in essence, require 6dB/octave passive networks. For ideal loudspeakers this would

shift into the acoustic addition of driver outputs. The most severe effects occur for driving signals of equal amplitude and nearly 180°

indeed be the optimal electrical network. Such

phase difference, because the addition in this

anetwork is not only "transient-perfect," but
also satisfies the condition that the vector sum

case is very sensitive to small additional phase
shifts. Any choice in the design of crossover

of voltage transfer functions for the high- and

networks should favor asolution which gives

low-pass sections is unity It follows that, in the

the least phase difference between outputs
when the amplitudes are comparable."

ideal situation, the combined spls of the two
drivers are fiat at all frequencies.
But what assumptions underlie this ideal

The most serious defect of first-order networks is that they require drivers with useful

loudspeaker? The first is that the frequency and

frequency ranges which overlap by about four

phase response of the drivers are identical in

octaves (two octaves on either side of the crossover point). There aren't many drivers out there

the crossover region. That is to say, the tweeter
and the woofer act identically in the crossover
region. That's not that difficult to achieve in
practice, providing one is careful with the
choice of crossover points. Marshall Leach tells
astory about athree-way kit, popular with students at Georgia Tech, which used first-order
networks. He became involved in the design
of the enclosure, and after the system was built
the measured frequency response was found

that meet this requirement, and for atwo-way
design this becomes amajor headache. Acouple of years later, Small backed off his original
first-order network recommendations by considering distortion products. He pointed out
that, because the excursion of adriver rises at
the rate of 12dB/octave with decreasing frequency until its resonant frequency is reached,
the cutoff rate of the tweeter network should

to have asevere dip in the crossover region

be at least 12dB/octave if tweeter excursion

between woofer and midrange. At first, it was
suspected that one of the drivers was con-

(and its resultant increase in distortion) is to be
controlled.'

nected to the crossover network with areversed
polarity (out of phase). After the box was
opened, it was found that the drivers were
properly connected in phase. However, by
reversing the phase of the midrange driver, the
dip in the crossover region could be eliminated. This puzzling problem was resolved
after a study of the phase response of the
Stereophile, November 1990

3Running atweeter fairly clam to its LF resonance with afirst order high-pass network has to he aclassic blunder. IrectalIra acase several years ago where amanufacturer complained
bitterly about one of my reviews. Iaccused his pmduct, which
featured such atweetericmssover combination, of possessing agritty and harsh treble quality, but his tweeter was the
same drive-unit employed in adesign we liked very much. He
wanted to know how could Stereopbale both dislike and praise
the same tweeter? The answer, of course, is that the sound of
atweeter will he very dependent on how and where it is
crossed over to the other drive-units.
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Not to be outdone Neville Thiele entered the

pattern at frequencies much higher or lower

fray in 1975 with his own set of optimal passive

than the crossover point is determined only by
the driver active in that range. Driver spacing

network recommendations. Implicitly assuming an ideal loudspeaker, he concluded that
passive networks should be made up of complementary pairs of odd-order Butterworth
filters, with the individual drivers connected
with polarities that produced the lesser phasedelay error. For first- and fifth-order networks
that means in phase, and out of phase for a
third-order network. Thiele's preference seemed
to be for athird-order network, which, he
pointed out, offers an "all-pass" response That
is, the summed amplitude response of the two
filters is constant across the entire frequency

is aproblem for most loudspeakers, especially
at the crossover frequency between the midrange and tweeter. For example under such circumstances athird-order Butterworth network
will produce afrequency-dependent tilt of the
main radiation lobe below the listening axis,
so that the acoustic axis of the loudspeaker
moves as frequency changes. This is most undesirable, as it significantly colors the frequency range around the crossover point.

spectrum, but the phase delay varies with fre-

To accommodate real-world loudspeakers,
Linkwitz identified three desirable performance criteria for crossover networks. First,

quency Because this type of network presents a

the phase difference between the tweeter and

constant resistance to its input, the resulting

midrange/woofer signals at the crossover frequency should be zero to avoid tilting the radi-

power response is constant with frequency, and
they are known as "constant resistance" type
How then did Thiele feel about the effect of
non-constant group delay of such anetwork
on transient response? He went on to say that
". ..
audible errors in transient response are
much more likely to result from narrow peaks
or valleys in the amplitude response. These are
easily passed over in response plots, especially
since they are readily ascribed, sometimes

ation pattern. The amplitude of the low- and
high-pass sections should be -6dB at the crossover point so that the sum of the two is unity
without peaking. Finally, the phase difference
between the drivers should be the same at all
frequencies to preserve the symmetry of the
radiation pattern above and below the crossover frequency. Linkwitz credits Riley for
pointing out that the cascade of two identical

rightly, sometimes wrongly, to the acoustical

Butterworth filters will meet these criteria.

environment in which loudspeaker measure-

Peter Garde generalized these results in 1979

ments are often, crudely, taken."

"Audible errors

in transient response are
much more likely to result from
narrow peaks or valleys
in the amplitude response."

to show that any all-pass, even-order crossover
must correspond to high- and low-pass filters
formed from two identical Butterworth filters
in cascade.
It is important to keep in mind that although
a Linkwitz-Riley (L-R) network is in phase
around the crossover point, it exhibits anonlinear-phase response So that while an L-R network has aflat magnitude response, it is not
"transient-perfect." However, providing that
the phase-delay variation is reasonably smooth,

A major breakthrough in the art arrived in
1976 with the publication of Siegfried Link-

as it is for second- and fourth-order networks,

witz's network analysis for noncoincident
drivers. For loudspeakers in which the distance
between drivers is comparable to the wave-

should be subjectively benign.

transient ringing and waveform distortion
Unfortunately, there are practical problems
that stand in the way of realizing aperfect mar-

length at the crossover frequency, the phase

riage between drivers and crossover networks.

shifts caused by the difference in path lengths

Drivers are very much like children: they're

to apoint on the design axis can cause serious

often not very well behaved. Their impedance
is nonuniform with frequency while their pass-

interference effects resulting in anonsymmetrical radiation pattern. The interference between

band frequency response is frequently non-

drivers will be strongest at the crossover fre-

flat. The former is reasonably easy to correct

quency because it is here that both drivers con-

with impedance equalization networks, but the

tribute equal-amplitude signals. The radiation

latter is difficult to deal with without computer-
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aided optimization techniques.
Computer-aided design of crossover networks became popular in the late '70s, at least
with some large loudspeaker manufacturers.

response change? If it does, you've entered the
twilight zone. Expect not only the imaging to
suffer, but also considerable coloration as you
are subjected to what might typically be a

Because these programs ran on mini or main-

several-dB-magnitude peak or dip. So you

frame computers, and expensive test equipment was required for the input data, however,

either keep your head in aclamp or return to
my notion of alistening window. At adistance

this technique was out of reach for the home
builder. Around 1983, Peter Schuck in Canada

of 2m from the front baffle, the diameter of the
Black Dahlia's target sweet spot is about 705mm

developed aCAD method using afast algorithm
together with clever simplifying assumptions

or 2.3'. So even if your head is not exactly cen-

that made optimized network design possible
on apersonal computer. The core of the pro-

ders will be comfortably within the sweet spot.
Even if one is exposed only to the direct sound

gram is the optimization routine. The target
response for afilter/driver is compared to the
calculated response, and the network compo-

from aloudspeaker, the soundfield inside the
ear is determined by reflections and diffraction
from the pinnae, head, and shoulders. The in-

nents are adjusted to minimize the spi response
error. This work led to the evolution of at least

plex summation of this acoustic energy. Thus,

acouple of commercial, PC-based software
packages for optimizing loudspeaker network
design.

tered on the listening axis, the head and shoul-

ear response to the external stimulus is acomit is proper for adesigner to try to maintain as
uniform acoverage of the head and shoulders
as possible.

Having such software available to me meant

Because Iwas determined to avoid the use

that Icould explore several network design

of aslanted front baffle in order to align the
acoustic centers of the drivers, Idecided to

possibilities without having to actually go
through the pain and expense of building anything. One of my design objectives was to
achieve a uniform or symmetrical polar
response within a20° cone centered on the

investigate arecent technique advocated by
Hillerich (see the September 1989 issue of the
JAES). In the Black Dahlia, the tweeter's acous-

listening axis. This listening window was de-

tic center is about an inch in front of that of the
woofer, so that the tweeter leads the woofer by

fined by choosing five design points: one on

about 73µs. At acrossover frequency of 3kHz,

the listening axis, two points on ahorizontal

this delay represents 22% of the signal's period

plane at -10° and +10° from the listening axis,
and two points on avertical plane at -10° and

and can cause serious lobing errors. Following

+10° to the listening axis. For the Black Dahlia,

Hillerich's method, we would use, say, asecondorder low-pass filter on the woofer, and a

the listening or design axis was fixed as aline

fourth-order high-pass filter for the tweeter.

perpendicular to the front baffle, midway

The idea is to use the greater group delay of the
higher-order filter to compensate for the time

between the tweeter and woofer. The program
was required to minimize the overall spi error,

lead of the tweeter. According to Hillerich, the

using all design points in relation to the target
response. Iwas willing to trade some on-axis

conditions of local phase matching and com-

response flatness for enhanced polar response

sary for flat summed magnitude response and
good polar behavior can be only approxi-

uniformity within the listening window.
Too often, aloudspeaker is designed to sum
flat at asingle point in space. And by moving
ameasuring microphone around the front baffle, asingle point can usually be found where

plementary transfer functions which are neces-

mately fulfilled by this approach. But Hillerich
feels that this should be good enough in practice.
My computer simulations failed to support
that view. Iwas able to achieve avery flat mag-

the amplitude response is close to perfection.

nitude response at only asingle design point,

But what happens when you move your head
slightly away from this magical point? Does the

and consistently ended up with avery poor
polar response within my desired listening

Computer-aided design of crossover networks
became popular in the late '70s.
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window. Certainly I'm in no position to generalize about the merit of Hillerich's approach,
but with these particular drivers Icould not
achieve even a semblance of decent polar
response, and Iwas forced to abort this approach.
Next, Itried an L-R network, and even without asloping front baffle Iwas able to achieve
a very decent polar response. The L-R appeared to be asafe bet, but Idecided to try a
couple of other possibilities before making a
final decision. I'm sure glad Idid. The real surprise turned out to be the Legendre network.

T
he real surprise

turned out to be
the Legendre network.
The what? Around 1958, Papoulis and
Fulcada independently found the answer to the
following question: Which filter offers the
highest rate of attenuation without introducing
passband ripple? That is, under the condition
of amonotonically decreasing response, which
filter produces the sharpest attenuation cutoff?
The answer turned out to be afilter whose
transfer function contained the Legendre polynomial of the first kind. The Chebyshev filter
has better cutoff characteristics than aButterworth. But the Chebyshev response is far from
monotonic, as it introduces ripples in the passband amplitude response. Under the constraint
of no ripples, the Chebyshev response degenerates into that of aButterworth. The Legendre
filter's amplitude cutoff, on the other hand, is
intermediate between that of aButterworth
and aChebyshev while maintaining amonotonic amplitude response throughout the pass
and stopbands. In terms of cutoff sharpness,
the Legendre filter approximates that of a
Chebyshev filter with a0.1dB ripple. The transient behavior of the Legendre filter is slightly
better than that of the 0.1dB Chebyshev filter,
but not as good as that of asimilar-order Butterworth. As was pointed out before, the
sharper the attenuation cutoff becomes, the
worse the group delay. So the Legendre filter
offers much better selectivity than the corresponding Butterworth filter without introducing response irregularities in the passband.
Another practical advantage of the Legendre
is that, generally, the required inductors are
smaller in value.
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The computer simulations Iperformed, where
the crossover network was loaded by the actual
impedances of the drivers, showed that, within
a20° listening window, the polar response of
aLegendre network was superior to that of an
L-R network. The essential difference was
along the vertical axis of the baffle, where the
Legendre network produced less variation
from —10° to +10°. At larger angles, the L-R network's polar response eclipsed that of the
Legendre. It is also important to note that these

$349 Australian, while the standard version,
CALSOD 1.20, is priced at $99 Australian.
(These prices do include airmail postage) However, Audiosoft has recently entered into adistribution agreement with Audio Amateur Publications. The Audio Amateur is now selling
CALSOD 1.20 for $65 postpaid in the US (add
$5 for delivery outside the US) through their
Old Colony Sound Lab affiliate. The professional version of CALSOD is only available
direct from Audiosoft by mail order.

results are very likely not universal, and apply

The program runs on IBM PC/XT and com-

specifically to these particular drivers. But

patible computers with at least 512k bytes of

nonetheless, these findings are important
enough to warrant increased use of the Legendre

graphics cards are automatically detected,

RAM and agraphics card. All of the common

network, which has languished in obscurity

including CGA, EGA, VGA, and Hercules cards.

till now.

An 8087 math coprocessor is supported, and

CALSOD

the calculations. In the initial version of CAL-

Much of the design work for the Black Dahlia's

SOD Ireceived, screen graphics dumps could

crossover was accomplished using CALSOD,
which is an. acronym for Computer-Aided

After Iinformed Mr. \Waldman of the problem

is highly recommended as it greatly speeds up

only be made to Epson-compatible printers.

Loudspeaker System Optimization and Design.

Iwas having with my IBM Proprinter II, he sent

This is acommercial software package written

me an E-series version of CALSOD to replace

by Witold Waldman of Audiosoft in Australia.

the D-series versions in my possession. The lat-

There are two versions of CALSOD available.

ter version worked just fine with the IBM

The professional version, CALSOD 2.00, costs

printer. Mr. Waldman promises that the next

THE REVOLVER REBEL
—WINNER HI FI REVIEW
1989 AWARD
THE REVOLVER REBEL
COMES COMPLETE WITH
ARM AND THE
GOLDRING ELAN
CARTRIDGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR NEAREST
REVOLVER DEALER PLEASE CONTACT:
MUSIC HALL 108 STATION RD. GREAT NECK NY 1102:i
TEL.: 516-487-3663
FAX: 516-773-3891
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Baffleless
Loudspeakers
REFLECTION FREE SOUND
Soundwave loudspeakers have the open, seamless,
and transparent sound of the best "panel" (electrostatic. ribbon, and planar) speakers, while offering the
superior dynamic range and extended bass response
of the best "dynamic" designs And they offer astereo
image that is second to none.
A revolutionary patented design, achieved by the
utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques,
Soundwave loudspeakers have aunique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive units, and a180
degree radiation pattern The result is sound so natural and three dimensional. you II think
there are live musicians performing in your listening room.
...the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively. this speaker's most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity and resolution of inner detail in complex
textures, achieved without excess brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String sound was
smooth and rosin y, imaging was excellent and choir voices could be identified individually.
I've heard few speakers that are as satisfying with both pop and classical music"
—Peter W. Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 13 No 4, April 19€,!0

conventional
loudspeaker

Soundwave
loudspeaker

Soundwave Fidelity Corp. 3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 383-1650

What you get out of
an audio component
depends on what
you put into it
I I4
,Itiorme
_

Owning stated-the art audio components doesn't mean very much if the
cable you are using can't deliver the same
level ofperformance.
We've gained an enviable reputation and loyal following by producing
cables of extraordinary performance and
value. Every model we make benefits
from the same meticulous engineering
and superior materials as our critically
acclaimed Maestro series.
We are so confident you will
prefer the superior neutrality and honest
musicality of ours to other well-regarded
cables that we offer an in-home audition
for our Maestro, Rhapsody and
g(ctrlines.*
i
Visit your Straight Wire dealer to
hear how you could be getting more out
of every component you own.
'see your dealer for details

•....Mill...1y

The Shortest Path BetweenYou And The Music
14.'1 RRN ,\ T tITT 208, HOLLYWOOD, F1_ 33412u, 414 v;
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version of CALSOD will have printer support

inductor, required coil buildup, number of

for amuch greater variety of printers, including

turns of wire required, number of coil layers

HP laser printers and 24-pin dot-matrix printers
After the user models the impedance and

required, and the length of wire needed. The
program allows 10% for the enamel insulation

sound-pressure responses of the individual

in the coil buildup. Ihave not tried building

drivers using curve-fitting techniques, apassive crossover network is specified with up to

coils using this program, so Ican't tell you how
close to the mark it is. But its ability to predict

a maximum of 60 components. Individual

the DC resistance of acoil appears to be pretty

driver/filter combinations can then be
optimized to aparticular target response. Standard filter target functions include Butter-

accurate, so this feature should prove quite useful during the design stage in estimating DCR
losses in the crossover network coils.

worth, L-R, and constant-voltage designs. It is

All of the above capabilities are incorporated

also possible to include user-defined transfer

into the standard edition of CALSOD. There are

functions if desired. However, the real potency

two floppy disks in the package One disk contains the program and associated data files,

of CALSOD lies in its ability to optimize the
summed acoustic response of the entire driver

while the other disk contains acopy of the user

array to aparticular target response—that nor-

manual. At $65, it's priced to appeal to the

mally being afiat sound-pressure response on

home builder.

the design axis. Up to four different drivers can
be used to simulate up to aseven-driver loudspeaker. The geometry of the driver array may
be modeled pretty realistically by specifying
the acoustic center of each driver in relation
to the plane of the front baffle. The transfer
functions of the drivers, in combination with
that of the crossover network, are used to calculate the summed acoustic response at the
design point. The network component values
and crossover point are then allowed to shift
in order to achieve the closest match to the target response.
There are plenty of graphic displays. At each
stage in the simulation, the user may inspect
the magnitude and phase of the summed

CALSOD

The real potency of
lies in its ability to optimize
the summed acoustic response
of the entire driver array.

C

ALSOD also allows you to
model bass alignments for closed box, vented-box, passive-radiator,
and filter-assisted designs.

sound-pressure response. Other displays include the impedance of each driver, the input
impedance of the crossover network and

All of my experience with CALSOD relates to

driver combination, the response of each filter

the professional version, which includes not

when it is loaded by its driver, and each driver's

only an outstanding 180-page user's manual but

filtered and unfiltered sound-pressure responses.
CALSOD also allows you to model bass align-

also some additional features, the most important of which is the ability to specify up to five

ments for closed-box, vented-box, passive-

design axes in the optimization. The crossover

radiator, and filter-assisted designs using SmallThiele parameters. Thus, it is possible to develop
acomplete simulation of the magnitude and

components are automatically varied to achieve
as uniform aresponse as possible within the

phase response of amulti-way loudspeaker
system.
There is also autility program for designing

listening window defined by these axes. Using
CALSOD 1.20 you could still recalculate the
response at anumber of other axes—one axis at
atime—in order to observe the loudspeaker's

air-cored inductors on the data-file disk that

polar response But you would lack the capability

comes with CALSOD 2.00. Asimpler version

(except for trial and error) of automatically

of this program (called INDUCPOR) also exists

optimizing the polar response within aparticular

on the UTILITY subdirectory of the program
disk for CALSOD 1.20. For agiven inductance

listening window.

this program calculates the DC resistance of the

the ability to model the off-axis radiation pattern
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Another feature of the professional version is
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of a driver by specifying an effective driver

files. Once you convert the files into standard

diameter. The model calculates the driver direc-

ASCII, you should be able to import them into

tivity assuming that it radiates as acircular pis-

your CALSOD directory without any problems.

ton. Thus, at aparticular design or observation

But don't let me scare you away from the CAL-

point, the program calculates the pressure iesponse,

SOD Editor: it's really easy to use. Pull-down

taking into account not only the path length

menus let you keep track of the various

from each driver but also the off-axis radiation

commands—you don't have to memorize any

pattern of each driver. This may be auseful

keystrokes—and the Editor also lets you copy,

embellishment for acrossover point in the

print, and delete files.

lower midrange, but for atwo-way design with
acrossover frequency around 3kHz its utility

ance and sound-pressure magnitude responses

The first required task is to model the imped-

is rather doubtful. First of all, within anarrow

of the drivers. This is apretty tedious trial-and-

listening window, the off-axis rolloff of each

error process. First, the "experimental" data

driver should be minimal. Second, around

is entered. As aminimum, the required input

3kHz very few woofers behave as piston radi-

consists of the impedance magnitude in ohms

ators, this being breakup territory for many

and the sound-pressure level in dB. It's not

models. So it is not clear if such amodel is a
help or ahindrance at these frequencies. How-

the program can actually calculate the phase

ever, use of this model is not mandatory, as it

response using theoretical models. But if you

necessary to input any phase information—

can be omitted from the input file. Idid use it,

have sophisticated test equipment that can pro-

but in my estimation it did not play amaterial
role in the Black Dahlia's optimization process.

vide phase information, then CALSOD can use
the experimentally derived phase data. From

Using CALSOD

have just created; again from the main menu,

This is amature and highly polished program,
aproduct typical of what one would expect

you can graphically display the experimental
points. You now have to model the impedance

from alarge software-development house. It
is logically laid out with a precision even

and spi data.

Science Officer Spock would be proud of. The

of similar programs, is that the sound-pressure

the main menu, you read in the data file you

CALSOD's theoretical basis, as well as that

user's manual (the hard copy that comes with

magnitude response of adriver approximates

the professional version of CALSOD) is extensive and worth its weight in gold. Installation,

that of abroadband bandpass filter. Hence, the

the structure of the program, the input file for-

imated by cascading second-order high- and
low-pass filters. It's also well known by now

mat, and all of the input modules are all very
well explained. And there are plenty of design

transfer function for the driver may be approx-

that moving-coil loudspeaker drivers are essen-

examples, proceeding from the simple toward

tially minimum-phase throughout their oper-

the complex. It's just that you have to be patient

ating range. This means that within its "pass-

and invest the necessary tutorial time before
you can really get started.

frequency) is small and decreasing with fre-

Before you can do anything productive with

quency. From the theory of the Hilbert Trans-

band," the phase delay (phase shift divided by

CALSOD, you'll need to generate an input file.

form, it is also known that the attenuation

From CALSOD's main menu, invoke the Edi-

provided by aminimum-phase network uniquely
specifies the phase delay. Thus, by taking the

tor. This is atext editor whose command syntax is modeled after that of WordStar. Because
I've been aWordStar user for many years, and

magnitude response of adriver and mathemat-

actually like it as aword processor, Ifound this

algorithm, the driver's phase delay may be pre-

feature to be amajor convenience. However,
several friends of mine, former WordStar users,

dicted with fair accuracy. The grater the attenu-

have found greener word-processing pastures.

delay.

They now dislike WordStar sufficiently to never

To model the spl data, you create aSOUND
PRESSURE input module that consists of the

use it again [Hi there—Ed.]. If you already own

ically processing it through aHilbert Transform

ation or rolloff, the greater the change in phase

and have mastered another commercial word

driver sensitivity in dB, parameters for the

processor, you may want to use it for creating

appropriate high- and low-pass filters, and a

and modifying the required CALSOD input

series of MPEs (minimum phase equalizations).
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NAD Introduces A
New Standard InValue.
1111111K111111WII\

The New NAD 1600
Preamplifier/Tuner

NAD is the world's leading manufacturer of reasonably priced, highperformance audio equipment. Since 1978, their products have won
universal acclaim for their brilliant sound and their unique, innovafive engineering. The new model 1600 Preamplifier/Tuner is a
perfect example of NAD's continued commitment to extraordinary
performance at affordable prices.
Inside this deceptively simple looking, remote controlled package is ahigh performance preamplifier/tuner that has to be heard to
be believed. In fact, prior to the introduction of the NAD 1600, audio
enthusiasts could only dream of this kind of performance at aprice
of only $399*.
As apreamplifier, the 1600 delivers outstanding performance
and flexibility. In reality, few separate preamps can match its
freedom from hum and noise, its immunity from component interaction, or its accurate reproduction of both high level and phono
input signals. Furthermore, unlike some competing preamp/ tuners,
the 1600 has adiscrete (non IC) phono section.
As a tuner, the 1600 combines truly phenomenal sensitivity,
selectivity, and signal-to-noise ratio with ease of operation. In fact,
in real-world listening conditions, the 1600 will outperform many
separate tuners which cost as much as the 1600 itself.
By combining this remarkable preamp/
tuner with one of NAD's Power EnvelopéTM
power amplifiers, you can assemble astate-ofthe-art separates system for as little as $828*.
Never before has any company offered such
brilliant performance at such an affordable
price. Come visit your local authorized NAD
dealer to audition the new standard of audio
value.

NAD

575 University Avenue/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-9124fTel: (617)762-0202

*Manufacturer's suggested
retail. Prices may vary.
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McCORMACK
•

The First Name in Sonic Excellence
The Last Word in CD Musicality
The Mod Squad proudly announces
Both players integrate the purity of
aspecial line of distinctive audio
McCormack sound with the elegance
components: McCormack—named for
of McCormack styling and the
our designer, Steven McCormack.
convenience of upgradability.
We launch this new line with two
McCormack. The first name in sonic
extraordinary
excellence. The last
compact disc players.
*
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word in CD musicality.
The Prism II and The
Uld
Visa your local Mod Squad
Signature.
Dealer today, or contact
0.542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666

YBA
TRES FRANCAIS
Yves-Bernard André is obsessed by quality. Virtually all parts in his preamps
and amps are self-or custom-made. He believes his attention to fine detail will
result in your hearing the performance, not the electronics. A researcher at the
École Polytechnique, Yves-Bernard André applies intellect to the reproduction of music. This is very French, very YBA.

YBA. YOU HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE.
ECOUTEZ!

IN USA:
Music Hall
108 Station Rood
Great Neck, NY 11023
516 487 3663

II
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IN CANADA:
Plurison
P.0.13. 537 Stn. Youville
Montreal, PO, H2P 2W1
514 384 3697
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The entry for asingle MPE consists of afrequency, aQ value, and amagnitude value—
either negative or positive. These MPEs allow
you to model dips and peaks in the magnitude
response of the driver. After the first cut at creating amodel, you can overlay the experimental points with the model's curve and continue
changing the model until good agreement is
obtained between the two. This is an iterative
process. You change the module in the input
file, return to the main menu to plot the model
and data points, then return to the input file for
more changes, etc. The process is not difficult
to execute, but rather time-consuming.
The impedance data are modeled similarly
using an IMPEDANCE input module, which
specifies the resonance frequency and impedance magnitude at resonance of the driver, the
DC resistance and inductance of the voice-coil,
and the total Q of the driver. These parameters
are tweaked, and MPEs are used until there's a
satisfactory agreement between the model and
the data. Using this model, the program then

A

ny response glitches
less than athird of an octave
wide should be ignored.
Next you add the filter-network modules to
the input file. Each driver's filter network is
specified component by component. Resistors,
capacitors, and inductors are allowed. The DCR
value of each coil may also be entered. The
location of each component in the circuit is
specified by its node numbers. The input is
always applied between nodes 0and 1, where
0is ground. The drivers are also specified by
node locations, and their XYZ coordinates on
the front baffle are also entered. It's obviously
helpful to first sketch out the starting network
topology and number all the nodes before you
key everything into the input file. The XYZ
coordinates of the drivers should correspond
to their acoustic centers. Such data is very dif-

calculates the phase response of the impedance

ficult to come by and, generally speaking, the

Audiosoft states that if acoustic measurement
equipment is not available, that spi data may be

acoustic center of adriver meanders about the

lifted from amanufacturer's spec sheet. Such

of frequency. I've never seen such information
in amanufacturer's spec sheet. As areasonable

aprocedure is clearly ano-no. Drivers are nor-

physical location of the voice-coil as afunction

mally measured by manufacturers on large,

first-order approximation, however, one should

IEC-spec baffles which bear no relationship to

take the acoustic center to coincide with the

the actual box the driver will be used in. The

location of the driver's voice-coil. If this is not

proper procedure is to measure the in-box
response of all of the drivers. Iused my Neutrik System 3100 to measure each driver's on-

areasonable approximation, the resultant discrepancy between measurement and simulation around the crossover region will tell you so.

axis frequency response at lm and then input

Finally, to complete the input file, aTARGET

these data into CALSOD. This way one can

module is required. This module specifies the
target sensitivity of the loudspeaker system and

account for the real-world frequency response
of each driver and for the diffraction pattern
generated by the particular boa used in the design.
According to Peter Schuck, on whose early
work CALSOD is based, measuring each driver

the design axes at which the summed acoustic response of the system is to be optimized.

at 2m from the front baffle on the main listening axis is an even better approach. This mea-

Normally, the target sensitivity would be a
straight line. However, on occasion, anon-flat
system response may be desired. For example,
the designer may wish to implement aHF roll-

surement location better approximates the far-

off for the tweeter. And such aresponse charac-

field conditions at the listening seat.
Aword of caution: Do not attempt to model

teristic may be specified in the target module
If desired, aWEIGHTING module may also

very narrow peaks and dips in the spl response
of the drivers. To do so is simply awaste of
time. The crossover network cannot possibly
correct for such irregularities in the driver's

be inserted to emphasize the importance of a

passband. Any response glitches less than a
third of an octave wide should be ignored. The
moral of this story is to start with better drivers
in the first place.
Stereophile, November 1990

particular frequency range during the optimization.
At last it's time for the games to begin! From
the main menu, change the optimizer parameters as appropriate, read in the input file, let
the program calculate the system transfer functions, then set the optimizer in motion. The
113

The FINYL" Cure
For Digititis

New Treatment Discovery:

1. Spray Finyl on CD playing surface.
2. Moisten swab on wet CD surface.
3. Use swab to apply Finyl to outer and inner edges and any clear area between
the center hole and the label on label side.
4. Buff CD surfaces to evenly coat with Finyl.
5. Immediately insert CD into player for instant relief from unwanted reflections.
Contraindications: None. Finyl dries immediately into asafe, long-lasting, washable micro-thin coating. However, avoid use if you have found that CDs produce
'perfect sound forever:'
Treatment Kit Includes: Any! in spray bottle for treating over 100 CDs. edge
swab, Finylizer cloth, Finyl stickers, directions for using Finyl.
NOW AVAILABLE AS A100 CD KIT AT $14.95
Call 1-800-24-FINYL (929-4553 in Maine)
for Finyl relief from Digititis.
Manufactured by Digital Systems and Solutions, Inc.,
La Mesa, CA
Distributed by Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
P.O. Box 117, Hollis, ME 04042

We've written our own

with aspecial, limited-edition FM tuner that is even more musica
and more selective than the FT-101, (a performer that has
already established its own reputation for rf and sonic excellence).
For more information, call us at 1-800-448-8490
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choice of frequency range over which to opti-

plot to examine following asystem optimiza-

mize makes adifference, as does the choice of

tion run. Even though the overall summed

the initial crossover point. If the range is too
narrow, the optimization may converge to a

acoustic response may end up quite flat, such
aresult may have been achieved at the expense

network that introduces serious response
irregularities outside the range—just to gain

of an undesirable crossover point (too low or
too high) or perhaps through the use of too
shallow acrossover. As you can see, the actual
crossover point is slightly above 3kHz, which

aslightly lower spi error within the range Irecommend an optimization range that's at least
acouple of octaves wide—on either side of the
crossover point. For the Black Dahlia Ifinally
settled on arange of 70Hz to 30kHz, while

is about right for these drivers. The tweeter
response is down about 30dB at 2kHz, which
offers excellent protection from its LF reso-

weighting the crossover region. It's also impor-

nance at IkHz. Another noteworthy feature is

tant to try several crossover points on either
side of what you might consider to be the
optimal point.

that both drivers are down 6dB at the crossover
frequency—the telltale sign of an "in-phase"
network. According to Peter Schuck, the opti-

The optimization process carried out by the
program is not infallible. It may very well con-

gravitates toward an in-phase crossover, be-

mization with multiple design axes naturally

verge to alocal minimum when amuch better

cause such anetwork is less sensitive to phase

global minimum exists. You may find that for
agiven optimization range, out of several start-

cancellations and produces amuch smoother

ing points, one may yield amuch lower spi
error between the calculated system response

The predicted system response on the main
listening axis is shown in fig.5 —overlying the

and the target response. It is rarely necessary

target spi. CALSOD is saying here that nothing
could be done about the narrow-band dips and

to run the optimizer beyond about adozen or
so iterations. When the spi error starts to
improve by less than afraction of adB, it is time
to exit the optimizer. And don't be disap-

radiation pattern within the listening window.

peaks in the woofer's response or about the
tweeter's first breakup mode at 26kHz. Between 70Fiz and 20kHz, the calculated response

pointed by afinal error of 1to 2dB. The crossover network cannot perform miracles. And
besides, with driver-to-driver variations typically being on the order of 1dB, it makes little
sense to try to make the optimization too perfect.
Also important is the particular target response
chosen. In order to balance the Black Dahlia's
lower and upper mids for free-standing conditions, Ifound it necessary to sacrifice several
dB of upper-midrange response. The optimal
target sensitivity turned out to be 82dB. Iknow
this results in aspeaker somewhat on the quiet
side, but that's the price Ihad to pay for the fullbodied balance Isought.
It's now time to plot the calculated system
response. It's always best to start at the beginning. Fig.1 shows the raw drivers' in-box frequency and phase response over the range of
the optimization. The impedance of the
individual drivers is shown in fig.2. For the final
version of the crossover network, CALSOD's
predicted filter transfer functions are shown
in fig.3. Notice the significant amount of treble rolloff introduced by the high-pass filter.
Next, the calculated response of each filter
when loaded by its driver is shown in fig.4 for
the main listening axis. This is avery important
Stereophile, November 1990

Fig.1 Black Dahlia, in-box frequency and acoustic
phase responses of raw drive-units (MB
tweeter dashed)

New Etigland Audio Resource

50M

The 50 M's
three alloy
diaphragms
neither warp,
break-up, nor
ring. So you
get more
music, and less
loudspeaker
noise.
Our range
includes
domestic,
outdoor,
architectural,
and professional loudspeakers.

Lisbon Falls, ME
(800) 552-5517

679 Lisbon Road

Are you killing your records
with ablunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono

cartridge or stylus today Send for our free brochure.

Shure Brothers Inc, 222 Hanrev Ave.. Evanston, IL 60202-3696.
(312)866-2553.

SHURE
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Expert Consultation
Custom Installation
Featuring:
• Audioquest
• 3A Audio Design Speakers
from France)
• Ariston (Electronics Turntables)
• Clear Image
• Eminent Technology (Speakers)
• Kinergetics (Preamps,
Amps, CD Players, Tuners)
• Kimber
• MFA (Pure Tube Electronics Preamps, Power Amps)
• PEARL (Tube Coolers)
• Ryan (Speakers)
• Software (many labels) LP's, CD's
Call for Appomtment (Pnvate Demo's)

408-377-3580
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Wonder Link

The Best Digital Cable

Your CD processor cannot give you
its finest sound without the optimum
signal input from your CD transport.
Wonder Link - delivers the quality
signal your processor deserves. It is
scientifically designed to carry CD
information, which is sonically more
demanding than the music signal
traveling through your other cables.
Wonder Link fulfills the promise of
digital. Music sounds sweet, natural,
and detailed, with no digital fatigue.
You invested in a CD processor to
get better sound. If you want to hear
all the music you paid for, use the
best digital cable — Wonder Link.
Tilodeuad
See your dealer or call (619)436-7666

THE BEST OF
PROTECT
BOTH
YOUR SOUND INVESTM
D ENT
R L
S

• YOUR CHOICE OF 12 SYSTEMS
• SYSTEMS FOR RECORDS, CDs. OR ROTH
• STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING
FOR LITERATURE AND DEALERS

HALES AUDIO
43272 Christy St .
Fremont. CA 94538
Tel (415) 623-0790 Fax (4151623-0797

NUTTY GRITTY

4650 ARROW HWY., F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
714/625-5525
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is within 2dB of the target, which is also an

network. Or should Isay averitable hellhole,

excellent result. Of course, these calculations

with lots of mechanical vibration and potential interference from the stray fields of the
drivers' magnet assemblies. Also, from aprac-

do not take room effects into account, and so
have to be considered "anechoic." One would
expect the real-world response to be rougher,
especially through the lower octaves where
room standing waves make quite asplash.
The system's summed acoustic response at
all of the design axes is shown in fig.6. The
predicted response within the 20° window
defined by these axes is quite tight, being
within 2dB around the crossover point. This
was one of the priorities of the design, and
according to CALSOD, the polar response

tical standpoint, it is much easier to modify the
network during the fine tuning of the design
when the boards are so readily accessible.
That moment when anew design sings for
the first time is avery special one, akin to an
opening night when the actors and director are
first exposed to public scrutiny. From its very
first moments of life the Black Dahlia did not
fail to impress. But, not unexpectedly, there
were acouple of birth defects that needed

within the listening window should be quite

immediate attention. Listening tests and mea-

uniform.
Finally, the predicted impedance of the sys-

surements with the Neutrik system confirmed
that CALSOD's predictions for system response

tem is shown in fig.7. On the basis of these calculations, the system easily qualifies as anomi-

around the crossover point were quite close to
the mark. However, CALSOD overestimated

nal 8-ohm load.

the actual treble output. This was quite easy to
fix by reconfiguring the tweeter's Zobel net-

Armed with alarge body of computer simulations, Ifinally set out to build acrossover network. Idecided to locate the boards externally
to the cabinet. This is agood idea in any event,
because the interior of aloudspeaker cabinet
is apretty hostile environment for acrossover

work to provide less HF shunt to ground. Yet
Iwas still bothered by an imbalance between
the lower and upper mids. The presentation
was oo polite Lesley's voice via the Lesley Test
was slanted toward the lower registers: alittle
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Fig.6 Black Dahlia, pred ced, summed acoust c
amplitude and phase responses on all the
design axes within 20° window
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Fig.7 Black Dahlia, pedic ed impedance amplitude
and phase
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I HAVE

"

THE

GUARANTEE
END AUDIO.

IN

BEST

HIGH-

MY CLIENTS

KNOW

KnVrY

WHERE
..
I LIVE."

Rose Ben 21841 Kirebuty

There are two reasons Ichoose to conduct business from my
home.

A First, the only reliable way to audition the finest audio

componentry

is

from within the home environment.

Second,

my

clients don't deserve to be treated as mere customers but rather as my
welcomed house

guests.

No effort

is

spared

in

optimizing

each

installation, even to the extent of enlisting the services of my acoustical
architect.
on.

A So,

if you're looking for a dealer you can really depend

you know where to find me.

Krell • Linceum • Day Sequerro • Basis •Airtongent •Cory Audio Precision •Tice Audio
Introducing a Signature Series of Monitor
and handcrafted

loudspeakers designed

by Dick Sequerro exclusively for

Harlequin.

Ity appointment 1-718-479-6155 or 1-800-872-9262

216-11 Kingsbury Ave., Bayside, New York 11364
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I

cannot imagine tackling another speaker project
without such acomputer-aided design tool as CALSOD.
dark and lackluster compared with the real
thing. This imbalance had to be rectified; Iwas

sonable alignment.

not about to tolerate such timbrai inexactitude.

The final crossover network topology is
shown in fig.8. Note that the drivers' Zobel net-

To get the Black Dahlia's voicing just right
proved adifficult task.

works are far from standard, and serve not simply to equalize the impedance of the drivers but

An alternate crossover network (designed
with the aid of CALSOD) aimed at boosting the
upper mids by acouple of dB merely managed
to boost the range around lkHz and only made
matters worse. The glitches around 500Hz and
IkHz became more audible. It was time to
tweak the boards the oldfashioned way: by ear.
Tweaking the high-pass filter in this fashion
greatly improved matters. The midrange bal-

rather to equalize the summed WollStiC response
of the system. For example, the large capacitor
in the tweeter's Zobel provides HF rolloff to
counteract the driver's rising response. All of the
caps are either polypropylene or metalized
polypropylene. The network was optimized
around 19-gauge coils, the DCR losses for these
coils included in the simulation.
With this project behind me, Icannot imagine

ance, although still not perfect, came into rea - tackling another speaker project without such
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SOUND ADVICE MAKES THE
BEST NAMES IN
HIGHBEND AUDIO
EVEN BETTER.

When your audiotvideo needs
are unique or extensive
The Sound Advice In-Home
Consultation Program

understaw...: ,
•
(tsualize your
audio video needs in ashowroom. That why your Sound Advice
salts
nut out tit your home to
erne

in

For the first time ever, there's ahigh•end
audio store that gives you more for
what you pay for.

If your new purchase isn't
functioning properly

Purchasing high-end audio is aluxury that only afew
can indulge in. If you're one of those music lovers who can.
we're surprised that you've accepted the fact that you pay
premium prices and get nothing in return from your
specialty dealer in the way of exchange privileges, refund
policies, trade-up programs, defective merchandise
guarantees, audition policies, installation guarantees or
custom services.
Unfortunately, you've gotten used to getting less for more.
But get unused to it. Because we're Sound Advice, and we're
about to tell you how we make the best names in high-end
audio even better by providing you with the programs and
policies that you deserve.
On the left hand side of this page, you'll find out about our
Speaker Trade-Up Program that allows you to improve the
quality of your audio system by trading the speakers that you
bought from us for anew pair, without lasing your initial
speaker investment. Our 90-Day Exchange Policy that offers you
an anxiety-free audition period to evaluate your new
component's performance before making your final
decision. Our 90-Day Defective Exchange Policy that
provides you with anew component should you
discover adefect. Our 30-Day, No-Questions-Asked, Full
Refund Policy. Our "If You Don't Use It, You Don't Lose
It" Performance Guarantee. Not to mention our 1-Week
Warranty Repair Policy, Lifetime Installation Guarantee
and Custom Design Services, just to name afew.
So, if you're ready to get nue than what you pay for
when it comes to purchasing high-end audio, call our
Exceptional Sounds specialist at any of the Sound Advice
locations listed below.

The Sound Advice 90-Day Defective
Exchange Policy For All Products
If your audio, video or mobde electronics component
becomes defective within the firsr SO days «purchase.
Sound Advice will suripb give }ou anew one.
(Please see Service" for produits that are beyond
the 90-day exchange period )
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acomputer-aided design tool as CALSOD. The
fact that CALSOD's predictions were not per-

are really addictive. And it is much easier to pro-

fect does not detract from the incredible savings in time and labor it afforded me. CALSOD

point is assigned an individual weight, whereas
CALSOD allows you to weight afrequency

enabled me to narrow down the field from a

range using afunctional description. For the

vide weighting instructions. In XOPT, each data

bewildering array of crossover possibilities

near future Iplan to use both programs. If you

without having to spend time and money chas-

want quick results, however, I'd recommend

ing down dead ends. It is afantastic design tool

XOPT, as it requires much less of alearning
curve than CALSOD.

that affords the home builder flexibility and
design sophistication previously available only

XOPT arrived too late in the project to do

to industry giants.

much design work with. However, using the

Enter XOPT

same experimental data, 1was able to verify
that XOPT's calculated system response was

XOPT Version 3.0 is Peter Schuck's most recent
commercial program for loudspeaker cross-

very similar to that of CALSOD. This is not surprising considering the similar foundations of

over optimization. The program has evolved

both programs.

since 1986 to the point where it now offers
essentially the same design capabilities as those
of CALSOD. XOPT can optimize the components of agiven filter to obtain the best leastsquares error fit between the driver/filter transfer function and the desired target response.

XOPT's

calculated
system response was very similar
to that of CALSOD.

It can also optimize the summed acoustic
response of amulti-way loudspeaker, taking
into account the locations of the drivers on the

The cabinet

front baffle and up to five design axes. Because

lb paraphrase an old chess axiom about pawns

CALSOD is based on Peter Schuck's early work,

being the soul of chess, Iwould argue that the

one might expect quite afew theoretical similar-

cabinet is the soul of aloudspeaker. Often over-

ities between the two, and that is exactly the

looked in the design equation, its quality of
construction can make or break aparticular

case. XOPT can calculate the phase of adriver's
impedance by fitting amodel to the measured

design. For the sake of keeping my sanity

impedance magnitude. And by assuming that

through all of this and because I'm not awood-

the driver's response is minimum phase, XOPT

worker, Icommissioned the cabinets from

can also calculate the acoustic phase from the

Woodstyle. Made of y
4"particle board, with a

driver's magnitude response using anumeri-

single H-brace and rounded corners (see fig.9),
and naturally finished in beautiful black, these

cal Hilbert transform.
While XOPT lacks the fancy graphics and the
extensive documentation of CALSOD, Iactu-

cabinets are certainly adequate for the task.

ally found it easier to use. Input data may be

They are not, howeve4 particularly well-damped,
and rapping your knuckles on the enclosure

entered interactively from the keyboard with-

does produce adistinct ring. So Iwould imagine

out the need to master the format of adata file.

that, starting from scratch, you could do better

Another major advantage of XOPT is that,

if you're willing to invest in more exotic tech-

unlike CALSOD, it automatically models a
driver's impedance and spl magnitude from the

nology. For starters, Iwould recommend a
sandwich construction for the enclosure walls.

experimental data, whereas CALSOD requires

Two

atime-consuming trial-and-error fit of the
data. And at $199, XOPT is quite abit cheaper

of glue in between should provide amuch more

"layers of particle board with athick layer

inert foundation for the Black Dahlia.

than the professional version of CALSOD. It is

As far as the Woodstyle enclosure is con-

also much easier to make crossover changes on
the fly without having to mess with data files

cerned, it does color the upper bass. The resul-

by using aseries of pop-up menus.
Despite all that, Ihave to confess to adistinct
fondness for CALSOD. Data files are easier to
manipulate with the resident editor. The graphics
Stereophile, November 1990

tant bass quality is warmer and fuller in apleasant euphonic way that most folks will not find
objectionable. The enclosure will be available,
fully assembled, from Just Speakers and Madisound for around $140/pair.
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conrad-johnson
America's Premier Tube Component Manufacturer

Stereo Exchange
conrad-johnson's 1 U.S. Dealer
Bring You 3 Great New Amplifiers
3.

1. MF 80
$1395

80 watts/ch.

2.

EVOLUTION 2000

$4995

200 watts/ch. into 8 ohms
400 watts/ch. into 4 ohms

MF 200

Hybrid •Hi-current •Hi-end.

$1995

All tube gain, direct-coupled solid state

200 watts/ch.

Two great new pure
mosfet amplifiers-both
Hi-current, both with
true c-j musicality.

output—true tube mid-range with tight, fast
bass. It's an amp with wonderful musicality
that is user friendly, with no tube biasing
necessary and solid state economy.

AMERICA'S LARGEST AUDIOPHILE STORE

STEREO GICHANGE
the

BLOCK-LONG

store

Authorized Dealerships:

Arcam (#1 U.S. Dealer), Ariston, Audioquest, Boston Acoustics. B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), B&W (#1 N.Y.C. Matrix Dealer), California Act
Labs (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Carver, Celestion SL, conrad-johnson (#U.S. Dealer), Counterpoint (#1 U.S. Dealer), CWD, Duntech, Emme
Technology. Gram) Infinity, JSE, Kimber Kable, Kinergetics, Luxman (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer). Magnum Dynalab (#1E. Coast Dealer), Mod Squi
(#1 E. Coast Dealer), MIT, NAD, Niny-Gritty, ProAc Revolver, Rogers (#1 U.S. Dealer), Roksan, Rotel, SME, Snell, Sonus Faber, Sony E
Sota, Spica (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Stax, Straight Wire un U.S. Dealer), Sumiko, Sumo. Target (#1 U.S. Dealer), Threshold &Forte (#1 N.Y.
Ds), Tice (#1 U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hul, VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Velodyne. Wadia (#1 U.S. Dealer), Well Tempered, Yamaha, etc.
Open 7 days a week, Mon.-Fri. 11-7:30 pm, Sat., 10:30-7 pm, Sun. 12-7 pm

627 Broadway, Greenwich Village, NY 10012
(212) 505• 1111 (800) 833.0071 outside NYC

Fax (212) 995.5524

our other location: 687-A Broadway, Greenwich Village, NY 10012

(212) 505.0433 Most Major Credit
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LEAP...
...Chris Strahm's Loudspeaker Enclosure

11 / ti
/f

Analysis Program, was used for the design of
the enclosure LEAP goes beyond the simplistic
Small-Thiele box analysis programs by offering

DIA

lrif"

more precise modeling of the loudspeaker circuit. Ihave found it to be an excellent tool for
deep-bass alignment calculations. However,
it makes the inherent assumption that the
woofer is radiating into half space—that it is
effectively mounted in awall. Thus, it fails to
account for diffraction losses of a standmounted loudspeaker by overestimating the
system response through the upper bass.

I
have found it to be

13/4'

an excellent tool
for deep-bass alignment
calculations.

FRONT BAFFLE

Having chosen abass-reflex design to push
the bass extension to around 50Hz, Iwas quite
concerned at the same time about providing

H-BRACE
••••,
•

effective damping for the woofer well into the
deep bass. Maintaining the woofer excursion

•
tuimM

17 /1if il

within reasonable limits is important for controlling distortion products. Harmonic distortion and IM and FM distortion products all
increase dramatically as the woofer's suspension is pushed toward its nonlinear limits.
Vented loudspeakers are especially susceptible to subsonic energy because, as arule, they
unload in the deep bass below the resonant frequency of the vent. Toward that end, the vent
was tuned to around 40Hz to limit the woofer
excursion in the midbass while sacrificing
some low-end extension.

SIDE BAFFLE
NOTE: EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS = W-THICK SIDES
INTERNAL DIMENSIONS = 9" W x 15 3
4 "H x 9
/
4 "D
/
3

The enclosure is stuffed with about apound
of longhair wool. The wool is draped around
the brace in such away as to ensure that the
wool does not sag to the bottom of the box.
The vent in the Woodstyle enclosure is made
of cardboard tubing. This is an expedient way
to fashion the vent. However, Ido prefer a2"diameter PVC pipe as afar more rigid alternative.
The net volume of the enclosure (fig.9) is
about 0.81 cubic feet, the internal dimensions
being 9" W by 15y4"H by 9y," D. If you decide
to build your own cabinet, try to keep the

III

Fig.9 Black Dahlia, cabinet details
Stereophile, November 1990

H-BRACE DETAIL
TOP VIEW W THICK

dimensions of the front baffle the same and,
if necessary, increase the depth slightly to compensate for thicker walls.
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Eardrum.
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+ video

148 East Route 59, Nanuet, N.Y. 10954 (914) 623-3983
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Sound

issue's "Equipment Reports" section, should
be construed as an independent view of the
Black Dahlia, from someone removed from the

The Black Dahlia was expressly designed for
stand-mounting, so be sure to use good-quality
stands to elevate them to the proper listening

sweat and tears that accompany the gestation

height. The main listening axis is perpendic-

and birth of anew loudspeaker. Above all, this

ular to the front baffle between the woofer and
tweeter. The speakers should be toed-in until

project is dedicated to the home speaker building who's searching for kilobuck sound quality

the listening axes intersect at the listening posi-

on abudget. Bon voyage!

tion. The speakers do not require any backtilt,
but they should be firmly anchored to the
stands. Double-sided tape is 2 good start; adamp
would be even better. I've been known to use a
brick on top of the enclosure to tightly couple

Sources for Parts and
Software:

the box to the stand.

Drivers, cabinets, and crossover parts

Naturally, I'm pleased with the sonic results
or the Black Dahlia would not have seen light

are available from:

of day. This is one of only ahandful of speakers

Madisound
P.O. Box 4283

that does not betray the fact that it uses ametaldome tweeter. The upper octaves, if anything,

Madison, WI 53711
(608) 831 -3433

have aconcert-hall perspective, without that

Just Speakers

hi- fi-ish emphasis and shrillness that some

3170 23rd St.

audiophiles prefer. Side by side with the Dahlia-

San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 641 -9228

Debra, the Black Dahlia comes off sounding
much tamer on top. There's lots of quick detail,
together with adynamic bloom that'll readily

Computer-aided crossover design soft-

ignite goosebumps. I'm also pleased at the

ware is available from the following

tonality of the upper bass and lower midrange.

sources:

The anemia so typical of many minimonitors

The standard version of CALSOD is priced at

is absent. The ability of these speakers to throw

$65 and may be ordered from:

asoundstage is also exceptional. In my opinion, they're competitive with any minimonitor

Old Colony Sound Lab
P.O. Box 243

out there.

Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-6526

T

his is one of only ahandful
of speakers that does not betray
the fact that it uses
ametal-dome tweeter.

I

nmy opinion,
they're competitive with
any minimonitor out there.

CALSOD 2.00 (the professional version) may
be ordered directly from:
Audiosoft
128 Oriel Road
West Heidelberg 3081
Melbourne, Australia
LEAP /Chris Strahm
CNS Electronics
PO. Box 42389
Portland, OR 97242
(503) 231-7247

I'll restrict my sonic assessment to just the
above brief synopsis. Because there hasn't been
anew father or aspeaker designer who has
failed to embrace his offspring, I've asked JA
to provide you not only with his own unbiased
opinion, but also with afull set of measure-

XOPT can be purchased at $199 from:
Peter L. Schuck Consulting
1705 Rodin Way
Orleans, Ontario K1C 4Y9, Canada
(613) 824-3822

ments using the MLSSA and Audio Precision
systems. JA's review, which is included in this
Stereophile, November 1990
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GRAND
OPENING
The New "Store"

SOUND by SINGER
Words fail, Comparisons pale. Not simply the most wonderful store
of its kind, but a brave new world in High End Audio and Video.
Help us celebrate its birth.
From November 12 thru November 16, 1990. All day and into the
night for five full days. Five days filled with Sales, Seminars, Live
Concerts, Festivities and Champagne.

LIVE CONCERTS
A rare opportunity to enjoy, Live, the performing talents of some of your
favorite audiophile recording artists. Featured will be:
DAVID CHESKY AND JOHN PIZZARELLI
Chesky Recordings.
Tuesday, November 13, 1990 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
ARTURO DELMONI
Violinist Extraordinaire! Water Lily Acoustics.
Sponsored by Apogee Acoustics.
Wednesday, November 14, 1990 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM
To Be Announced.

Thursday, November 15, 1990

7:00 PM & 9:00 PM

There is no charge for admission but due to the expected turnout, tickets
(which are available at the store from November 1, 1990) will be required.

SALES 8g CELEBRATION GIFTS
Components, complete systems, cables and accessories at special prices. Our
way of saying thank you for 12 years of continuous support.
Everyday! For 5 Days! Free Compact Discs, Free Record Brushes, Free Stylus
Cleaners, Free Speaker Cables and Interconnects, Free CD Cleaners, Free Tip
Toes, Free FM Antennas! A total of 50 gifts will be given everyday at our 6:00 PM
drawings. Since limited quantities are available, one item per person, please.
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SEMINARS
Join us for a series of informal conversations with High End Audio's most
gifted designers and innovative manufacturers. Meet representatives from:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1990

12:00-8:00 PM

NAD

PIONEER ELITE

Victor Moorhatch. National Sales Manager

Tony Hardin, Senior Product Specialist

ADCOM

DUNTECH

Merrill Smith, Director of Marketing

John Dunleavy. President &
Director of Research

SNELL ACOUSTICS
Dr. William Osgood. President

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1990

12:00-6:00 PM

AUDIO RESEARCH

ESOTERIC AUDIO

Richard Larsen. Chief Design Engineer

Mitch Whitten. Sales Manager

THETA DIGITAL

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

Ed Deitemeler, Eastern Sales Manager

Richard Vandersteen. President & Chief Designer

MONDIAL DESIGNS (ARAGON)
Anthony Federici. President

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1990
VPI
Harry Weisfeld, President & Chief Designer

WADIA DIGITAL
Art Jacobi, Chief Operating Officer

12:00-6:00 PM
MONITOR AUDIO
Robert Sinclair. Director of Marketing

MUSEATEX
Ed Meitner. Director of Research

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
Jason Bloom, President

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1990
KRELL INDUSTRIES
Dan D'Agostino, Vice President &
Chief Design Engineer

WILSON AUDIO
Dave Wilson, President & Director of Research

12:00-6:00 PM
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Don Gordon, Chief Executive Officer

ROKSAN ENGINEERING
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MIRAGE M-3 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way vented-box dynamic loudspeaker with 10" mineral-filled polypropylene woofer, two
4.5" mineral-filled polypropylene midranges, and two 0.75" fabric-dome tweeters. Impedance:
7ohms nominal, 4ohms minimum. Frequency response: 30Hz-20kHz +2dB. Crossover frequencies: 400Hz and 2.2kHz. Sensitivity: 85.5dB (anechoic—distance and input power not specified). Dimensions: 52.5" H by 18.1" W by 8.3" D. Weight: 130 lbs. Price: $2500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 120. Manufacturer: Mirage, 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario
M1X 1G5, Canada. Tel: (416) 321-1800. Fax: (416) 321-1500.
It may surprise some readers to learn that all of

knows. That is not to say that plenty of people

the contributors to Stereopbile do not get the

don't think they know, and have convincing
and workable theories to explain their beliefs.

chance to hear, at our leisure and in familiar circumstances, everything that passes through the
magazine's portals. Not that we wouldn't like
to, but there just isn't time. Nor are the logistics always right. Iwas therefore probably as
intrigued as the average reader by LA's glowing repon on the $5000/pair Mirage M- 1in the

Some are passionate devotees of one concept
or another. The variety of possible radiation
patterns is, of course, on acontinuum from
totally unidirectional (where all frequencies

June 1989 issue The M- Is had been on the mar-

radiate on asingle beam of infinitely narrow
width and height) to totally omnidirectional.
Both extremes are physical impossibilities, but

ket long enough for me to have heard them on
several occasions, of course, but generally at

both are interesting concepts. In the first, the
audible consequence would be very much like

shows and not under the best of conditions.
Idid get to hear them briefly at Lgs later that

the anechoic experience—assuming you could

same summer, but the hustle and bustle of a

get and keep your ears in the beams. In the second, we would have what has been called the

Stereopbile Writers' Conference party isn't the
optimum place for value judgments.

"ideal" pulsating sphere—which really isn't.
It would only be ideal if it could radiate sound

If you wait long enough, though, these sorts
of things have away of evening themselves out.

exactly analogous to the way in which the

from each point on its surface in afashion

Not in the guise of the M-1, but in that of the

sound impinged on the microphone—to each

M-3, Mirage's follow-up to their successful flagship. Similar concept, smaller (and less expen-

separate point on its surface. And perhaps it

sive) cabinet. Mirage Jr. and Iarrived in Santa
Fe at roughly the same time, and Iimmediately

limitations in the two-channel reproduction
process. More on this in amoment.

volunteered to do the review. Good move.
Like its larger brother, the M-3 is designated

In the real world we generally see serious
designs covered by three major classes of radiation patterns: directional, forward radiators
(whose frontal dispersions may vary widely

by Mirage to be abipolar (not dipolar) design.
Those who have read LA's original review will
understand the distinction. They may take a

would not be ideal even then, because of basic

from design to design but usually stop short of

brief break at this point. Others should stay on
board for...

1800); dipole radiators—generally the broad
class of panel loudspeakers, usually ribbon or

Radiation Theory 101 1

electrostatic, having radiation from the front
and the rear (which are out of phase with each

All right, class—pop quiz time Question: What

other) and little from the sides (because of can-

is the correct radiation pattern for a loud-

cellation of those out-of-phase front and rear

speaker system? You have ten minutes.
Finished? Swap papers for corrections.

signals at the panel's edge); and multidirectional radiators—which cover abroad

The correct answer is that no one truly

area from serious attempts at effective omnidirectionality to various unusual dispersion

INot to be confused with Nuclear Energy 102.
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Why is it not possible to say which is right?
First of all, because two-channel stereo is, of
itself, an artificial construct, the most practical model we have come up with in our crude
attempts to record and reproduce the real
thing—capable of providing aconvincing and
pleasing simulation, but totally incapable of
truly replicating the original. Second, and perhaps more important, we have never been able
to establish, much less enforce, standards for
true symmetry between the recording and
reproduction of sound for the home, particularly with respect to the initial (microphone
and microphone placement) and final (loudspeaker, loudspeaker placement, and room)
transduction ends of the process. 2 In the resulting (literal) chaos, loudspeaker designers fight
acontinual battle to produce designs which
will most convincingly create an illusion of the
real thing in the mind of the listener. It's no
wonder that there's so little agreement on the
"right" way to do it.
The design Kevin Voecks 3 conceived for
Mirage's flagship M-1 project, and which Ian
Paisley brought to fruition when KV left Mirage,
was dubbed abipole radiator. It was, in effect,
across between adipole and amulti-directional
loudspeaker. It actually shared with dipole
designs only the fact that it radiated roughly
equal energy front and rear. Beyond that, it
became more amulti-directional design: a
"pulsating column" (to use LKs phrase) having
its front- and rear-radiated energy in-phase,
thus also having considerably more sideradiation than adipole And unlike most presentday dipoles (with afew exceptions), the M-1
was an all-dynamic-driver design, with separate woofer, midrange, and tweeter complements front and back.
Design
The M-1 was and is, however, large, heavy, and
expensive—as flagship designs are prone to be.

Mirage M-3 loudspeaker

In creating the new, more affordable M-3,

Nitrile/PVC surrounds of the M- IS woofers.

designer Ian Paisley began by replacing the

The cabinet remained areflex, but its size was

twin 8" woofers of the M-1 with asingle 10"

considerably reduced—and made less com-

design. The cone material was the same
(mineral-filled polypropylene), the surround

able, the M-3's are not). Its weight was also les-

changed to Butyl rubber in place of the

sened, though it was and still is ahefty 130 lbs,

2While the net result is not necessarily more (or even as)
ferdiStiC— for other reasons—in the film-sound world, it can
be argued that better standanis exist there, as LucasaInfs ibm
Holman argues in my interview with him in the October 1990
Issue.

was also specified for the M-3, as in the M-1.

3Then of Mirage, now of Snell Acoustics.
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plex (the M- l's finished side panels are remov-

with 0.75"-thick walls. Heavy internal bracing
The midrange drivers remained identical to
those in the M-1, and are still mounted back to-back in their own sealed subenclosure The
Stereophile, November 1990

ferrofluid-damped, soft-dome tweeters of the

nothing of substance about details of the sys-

M-3 differ from those of the M-1 in several

tem's design.)
Mirage makes apoint in their retail sales

respects, including dome shape (the M-1
tweeter is aspecial hyperbolic design, the M-3
amore conventional dome), voice-coil material
(the Kapton bobbin of the M-1 provides better power-handling capability), and dome coating and surround (those of the M-1 are said to
be superior). The M- l's tweeter is designed and
built in-house by Mirage, as are all the drivers
for both the M-1 and the M-3, while that of the
M-3 is designed and assembled by Mirage from

guide (I managed to obtain acopy)— though
not in their sales literature—of the desirability of side- and rear-wall reflections in widening the soundstage and improving imaging,
reflections which are enhanced (dependent
upon wall treatment) in multi-directional loudspeakers such as the M-1 and the M-3. They
argue further that the wide dispersion charac-

parts sourced in Canada and Japan.

teristics of the M-1 and M-3 produce aspectral
balance in the first reflection which matches

The driver mountings in the M-3 are
designed for minimum diffraction, the left and

that of the on-axis response. While Idon't particularly agree with the contention that strong

right loudspeakers are "handed," as JA would

side- and rear-wall reflections are agood thing

put it (mirror-imaged, with the drivers slightly

for imaging (regardless of their spectral balance), there's something to be said for an even

offset toward the center of the soundstage), and
the grille cloth is designed to be left in place (it's
not easily removed). The high-quality cabinet

off-axis response. 6

finish is in the same basic (gloss) black 4 as its

Itherefore began my audition of the M -3s
with some mixed feelings about the design

big brother; in fact, in appearance the M-3

principles involved. What, specifically, would

looks precisely like ascaled-down M-1. The
reduction in dimensions is not all that large in

reflections from the walls in the vicinity of the

any one direction, 5but the overall look is, in

loudspeakers do to (or for) the M-3s' image and
overall soundstage capabilities? My listening

my opinion, far more domestic and less impos-

room, as described in my review of the Signet

ing. (The M-1 may not have been intimidating

SL280 loudspeaker last month, does have some
sound damping on the side walls; this was left

in LA's manse, but it certainly was in my far
smaller listening space.)
The M-3 shares with the M-1 acomplex

in position. The rear wall behind the loud-

crossover network with 28 premium parts. Fast

speakers, which had been fairly live (there is
acentral multi-paned window on that wall

rolloffs are the rule here: 12dB/octave (electrical) high- and low-pass at the 400Hz crossover

which is reflective, though also reasonably dispersive), was recently modified by the addition

point; 12dB/octave low-pass and 18dB/octave

of full-length draw-drapes. Opening them

high-pass (again, the electrical response) at the
2.2kHz point. Bi -wiring (or bi-amping) is

uncovers the entire window area, but does

provided for. Although it lacks the bipolar, dual

either side of the window. Still, some flexibility
in room acoustics is now possible by selection

woofers of the M-1, the front and rear-facing
midranges and tweeters of the M-3, combined
with the essentially omnidirectional nature of
the woofer, preserve in the smaller design the
bipolar operation of the M-1.
(By the way, you won't find much of this
information in Mirage's owner's manual. LA
criticized the M-1 manual for its lack of background information and excessive brevity; the
M-3 manual is no improvement in this regard—
it is, in fact, ageneric M-series manual, appar-

leave the damping effect of stacked drapes on

of open or closed drapes (or something inbetween).
Associated equipment used during the
review was similar to that used in other recent
reviews: CD playback via the Esoteric D-2 processor driven by the digital outputs of an NAD
5000 CD player, and also via aCalifornia Audio
Labs Aria III. Vinyl playback this time out was
via the Oracle Delphi Mk.IV turntable with the
Oracle/SME 345 tonearm and aDynavector

ently provided with both the M-1 and the M-3.

XX- IL phono cartridge The preamp was, in all

It does provide useful setup instructions, but

cases, the Rowland Consonance. Power amps

4The finish is not quite tif grand-piano quality, however. Close
inspection revealed avery uniform fine orange-peel texture.
5M• I: 59.8" H by 19.3" WM9.5" D. M-3: 52.5" H by 18.1"
W by 8.3" D.
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6This is not the same thing as saying that the even off-axis
response will provide afirst reflection with aspectral balance
the same as the on-axis response. There are abunch of other
variables involved when you start reflecting things off the Walk,
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were the Rowland Model One, Classé DR-8,

are very different from those of aconventional,

Threshold SA/12e monoblocks, and Levinson
No.23. Interconnects were by Cardas (Hadink)
and AudioQuest (Lapis)—except for ageneric
75 ohm video coax from CD-player digital out

forward-radiating loudspeaker. My immediate
first impression of the M-3s, after spending
most of my reviewing time over the past several months listening to conventional forward

to processor in. Loudspeaker cable was abiwire set of AudioQuest Clears—bi-wiring was
used for all of the auditions. Spikes are not
provided with the M-3; Iused Tiptoes after the
setup positioning was finalized.
The M-3s were set up well away from rear

radiators, was of adefinite, but not exaggerated,
sense of opening up of the acoustic space. It
is adisarming quality—quite unlike that obtained with a"normal" loudspeaker. It comes
at aprice, however. That price is aslight loosen-

and side walls, toed-in toward the listener.
Some experimenting with positioning was
attempted. The best sound in my room was
finally obtained with the Mirages in nearly the
same position lhave found to be optimum with
other loudspeakers, firing down the long
dimension of the room, about 7'—a third of
the way down the room—from the rear wall.
The listening seat was about 9' from the plane
of the loudspeakers, and the listening height
of 38" was about midway between the axes of
the woofer and midrange—the locations of
which were determined by carefully feeling for
the driver openings through the nonremovable
grille cloth.

Sound

Since Mirage recommends areflective rear wall
behind the M-3s, Ibegan with the curtains on
that wall opened—though the stacked, open
drapes still produced asignificant amount of
absorption when added to the other absorption present in the rear corners behind the
loudspeakers (Ilibe Raps and two small damping panels in each corner).
Because Ihad heard the M- ls, though not
optimally, on several occasions, Ihad afew
prior impressions of that loudspealcer, the main
one being arather crisp dryness to its balance
in the venues in which Ihad auditioned it. Ihad
always respected the sound of the big Mirage
without ever really warming up to it. Would the
M-3s also exhibit that quality in amore familiar
listening room? As the first few recordings were
played out, it became obvious that the answer
was no. My general impression was of an open,
spacious sound, with aslight warmth. The high
end was definitely not reticent, but neither was
it prominent or pushy. And the midrange was
practically devoid of readily identifiable colorations.
Any detailed discussion of the M-3s' sound
must start with its spatial characteristics, which
134

ing of image specificity. Iwas tempted to call
this a"slight diffusion," but that would create
an exaggerated impression of what Imean.
There is very definitely still awell-defined
image present—along with asometimes striking sense of depth. But lateral placement is not
quite as solidly sculpted as it is from agood forward radiator.
Initially, with the draw drapes open, Ialso
noticed acertain excess of what Ican only call
a"room sound!' It was evident on awide spectrum of material, and resembled in character,
though not in degree, flutter echo—the slight
zing,iness of an overly lively room. Closing the
curtains brought it under control; apleasing
spaciousness remained, the excess "zip" disappeared. The overall sound also became more
coherent, the image tighter—though still not
as cohesive as that from good forward radiators. The remainder of the auditions were conducted with fully curtained windows.
The more Ilistened to the M-3s, and the
more Ibecame accustomed to their radiating
characteristics, the more impressed Iwas with
their sound. Ihave to admit that Iinitially
missed the more precise, riveting soundstage
available from the more conventional directradiating loudspeakers in my experience. But
it has also been argued, with some justification,
that such asoundstage is more "real" than
real—a pleasing artifact of the stereo experience which does not parallel that found in real
life, particularly in the concert hall. Perhaps.
All Ican say is that the imaging available from
the M-3s was certainly satisfying and convincing.
In their reproduction of depth, the M-3s
were genuinely strikingly. There was areal
sense of "place" evident in Michael Hedges's
Live On the Double Planet (Windham Hill WD1066). And the space and depth evident in the
first few minutes of the soundtrack from
Enemy Mine (Varese Sarabande VCD47249)
were even more mind-boggling than they
Stereophile, November 1990

usually are—though the "place" evident here
never existed anywhere outside of arecording

transformed through the Mirages, the vocal
pyrotechnics were less apt to project into your

studio.
One surprising, and useful, side effect of the

lap over the M 3s. The soundstage began, for
most reasonably neutral recordings, just

M-3s' radiating characteristics is their ability

behind the plane of the loudspeakers. But apart
from this overall perspective, the M -3's midrange is strikingly open and "boxless" —a

to provide auseful image across awide area.
Unlike most audiophile loudspeakers, this is
not just a"sweet-spot" reproducer. While its
imaging may not be quite as precise from this

characteristic in which it resembles, to asurprising degree, a good dipole panel loud-

"sweet spot" as Ihave heard from other loudspeakers, that image holds up better than most

speaker.

as the listener moves off-axis—even to the out-

that the box-free character of panel loudspeakers is due not to their lack of an enclosure,

side of the area bounded by the left and rigkt
loudspeakers. Though you'll hardly get a
tightly defined image from that location, at
least the sound doesn't collapse into the closer

There's aschool of thought which argues

but to their radiation pattern. Although the M-3
differs from panel dipoles in the phase of its

loudspeaker. And although Iwas almost never
conscious of images outside the boundaries of
the loudspeakers, within that area the loud-

rear radiation and in its greater output to the
sides, its radiation pattern is closer to that of a
dipole than to aconventional front-firing system. Then again, the low midband coloration

speakers did not call particular attention to

of the M-3 may be due to something more

their precise locations—they convincingly

mundane—like the proper use of quality midrange drivers.

"disappeared" into the sonic fabric The height
of the image was also aplus; no Munchkin -

The M-3's low-frequency response proved

esque orchestras masquerading as the Chicago

something of amixed bag. On the negative

Symphony here.

side, 1couldn't get rid of acertain euphonically
lush quality to the sound on program material

Ifound that the top end of the M-3 belied the
fact that it uses two soft-dome tweeters. Lately

with astrong output in the mid- to upper

I've been listening to more and more systems
incorporating metal domes, and have come to

The practical result of this was an enhancement

appreciate the best qualities of that type of

of the majestic quality of the sound on instru-

bass—estimated to be in the 50-100Hz region.

design. But Ihave never been inclined to

ments with significant fundamentals and har-

believe that there is only one "right" way to do
something. Mirage's tweeter for the M-3 is

monics in this range Nojima Plays Liszt (Refer-

about as good asoft-dome as I've heard—
totally lacking in the grain or spit characteristic
of run-of-the-mill soft-dome designs. Fine
transient details are rendered naturally, without
undue prominence Strings are silky-sweet, yet

ence Recordings RR-25CD) definitely had a
ripe quality which reduced the openness of the
instrument—not acharacteristic that lovers of
piano are likely to warm up to. With full sym-

gutsy when called for. Guitar had detail and

phony orchestra and organ, however, the situation was less clear. Provided the recording
itself was not overly full in the mid- to upper

warmth. Sibilants were clear yet controlled.
While Ididn't notice it immediately, it didn't

sense of added body and weight to the sound.

take long to notice arather laid-back perspective to the M -3s' sound. They never seem to
reach out and take charge in agutsy, palpable

warmth does not da It does not cause coloration in the lower vocal region; both female

fashion, which can be aliability for some types
of music But neither do they ever seem to
reach out and grab you by the throat. Recordings that seem to jump forward and glare at you
(more common with CDs) on other reproducers retain their composure I've commented
before on what is, to my mind, an excess of
vocal energy in the London original cast
recording of Miss Saigon (Geffen 24271 -2).
While this recording was by no means totally
Stereophile, November 1990

bass, the rise simply produced anot unpleasant
There are two things which this midbass

and male singing voices were free of unnatural
fatness. And it does not obscure the M-3's lowbass capabilities.
And what low-bass capabilities! Lovers of
organ music will be particularly delighted by
the Mirage Not only is its open, spacious quality ideally suited to reproduction of this instrument, but the heft and "count-the-cycles"
quality of its low bass is superb. The Great
Organ of Saint Eustache Paris (Dorian DOR135

90134) was an ear-opener, particularly the mar-

control of the M-3's low end (though the differ-

velously Lisztian piece of bombast "Fantasy

ence here was not dramatic) lending its perfor-

and Fugue on the name B.A.C.H." on the final

mance amore solid, sculpted quality compared

band. The M-3 could not quite shake the room

with that of the more "ethereal" Classé DR-8.

in the same way as aserious subwoofer, but

Both characteristics were, of course, far more

most listeners will not worry much about the

subtle than that description makes them

loss—especially since any subwoofer capable

sound, but Inonetheless settled on the Levin-

of extending deeper will likely cost nearly as

son for most of my auditioning. As to power

much as apair of M -3s. Most neighbors, cer-

output, the Levinson's 200Wpc was more than

tainly, will hardly be able to tell the difference,

sufficient in my medium-sized room; agood

and will be just as ready to have you commit-

amplifier of half that power would have

ted. The M-3 is rated to be down only 2dB at

sufficed for 90% of my listening. But you may

30Hz, with usable response to 24Hz (-10dB)—

spend more of your time listening at higher

and sounds as if it easily lives up to those specs.

levels in alarger room.

The low bass drum on the soundtrack from

Many loudspeakers favor one type of music

Glory (Virgin Records 91329-2) was dramatic,

over others. The M-3 appears equally at home

and the same instrument on Berlioz's Sym-

with small-scale material—where it relates

phonie Fantastique (Reference Recordings RR-

instruments and voices in their proper size—

11CD) practically knocked me out of my listen-

and large-scale, dramatic works. From the deli-

ing chair with its impact. In both of the latter
examples Isensed some softness to the extreme
low end, adownward extension of the same

cate rendering of solo voice and guitar to the

quality heard in the mid- and upper bass, but
Inever found it disturbing. Some will. Iconfess to aweakness for taut, audiophile-grade
bass. But too often this type of bass is merely
adisguise for no low bass. The M-3 does not
suffer from that limitation.
Idid find one incontrovertible problem with

challenges of grand opera, it rarely gets
flustered or comes apart at the (sonic) seams.
It will play as loud as this music-lover would
ever care to listen, 7but you don't bave to play
it loud to get it to come to life. There aren't
many speakers of which Icould say the same.
In the last issue Iraved unreservedly (well,
with some reservations) about the Signet
SL280, afar less expensive loudspeaker than

the M -3's low end, and it should be solvable.

the Mirage M-3. My enthusiasm for the Signet

Playing material with very-low-frequency bass

was at least partially engendered by finding a

at substantial levels, aloud fluttering sound

modestly priced loudspeaker which did so

(reminiscent of, yet not quite identical to, cone

many things so well in my listening rooms,

breakup) could be heard. There was no sign of
an accompanying bottoming of the voice-coil,

despite having afew limitations which were not
unexpected at the price. It will give even the

so the woofer did not appear to be reaching its
excursion limits. Nor was the problem evident

Mirage arun for its money with respect to a
tightly defined soundstage (it's aforward radi-

on the above-mentioned material. It did show

ator, remember), 8 and aclean, detailed, yet

up on at least two CDs from Reference Recordings: 7kopic Affair and Daps. What was it? It

unexaggerated top end. And it provides atight,
defined bass to the bottom of its effective range.

turned out to be the furiously pumping woofer

But it's no match for the Mirage in midrange

surround banging against the inside of the grille

transparency, openness of sound, or, especially,

cloth. It was relatively harmless, but rather

powerful, extended bass. None of this was a

alarming until Ifigured out what it was.

surprise. The Mirage is asolid Class B con-

The M-3 appeared to be an easy load, and

tender and priced accordingly.

none of the amplifiers Iused had any difficulty
at all driving it. But the amplifier which was

Measurements

used the most during the listening was the

While not as crisp in appearance as that from

Levinson No.23. It was somewhat sweeter
through the high end than the Clare-é —though
1sometimes missed the latter's more open, spacious character, the 23 sounding just a bit
dosed-in in comparison. But the Levinson had
more guts and sheer oomph, with abit better
136

7Though know better than to make any such generality for
all audiophiles.
8GL. has subsequently tried the Signets in his considerably
smaller listening space and was unable to get them to image
well there (his Acoustats do, in the same room). An effective
reminder, if one is needed, of the importance of loudspeaker/room matching—a consideration which seems to
as.SUMC increasing importance as the Nile of the room decreases.
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several recent loudspeakers reviewed in Stereopbile, the MLSSA-derived impulse response in
fig.I shows good control, the soft-dome

1010

•.
0.0•
0.00

tweeter exhibiting none of the (ultrasonic) ringing evident from metal domes. The very low
port tuning (about 24Hz) and easy-to-drive
impedance of the M-3 are evident in the impedance plot, fig.2. The magnitude of the impedance only drops below 4ohms very briefly, at
about 12-13kHz. No reasonably designed
amplifier of appropriate power should have any

- reemc

Fig.1 Mirage M3, impulse response at 48" on
listening axis
4010 POLL MILO WORK /01.0l, I M01100 n 0100,
210

20 NOV le 171842
11.01
07.111

problem in driving the M-3. Fig.3 shows the
separate, FFT-derived responses (on-axis) of
the woofer and the midrange/tweeter combi-

Z2.811

nation. Note particularly the rapid and, perhaps
more important, smooth rolloff in the woofer's
response—giving it little opportunity to color
the midrange with spurious output.
The curve in fig.4 is acompilation of three
011

separate measurements: above about 180Hz
the FFT (MLSSA)-derived response averaged
across a30° horizontal window, and below that
the (Audio Precision-derived) nearfield mea-

Fig.2 Mirage M3, electrical impedance (solid line)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/div. vertical
scale)
'111111

surements for both the woofer and the port.
There are several things to note here. The port

1 1T 1
11111

1 1111111

flu

response is for one of the two ports in the rear
of the enclosure It shows, again, the port tuning in the mid-20s region. It also indicates a
slight discontinuity, about 10-12dB down in
level from the maximum output, which might
contribute something to the slight fullness
noted in the midbass. More likely is the contribution of what appears to be a small rise
between about 60-80Hz. My personal feeling
is that this bump in the M -3's response—fairly
mild in itself—combines with room modes in

-4811r
15111

,
180111

Ikh

Fig.3 Mirage M3, acoustic crossover at 48" on
listening axis

the same region to produce the fullness noted.
(Such modes are quite common, in this frequency range, in many rooms.) Note also that
the level for the port output shown is relative
and does not necessarily relate directly to the
level of the curve for the loudspeaker output—since how to splice these two measurements is amatter of some dispute in audio engineering circles.
Fig.5 gives the 60' -averaged FFT response
for the rear-radiating drivers. Note that the
response below 400Hz comes primarily from

188z

IkIlz

Adz

Fig.4 Mirage M3, anechoic response averaged
across 30° lateral window with nearfield LE
response plotted below 180Hz

the front-mounted woofer. We deliberately

rather consistent; listening height is fairly non-

used abroad, 60° lateral window for this mea-

critical until you get very low or very high.

surement since all of the rear energy is reflected
before it is heard by alistener. In the family of

While the response would seem to be top-

curves shown in fig.6, the response over a

strongly to the broad depression through the

broad vertical window is clearly shown to be

upper midrange, giving the M-3 that slightly
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heavy, the ear appears to respond more
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laid-back sound. But caution is advised in inter-

for bi-wiring—now standard on that model—

preting these curves because of the unique

so Ihooked them each up to the Levinson

radiating pattern of the M-3. What the ear hears

No.23 with asingle run of AudioQuest Clear.

is some combination of the curves in figs.4 and

Iwas anticipating, based on my previous

6combined with the reflected energy resulting

limited experience with this loudspeaker, to

from the output in fig.S. How the ear processes

find it to have more high-frequency energy

and interprets the confluence is amatter which

than the M-3. Surprise! It didn't. In fact, the

measurements alone cannot really tell us. At

family resemblance was remarkable—both

present, only the ear can settle the matter. The

sonic and physical. (The M-1 was far more

waterfall plot in fig.7 shows alack of serious

physically intimidating in my listening room

resonances within the audible range (the one

than it had been in LA's, was certainly more

at around 20kHz and another higher up are

imposing and, let's face it, would appear to be

probably due to the computer monitor). Com-

aharder domestic "sell" than the M-3.) Iwas

pared with most of the soft-dome tweeters we
have measured in other loudspeakers, and

pressed) by its performance as LA had been.

some of the metal domes as well, the M- 3's
tweeter shows noticeably less "hash" across

Ifound myself itching to return to the M-3s.

the lower treble as its impulse response decays.

Crossing the I's,
dotting the T's

as impressed (well, perhaps nearly as imBut astrange thing happened as Ilistened to it:
The larger Mirage had perhaps the more uniform response, sounding like it had, if anything, abit less HE energy than the M-3. And

Ifinished my evaluation of the M- 3s by com-

it was abit less laid-back through the midrange,
plus ashade less full (and cleaner) in the mid-

paring them closely with apair of M- Is we had
on hand. Our samples of M- Is did not provide
I I1111111

I III
11111

I III
11111

1I

ikziffidiz
1kh

llkh

Fig.5 Mirage M3, anechoic, rear-facing response
averaged across 60° lateral window

Fig.6 Mirage M3, vertical response family at 48",
from front to back: on woofer axis; on
listening axis; on midrange axis; on HF axis;
7.5° above cabinet top
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Fig.6 Mirage M3, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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and upper bass. But its low-end extension was

larger cabinet of the M-1 got in its own way a

not clearly better than that of its baby brother.
In fact, Ifelt that the M-3 was, if anything, alittle more powerful in the extreme lows—at least

bit more.
Granted that Ispent far more time listening
to the M-3s than to the M- Is. And granted that

in my room. Midrange coloration was equally

the M- is will very likely play louder and bet-

low in both designs. And Icould not honestly

ter fill alarger-than-average listening space

say that Ifelt the M- I's high end to be either better or worse than that of the M-3. Also, the M-3

with full-bodied, undistorted sound. Ican
strongly recommend acareful audition of botb

struck me as being, by awhisker, the more

models. But if your listening room is of average dimensions, you may well find, as Idid,

open- and spacious-sounding. Possibly apsychoacoustic result of its more laid-back midband, possibly of its slightly lower soundstage

that the M-3 is every bit as satisfying as the M-1.
Perhaps more so, especially considering the

(the "stage" of the M-1 is very high, conspic-

music library you can buy with the $2500 price

uously above ear level). Or lust possibly the

difference.

CARY AUDIO DESIGN
CAD-5500 CD PROCESSOR
Dick Olsher

Cary Audio Design CAD-5500 CD Processor
Type: Analog CD processor and line-level preamp. Input impedance: 12.7k ohms. Output impedance: 11.15k ohms. Gain: 12dB. S/N ratio: 88dB (no output level specified). Dimensions: 16.5"
W by 4" H by 11.5" D. Weight: 10 pounds with external power supply. Sample tested: SN 902208.
Price: $1295, $1550 as tested with optional Penny &Giles volume control, $1995 with optional
phono stage. Approximate number of dealers: 38. Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design, 101-J Woodwinds Industrial Ct., Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494.
A "CD processor," is how Idistinctly heard

digital processors are essential high-end tools.

Cary Audio's Dennis Had describe it. The venue

Most of us have been amply educated as of late

was Stereopbile's High End Hi -Fi Show in New

about digital data corruption and the ills of
nonlinear DACs; the concept of better digital

York last April. Nothing really unusual in
today's digital marketplace, Ithought to myself,
though abit out of character for acompany

circuits making an audible sonic difference is
now widely accepted. Even aquick listen to the

dedicated to vacuum-tube technology. But wait

recent processors from Theta Digital (the Pro

aminute. Dennis had described it as an ana-

and Pro Basic) was sufficient to profoundly
change my opinion about the sonic potential

log CD processor. Analog!? Well, yes, the unit
processes the analog signal from aCD player.

of CDs. Retrieval of low-level detail, spatial

Why would anybody want to operate on the

resolution, and soundstage transparency were

analog signal? Ido not for amoment doubt that

dramatically better than what I'd heard before
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from any CD player—even those super-priced

Phase Canceling" by Cary Audio, or RPC for

Japanese players. The concept of analog

short.

processing left me cold, however. What could
possibly be the matter with the analog signal?

Reverse Phase Canceling

Agreat analog section internal to aprocessor

The input signal from either the CAD-5500's

such as the Theta, fed to aClass Aline-level pre-

CD or Aux inputs is routed through two sep-

amp or apassive preamp, would surely take

arate pathways. One pathway is full-spectrum

care of business.
Not quite, according to Dennis, who claims

work. The other path is through ahigh-pass

through apurely resistive voltage-divider net-

that what's typically wrong with the analog sig-

filter section which uses ceramic RF trimmer

nal from aCD player is RF contamination and
the distortion products generated by it. He

capacitors to pass ultrasonic and RF energy

posits that RF -induced distortion in the pre-

which contains the RF distortion, is fed to the
grids of a12AX7 dual-triode tube. One of the

amp and/or amp is responsible for the bright,

above 20kHz. This high-frequency signal,

harsh, edgy sound of many CD players.

triode sections is used to drive the LEDs on the
front panel, thus indicating the presence of

RF contamination

ultrasonic and RF spuriae. The anode signal

It is important to realize that the inside of aCD

from the other triode section, which is 180° out

player is inundated with RF leakage energy The

of phase with its input, is level-matched with

culprit is not the DAC operating at 44.1kHz,

the original signal then combined with it. The

88.2kHz, 176.4kHz, or 348.8kHz, but rather
the master clock for the digital bitstream,

end result should be asteep rolloff of all frequencies above 20kHz, including the RF com-

which normally operates in the range of 2.8-

ponent.
Note that the action of the RPC circuit is simi-

3.05MHz. This RF energy is real and potentially
troublesome. The manufacturer is required to
certify that his product complies with FCC
regulations limiting the radiated RF from the
product. The following is aquote from the
Owner's Manual of awell-known manufac-

lar to that of ahigh-order low-pass filter, the
signal level said to be already down arobust
8c1B at 23kHz. Some of you might be wondering by now, as Iwas, if astandard active LP filter
could not be used to achieve similar rejection

turer of digital processors: "This equipment has
been tested and found to comply with the

of RF garbage. Dennis Had maintains, and I'm

limits for aClass Bdigital device, pursuant to

objectionable sonic aberrations of traditional
brick-wall filters. Figs.1 and 2, provided by

Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in aresidential

inclined to agree, that his circuit is free from the

Cary Audio, show "before and after" spectrum
analyses of the noise in atypical CD player's

installation. This equipment generates, uses,

output. Note that the marker in these pictures

and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if

is at 20kHz. With the processor in the chain,

not installed and used in accordance with the

there's asteep rejection of RF noise energy.
Following the RPC section, the now-band-

instructions, may cause harmful interference
to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a

width-limited signal is routed through avolume control to a7025 vacuum tube (a beefed-

particular installation."
While the problem of radiated RF is well

up 12AX7) which provides dual-stage line-level

known to the point of having been regulated
by the bureaucrats, little attention has been

12dB. There's aversion of the processor available with aphono input module (the 55005 for

paid by designers to the RF energy that leaks
out of the chassis along the interconnect cable.

gain for an overall gain of 58dB—more than

This RF garbage can literally piggyback the ana-

adequate for any MM cartridge. For amere

amplification with anominal overall gain of

$1995) which provides an additional 46dB of

log signal along the interconnect cable into the

$255, the processor may be had with abeau-

preamp or amp where it might overload the

tiful Penny & Giles pot, which is how my unit

front end or induce intermoduLation distortion

was equipped.

products in the audio band. This is the problem that the CAD-5500 is said to address. The

Ilk ohms, which will make the CAD-5500 far

solution it offers has been dubbed "Reverse

less than ideal for driving long cables. Expect
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The output impedance is very high at over
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CD players in many instances sound best with
atubed line-level stage. This brings up arelated
thought. The bandwidth of atubed power amp
is much more limited than that of amodern
solid-state design, primarily because of limitations of the output transformer. Thus, it is
likely that atubed amp will be more immune
to RF distortion and as aconsequence would
be judged more musical than asolid-state competitor when fed by digital program sources. ,
If this is indeed the case, Iwould expect that
the CAD-5500 would make amuch more sigFig.1 Cary CAD-5500, CD player noise spectrum,
20Hz-200kHz (linear horizontal scale,
20kHz/div., 10dB/div. vertical scale)
Res
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nificant difference in asystem which includes
asolid-state amp and in which the CAD replaces asolid-state line-level stage.
The power supply is housed externally to the
main chassis, so what you'll find inside is asingle large glass-epoxy board stuffed with quality
components such as precision metal-film resistors and Sidereal-brand capacitors. All of the
RCA Jacks are gold-plated Tiffanys with Teflon
insulation. The Penny & Giles conductiveplastic pot was apleasure to use, and, based on
past experience, because Idid not directly
compare this sample with astandard CAD-

11 or t

.701 N,
412

Fig.2 Cary CAD-5500, noise spectrum from fig.1
after signal processed by CAD-5500 (linear
horizontal scale, 20kHz/div., 10dB/div.
vertical scale)
some treble rolloff with long interconnect runs,

5500, Iwould recommend this option. Overall,
the unit appeared to be well-built, with looks
and feel above the high-end norm at its price
point.
Sonic impressions
There's no point beating around the bush. The

and perhaps even with quite short runs of
highly capacitive cables. With both Cardas and

Cary completely redefined my perceptions of

Lindsay-Geyer interconnects, 20-25' long,' the
treble through the processor was consistently

tions as ahigh-end medium. During its salad

the compact disc's present and future aspiradays in the mid- '80s, Iperceived the CD pri-

soft and lacking in air. That the extreme treble

marily as aconvenience medium. It was des-

was closed-in did not bother me much—

tined to be an enormous commercial success

especially in view of the magical clarity and
harmonic integrity with which the 5500

for the same reasons the cassette tape made it
so big. Small size, low maintenance, no side

imbued the lower treble and upper mids.

changes, an absence of infrasonic garbage, no

The line-level stage is designed to clip softly
above 2V RMS, thus gracefully compressing the

ticks or pops, were all powerful marketing

extreme voltage peaks generated by some CD

attributes which, together with a massive
propaganda campaign, left apopular impres-

players and processors. If an input voltage of

sion that here was atechnologically superior

1-2V is enough to drive any audio power amp
into clipping, what is the utility of generating

medium that obsoleted the vinyl disc. On the
face of the technical evidence, in the form of

5V or more, as some players do? Dennis Had

conventional specifications, vinyl appeared

believes that this feature is partly responsible
for the overall sonic excellence of the unit.

routed.

Because tubed preamps in general tend to clip
softly, this bit of insight may help explain why

2Food for thought considering that during arecent visit to
Santa Fe, Sam Tellig noted that the true magic of the Meridian
203 Bitstream processor, discussed by him in his last two
''Audio Anarchist" columns, only really became apparent when
he used VTI.. 225W monoblocks to drive his prefened Spendor
S-100 speakers.
—JA

1Featuring measured shunt capacitances of approximately
2300pF and 10,000pF, respectively, including connectors.—JA
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Déjà vu indeed, recalling the early tran-
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sistor days when the acceptance of solid-state

tired of the Basic's synthetic flavoring.

as "technical gospel" led the way to awave

The Theta Pro improved on the Basic's per-

of atrocious transistorized amplification in
the '60s.

formance so far as having amore relaxed and

But, of course, many of us balked at the early

mechanical as before But the treble integration

CD players. The shrillness, brightness, and edg-

did not improve, and Iwas still not completely

liquid delivery. Textures did not appear as

iness of these machines drove me back to the

happy with the quality of the treble There was

comforts of vinyl. Early digital converts who
had just given up on their direct-drive turnta-

some low-level hash and atinge of brightness

bles and $25 cartridges maintained that Heaven

detracted from the naturalness of the presen-

must indeed be bright and edgy; the truth was

tation.

being revealed at last. Their fallacious reasoning
went as follows: The CD represents an accu-

Cary made its entrance Iwas franlcly dubious

through the upper octaves that, while tolerable,

This was the environment into which the

rate link to the digital data on the master tape.

at first about the impact it could possibly have

Therefore, if the disc sounds bright it is merely
revealing the shortcomings of the recording.

on what was, after all, an already excellent
sound. In it went between the Theta and apair

The end result was ageneral condemnation of

of bridged Classé DR-8 amps, which were driv-

the human element—rather than the technology. Digital proponents argued that recording

ing apair of Apogee Stages.

engineers and producers just could not get it

eral impressions rapidly hit home Instrumental

right. And because afew good CDs surfaced
from time to time, opponents could not dismiss

outlines snapped into acohesive and believable space within the soundstage across the

Holy Cow! What agiant step forward! Sev-

CD as potentially incapable of good sound.

entire tonal range. The treble became inte-

The frustrating thing was that these few good

grated with the rest of the harmonic envelope

CDs were usually of minor musical value;
something like "Albanian Yogurt Makers Chant

so that instruments appeared to breathe naturally and without exaggeration. It became easier to zoom into the soundstage and examine

Favorite Marxist Lullabies."
Several player generations later, many of the

aparticular spatial aspect—as if the soundstage

CDs that were previously "unlistenable" were

were in fact ahologram. So strong was this

being rendered palatable; it suddenly became

impression that Iwas almost certain that had

obvious to many audiophiles that the player

Istood up or moved laterally, that Icould dis-

technology was far from mature Players were
being obsoleted at an alarming rate by better

cern new spatial perspectives. The increase in

filtering schemes, or other technical wrinkles.

brightness Imentioned earlier vanished. I
could not believe that CD treble could sound

Finally, with the arrival of the Theta Digital DS
Pro Basic, and alittle later the Theta DS Pro, CD

treble purity was dramatic. The hash and

this clean and natural. The extreme treble was

sound reached azenith in my system. The Pro

slightly soft and closed-in, but this was more

Basic was nothing short of astonishing. Never
before could Isee so far into the soundstage,

than offset by the purging of the lower treble's
glare and electronic haze. Midrange textures

or local'

were also improved, being more liquid, or

Is

image outlines with such 3-D focus,

or retrieve low-level detail and hall information

more tubey if you will. Not mushy or soft, but

with such ease. Still, the music's textures were
abit artificial and electronic-sounding when

closer to the balance of hard and soft afforded
by live music.

compared to live music, and the highs were not

J. S. Bach's "Komm, Jesu, 1Comm" (track 12

so well integrated with the rest of the range.

of the Fine Arts CD, MD&GL 3322, available

The treble seemed to have an existence of its

from Audio Advancements in New Jersey) features apanoramic soundstage with plenty of

own within the soundstage, extended beyond
the normal spatial confines of an instrument's
harmonic envelope This tendency of the treble
to billow or mushroom outside reasonable
image outlines was spectacular because the

fine soprano voices. If there's anything amiss
in the upper mida and lower treble of your system, the soprano upper registers will turn shrill
and bright. Without the Cary, this range failed

effect was bigger than life Wry few audiophiles

to sound entirely natural. Mind you, I'm pretty

would object to a bit of soundstage Technicolor, but after prolonged listening Igrew

fussy—even ahint of brightness or edginess
in this range is disturbing to me. The Theta DS
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Pro with either the Threshold FET- 10/e line-

tender moment to another, but is punctuated

level preamp or the Classé DR-6 preamp failed

by some awesome choral blasts. The Cary
sailed through these passages with more impact than Ihad experienced before.

to render these soprano voices sufficiently natural to satisfy mc There was aresidual glare and
brightness here that interfered with my enjoyment of the music.

Solo flight

After Ireplaced these much more expensive

The Cary also spent some alone time in my

preamps with the Cary, the sopranos began to
soar sweetly and effortlessly and with such startling purity that even such ahard-boiled critic

system—without the Theta. Iexperimented
with the two-year-old Sony CDP-705 ESD that

as yours truly could not repress tears of joy.

DR-8 amps directly as well as through the CAD-

Max Bruch's Kol Nidrei (on Collected Works

Ihad been using to drive the Theta feeding the
5500. This proved to be avery informative

for Cello and Orchestra, ebs 6060) is well

exercise.

served by aspectacularly authentic cello timbre
and image size. Textures are rich, despite an

The Sony, on its own without the Cary's or
the Theta's support, turned in adisappointing

upfront perspective, and the cello breathes and

sonic performance and really showed its age

blooms dynamically as the music ebbs and
flows. BC—that is, Before Cary—the cello

as aCD player. The soundstage was consistently less transparent. Veiling was endemic to

image was too sensational, overblown through

the point of obscuring much hall information.

the upper registers and meandering about the

The sense of space was dramatically dimin-

soundstage. The Cary took care of all that. The
cello stayed in focus from top to bottom, and

size collapsed, and instrumental outlines lost

its image was also more solidly portrayed. The

their tight focus. Low-level detail was more dif-

overall effect was less hi-fi-ish and more natural, to my ears much more satisfying as a

grainy. Soprano upper registers were bright and

ished as the depth perspective shrank, image

ficult to discern. The treble became gritty and

microcosm of aconcert-hall experience. Com-

edgy Bass lines were not as well defined. You

pared with the Threshold FET- 10/e, the highs
were lacking in air and bass lines weren't as

get the picture. The music suddenly became
irritating, boring, and rather uninvolving.

tight. But that was asmall price to pay for the
elimination of lower-treble and upper-mid-

Introducing the Cary (but not the Theta) into
the signal path injected much needed vitality

range irritants: edginess and glare disappeared
entirely.

and clarity into the soundstage. The quality of
the treble became cleaner and much smoother.

Julianne Baird's image size (Greensleeves,
Dorian DOR-90126) was never more convinc-

Soundstage transparency increased to the point
where it was much more lifelike. More spatial

ing than with the Cary. I've heard this CD

and low-level detail was evident. I'm not sug-

through my system on numerous occasions

gesting that the Cary restored the sound to its

through all kinds of electronics, but the Cary
succeeded in painting Ms. Baird's outlines in

alone, without atop digital processor output,

former glory during its Theta days. The Cary

the acoustic of the Troy Savings Bank Music
Hall with agreater sense of Gestalt than ever

was incapable of producing the Theta's mid-

before. The resolution of hall reverb was simply

lution of spatial nuances. The Theta is simply
astonishing in its ability to infuse the mids with

exquisite, the sense of focus almost palpable.
Here, as elsewhere, sibilants were perfectly

range textural smoothness or exquisite reso-

alifelike vibrancy. It became apparent that the

controlled; something that no other preamp
or processor could completely tame before.

Cary needed the Theta and the Theta needed

Loud orchestral passages, or dynamic blasts,

gistic relationship. The Theta operating in the

were reproduced with agreater sense of ease
and less harshness. The ability of the Cary to

digital domain and the Cary in the analog

swiftly expand from soft to loud without a

bility of my system to new heights.

the Cary. In concert, the two evolved asyner-

domain carried the sound-reproduction capa-

sense of strain or impending doom eclipsed the
line-stage capability of any of the solid-state
preamps Ihad on hand. Ariel Ramirez's Missa
Criolla (Philips 420 955-2) is not exactly a
bombastic piece of music. It moves from one
Stereophile, November 1990

The Cary as a
line-level preamp
An alternate reality for the CAD-5500 is as a
line-level preamp. Think of it as apreamp that
143

happens to improve CD sound. Both the CD
and Aux inputs follow the same signal path;

ous audiophile can afford to be without. If you
presently own astock CD player, the Cary will

that is, they are both "processed" and are there-

significantly improve its sonics as follows. The

fore interchangeable. It would be possible to

grain, edginess, brightness, and shrillness of

feed an RIAA-equalized phono input into Aux
and either aCD player or an analog tape deck

soundstage transparency and spaciousness will

into the CD input.
Just how good is the Cary as aline-level preamp? Iinvestigated this question by running
the Threshold FET-10/e phono section directly
into the Cary's Aux input, then comparing the
sound to that of the complete FET- 10/e with
its own line-level module.

the lower treble will be greatly reduced. The
increase. All that with almost no side effects.
The extreme treble is slightly closed-in and
lacking in air. The overall character of the treble
is abit soft, but not overly so, and the bass is
abit less well-defined than with agood solidstate design, but that's about it. And you'll end
up with an excellent vacuum-tube line-level

Ishould preface this comparison by stressing

preamp to boot. Should your budget allow the

the fact that the Threshold is aClass Apreamp

purchase of an outboard digital processor in

costing far more than the Cary. The phono
front end consisted of the Aura turntable fitted

the future, the Cary will still bring out the best
in whatever processor you buy.

with aGraham Engineering Model 1.5 tonearm
(review in progress). The cartridge, aloaner

Theta, wait till you hear what the Theta can do

courtesy of Bob Graham, was the fabulous

through the Cary! This is asynergistic combi-

Koetsu Rosewood Pro IV.
Both the Cary and the Threshold line-level

nation that must be heard to be believed. The
residual glare and treble edge that the Theta

module proved extremely enjoyable. There

otherwise exhibits are completely eradicated.

were, of course, differences, some being of the
tube vs solid-state variety: Midrange textures
through the Threshold were lighter and not as
robust as those of the Cary—especially in the
lower midrange. More detail was evident with

If you already own adigital processor, say a

The treble is better integrated with the rest of
the range, to the point that harmonic overtones
are much more cohesive and lifelike. And the
spatial resolution of the Theta is enhanced to
the point of being almost holographic.

the FET-10, accomplished naturally by alower

Part of the credit for what the Cary accom-

noise floor and not through an overly analytical
presentation. The Cary's treble was softer, and
bass lines were not as well delineated as those

plishes must be due to its inherent excellence
as aline-level preamp. The rest, in my opinion,

of the Threshold. The FET- 10 /e's treble was

is due to the effect of the RPC circuit. How else
is one to explain the treble transformation of

better extended and airier sounding. In general,

my Theta DS Pro? Ididn't mention this before,

there was less grundge through the upper mid-

but the Cary also cleaned up some treble grem-

range and lower treble with the FET-10 in the

lins in my Sony PCM-Fl. My master tapes

chain. The Threshold reproduced textures

sounded cleaner and better-integrated through

more purely with less overlying electronic haze
than did the Cary. This was readily evident with

lit up like aChristmas tree, indicating signifi-

the treble. The LEDs on the Cary's front panel

soprano voices. Pilar Lorengar's upper regis-

cant RF energy in the signal path during even

ters, for example (The Magic Flute, London

moderately loud passages containing treble

OSA -1397), shone more pristinely, as if through
acleaner midrange window.

energy.

All together, an excellent report card for the
Cary. As an analog CD processor in conjunction with aClass Adigital processor, it clearly

Ican't imagine listening to CDs again without
the benefit of the Cary. I'm sure that the Cary
and Theta will be wedlocked in my system for
along time to come. As Dennis Had puts it:

belongs in Class A. It is dearly an excellent linelevel preamp. But for phono applications, I

Caution, this unit is habit-forming!

would only rank it toward the top of Stereopbile's Class B.

Postscript:
JA adds some measurements

Summary

few measurements to examine whether there

Following Dick's auditioning, Icarried out a

As Isee it, the Cary CAD-5500 represents an

were any correlations between them and the

indispensable high-end tool; one that no seri-

CAD-5500's sonic performance Looking at the
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output waveform with aunidirectional pulse
revealed the CAD-5500 to be non-inverting.
Channel separation was somewhat disappointing, measuring around 50dB in both directions
across most of the audio band with the input

1010 mecum« (MUM 1I11.11U, vs IMO.,
25 88

83 SO 18 1243:81

-15 88

-e es

of the measured channel shorted to ground
(fig.3). Though this is significantly worse than
the intrinsic separation offered by even inexpensive CD players, it is still low enough that
soundstage width will probably not be affected.
The input impedance is quite low for atube
design—I measured 9k ohms with the volume
control full, which might lead to alightweight

46.88
-10.88
.46.118
-18.88

t

ia

911

Fig3 Cary CAD-5500, channel separation, L—R
(top), R—L (bottom) (OdB = 1V input)

bass with tube CD players featuring ahigh, ACcoupled output impedance—the original CAL
Tempest comes to mind. Output impedance
was, as DO stated, high at ameasured 8650
ohms (left channel) and 7830 ohms (right),
which will undoubtedly give adark tonal balance with long or excessively capacitive interconnects. Looking at the Cary's frequency
response, however, reveals that even with a
low-capacitance, 220pF interconnect, the unit
does tend to roll the high frequencies off alittle
early. Fig.4 shows the measured response of the
processor's CD input from 10Hz to 50kHz with
a100mV input level and the volume control set
to 12 o'clock, at which position the CAD-5500
features unity gain. Both channels are an audi-

Fig.4 Cary CAD-5500, CD input frequency response
at 100mV, right channel dashed (volume
control at 12 o'clock, cable capacitance =
220pF, analyzer input impedance = 100k
ohms, 1dB/vertical div.)
1111110 PRECISION OVUM IVIPLIdIe/ t 11111.1‘11/ n11181.1
5 I188.
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ble 2.5dB down at 20kHz. Note also the 2dB
rise in the bass centered on 20Hz, which will
also be audible as added weight or authority
to the sound. (Both CD and Aux inputs showed
identical behavior.) A IV RMS signal was
slightly compressed with the volume control
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wide open (by about 0.5dB), with then only a
1dB bump in the low bass, both these factors
presumably being due to the processor's softclipping action.
Although the balance control was centered
for these measurements, there is a 1dB imbalance between channels noticeable in fig.4.
With the volume control wide open and the
balance control centered, the left channel gave
12.1dB gain at IkHz, the right 13.1dB with a
100mV input signal.
Iwas unable to examine the Cary's rejection
of radio-frequency energy, but Idid look at the
ultrasonic rolloff in more detail than shown in
fig.4. Fig.5 shows the CD input response mea-

la

2881

Fig.5 Cary CAD-5500, CD input frequency response
at 100mV, right channel dashed (volume
control at 12 o'clock, 5dB/vertical div.,
measured with swept sinewave)
-20dB at 200kHz, and the slope appears surprisingly shallow. The input level for this measurement was 100mV and both green frontpanel LEDs stayed dark. They did light for
input signals above 2kHz, however, when the
level was raised to 500mV, and for signals above
lkHz when the input level was 1V.

sured with aswept sinewave up to the 200kHz
limit of the Audio Precision setup. Iwas expect-

canceling circuity is more effective with non-

ing rather more out-of-band rejection than

continuous signals. Ilooked at the spectrum
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Perhaps the reverse-phase, ultrasonic-noise-
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of wideband pink noise, therefore Fig.6 shows
both the spectrum of the Audio Precision's
pseudo-random pink-noise output signal up
to 200kHz and the spectrum of this noise after
being processed by the CAD-5500. It can be
seen that the suppression of the ultrasonic content of the noise is effectively identical to that
shown in fig.5.
How about the ultrasonic noise typical of a
CD player? Fig.7 shows the spectrum of aMagnavox CDB472 while reproducing alkHz tone
at -60dB, both fed straight into the analyzer
and via the Cary CAD-5500 with the volume
control full. (OdB on this graph is equivalent
to -60dB.) The unprocessed output features
peaks centered on the sampling rate and its

Fig.6 CARY CAD-5500, output spectrum compared
with pink-noise generator spectrum, both
1kHz-200kHz, right channel dashed (volume
control at maximum, 5dB/vertical div.,
measured with swept bandpass filter)

multiples: 44.1kHz, 88.2kHz, and 176.4kHz.
It can be seen that, apart from the lowest ultrasonic peak, the others are reduced in level by
20dB or more. Though this is good, it doesn't
correspond to the much better ultrasonic rejection shown in Cary's own figures (figs.1 & 2).
The power-supply ripple noise at 120Hz can
be seen to be raised by 10dB by the Cary,
though this is to astill innocuous -96dB.
There were no differences in this behavior
with the volume control set above 12 o'clock,
unity gain, but below this position the ultrasonic rolloff appeared to diminish. Fig.8, for
example, shows the CD input's response with
the volume control set to 7o'clock, apparently
indicating that the response actually starts to
peak above 200kHz. An enigma, perhaps due
to inaccurate level matching between the main
signal and the reverse-phase ultrasonic signal,
but also an indicator that the Cary's volume
control should be kept above the 10 o'clock
position for the best ultrasonic noise rejection.
My examination of the Cary's noise rejection
was limited to abandwidth of 200kHz, well
below the typical RF noise frequencies.

Fig.7 Cary CAD-5500, output spectrum of
Magnavox CDB472 playing a1kHz tone at
-60dB compared with same signal after
processing by CAD-5500, both 100Hz-200kHz,
(volume control at maximum, 10dB/vertical
div., OdB = 60dB, measured with swept
bandpass filter)
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Although the rolloff of noise below 200kHz
was less than Iwas expecting, it will still result

-VS 115

in good RF noise rejection.
Finally, to examine the CAD-5500's "soft-

Fig.8 Cary CAD-5500, CD input frequency response
at 100mV, right channel dashed (volume
control at 7o'clock, cable capacitance =
220pF, analyzer input impedance = 100k
ohms, 5dB/vertical div.)

clipping" feature, Iexamined the measured
THD+noise at three different input levels100mV, 500mV, and 1V—the latter being some
6dB below the typical CD-player maximum
output level of 2V RMS, with the volume control wide open. As can be seen from fig.9, the
level of distortion is significant even at 500mV
input, while the IV input gives more than 3%
distortion over most of the band. Backing off
146
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the volume control brought the distortion
down —fig.10 shows the distortion vs frequency for 1V and 500mV input levels with the
volume control set to unity gain—suggesting
that it is the output stage that limits when asked
Stereophile, November 1990

to give much more than IV RMS. With the vol-

Cary's higher distortion above this level will be

ume control set for less than unity gain, there
appeared to be an increasing level of distortion

academic.
Overall, despite Dick's enthusiastic response

and noise imposed on high-frequency signals.

to the sound of the Cary Audio CAD-5500, I

Fig.11 shows that imposed on a1V input signal
with the volume control set to 9o'clock. It is
hard to say whether the rapidly rising level of

was alittle disturbed by its measured perfor-

spuriae for signals with frequencies of more
than lkHz is due to distortion or added ultrasonic noise—the waveform appeared "furry"
If the latter, then this measurement, too, suggests that the Cary processor's reverse-phase

mance Given that it will reduce the level of RF
energy in the signal it passes, things it does in
the audio-band still cannot be ignored. The
rolled-off top octave, the bump in the bass, the
limited channel separation, and the distortion
from the soft-clipping circuit are all things
which either shall or might be audible. They

ultrasonic noise-canceling works best with the

will certainly confuse the issue of whether the

volume control set to give unity or higher gain.

Cary's good sound is due to just the reduction

Fig.12 shows the level of distortion imposed

in RF noise, or to acombination of that plus the

on a IkHz tone plotted against output level

audio-band changes, or even, as pointed out

with the volume control full, thus revealing the
soft-clipping nature of the Cary's output stage.
If 0.3% is regarded as areasonable threshold

by Stanley Lipshitz in his letter this month, to
just the latter.

above which it will be possible to hear the distortion, at least on pure tones, it can be seen

equalin>r, it would be more fair to its purchaser,
in my opinion, for its manufacturer to make its

that this level occurs with a1.5V output. As this

effects capable of being defeated, as with the

When adevice like this effectively acts as an

is about the level necessary to drive most US

CD tone-shaping circuit featured by, for exam-

amplifiers into clipping, it is probable that the

ple, the Adcom GCD-575 CD player. Such

eu

rather than mandatory, Ifeel.

things as added distortion should be optional
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Fig.9 Cary CAD-5500, THD+Noise vs frequency for
1V RMS (top), 500mV RMS (middle), and
100mV RMS (bottom) input signals, right
channel dashed (volume control at maximum)

Fig.11 Cary CAD-5500, THD+Noise vs frequency
for 1V RMS input signal, right channel
dashed (volume control at 9o'clock)
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Fig.10 Cary CAD-5500, THD+ Noise vs frequency
for 1V RMS (top) and 500mV RMS (bottom)
input signals, right channel dashed (volume
control at 12 o'clock)
Stereophile, November 1990

I.

Fig.12 Cary CAD-5500, THD+Noise at 1kHz vs
output level, left channel only
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A TALE OF TWO PREAMPLIFIERS
Guy Lemcoe listens to the Audio Research SP9 Mk.II
and Counterpoint SA-3000 hybrid preamplifiers
Audio Research SP9 Mk.II hybrid (tube/FED stereo preamplifier with one phono input, six linelevel inputs, and two tape loops. Specifications: Frequency response: 30Hz-40kHz ±0.3dB (RIAA
phono), 5Hz-50kHz ±0.5dB (line). Distortion: less than 0.01% at 2V output. Input impedance:
47k ohms standard, with user-adjustable resistance and capacitance (600pF as supplied) (phono);
50k ohms (line). Output impedance: 250 ohms (main), 850 ohms (tape-out). Recommended
load: 60k-100k ohms in parallel with 100pF (20k ohms minimum and 1000pF maximum). Phono
stage gain: 67dB to main out, 46dB to tape-out. Phono sensitivity: 0.25mV at 1kHz for 0.5V output.
Line-stage gain: 21dB to main out (CD stage 12dB lower gain), OdB to tape out. Line sensitivity: 50mV RMS at 1kHz for 0.5V output. Output level: 2V RMS 5Hz-50kHz, all outputs into 60k
ohms (maximum from main output, 50V RMS at 0.5% THD at 1kHz into a100k ohm load with
5V RMS high-level input). Phono overload: 200mV at 1kHz (1000mV RMS, 10kHz). Maximum
input level (line): essentially overload-proof. Noise: 98dB below 5V RMS output, greater than
100dB below 1V RMS input (line), 78dB below 1mV input (phono). Dimensions: 19" W by 10 1/4"
Dby 51
/"H. Weight: 13 lbs. Serial number of unit auditioned: 60037003. Price: $1795. Approximate
4
number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Audio Research Corporation, 6801 Shingle Creek Parkway,
Minneapolis, MN 55430. Tel: (612) 566-7570.
Counterpoint SA-3000 hybrid (tube/FED stereo preamplifier with two phono inputs, six linelevel inputs, and two tape loops. Specifications: Frequency response: <10Hz-60kHz, +0.1/-0.3dB
(phono), <8Hz-40kHz, +0.0dB/-0.1dB (line). Distortion: 20Hz-20kHz, <0.01% THD (line); 20Hz20kHz, 0.08% THD (MC phono); 20Hz-20kHz, 0.2% THD (MM phono). Input impedance: 47k
ohms (MM phono); 47k ohms standard with internal provisions for lower resistance (MC phono);
20k ohms selected, 100 ohms unselected (line). Output impedance: 760 ohms (main), 760 ohms
(tape-out). Phono stage gain: 77dB (MC to main out), 60dB (MM to main out). Phono stage sensitivity (measured at main outs): 0.08mV (MC), 0.5mV (MM). Line-stage gain: 24dB (to main out).
Line-stage sensitivity (measured at main outs): 24mV. Output level: 24V, 20-20kHz at 1% THD.
Phono overload: 20mV RMS at 1kHz with 1% THD (MC), 150mV RMS at 1kHz with 1% THD (MM).
Maximum input level (line): 100V RMS. Line stage S/N ratio: 88dB (ref. 0.5V, EIA-weighted noise:
19µV, 10Hz-500kHz). MC phono stage S/N ratio: 71dB (ref. 0.5mV, EIA-weighted noise: 45µV,
10Hz-500kHz). MM phono stage S/N ratio: 76dB (ref. 5.0mV, EIA-weighted noise: 30µV, 10Hz500kHz). Dimensions: 19" W by 12.68" D by 4.46" H. Weight: 22 lbs. Serial number of unit auditioned: 33K89. Price: $1895. Approximate number of dealers: 167. Manufacturer: Counterpoint
Electronic Systems, Inc., 2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 Tel: (619) 598-9090.
Is it possible to get outstanding sound from a
preamplifier which costs under two grand? In

of admission to such glorious music-making
has usually been prohibitive for most con-

today's high-end arena, cream-of-the-crop

sumers. Fortunately, both of the companies

preamps sell for two, three, even four times that

whose products are under review here think

amount. You can easily spend two kilobucks

the question raised above can be answered

on cables—or acartridge! It wasn't too many

positively, and offer tangible evidence to sup-

years ago that you could assemble an entire system for not much more than $2000 and get

and Counterpoint's SA-3000 can each be had

port their views. Audio Research's SP9 Mk.II

credible, if not outstanding, sound. Today the

for under two kilobucks and present, in their

stakes have changed. Thanks to publications

own unique ways, strong challenges to com-

such as Audiomart, it's still possible to assem-

ponents costing much more.

ble afine system using components others have

Neither Audio Research nor Counterpoint

cast aside. If you're looking for new equip-

need any introduction to Stereopbile readers.

ment, however, prepare for ashock. Creative

Both manufacturers have consistently enriched

design and its thoughtful execution, coupled

the lives of music lovers with reliable, good-

with the use of technologically superior parts,

sounding electronics which stay out of the way

have led to the existence of hi-fi components
which bring the musical experience closer to

of the music. The components under review

the listener than ever before, though the cost
148

here are hybrid designs, incorporating proprietary blending of the best qualities of both tube
Stereophile, November 1990

O
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audio research

Audio Research SP9 Mk.II hybrid preamplifier
and solid-state circuit technologies. The SP9

coil cartridge (0.5mV nominal output). The Bec

Mk.II uses two 6DJ8 tubes, one in the phono
stage and one in the line section, each ringed

Out selector knob on the SP14 enables the user

with tube dampers, like the solitary 6DJ8 in the

another. Its absence from the SP9 Mk.II, to me,

ARC SP14. The SA-3000 uses three 6DJ8s (two
in the phono section, one in the line stage) and

is not serious. Neither is the lack of Attenuation.

one 6CA4 (in the power supply).

(stepped), Balance (stepped), Mode and Input
selection.

The SP9 Mk.II is arevision of the original SP9

to record from one source while listening to

So on the SP9 Mk .11 you get the basics: Gain

introduced in the Summer of 1987, embody-

The most conspicuous of the missing toggle

ing what Audio Research calls agroup of 14
different improvements. J. Gordon Holt gave

switches are Bypass and Outlets. Since the SP9

alisten to the original SP9 (Vol.10 No.8) and

of its chassis, aswitch to direct power to them

came away disappointed. So did John Atkinson. Is the SP9 Mk.II abetter preamp? Read on.
The SP9 Mk.II looks alot like its big brother,

is not necessary. However, the lack of aBypass
switch means that signals are routed through
the circuitry and cannot be "hot- rodded" to

the 66% -more-expensive SP14. My sample

the main outs. Imiss this feature. You can hot-

came in the optional black finish and looked

rod the SP9 Mk.II for phono replay by taking

Mk.II has no convenience outlets on the rear

good, though Iprefer Audio Research's tradi-

the signal from atape-out jack—there is no

tional silver look. The dull silver lettering on

active circuitry or buffering between the line-

the )1 6"-thick black front panel is not easily

level inputs and the tape-out jacks—but you'll
then have no control over volume level unless

legible in dim light. A centrally located LED
glows green to indicate the unit is on, and will
dim when the mute switch is thrown. Two of

you run from the tape-out into some sort of
interface such as those from Electronic Vision-

the knobs—Attenuation and Rec Out—and

ary Systems or Reference Line. Remaining on

four of the toggle switches which graced the

the SP9 Mk.II are toggles for Power, Mute, 'Ewe

SP14's front panel have disappeared from the
SP9 Mk.II. Attenuation is used on the SP14 to

1/Tape2, and Monitor/Source. Ifeel this con-

adjust the level of the input signal so that the

figuration represents the minimum degree of
control desired by audiophiles. The rear panel

Gain control can be set to its optimum mid-

of the SP9 Mk.II looks identical to the SP14's,

rotation or high position. This was especially
useful when playing CDs, as players and pro-

out jacks (precluding practical bi-amping). Two

cessors vary in their output levels. The SP9

sets of tape-out jacks are furnished. Solidly

Mk.II has addressed this situation by reducing
the gain of the CD input by 12dB. In my system,

mounted, female gold-plated Tiffanys are used

with the CAL Tercet Mk.III or Tempest II Special Edition players, Ifound Icould get realistic

Changing the impedance of the phono
inputs for MC cartridges-47k ohms is

volume levels with the gain control of the SP9

standard—is as awkward on the SP9 Mk.II as

Mk.I1 set straight-up. This also happened to be

it is on the SP14. You must turn the unit over
and remove the bottom cover to locate the tur-

the most appropriate setting for phono reproduction with my AudioQuest 404i-L movingStereophile, November 1990

with the exception of amissing pair of main-

for all inputs and outputs.

ret terminal posts on the bottom of the main
149

o
Counterpoint SA-3000 hybrid preamplifier
circuit board (near the phono inputs). The

switch in the ready position, an LED located

desired resistors (supplied, along with aspecial-

just above the Counterpoint logo begins blink-

alloy solder) must then be soldered to these

ing yellow, indicating that the SA-3000 is warm-

posts after first wrapping the resistor leads
around them. This arrangement does not

ing up. After about aminute, the lamp stops
blinking and glows yellow (mute mode) or

encourage cartridge-loading experimentation.

green (unmuted mode). The rear panel pro-

It's also possible to reduce the gain of the line
section by 6dB via an internal provision requir-

vides two sets of main output jacks (facilitating bi-amping) and two sets of tape outs. Inputs

ing asoldering iron.

are furnished for two tape decks, CD, tuner,
video, auxiliary, and either MM or MC phono.

Construction quality is typical of Audio
Research—among the best in the business. The
power-supply transformer is alarge toroidal
located well away from the phono section. Alps
potentiometers are used for the volume and
balance controls. Rel-Caps, Wonder Caps, and
Wima parts are evident on the neat and tidy PC

Whichever you use, shorting plugs have to be
inserted into the other pair of phono input
jacks to ensure correct circuit operation.
Counterpoint says the SA-3000 inverts polarity in the phono stage. Ireversed the hot and
ground leads at my cartridge per their instruc-

board. Solder traces are wide, in usual Audio

tions, but could not hear any difference. Better

Research fashion, and the joints well made.
Counterpoint has been astranger to these

ears than mine, perhaps, can tell. Counterpoint,
incidentally, calls the left channel A, the rigbt

pages since May 1988, when the Audio Cheap-

channel B. The rear-panel jacks are not

skate gave abrief review of the SA 3.1, the

Tiffanys, but were solid enough to accept with-

precursor to the SA-3000. That unit was an all-

out stress the rather heavy interconnect Iuse.

tube design and Sam Tellig liked it—a lot.

The jacks are closely spaced, howeve4 so if you

The Counterpoint SA-3000 is especially

use interconnect with termination hardware

attractive in its silver finish. The ); 6"-thick front

any larger than that on the Cardas, you may

panel has rounded corners, giving it adistinc-

have trouble making asecure connection. A

tive appearance. There are no handles or rack-

heatsink is conspicuous on the rear panel and

mounting provisions. (How many of us actually
rack-mount our components?) The etched let-

should not be blocked (or touched). You
should also provide adequate open space

tering is some of the nicest I've seen, with

above the preamp, for the handful of tubes
within generate agood amount of heat.

extremely fine, yet legible, lettering. lkvo large,
round knobs control input selection and vol-

A unique feature of the SA-3000 is its self-

ume, the volume control being stepless and

diagnosing ability. After turn-on, 11 green

having avery smooth feel. Two smaller knobs

LEDs, visible through the top cage, should be

control balance (also stepless) and tape/source

seen on the circuit board. If you see ared LED,
something is wrong and the unit should be

switching. Three smallish toggle switches
select mono/stereo, mute/operate, and ready/

unplugged and plugged in again. If ared LED

standby. This last switch is used to turn on the

still glows, the unit has afault and your dealer

preamp's high-voltage supply. When the unit

should be contacted. lb lower the parallel resis-

is first turned on, with the ready/standby

tance of the MC phono input jacks, you must
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remove the top cover of the preamp and locate
the two sets of sockets (near the left edge of the

have replaced the stock pump for the Eminent
Technology tonearm. The improvements ren-

circuit board) into which the desired resistors
can be pushed. Three tin-plated gripping

dered by this upgrade are substantial; Ihope
to report on this and other tweaks to the VP!!

springs ensure good metal-to-metal contact.
Iinserted 100 ohm metal-film resistors into my
review sample. Provision has also been made

ET front-end soon. An AudioQuest 404i-L cartridge continues to extract amaximum amount

for user-adjustable phono-stage balancing via
two screwdriver-adjustable trimpots. Phono

of information from vinyl grooves with no sign
of mistracking or other perturbing behavior.

and line-stage DC offset can be easily adjusted

CD sources are the new CAL Tercet Mk .III —
review in progress—or ibmpest II Special Edi-

by the user as well. Construction quality is fine.

tion with either Pandora, Music Metre, or Cardas

There are aliberal number of Wonder Caps and

interconnect linking them to the preamps.
AudioQuest Lapis interconnect (26pF/ft.) car-

Wima parts on the uncluttered printed circuit
board. Solder work is excellent. Noble potentiometers control volume and balance The SA3000's power supply, aconventional trans-

ries the signal to the amps. All front-end electronics are plugged into an Adcom ACE-515 AC
Enhancer.

former, is housed separately and connected

Although Imiss the spaciousness and the

permanently to the main chassis by along
umbilical cord. It should be located as far away

large sound obtained in my old listening room,

as possible from sensitive, low-level signal
sources to reduce transformer-induced hum.

the sound in my new room, though smaller in
character, does not disappoint me. Several
weeks of trial and error in speaker placement
and listening-seat positioning have resulted in

Listening conditions

asound which is quite revealing of the source

My listening venue has changed radically since

signal and the colorations introduced upon it

my last review. A move into an apartment has
forced me to turn an 11' by 14' bedroom into

by the electronics. The system is more analyt-

7y,' ceiling and thick,

which sound Iprefer, but I'm enjoying this new

alistening room. The

wall-to-wall carpeting have created amore inti-

ical than before—less euphonic. I'm not sure
perspective on the performances.

mate and revealing environment in which to
listen. Isit in the near field, 7' away from the

SP9 Mk.II sound

Acoustat Twos, which are placed 3' out from

Iwas anxious to compare the sound of the SP9
Mk.II to its big brother, the SP14. Iwas quite

the short wall and 18" from the side walls, toedin slightly. My Quicksilver amps (100k ohm
input impedance) sit side by side on aVPI isolation platform between the speakers and con-

taken with the SP14 (giving it arave review in
Vol.13 No.6), and was curious to see if the
"magic" Ihad become aware of in its ability to

nected to them with short lengths of TARA

communicate amusical experience had been

Space & Time cable. At night, with the lights

passed down to its less dear sibling. Before

out, the Quicksilvers look sexy, due to the

doing so, !listened to the SP9 Mk.II alone to get

golden glow of the tubes reflecting off the

acquainted with its sound. Since Icling so tena-

chrome transformer tops.
In the warm Santa Fe summer we had dur-

ciously to analog, it's only natural that an LP

ing the auditioning for this review, extended
listening sessions in aroom full of tubes caused
the temperature to rise appreciably; beads of
sweat lay just beneath the surface of my brow,

be the first source of music for this audition.
As Iexpected, the SP9 Mk.II produced afundamentally good sound in my system, with
clear, sparkling highs and arich, if somewhat
reticent, midrange and bass. There is afamily

threatening to break through. (I leave the noisy

resemblance between this product and the

air-conditioning off when listening. Ialso close

SP14, especially in the overall "musicality" of

the only window to keep outside noises out.)
The Merrill Stable Table resides in Sterecobilds

the sound. Ifelt Icould listen to the SP9 Mk.II

listening room, so my VPI turntable now sits,

Timbres of instruments were well-captured,

Tiptoed, on an Arcici Lead Balloon. Either
TARA Labs Pandora or Cardas Hexlink Five

and male and female voices sounded good.
Retrieval of fine performance details was excel-

interconnect link the TT to the preamps. Herb

lent, and the recreation of the recording venue

Wolfs modified Wisa air pump and surge tank

was fine, though somewhat attenuated at the
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for extended periods without listening fatigue
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rear and edges of the stage As Ilistened further,
however, Isensed alack of the preamps ability
to render the "air" between and around the
performers. As aresult, their placement within
the soundstage was less three-dimensional,
with acompression of space similar to the
effect one gets looking at aphoto taken with
atelephoto lens. It was only when Iinserted
the SP14 into the system and began comparing
its sound to the SP9 Mk.II that Istarted to realize the differences akilobuck or so makes in
performance.
For example, on "Climbing," from avantgarde Minnesota guitarist Steve Tibbits's Safe
Journey album (ECM 1270), the soundstage can
sound awesome. Width and depth can extend
well beyond conventional limits, noticeably

obscured, outweighed by the bass and treble
(I kept wanting to turn up the volume to compensate). There was less separation between
the tin whistle and keyboard on the SP9 Mk.II,
which lessened the plaintive feeling Igot when
listening through the SP14. The nature of the
sound of the whistle was also different on each
preamp. The sound of air being pushed
through the pipe was more noticeable on the
SP14, as was its plangent character. The whistle
on the SP14 had soul—on the SP9 Mk.II, it had
some more living to do.
The sound of the cymbals on John Hiatt's
"Bring Back Your Love lb Me" from his recent
Stolen Moments LP (A&M 75021 53101) are
indicative of the differences between the two
preamps. They sounded brighter, with less

stretching the boundaries of my listening room.

metal content, on the SP9 Mk.II. If the sound

A wide variety of instruments is scattered

was acolor, it would be white. The SP14 ren-

throughout. The SP9 Mk.II did acredible job
of recreating the atmosphere of the recording
venue, placing the instruments believably upon
the stage. Heard alone, the sound was pleasing

dered the cymbals with more body and less
lightness. Their color would be gray. Hiatt's
voice was huskier and more mature-sounding
on the SP14. The backing voices were also

and exciting. When compared with the SP14,
however, it was obvious the sound was compromised. On the more expensive preamp, a
veil had been lifted which made the performance compelling. On Tibbits's "Running,"
the rendering of the sound of the studio is obvious, presenting no problems for either of the
preamps. What struck me was the differences
in the way the children's voices were captured
by each. The decay and echo of those voices
was faster on the SP9 Mk.II and seemed to
occur in the same plane The SP14 extended the

better-delineated spatially. On the SP9 Mk.II
the singers seemed to be competing more for
prominence in the mix.
The personalities of each of the Audio
Research preamps became clearer to me as I
continued my listening comparisons. Iput my
LPs away and turned to Enya's Watermark
(Geffen 924233-2) to get ataste of the linesection performance Again, the SP9 Mk.II was
not quite amatch for the SP14. The midrange
was somewhat recessed compared to the bass
and highs. The low-bass notes on the title tune

source. The percussion instruments seemed

were more ill-defined and woolly-sounding
(my Acoustats never protested). The sound-

closer to me on the SP9 Mk.II, as if they had
been pushed out of the soundstage The timbre

sense of attenuation of the cushion of air on

decay time and separated the echo from its

of those instruments was well preserved, but
the spotlighting effect of the preamp lent a"hifi" character to the sound. On "Climbing," I
heard less control in the bass on the SP9 Mk.II
than the SP14. The tabla, for instance, sounded
too hollow, and the effect of the palm striking
the taut head of the drum was not as pronounced.
On "The Wedding" from Phil Cunningham's
The Palomino Waltz (Green Linnet SIF 1102),

stage seemed less expansive, with anoticeable
which the instruments and voices float. The
SP9 Mk.II, unlike the SP14 (which bathed the
room in sound), kept me at adistance, as if a
barrier had been erected between me and the
music. My involvement in what was happening was lessened.
An Astrée CD (E 8706) of music for the
vihuela, performed by Hopkinson Smith,
proved enjoyable on each product. Both the
SP9 Mk.II and its big brother captured the

aslow Scots air that raises alump in my throat
each time Ihear it, the SP9 Mk.II had alighter

sound of the vihuela well, especially the sound
of the leading edge of the plucked strings. The

sound than the SP14. The SP9 Mk.II's handling

intimacy of the performance was conveyed,
and the resolution of fine details was outstanding. Image specificity was excellent, with just

of the synthesizer's middle register was abit of
adisappointment. Inner voices seemed to be
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atad more ambience present on the SP14. So

soundstage was wide and deep, reflecting the

convincing and palpable was the presentation,

ambience of the venue. Great music and great
sound, with no production excesses.

Ifelt like offering Hopkinson Smith aglass of
wine at the conclusion of his recital.

Ithen listened to Phil Cunningham's "The

Having the opportunity to listen to the SP9
Mk.II alone and in conjunction with the SP14
left me with mixed feelings. It shared many
positive characteristics with the more expen-

as warm-sounding as Ihave ever heard it. The
notes seemed to hang in space beautifully,
preparing the listener for the solo tin whistle's

sive product—musicality, timbral accuracy, an
ability to convey the dynamics of music, and

distant lament. The hollow sound of that
instrument is captured well, along with the

an unfatiguing presence. The SP9 is undoubt-

sense of the passage of air through the pipe It's
alovely sound, sad and dark, yet vibrant in

edly agood preamplifier; it just lacks the SP14's
"magic."

SA-3000 sound
From the moment Iplugged in the SA-3000
and cued up the first record, Iwas impressed
with its sound. I've been using the Vendetta
Research SCP-2B phono preamp for LP playback (this component has changed my mind
as to what is possible in this format), so the

Wedding." The synthesizer introduction was

spirit. The Counterpoint captured the timbre
of the tin whistle and the emotive quality of
this performance beautifully. The midrange,
like an octopus, extended its tentacles and
enveloped me. The detail and balance in the
harpsichord-like synthesizer were outstanding, each inner voice easily heard. On Tibbits's
"Climbing" the SA-3000 lets you hear each
instrument clearly in its own space Percussion

Counterpoint was up against some stiff competition.

attacks were sharp, with perfect decay. Iwas

It did not disappoint. Ifelt the SA-3000 bore
aclose resemblance to the Vendetta in terms

captured the sound of the tabla —mesmerizing.

of transparency, ambience retrieval, and keen

the groove, you hear the "sound" of the stu-

resolution of fine performance details. As I
listened to album after album, Ifound myself

of "presence" is uncanny. Balance was excel-

especially impressed with the way the SA-3000
On "Running," just after the needle settles into
dio and can sense the atmosphere. The feeling

getting involved in the music in the way len joy.
Iceased listening as areviewer and donned my

lent, with no instrument predominating unless

music-lover's hat, soon losing interest in nitpicking details of the sound, preferring to con-

caught my attention was the way the Counter-

the music demanded it. What particularly
point handled the children's voices just at the

centrate on the musical experience as it

end of the piece. As the music fades, they are

unfolded before me. Bass was extended and

heard deep in the mix behind the left speaker
with just ahint of reverb. The effect is ethereal.

tight. The mids, though not as "romantic"sounding as I've heard through the best alltube units, left little to be desired in terms of
richness or detail. The highs were pristine, with

What Irarely hear is the character of that
reverb. On the SA-3000, Icould actually hear
its pulse!

little evidence of glare or opaqueness. 'ffansient
response was fast and well-controlled. As a
result of the extreme quietness of this prearnp,

switch to CD. What Iheard, as Iloaded CD after

the silences between the notes were often
startling.

from CD seemed to be limited only by the qual-

Isat captivated (and moved) by Hiatt's "Bring
Back Your Love To Me." The presentation was
lively, involving me immediately. Hiatt's voice

Convinced that the Counterpoint had one
heck of aphono section, Iturned the selector
CD into the tray, did not disappoint. The sound
ity of the CD itself. The Counterpoint passed
the signal with aneutrality I'm used to hearing
using "passive" components. Garbage in, gar-

was captured beautifully, with just the right

bage out. Or, conversely, ambrosia in, ambrosia

amount of "edge" to it. His voice is that of asea-

out. On the best CDs the sound was marvelous,

soned veteran, and sounded so. Ifelt he was

rivaling analog. The sound had arichness,

singing just to me. The backing vocal trio was

especially on strings and male and female
vocals, which reassured me that the SA-3000

well integrated into the mix, with "space"
between them and Hiatt. The bass singer's solo
notes, about halfway through the song, were
especially striking in their immediacy. The
Stereophile, November 1990

had what it takes. For example, on Enya's
Watermark, the title tune presented alush,
romantic sound which immersed me in the
153

music. Pristine, airy highs and full, extended

Showdown

bass were the norm here. At 55 seconds into the

One of my favorite Keith Jarrett trio LPs is Still

piece alow bass note is heard which caused my

Live, taped live in 1986 at Philharmonic Hall in
Munich (ECM 1360/61). It's awonderful doc-

Acoustats to bark in protest. Other low bass follows, the fundamentals of which were never

ument of tbe trio stretching out on ahandful

obscured. They were always well-focused,

of standards. The digital recording captures the

tight (even on my tube-driven Acoustats), and

ambience of the hall, the enthusiastic response

had definite pitch. The energy in the music was

of the audience and the performers on stage,

not held back either, contributing strongly to
the involvement factor. Imaging was almost

as well as any Ihave heard. It is the next best

holographic and soundstaging was excep-

with every nuance of the performance revealed

tional, with seemingly unlimited depth. I

(including Keith's vocalizing). When heard

thing to being there. The miking is close-up,

recognize the fact that the music on this album

through asystem with good soundstage pre-

is created, in large part, electronically and bears
little resemblance to what one would hear in

sentation, one gets arealistic impression of the

aconcert hall. However, Ifind this CD to be a

stage, and the location of the performers on it.

good test of asystem's ability to render, con-

The SA-3000 excelled at capturing this feeling,

vincingly, the spatial effects resulting from electronic manipulation.

the piano sounded on "My Funny Valentine,"

The Hopkinson Smith vihuela CD represents
the opposite extreme in music making. This
disc, to me, is abenchmark recording of asolo
stringed instrument. It's an intimate recording,
with stunning detail and presence. Imaging is
holographic, with Hopkinson Smith sitting
directly in front of the listener, between the
speakers. The window through which we
usually must listen to aperformance is wide

volume of the hall, the width and depth of the

rivaling the SP14. As soon as the first notes of
asense of air and space was conveyed. The
sound was not hemmed-in at all, seeming to
float outward from the stage into the auditorium and thence into my listening room. I
could visualize Keith at the piano on the right
with Jack Dejohnette behind him and Gary
Peacock to their left. These positions were
maintained throughout the performances, the
images never wandering. The perspective on

open here, with every scratch, shuffle, shift,

the performers seemed just right, the instru-

and slide clearly heard. This recording defines

ments being neither bloated in size nor pushedout at the listener. Ifelt drawn in to the music,
becoming involved in what was happening.

what is meant by "palpability." If the soloist
does not appear to be in the room with you,
something's wrong with your system. The fla-

The SP9 Mk.II disappointed me somewhat

vor of the vihuela (the precursor of the guitar)
is captured exquisitely. It sounds lute-like yet

on this cut. The presentation was abit forward
(especially on the drums), and the sense of air

does not have the resonance or bloom of the
lute, due in large part to its rather thin body.

and space was attenuated. The trio seemed to
be clumped closer together on the stage, which

After they're struck, the notes have ashorter

itself seemed less wide and deep. Ifelt as if I'd

life The SA-3000 preserves the delicate balance
between registers of the instrument so that

moved several rows nearer to the performers.

each voice, wherever placed, has weight. The

privy to even more subtle detail. This was not

music demands such balance if it is to be fully

the case, however, as Igained nothing. Compared with the SA-3000, though, it lost tangi-

appreciated.
On LP or CD, Iwas not disappointed with

From this perspective one would expect to be

bility.
Picture, if you will, two photographic

what Iheard through the Counterpoint. Each
format unfolded nuances in the musical pre-

enlargements, both of which look fine from a

sentation in anatural, convincing way. Highs

distance. One of the blow-ups is made from

were delicate and airy, mids had body and rich-

fine-grain, low-speed film. The other is made

ness, and lows were full, extended, and tight.

from grainy, high-speed film. The enlargement

Soundstaging was excellent, with fine image

made from the former film will exhibit extraor-

specificity. Frequency balance was outstand-

dinary edge sharpness (acutance) and appear

ing—no register dominated another. Dynamics

almost three-dimensional to the viewer. Every

were captured with impact, lending life to the
music. The music was involving.

detail will be preserved. The image will appear
like satin, with textures not confused by grain.
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It will not deteriorate as you move in for a
closer look. Objects in the photo seem so real
you feel you can reach out and touch them.
They are tangible.
In contrast, the other enlargement will not
stand up to close scrutiny. The texture is coarse,
with edges of images barely discernible from
the film's grain. The photo appears flat, with

heard through the SP9 Mk.II. It sounded fuller,
richer, and conveyed arealistic impression of
the wooden body of the instrument, its
resonating capacity and unique timbre. The
balance between its lower and upper registers
was excellent, with notes equally audible at
both extremes. The SP9 Mk.11 seemed to "hold
back" on the lowest bass notes, not conveying
to me the same physical "presence" of the

little suggestion of depth. Objects can be made
out, but the fine detail which gives them their
richness is obscured. The character of the film's

listening to an instrument not firmly anchored

emulsion competes with that of the image
itself. The two become fused together, making

to the floor of the stage.
Ishould mention at this point the feeling I

it difficult to determine where the medium
ends and the message begins. The image has

had that the Counterpoint, in my system, was

become intangible. The presentation via the

instrument as the Counterpoint. Isensed Iwas

right at the edge of sounding lean. The synergy

latter enlargement is abstract; the former, con-

achieved with the esoriated components Iuse
complemented the SA-3000 rather than the

crete. Each representation arouses different

SP9 Mk.II. Yours may not. Itherefore warn the

emotions in the viewer just as the recreation
of the performances heard through the pre-

reader with a system skewed toward the
"bright" end of the spectrum that the sound

amps affected this listener.
Ibecame more deeply involved in the music

with the SA-3000 as alink in the chain may

presented via the Counterpoint than via the

ing to this preamp, that if any component in the
system was contributing a"lean" character to

SP9 Mk.II. The Counterpoint had a transparency which reminded me of the SPI4. The

prove unpleasant. Igot the impression, listen-

the sound, the Counterpoint would only

SP9 Mk .II, eminently musical though it is,

accentuate it. Imust reiterate my usual advice

lacked that clarity. For example, the rivets
attached to the edges of cymbals (which a

when it comes to component selection: Listen
for yourself on equipment you're intimately
familiar with.

drummer friend of mine calls "sizzlers") are
more easily discerned through the SA-3000

Satisfied that there were real differences in

than through the SP9 Mk.II. It's adetail you

the sound of the preamps' phono stages—the

don't have to focus on with the Counterpoint.

SP9 Mk.11 struck me as mellifluous, the SA-

They're there. With the Audio Research, how-

3000, piquant—I was anxious to see if the

ever, Ifound myself directing my listening

same differences would manifest themselves
through their line stages. Ireached toward my

toward this detail in order to extricate it from
the surrounding sounds. Similarly, but at the

modest collection of CDs and pulled out afew

opposite end of the musical spectrum, Gary

of my favorites. After matching levels using various test CDs, Iplaced Fairytales in the Califor-

Peacock's bass line on "Autumn Leaves" is more
apparent through the SA-3000. When the trio
kicks into high gear about halfway through the
tune, his bass provides the foundation to the
music which fuels the performance, propelling
it forward with relentless energy. As the im-

nia Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III's drawer and sat
back to listen. Fairytales, arare blend of magical music-making with exemplary sound, features the voice of Radka Toneff accompanied
on piano by Steve Dobrogosz. (This recording

provisation gets more and more frenzied, that

is/was available on the Norwegian Odin label,

bass line is heard throughout—clearly. Though

ODIN CD-03. If you can still find it, buy it. You
won't be disappointed.) What's particularly

the SP9 Mk.II did reveal this vital musical element, it was not apparent to the same degree,
leaving me with the feeling that something was

interesting about this CD is that track 5, "My
Funny Vakntine," is the only analog recording

missing from the performance. Icould enjoy

on the disc. Radka's voice is well-recorded

what I was hearing through the Audio

throughout the album, yet on "My Funny

Research, but did not feel compelled to get up

Valentine" alone the voice is associated with

and applaud as the music ended. In addition,

aflesh-and-blood human. It has picked up

the quality of the sound of the bass through the

body and is characterized by arichness and
SA-3000 appealed to me more than what I warmth missing from the other tracks. The
Stereophile, November 1990
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Counterpoint made it perfectly clear achange

formed by Michel Chapuis. As the glorious

in recording technique had been made.

sound of the organ filled the listening space,

The differences were not as pronounced on
the SP9 Mk.II. The voice was certainly warmer,

recording could sound so good in my modestly

but lacked that final degree of presence heard
through the SA-3000. It is still seductive, just
not as seductive as that heard through the
Counterpoint or the SP14.
Track 7of the Astrée CD features Blandine
Verlet on harpsichord performing Louis
Couperin. Ioften turn to this selection to reassure myself that not all harpsichords are twangy
and brittle-sounding. The instrument she plays

Isat spellbound, not believing that an organ
scaled room. The boundaries of the room
seemed to disappear as the sound enveloped
everything. The low pedals, which usually give
my Acoustats afit, sounded as controlled as I
have ever heard them. The lowest fundamentals might have been missing, but what was
there seemed capable of separating the carpet
from its padding! Iwas impressed and played

here, aHans Rucicers II built in 1624, absolutely

the selection through three times in succession.
It was with some trepidation that Idiscon-

sparkles through the midrange. The treble is

nected the leads from the SA-3000 and con-

extended and resonates like struck crystal glass-

nected them to the SP9 Mk.II. Ididn't want to
come down from my high.

ware The bass is full and palpable, and sounds
firmly attached to the floor. On the right sys-

Well, the descent was relatively painless,

tem, you can hear every inner voice in the com-

even though Imissed the low-bass energy on

position clearly and follow it to its end. You will
also be thrilled by the vibrancy of the sound
produced by this keyboard. It should "sing."

the Audio Research and it wasn't as wellcontrolled. Ialso missed the spaciousness of
the church venue in which the recording took

It did on the Counterpoint. The instrument

place. After this listening session Iwas begin-

seemed set back abit just to the left and behind
my right speaker, enabling the hall sound to be
integrated into the recording. No detail of the
performance was missed. The overall effect?
Stunning.

ning to form definite impressions about these
components. You'll have to wait for that,
though, because there's one other CD Iwant
to mention in my report.
Pedro Bacan: Alurican (Le Chant Du Monde

The SP9 Mk.11 moved the harpsichord for-

LDX 274906). Buy this CD! If you love music

ward on the stage and attenuated the sound of

with passion and fire, flamenco guitar-playing
of the highest order, and arecording guaranteed to show off your system, rush down to

the hall. This difference did not bother me, as
both perspectives are equally credible. What
did bother me, though, was the lack of weight

your local CD emporium and insist they order

and warmth in the midrange The delicate inner

it if not in stock. It's atreasure. (Incidentally,

voicings which lend such important character

it was recorded by Jean-François Pontefract,

to the music seemed obscured by the cling and
clang of the other registers. The spectral bal-

of Harmonia Munch fame.) All of the elements

ance seemed skewed toward the upper mids

disc: the guitar (which sounds as if about to be

and highs. The sound left me cold and unin-

shredded in Pedro Bacan's hands), the voices,

of stirring flamenco music are present on this

volved. The instrument had lost its voice.

the footstomps and handclaps. Obviously

To confirm my impressions Iran the CD
through apassive interface manufactured by

recorded in aspacious acoustic setting, the palpability of the hall and the performers in it is

Reference Line. The resulting glorious sound
reminded me of the Counterpoint.

breathtaking. The Counterpoint again recovered more of the venue's ambience than did

Iwas becoming dismayed. Did it take a

the Audio Research. Listen to the voices and
shouts of the other performers as they join in

recording of asolo harpsichord to expose a
character of the SP9 Mk.11 not to my liking? Was

on the music-making. Their voices and hand-

the SA-3000 a better preamp for sounding

claps should be heard bouncing off the walls

more like the Reference Line passive interface

and around the room. The footstomps should

or the SP14? Ididn't know yet, but was becom-

appear to go deep into the stage. About five

ing somewhat apprehensive. Returning to the

minutes into "Yerbabuena" the guitarist plays

Astrée sampler (sorry to report it's out of print),

alone for afew minutes, accompanied only by

Icued up track 8, asplendid recording of

an enthusiastic clapper. The silences between

Nicolas De Grigny's ethereal organ music per-

the notes are uncanny, as is the sense of pres-
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ence. You can "feel" the volume of the recording site at this point, and easily visualize the
performers sitting and standing on the stage.

capabilities of either of the preamps. My
Acoustats are no 801s, and have arelatively

Ihate to sound like abroken record, but the

limited dynamic range, but both the SP9 and

SP9 Mk.II compressed the sound and pushed
it forward abit. The recording site did not seem
as spacious, and the mix of direct and reflected
sound favored the former. The characteristic
sound of the flamenco guitar was beautifully
captured on both pre-amps, the metallic twang
of the treble strings vibrating wildly against the
fingerboard being particularly exciting. Icould
go on and on describing this and other recordings, but by now I'm sure you'd rather Iarticulate my conclusions.

Conclusions

approval. Ihad no problem with the dynamic

the SA-3000 managed to raise goosebumps on
the skin and hair on the back of my neck when
pushed to the limit, which Idid on occasion
via some 45rpm dance singles (CD lovers, eat
your hearts out!).
I'm hard pressed to give an unqualified
recommendation to the SP9 Mk.II. The SP9
Mk.II did not seem as well served with my system configuration. I trust my front-end
sources, though, and suggest that, downstream
of the SP9 preamp, speakers should have a
propensity toward extension and control in the
bass. In particular, aspeaker with astrong midrange presentation could bring the music to life

The Mk.II version of the SP9 alleviated many
of the problems that had bothered J. Gordon
Holt and John Atkinson in their 1987 report.

come alive on most material. It was upstaged

During the course of my listening Iwas never

by both its more expensive sibling and by the

In my system, however, the SP9 just failed to

aware of ahardness to the sound; in fact, I

SA-3000. Isuggest saving your money and

heard just the opposite—an overall softness

buying the SP14 when you can afford it (a

which tended to inhibit the sense of trans-

world-class product in all respects—this one

parency, that see-through quality, which the

has the "magic"); or, if you're dying to make a

best components, the SP14, for example, pos-

change, the Counterpoint. The SA-3000 should
still be approached with some caution, how-

sess. Likewise, the sound of the SP9 Mk.II did
not seem rough in any way. If anything, it
tended to mollify the rough edges of the music

ever. As Imentioned earlier, it could exacerbate

in away which made extended listening plea-

weak in the midrange and dominant in the

the unmusical sound characteristic of asystem

surable, if not particularly involving. However,

highs. Careful system matching is amust with

Idid sense alack of weight or fullness in the

this product. Isuggest trying tube or hybrid

sound, an absence of balance between the lows
and highs. Ialso felt the SP9 Mk.II compressed

amplification with aphono cartridge whose
response does not peak in the uppermost frequencies (this eliminates alot of the moving-

the spatial aspects of the recording to agreater
degree than either the SA-3000 or SP14. In my

coil variety). Low-capacitance cable and ahigh

system and with an LP source, the champion

amplifier input impedance should work well.
in this regard is the Vendetta Research SCP-2B.
Forget about using speakers whose on-axis treIt's followed closely by the SP14, the SA-3000, • ble responses tend to fry your ears. With the
and then by the SP9 Mk.II. Keep in mind the
Counterpoint, they'll probably drop off! Listen
Vendetta costs more than either the SA-3000
or the SP9 Mk.II and is only aphono-preamp.
However, it now serves as my reference for LP
reproduction, running into a Model 2000

instead to speakers whose strong points are
imaging, frequency balance, and asofter, laidback sound. You should be rewarded with a

Reference Line interface. I've given up flexibil-

very involving, satisfying musical experience.
Comparing the two preamps and deciding

ity for sound quality.
Throughout the course of this review both

aGranny Smith and aGolden Delicious, to

preamps performed flawlessly, with no annoying system-threatening ticks, pops, or thunlcs
as selector knobs were turned or mute switches
engaged. Controls operated smoothly at all
times and showed no sign of loosening, even
with the repeated usage Isubjected them to.
On this, both products receive my seal of
Stereophile, November 1990

which is better is like taste-testing two apples,
determine which you would stock up on. Both
apples give nourishment and pleasure, yet your
gut reaction will sway you toward one or the
other. Will you prefer the tart, bittersweet
Granny Smith or the overwhelming saccharinity of the Golden Delicious? If you tend
to like the taste of the former, Ibelieve you'll
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be pleased with the sound of the Counterpoint.

strict neutrality doesn't correlate with Guy

If, however, your tastebuds tell you to buy a

Lemcoe's impressions of the SP9's phono-stage

basket of the latter, you'll probably be happier

sound. Distortion levels, however, were super-

with the SP9 Mk.II. Audio Research's SP14 is

bly low, being below 0.1% across the band via

definitely aRed Delicious (which happens to

both phono and line stages.

be my favorite apple).

The latter proved capable of swinging ahuge

Good-sounding preamps for under two

signal: up to 50V! Fig.3 shows the distortion

grand? Iwould place the Counterpoint SA3000 high in Class Bof Stereopbile's "Recom-

and noise across the band measured at 32V
RMS output! Phono overload margins were

mended Components," the Audio Research

also excellent, ranging from 36dB at 20Hz and

SP9 Mk. ll close to the top in Class C (maybe

IkHz to 32dB at 20kHz (all avd.r.sPd at 1% THD

Class B in another system).

and referred, with the appropriate emphasis,

Postscript:

measurement concerned channel separation

to 5mV input at IkHz). The only real negative
SP9 Mk.II measurements

via the line stage. As can be seen from fig.4, this

Output impedances and line- and phono-stage
gains measured pretty much according to the

echoed the SP14 in dropping to amarginal
value at the top of the audio band. The shape

specification, with the CD input gain measur-

of the curve suggests capacitive coupling

ing asensible 8dB rather than 20dB with the
volume control wide open. Fig.1 shows the

between the channels, perhaps across the input
switching. The intrinsic crosstalk of the phono

SP9's line-stage frequency response with the

stage, assessed at the tape-out sockets, was below
60dB at all frequencies. —John Atkinson

balance control centered. Flat within the audio
band, there is aslight 0.5dB rolloff at 20kHz.
Via the phono stage, the response was somewhat unflat (fig.2), with aslight treble shelf and

Postscript:

adepressed bass region. This departure from

As with the SP9, the measured output impedances and line- and phono -stage gains agreed
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Fig.8 Counterpoint SA-3000, line-stage
THD+Noise, volume control full, 100mV i/p
level, right channel dotted

tor mutes unused sources by loading them with
a 100 ohm resistor to prevent bleedthrough
into the selected source. The tape outputs aren't
buffered, however, so tape recorders should be
either kept turned on during auditioning or disconnected. Channel separation was good on
all inputs, reaching aminimum of 55dB above
20kHz and below 100Hz, while fig.S shows the
line-stage frequency response. The frequency
responses via the MM and MC inputs (figs.6 and
7) were basically flat, though with aslight lowbass lift. DC offsets were minimal as supplied;
again, the Owner's Manual explains how to
minimize any offset that might develop.
Distortion levels are affected by the degree
of tube bias applied; the excellent Owner's
Manual explains how to rebias the line- and
phono -stage circuitry after tube changes. Dis-

Fig.9 Counterpoint SA-3000, MM-stage
THD+Noise, measured at tape-out jacks,
20mV i/p at 1kHz, right channel dotted
noise, referred to SmV at IkHz, MM, and 500µV
at IkHz, MC, with the appropriate emphasis)
on the phono inputs ranged from excellent
(low and middle frequencies via the MM input,

tortion via the line stage with the unit as sup-

34dB at 20Hz and IkHz) to very good (low and
middle frequencies via the MC input, 28dB at

plied was low (fig.8), though alittle higher than

20Hz and lkHz) to not so good (14dI3 at 20kHz,

spec. The phono -stage distortion was to

MM input, 10dB at 20kHz, MC input), though

specification but somewhat higher (fig.9 shows

the last was hard to assess given the soft-

that measured for the MM inputs), though con-

clipping nature of the circuitry at high frequen-

stant across the band. It is fair to note that the

cies. Nevertheless, low-output MC cartridges

measured distortion on the phono inputs

with anominal output of more than 500µV at

seemed to be dominated by low- frequency

5cm is are probably best avoided.

noise. Overload margins (for 1% THD and
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—John Atkinson S
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
John Atkinson reviews small loudspeakers with high-end aspirations from
Infinity, Monitor Audio, and Dick Olsher
Infinity Modulus: two-way, sealed-box, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 2.125" by 0.5"
EMIT-k ribbon tweeter, 5.5" (140mm) IMG (Injection-Molded Graphite) cone woofer. Crossover
frequency: 4kHz. Crossover slopes: 4th-order, 24dB/octave, Linkwitz-Reilly. Frequency response:
80Hz-45kHz +2dB. Sensitivity: 84dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 5ohms. Amplifier
requirements: 50-200W. Dimensions: 12" (305mm) H by 7" (178mm) W by 10.625" (270mm)
D. Weight: 12 lbs (5.5kg) each. Price: $1000/pair (matching stands cost $300/pair; matching wall
brackets cost $129/pair). Finishes available: gloss black and white. Approximate number of
dealers: 120. Manufacturer: Infinity Systems Inc.. 9409 Owensmouth Avenue, Chatsworth, CA
91311. Tel: (818) 407-0228.
Infinity Modulus Subwoofer: sealed-box, servo-controlled subwoofer with integral 250W amplifier
and separate control unit. Drive-units: 12" IMG (Injection-Molded Graphite) cone woofer. Crossover
frequency: 140Hz, high-pass; adjustable from 40Hz to 210Hz, low-pass. Crossover slopes: 1storder, high-pass, 6dB/octave; second-order, low-pass, 12dB/octave. Bass extension (-3dB):
selectable, 22Hz or 35Hz. Dimensions: 19" (483mm) H by 17.5" (444.5mm) W by 17.5" (444.5mm)
D, subwoofer; 7.25" (184mm) by W 2" (51mm) H by 5" (127mm) D, control unit. Weight: approximately 75 lbs (34kg), subwoofer. Price: $2000 each. Approximate number of dealers: 120.
Manufacturer: Infinity Systems Inc., 9409 Owensmouth Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818)
407-0228.
Monitor Audio Studio 10: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1"
(25mm) metal-dome tweeter, 6.5" (170mm) metal-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: approximately 3kHz. Frequency response: 40Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 88,5dB/W/m (2.8/). Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 20-200W. Dimensions: 15.75" (400mm) H by 7.9"
(200mm) W by 9.8" (250mm) D. Shipping weight: 40 lbs/pair (18kg). Finishes available: black
ash, oak, walnut, rosewood, mahogany. Price: $3000/pair all finishes (matching stands cost
$750/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Monitor Audio Ltd., Cambridge,
England. Distributor: Kevro International Inc., PO. Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205. Tel: (416) 831-4741.
The Black Dahlia: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker kit designed by Dick
Olsher. Drive-units: 1" (25mm) titanium-dome tweeter, 6.5" plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: approximately 3kHz. Crossover slopes: 4th-order, 24dB/octave. Measured frequency
response (without port): 65Hz-16.5kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 82dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 17.25" (438mm) H by 10.5" (267mm) W by 11.25" (286mm) D. Weight:
24 lbs (11kg) each. Estimated price: $210/pair drive-units and crossover (the enclosure will be
available, fully assembled, from Just Speakers and Madisound for around $140/pair). US Distributors: Madisound, Box 4283, Madison, WI 53711. Tel: (608) 831-3433. Just Speakers, 3170
23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110. Tel: (415) 641-9228.
As much as I'm tempted by the impressive

solid-the prefix "stereo-" is derived from the

sweep and scale with which some of the large,

Greek word stereos, which means solid-so

full-range loudspeakers endow music, for some
reason Ifind myself more at home with more

into the concert hall opens at the rear of your

compact examples of the breed. This is not
through lack of familiarity with large speakers,
apair of B&W 801s occupying pride of place
in our living room (which also serves as my
wife's listening room). Yet Ifind myself hankering after that ultimate soundstage precision that
only minimonitors seem capable of producing:
the loudspeakers totally disappearing, vocal
and instrumental images hanging in space, truly
160

that arectangular, totally transparent window
room. In addition, the necessarily limited lowfrequency extension offered by small speakers
makes it much easier to get the optimum integration with the room acoustics below 100Hz.
If only the loudspeakers that were the
champs at that didn't at best reproduce instrumental sounds in such Munchkinesque afashion or, at worst, present them with all the
weight and life sucked out of them. Hence my
Stereophile, November 1990

quest to find asmall, high-performance loudspeaker which nevertheless presents musical
sound in asufficiently natural manner that you
are not continually reminded of the speaker's
lack of ultimate bass extension. Ieagerly await
delivery of apair of Wilson WATT Us; in the last
five years or so, the only small speakers that
have gone some way toward meeting my
criteria are the Celestion SL600Si and SL700,

Classic 60 or apair of Mark Levinson No.20.5
monoblocics via 15' lengths of Audio Research
unbalanced interconnect or AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis balanced interconnect, respectively.
Speaker cable was 5' lengths of AudioQuest
Clear Hyperlitz, doubled-up for biwiring.
Iuse amixture of nearfield, in-room, and
quasi-anechoic FET measurement techniques
(using primarily DRA Labs' MLSSA system with

the Rogers LS3 /5a, and the Acoustic Energy
AEI, with the Spica Tt -50 an honorable runner-

aB&K 4006 microphone, but also an Audio

up.,All are excellent but very different examples of the genus minimonitorus, with very
different balances between strengths and
weaknesses. But if Ihad to choose just one

trum analyzer with its calibrated microphone)
to investigate objective factors that might explain the sound heard. The speakers' nearfield
low-frequency responses and impedance

small speaker to listen to for the next 10 years,
any one of those would suffice.

phase and amplitude were measured using the
magazine's Audio Precision System One.

But I'm still on the lookout for that ultimate
minirnonitor, the speaker that apart from having alightweight low register would give away
nothing to the very best full-range speakers.
Which brings us neatly to the subjects of this
review. Infinity's Modulus and Monitor Audio's
Studio 10 are examples of the direction taken
by designers of high-performance minimonitors: extensive use of high technology to max
out on asmall speaker's intrinsic merit. The
third loudspeaker is unusual in that it is akit,
designed by Stereopbile's own Dick Olsher. I
included it in this group as it shows what
potentially can be achieved with today's offthe-shelf, high-tech drive-units by those unafraid to dirty their hands.

Review context
Each of the three pairs of speakers was positioned for the best sound (with only one pair
of loudspeakers in the 21' by 16' by 9' listening

Control Industrial SA-3050A '4-octave spec-

Infinity Modulus: $1000/pair
(not including stands)
$3000/pair with Modulus
subwoofer
Although it was first shown at the 1989 Chicago
CES, the tiny Modulus didn't go into full
production until earlier this year. Although it
can be used in its own right, it is recommended
for use as the basis for afull-range system when
allied to Infinity's Modulus Subwoofer. Matching floor stands and wall-supports are available;
the entire system has obviously been extremely
well thought-out in terms of integration and
ease of setup.
The Modulus Satellite looks immaculate,
being finished on all surfaces except the front
in glossy black or white polyester resin. The
sealed cabinet is constructed from, to quote
from Infinity's literature, "extremely stiff, ultrahigh-density multi-fiber panels laminated to

room at atime), generally some 4' from the
longer rear wall (which is faced with books and
LPs) and approximately 5' from the shorter side

strate." After reading that, you can probably

walls (which also have bookshelves covering
some of their surfaces). Source components

to subject the cabinet to the knuckle-rap test.

consisted of aRevox A77 to play my own and

an acoustically absorptive, visco -elastic subunderstand that the very first thing Idid was
Well, the Modulus cabinet is dead. All Igot for
my pains were sore knuckles. As well as the

others' 15ips master tapes, a Linn Sondek/
Ekos/Troilca setup sitting on an ArchiDee table
to play LPs, and Kinergetics KCD-40 and Merid-

damping pads attached to the cabinet's interior
walls, ahorizontal brace locks the from, back,
and sidewalls together just above the woofer,

ian 208 (Bitstream) CD players. (The latter also
saw some service as the system preamplifier.)

and the interior is filled with acoustic wadding.

Amplification consisted of aMod Squad Phono

The sculpted-looking front baffle is molded
in structural foam and sports two drivers on its

Drive EPS and aMark Levinson No.26 line-level
preamplifier driving either an Audio Research

stepped profile. The woofer features atiny

IWhich Ireviewed in Vol.12 No.3, %b1.11 No.9, Vol.12 Nos.2
& 3, Vol.11 No.9, and Vol.12 No.10, respectively.
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(3.25" diameter) curvilinear cone, injectionmolded from polypropylene loaded with
graphite fibers to give ahigh stiffness/mass
161

ratio, and is constructed on adiecast aluminum
basket. The half-roll surround is butyl rubber
to damp standing waves within the cone, and
the unit is intended to handle frequencies up
to 4kHz. The tweeter is the EMIT-k as used in
the IRS Beta and IRS V loudspeaker systems.
This is a ribbon unit where avoice-coil is
etched on aKapton substrate and freely suspended between the poles of powerful neodymium magnets. Unlike the more expensive
IRS loudspeakers which use, Ibelieve, firstorder crossovers, the Modulus marries the outputs of its two drivers with afourth-order type
This is constructed on asmall printed circuit
board attached to the rear of the two pairs of
binding posts. Component quality is high, the
capacitors (apart from one electrolytic) being
SiderealKaps and the inductors ferrite-cored.
The cables from the crossover to the driveunits are terminated with push-on tags, however, rather than with solder joints. The binding posts are supplied with the two positive

Infinity Modulus loudspeaker

and two negative posts strapped with sturdy,
gold-plated bars. These can easily be removed
to allow bi-wiring or bi-amping. Above the ter-

won't "see" the obstruction. This won't necessarily be true for the grille and its frame, however, and Infinity's engineers have to gone to

minal posts is acoin-slot-operated tweeter-

considerable trouble to render this acoustically

level control.
Both drive-units are fixed in place with four
Allen-head bolts. It's always agood idea to
check the tightness of drive-unit mounting
bolts, as I've known them to work loose in
shipping. Everything was secure with the Infinity Modulus, however; agood sign.

transparent. Black material is stretched over a
minimal space-frame molded from what appears to be polystyrene. When in position, the
grille completes the rectangular appearance of
the loudspeaker.
The Modulus subwoofer is an almost cubical
unit finished in the same high-gloss finish as

It might be thought that the part of the

the satellites and resting on four "Iso-tip" con-

stepped baffle immediately beneath the tweeter

ical feet. Asingle 12" drive-unit, fitted with an
IMG cone and driven by an integral 250W

might interfere with its sound. The ribbon,
however, being significantly longer than it is
wide, will have limited vertical dispersion in
the frequency region it is asked to handle, and

amplifier, adorns one face, this normally being
covered by ablack cloth grille One of the unit's
vertical corners consists of the vertically ribbed
heatsink fins for the power amplifier; these got
hot only under sustained drive with music having alarge amount of sub-100Hz information—
okay, organ music!
As with Infinity's IRS subwoofers, the Modulus drive-unit is servo-controlled, both to minimize distortion and to flatten and extend the
system's response below its natural resonance
The woofer's drive signal is supplied to the unit
via along cable fitted with 5-pin DIN plugs on
both ends. One plug fits into the base of the
subwoofer next to its on/off switch, the other
into the control unit, which can be sited near
the system preamplifier. The control unit takes

Infinity Modulus Subwoofer
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the stereo outputs from the preamp, passively
Stereophile, November 1990

high-pass-filters them with an array of 0.22µF
series capacitors—the exact number of capacitors in circuit depends on the power amplifier's input impedance—and sends the equalized signals to the power amplifiers used to

spent alot of design attention on the Modulus's
grille Auditioning the speakers with and without grilles, however, left me in no doubt that
the smoothest treble and the best imaging was

nels, low-pass-filters the resultant mono signal,

obtained with the Modulus used au naturel.
This was how Icontinued with the auditioning, therefore.

and sends that signal to the subwoofer. The
high-pass capacitor configuration is adjusted

Although it is not mentioned in the Owner's
Manual, Iunderstand the Modulus does need

by means of two DIP-switch arrays on the rear
panel; the low-pass crossover frequency, sub-

fairly rigorous break-in before reaching its opti-

woofer level, and phase (continuously varia-

review pair with pink noise at quite ahigh level

drive the satellites. It also combines the chan-

ble from 0° to 180°) are adjusted with frontpanel rotary knobs. Aswitch allows the user to

mum performance. Accordingly, Idrove the
overnight for two nights before attempting any

choose between extension to 22Hz (-3dB) or

serious listening. 2Istarted off with the speakers
toed- in to the listening seat, but found that

35Hz, the latter being useful in problem rooms

pointing them straight ahead minimized aslight

or with sources having excessive rumble.
When the subwoofer is on but the control unit

degree of liveliness in the low treble. Ialso
started off with the speakers 6' away from the

off, the unit goes into standby mode, this indi-

side walls and some 4' out into the listening

cated by ared LED under the grille lighting.

room, but reduced this latter distance to 30"
to usefully add abit of rnidbass reinforcement.

Both satellites and subwoofer come with
comprehensive Owner's Manuals covering all
aspects of setup and use and offering good

The Moduluses are quite definitely minimo-

advice on where to site the units within the

nitors when it comes to the bass registers, 63Hz
being about the subjective limit. Bass instru-

room to get the optimum sound. Would that

mental fundamentals were absent and the well-

all loudspeakers were as well served in this

damped nature of the speaker's upper bass

respect.

meant that the sounds of wide-ranging instruments like the piano sounded too small for ulti-

The sound: The Modulus pedestals were sup-

mate satisfaction. The double bass also suffered
to agreater extent than, for example, with the

plied ready-assembled; all that Ineeded to do
was to fill the 22", diecast aluminum center pil-

similarly sized LS3 /5as. At the start of the

lars first with 12 lbs of No.8 hard lead shot, then
with dry sand to within 1" of the top plate. A

Adagietto of Mahler's Symphony 5(VPO/Bem-

foam plastic insert then ensures that the top
plate is adequately damped. The base of the

stein, DG 423 608-2), the double basses punctuate the accompanying harp arpeggios with
soft pizzicato fundamentals to reinforce the

Modulus pedestal is fitted with four carpet-

harmonic movement, only switching to their

piercing spikes. These can be adjusted from
above to ensure the stand is free from rocking;

bows for adominant pedal when the strings
plunge down before the theme's first cadential

knurled screwtops then lock them in place For

resolution—a goosebump moment on speakers

those who are leery of spikes, Infinity supplies

that have any significant output in the middle

spike covers. The Modulus speaker is supplied
with three conical "Iso-tip" feet, which mate

bass. Via the Moduluses without the subwoofer, the relative absence of the harmonic

with rubber-lined sockets on the top of the

underpinnings left the music sounding rather

pedestal. Contrary to British audiophile prac-

thin. It wasn't that the double basses weren't

tice, there is therefore some compliance intro-

there, but that they were just too lightweight

duced between the speaker and stand. Two
knurled screws secure the speaker to the ped-

to be effective Via the Rogers (which is certainly more colored overall than the Infinity

estal top-plate; these are not intended to be

speaker), the upper bass was just sufficiently

fastened tight, only to prevent the speaker from
being carelessly knocked to the floor. Follow-

exaggerated to fool the ear in this respect.

ing Infinity's instructions, Itightened the

2Sometimes the obvious never does strike you. It was Tom
Norton who pointed out to me that the least aurally fatiguing
way in which to break-in speakers is to wire the pair in inverse
polarity and place them face-to- face. This way, most of the
midrange and bass energy cancels, minimizing the ow-milk-vet
of sound but still allowing you to work the speakers hard.

mounting screws all the way, then backed off
afull turn.
As mentioned above, Infinity apparently
Stereophile, November 1990
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The Moduluses did many other things well,
however. They are impressively neutral in over-

forced by the speaker's dynamics, which were
on the polite side. Despite their diminutive

all balance, being ostensibly flat-sounding from
the upper bass to the high treble. The top
octave can sound alittle over- emphasimd,
exaggerating the audibility of tape hiss and LP
surface noise, but the tweeter-level control
offers sufficient range to compensate for this.
Instrumental tone colors were therefore reproduced with an excellent degree of faithfulness,
something Ihad not experienced to anything
like the same degree with prior Infinity models.
Coloration levels were also very low; the
only traces of character noticeable, and then
not with every kind of music, were aslight
"cupped-hands" color to male spoken voice,
which also gave recorded flute too warm a
sound in its lower registers, and some liveliness
in the lower treble which was most noticeable
on piano.
As with other very small-baffled loudspeakers,
lateral image precision was stunningly precise
images were locked into position, giving an
excellent sense of solidity to the sound. Something Ifound surprising, however, was that
image depth was more restricted than I'm used
to with other good loudspeakers. The depth
of image test on the Chesky itst CD, for example, has Bob Angus speaking and David Chesky
playing atambourine recorded increasingly farther from the microphone On many speakers,
the direct sounds become swamped with reverberation as the sources get quieter due to
being farther back. Via the Moduluses, that
reverberation seemed somewhat suppressed,
so that the sounds tended to remain dry even
as they got quieter. The same thing was noticeable on both my piano recording and Robert
Harley's acoustic guitar and double bass recording on the Stereopbile Test CD, both of
which should produce instrumental images set
back alittle behind the plane of the speakers
with agood sense of the surrounding acoustic apparent. The Infinities noticeably reduced
the depth of image, even though the instrumental sounds were both well-located laterally
and very natural-sounding.
Though the lack of mid- and low bass will
be afactor here, my experience of other loudspeakers suggests that this subjective effect
could also be due to alack of energy in the
presence region, which can have the effect of
suppressing reverberant information. That this
might be aproblem with the Modulus was rein164

dimensions, the Infinities would play quite
loud, capable of giving spis around 96dB in my
room before too much of asense of strain cut
in in the low treble However, there was acertain lack of excitement about the sound even
at highish levels, as though the speakers were
unwilling to "give," in musical terms. Partly this
was associated with aslight degree of congestion in the lower midrange which cut in with
increasing level—this congestion was more
severe before the speakers were broken-in —
but it was also due to areticence in the speaker's
presence region. Even such well-recorded rock
music as John Hiatt's Bring tbe Family (A&M
SP-5158) lacked impact, even from LP, which
was generally served better than CD in this
respect by the Moduluses. Hiatt's acoustic guitar sounded as though it had been strung with
aheavier gauge of string, reducing the transient
attack of the instrument.
The only kind of music to satisfactorily avoid
this over-polite rendition was rock, and then
only when it was over the top, excitementwise, in the first place The opening track on
Luka Bloom's excellent Riverside CD (Reprise
926092-2), "Delirious," features frantic Ovation acoustic guitar strumming—an unmistakably "rubber-bandy" tone color—behind his
voice. No problems via the Moduli —goosebumps at last!
Subwoofing,i Following the auditioning of the
Moduli on their own ,
Ihooked up the Modulus
subwoofer and its control unit. At first, the output of the Mark Levinson Na26 fed the Infinity
control unit, with then the high-pass outputs
feeding the Mark Levinson No.20.5s via 15'
lengths of Audio Research cable. The DIP
switches on the controller's rear were adjusted
to suit the Levinson's 50k input impedance,
which gave ameasured response 6dB down at
100Hz. The subwoofer was positioned midway
between the satellites, at first adjacent to the
rear wall, then some 2' away from it. Unfortunately, no matter what combination of signal and component grounding Itried, Icouldn't
rid the system of hum through the satellites,
presumably due to aground loop of some
kind. (The hum never came from the subwoofer.) Floating the CD player with cheater
plugs, or the preamp, or one or two power
amplifiers, or the Infinity subwoofer, or any
Stereophile, November 1990

combination of the above resulted in no

The most sensitive adjustment was the woofer's

change in the hum level, though floating all the
components gave alarge increase in the hum

low-pass frequency. Setting it to be the same
as the nominal 140Hz high-pass feed to the

level. Ialso tried reversing the polarity of the

satellites tended to give too much energy in the

floating components with no effect. Finally, I
fed the variable output of the Meridian 208
straight into the Infinity controller; this gave
aslightly lower level of hum, as did making the

room between 100Hz and 200Hz. Iultimately

only system ground that of the subwoofer. The
only way to eliminate the hum was to take the
satellite feeds from the crossover's parallel set
of inputs. These are unfiltered, however, so
much of the dynamic advantage offered by
subwoofing was lost.
To put this problem into perspective, the spi
of the hum measured about 56dB unweighted
at the listening position, lower than the back-

settled on 90Hz or so, but this was musicdependent, the optimum setting for orchestral music or for (men being too high for piano
Once set up optimally, the Modulus subwoofer did indeed turn the Modulus satellites
—facing straight ahead, moved some 4' out
into the room, and driven by the Classic 60—
into afull-range system, with low bass that
could be felt to pressurize the listening room
with appropriate recordings. The Dorian organ
transcription of Pictures at an Exhibition

ground noise on the Dorian Pictures record-

(DOR-90117) was anatural CD to reach for.
'Ruck 2, "Gnomus," has some deep organ

ing, but in the very quiet listening conditions
Ihave available, any level of hum is audible

Modulus system reproduced these with an

except when masked by the music. Iassumed

"barks" underlying the gentle melodies. The
excellent sense of dynamics, even at very high
levels, the low bass interjections remaining

that either my controller or subwoofer were
faulty or needed an internal modification. I

clean without any sense of their interfering

therefore ignored the background hum for the

with the higher-frequency information. There

purposes of this review. If you are interested

was also amuch better sense of reproduced

in the full-range Infinity Modulus system, how-

space than with the satellites on their own.

ever, it would be worth checking that you do
not get any hum when the speakers, sub-

This better sense of space was also found
with recordings that didn't contain much fundamental energy below 40Hz. The Chesky re-

woofer, and controller are hooked up with the
rest of your system before you make the final

release of Brahms's Piano Concerto 2, with

purchase decision.
Setting the control unit's settings to give

Gina Bachauer and the LSO under Dorati
(Chesky CD36), for example, has awarm or-

good integration between the subwoofer and

chestral sound on the satellites, but sounds a

the satellites was rendered reasonably straight-

little closed-in. Adding the subwoofer opened
forward by the range of adjustment possible.
up both the sound and the soundstage, allowFor those without aspectrum analyzer, the y, - ing the performance to communicate more
octave warble tones on the Stereopbile Test
directly. The cello solo in the third movement,
CD, 3which range from 200Hz to 20Hz, make
in particular, could be heard to "breathe" with
it possible to get good integration by eat Iactuthe music's flow more effectively, diminishing
ally did it this way, then used the spectrum
the effect of its slightly dry presentation comanalyzer to fine-tune the setup. Interestingly,
doing it by ear gave asubwoofer setting that
turned out to be about 4dB too sensitive when

pared with both the other strings and the
piano, the latter having amore ambient bloom
around its image.

measured. At first this sounded "impressive"

How about other kinds of music? In the past,
while appreciating the weight and authority
lent classical orchestral music by asubwoofer,

with music, but then became wearisome to the
ear. For fine-tuning of the subwoofer settings,
recorded harp and piano seemed to be the

Ihave found the effect on rock has been ulti-

most sensitive instruments with which to judge

mately disappointing due to the subwoofer's
sluggish output failing to integrate with the
faster upper bass of the satellites. Imagine some-

the subwoofer level, their lower strings easily
sounding tubby with even slightly too much
subwoofer level or too high alow-pass setting.

3Available for $8.95 including S&H. See the advertisement
in this issue for ordering details.
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one banging four-to-the-bar on asecond bass
drum with asoft felt-tipped beater to visualize the subjective effect. Being fortysomething,
it was time, therefore, to reach for Led Zeppe165

lin, specifically "Dazed and Confused" from
the first album, released on CD as Atlantic SD
19126-2. The Infinity passed this severe test
with flying colors, once the subwoofer level
had been backed off alittle. (One of the problems with any subwoofer is that the optimum
match between it and the satellites does vary
slightly from track to track.) The sound was
seamless, and overwhelming. Boy, that John
Bonham could dish up the thunder when required! Imagine the effect on visitors when you
covet up the subwoofer and let them think it
is just the Moduluses producing this cataclys-

Fig.1 Infinity Modulus, electrical impedance (solid
line) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/div. vertical
scale), HF control at 12 o'clock

î

mic sound.
Levels at the listening seat could reach about
100dB at the listening chair with the Audio
Research Classic 60, about 4dB higher with the

0 0

Mark Levinsons, before asense of strain in the
lower treble had you reaching for the volume

-0.•

control. I'm sure the subwoofer would go considerably higher in level, enabling its use with
more sensitive satellites.

-0.•
•

-

Fig.2 Infinity Modulus, impulse response at 48" on
HF axis (5ms time window)

The final track to go on the Linn with the
complete Modulus system was arequest from
Larry Archibald, "Die Tànzerin" from Ulla

peak centered on 2kHz is due to the crossover.

Meinecke's 1983 album on German RCA

Although its impedance drops to between 4
and 5ohms in the low bass and lower mid-

(PL70932). This sparsely mixed track features

range, the Modulus shouldn't be too hard aload

Fraulein Meinecke's macho-mocha-toned

for agood amplifier to drive, particularly as, in
common with nearly every speaker I've ever

voice accompanied by fingerpopping, an electronic drum machine, and afunky synthetic

measured, the maximum phase angle does not

piano sound, all of which are bathed in artificial

occur when the magnitude is at aminimum.

reverberation. It used to be afavorite test of

Above 8kHz, the tweeter presents pretty much

mine to count the discrete echoes of her voice;
with indifferent gear, particularly amplifiers,

a6ohm resistive load with its control set to 12
o'clock. The Modulus's estimated sensitivity

you would at best get just three echoes; with

was around 85dB/W/m at lkHz.

good amplification and speakers, they would

The Modulus's impulse response 48" away*

last all the way until the next voice entry (and

on the HF axis is shown in fig.2. (The grille was

you know they were still echoing on under the

left off for this and all the other measurements,

voice). This trick perhaps produced the most
satisfyingly musical sound Iheard from the full-

except where noted.) Again, there are no sur-

range Modulus system. The voice was natural,

4I've been asked why Iuse this "nonstandard" distance for
MLSSA measurements, rather than 1m or 2m. The answer is
that there are two mutually exclusive conditions at work with
these quasi-anechoic measurements. Measuring at a 2m distance gives the optimum correlation with how the outputs
from each drive-unit of amultiway design actually integrate
at the listening position. However, the frequency resolution
of FFT and T1DS-type measurement systems is best when the
microphone is very close to the loudspeaker because then you
can get the largest time window between thc initial arrival of
the impulse and the first reflection from an adjacent boundary.
(The anechoic frequency resolution is then proportional to
that time window.) In atypical room with a9-10' ceiling, a
48" distance gives agood compromise between the two needs
when the loudspeaker is placed with its drive-units roughly
midway between ceiling and floor, giving an anechoic time
window of 4ms or so (which is why my cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall plots also feature atime axis of some 4ms).
however Iwould like aroom with at least a20' ceiling.
Maybe lcan persuade LA to excavate acubical room, 20' to a
side, in Stereopblhes parking lot.

palpable, the electric piano boogied with its full
quota of weight—I would have said "majesty"
but that attribute is not intrinsic to electric
piano sound—and the reverberation extended
from the tip of my nose to infinity This is about
the closest Ihave heard in my room to good
live rock sound!
Measurements: There are no surprises in the
Infinity's measured impedance (fig.1). The
sealed-box tuning and the lightweight balance
are shown by the peak in the bass, reaching a
maximum of 26.8 ohms at 84Hz, while the
166
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prises, though Iwould have expected slightly

from its waterfall plot (fig.4), though again a

more overhang from the high-order crossover.

mild mode is visible at 2kHz or so, this possibly
tying in with the treble congestion heard at
high levels.

Fig.3 shows how the speaker's frequency
response changes as that impulse decays: pretty
clean, the "waterfall" is only marred by two
slight areas of hash, around 2kHz and between
5kHz and 10kHz, which might correlate with
the slightly bright treble character noted during
the auditioning. The "crinkly" appearance of
the latter region seems to be typical of planar

Fig.5 shows the anechoic response of the
two drive-units on the tweeter axis at adistance
of 48" with the tweeter control set to 12 o'clock
(as it was for all these measurements). Note the
steep acoustic rollout of the tweeter below
3kHz, as well as its rising response in the top

drive-units, though what it represents I'm not

octave and ahalf. Looking at how the drivers'

sure. The impulse responses of the individual

outputs integrate, fig.6 shows the anechoic
response of the Modulus from front to back,

units show that they're connected with the
same polarity, and the effectiveness of the
stepped baffle is shown by the fact that the output from both units is coincident in time on the
tweeter axis. The woofer seems very clean
toward the top of its passband, as can be seen

7.5° below the woofer, on the woofer axis, on
the tweeter axis, and 75° above the tweeter, all,
again, at adistance of 48". The responses in
front of the loudspeaker are equally smooth,
but those above and below the Modulus fea-
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Fig.7 Infinity Modulus, anechoic response averaged
across 30° lateral window on HF axis with
nearfield LF response plotted below 180Hz,
together with nearfield subwoofer responses
with extension set to 22Hz and 35Hz and
crossover set to 210Hz
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Fig.6 Infinity Modulus, vertical response family at
48", from front to back: 7.5° below woofer
axis; on woofer axis; on HF axis; 7.5° above
cabinet top, HF control at 12 o'clock
ture asignificant notch at crossover. The vertical listening window will therefore be reasonably critical, and it is possible that the room
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Fig.8 Infinity Modulus, 1/
3-octave, spatially
averaged, in-room response (without
subwoofer)

reverberant field may also lack energy in the
presence region. Ilooked at the effect of the
grille by repeating the HF -axis response in fig.6
with it on. Although the resultant response is
not shown, the grille appeared to reinforce the
depth of the on-axis crossover suckout, something that Ihad suspected from my auditioning. The tweeter-level control increases or
reduces the drive-unit's output by +2 or -2dB
above 5kHz compared with the level with it set
to.12 o'clock.
To examine the Modulus's anechoic response in amanner that minimizes interference-type features that will be too positiondependent to have any serious subjective

Fig.9 Infinity Modulus subwoofer, nearfield
response with low-pass crossover frequency
set to 210, 175, 120, 90, 70, 60, and 50Hz
or to "35Hz." Note the restricted low-fre-

effect, Iaverage five responses across a ±15°

quency extension of the Modulus when used

lateral window. This is shown on the righthand

on its own, -6dB at 74Hz referred to the level

side of fig.7. Notably smooth overall, it is bro-

at 200Hz, though the sealed-box alignment

ken only by aminimal notch at crossover and

does roll out at arelatively gentle 12dB/octave.

the rising trend in the high treble seen in fig.5.

In-room and spatially averaged to remove

The lefthand side of fig.7 shows the nearfield

the effect of low-frequency room resonances

response of both the Modulus woofer, plotted

(fig.8), these quasi-anechoic responses translate

below 180Hz, and that of the servo-controlled

to abroadly similar balance: restricted bass

Modulus Subwoofer. The two plots in the low

extension, asuperbly smooth midrange, adef-

bass show the difference in nearfield bass ex-

inite lack of energy around crossover (correlat-

tension when the control unit is set to "22Hz"

ing with the lack of immediacy to the speaker's
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sound), and alittle too much energy in the top

sound consistently failed to raise goosebumps.

two octaves with the tweeter control at 12
o'clock.

Couple that with its necessarily limited lowfrequency extension and consider that the
Modulus is not inexpensive at 81300/pair in-

Finally, Iexamined the characteristics of the
electronic control unit by measuring the subwoofer's nearfield response with the crossover
frequency set to between 210Hz and 40Hz with

cluding the excellent pedestals, and Ihope you
can see where my verdict is coming from. The
competition at this price point is intense with

the extension set to 22Hz (fig.9). This measured

superb-sounding models offering good bass

subwoofer performance, together with the

performance from Vandersteen, Thiel, Spica,
and Acoustat to contend with.

continuous phase and level adjustment, will
allow the maximum flexibility in integrating

When the satellites are coupled with the

the subwoofer's output with that of both the
Infinity satellites and loudspeakers from other

Modulus subwoofer, things take asomewhat

manufacturers.

handling nearly all the bass frequencies, the

different turn. Relieved of the responsibility for
Modulus satellite's lower midrange eases up

Conclusion: To say that Iwas impressed with
the appearance of the Modulus system and the
thoroughness with which its designers have
arranged for its optimum setup is an understate-

considerably. The lack of clarity noted above
doesn't entirely disappear, but is reduced to a
level that is only occasionally noticeable. The
entire treble region seems more neutral with

ment. The appearance and quality of fien'finish

an extra two and ahalf octaves of bass exten-

render satellites and subwoofer products that
to see is to want to own. This is an often over-

sion to balance against. There is still strong
competition at or below the 83300 price point

looked part of high-end design, but it is one,

—the Mirage M3 comes to mind, for example

as Amis Balgalvis has pointed out in these
pages, that can be no less important than ulti-

as does the new Magnepan MG3.3, not to mention the Thiel CS3.5—but the Infinity Modulus

mate sound quality To own products as superb-

full-range system scores in offering true flat

ly and desirably styled as these is agratifying
experience.

extension almost to 20Hz, within its loudness

But sound quality is what Stereopbtle's re-

room, coupled with afundamentally neutral

viewers are supposed to give the highest priority in their value judgments, and here the

balance Though its overall presentation is still
on the polite side of things, Iderived consider-

limits of 100dB or so in areasonably sized

Modulus satellites on their own just fail to get

able musical enjoyment from the complete

arecommendation. Certainly, the Modulus satellite is the most neutrally balanced Infinity
speaker Ihave heard in familiar surroundings,

Modulus system, particularly from LP, where

offering abasically flat frequency response
within its low-frequency bandwidth limitation,

the overall performance would merit aClass
B recommendation in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components."
On its own, the Modulus subwoofer is one
of the better units Ihave experienced, pre-

apart from a slight amount of top-octave
emphasis which can be somewhat ameliorated

sumably due to its servo-controlled nature.

with the HF control. With the exception of the
slightly congested lower-midrange and the

When optimally set up, it didn't detract from
the satellite speakers' performance by adding

slight liveliness in the lower treble the Modu-

the ill-defined grumble that can be so typical

luses also feature gratifyingly low levels of col-

of subwoofer sound. Its controller offers the

oration, and can throw awell-defined stereo

user considerable flexibility in optimizing the

image. During my entire auditioning, however,

sonic match with the satellites—it worked

with both Audio Research and Mark Levinson

superbly with the Monitor Audio Studio 10s,

amplifiers there was anoticeable politeness to

for example—and, assuming the hum problem

the speakers' presentation of music, abland-

was either specific to my system or due to a
manufacturing fault, Ican confidently recom-

ness if you will, that detracted from the musical
values of the recordings Iplayed.
Please don't get me wrong. Iam not saying
that the Modulus by itself is bad. Its performance is in many ways excellent. But, to rather
more of an extent with CD than with LP, the
Stereophile, November 1990

mend it to those who love the sound of their
minimonitors, and therefore wouldn't countenance replacing them with full-range speakers,
but who want just alittle more of those seductive low frequencies.
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Monitor Audio Studio 10:
3000/pair
(not including stands)

designers find immensely attractive, offering
the potential for textbook pistonic behavior
throughout the drive-unit's passband, the in-

Launched with agood deal of razzmatazz at the

trinsic lack of damping means that when the

1990 Winter CES, the Studio 10 at 83000/pair

cone eventually goes into breakup, it does so

is the most expensive loudspeaker to come

in afrantic, unpredictable manner that inevita-

from Monitor Audio. Yet, in true English fash-

bly leads to audible coloration. The trick used

ion, it is arelatively small two-way, with what

by Monitor Audio to enable them to get the best

appears to the traditional driver lineup of a1"

of both worlds is twofold. First, the 100iim -

tweeter and an 8" woofer. Looks can be decep-

thick, 7" -diameter cone is not spun in the con-

tive, however, and this loudspeaker's modest

ventional manner, but is drawn in athree-stage
process with stress relief performed after each

appearance hides awealth of high-tech design.
The tweeter, for example, is the latest version
of the familiar ferrofluid-cooled, gold-ano-

stage, this said to ensure aconsistent thickness
from center to circumference Second, the alu-

dized, aluminum/magnesium alloy drive-unit

minum/magnesium alloy is anodized on both

with avented pole-piece that Monitor Audio

sides to give ahard ceramic finish which damps

developed with English manufacturer Elac
(though Monitor Audio has also been instru-

the material's breakup modes. The inverted

mental in the development of the SEAS metal-

add adegree of breakup control. The woofer's

dome tweeters).

chassis is diecast rather than pressed, and the

But it is the woofer that attracted journalists'
attention last January, the cone being fabricated

magnet structure is said to be alow-distortion
type.

from metal rather than the usual plastic or
paper. Now metal-cone woofers are not new,

Acustom-made 100-strand cable is used for
all the internal wiring, while the 6-element

models from both Ohm and Acoustic Energy

crossover features polyester capacitors. The

featuring the breed. The problem with ametal
cone, however, is that although the material's

port being sited toward the top of the cabinet's

high speed of sound and stiffness are things

back panel (Monitor Audio calls this "Single

rubber half-roll surround presumably will also

bass loading is reflex, a2" -diameter, 4" -deep

Flow Reflex"; do you know what this means?
Me neither!) above the two pairs of 5-way binding posts, these allowing bi-wiring or hi-amplification. The cabinet is constructed entirely
from y
4" Medite, damped with bituminous
panels and plastic foam, and the review pair
looked, well, just stunning, being rosewoodveneered on all sides but the rear. (I was told
by Kevro's Robert Sinclair that this veneer had
come from asingle rosewood log, said to be the
oldest in the UK, that Monitor Audio head honcho Mo lqbal had bought for acool 880,000.)
The sound: As with the Infinities, the Studio
lOs are said to require asignificant break-in
period, 48 hours being recommended; Ididn't
carry out any serious auditioning until this
period was over. The 24" stands that Monitor
Audio supplies for the Studio 10 cost aconsiderable 8750/pair, but rival those made by
Acoustic Energy (see my review of the AE2
in February 1990) in providing the ultimate
mechanical ground for the loudspeakers. Triangular bottom and square top plates are joined
Monitor Audio Studio 10 loudspeaker
1- 0

by three steel pillars filled with lead shot, giving
atotal mass of 661bs. Spikes are provided both
Stereophile, November 1990

to couple the stands to the floor and to the

but not unrealistically presented, and is capable

speaker; not wanting to pierce the review sam-

of reproducing with exceptional verve. That
is what Iheard on the Studio los—a rich, excit-

ples' beautiful rosewood veneer, 1compromised
by using vestigial pads of Ez-1k between the
speaker and the stand, which gives amainly
resistive coupling (unless too much is used).
Ibegan listening with the Studio lOs toedin to the listening seat, well away from the side
walls, and Robert Sinclair's recommended 24"
away from the rear wall. Ultimately, however,

ing, yet not over-aggressive sound. Its small
size notwithstanding, this Monitor Audio manages to convey the piano's majesty.
It was the same with Stereophile's recording
of Robert Silverman playing Brahms's F-minor
piano sonata (due for release on LP and CD at
the end of the year). We had tried to capture a

Ifound the smoothest transition between the

little bit of the sheer power of a9' Steinway

mid and upper bass to be obtained with the
speaker 48" away from the rear wall. Following

and, in all honesty, Ithink we succeeded.
When Bob Silverman thunders out low Fs,

the advice of Alvin Gold, Icarefully prised

their sound virtually rolls out of the speaker

away the protective mesh tweeter covers. This

(assuming it is any good) across the rug to the

slight modification is said to improve the inte-

listening seat. Which, again, is what you hear

gration between the two drive-units; Icertainly

with the Studio 10s. The bass register of abig

felt the speaker was maximally transparent after

Steinway heard live literally purrs at the listener,
yet Irarely hear this from even good systems

the removal of the covers.
Whereas the Infinity Moduluses had tended
to sound too polite, too ill-inclined to give,
musically, it was obvious right from the get-go
that the Studio 10s, ahem, kicked ass. Visiting
Santa Fe during my auditioning of these three

using small speakers. This the Studios managed
to do; even though they did not have the
weight of the fully loaded Infinity Modulus system to which Ihad also been listening, they
were actually doser to what Iremembered the

pairs of speakers were the winners of Stereopbfle's Write-Your-Own-LP-Review compe-

live sound to have been like. On my Chopin

tition, Andrew Quint and Clark Johnsen. 5Andy

recorded Anna-Maria Stanczyk's Steinway from

and Clark sat unmoved through my presenta-

considerably farther away than had Kavi Alexander for the Silverman recording. This sacri-

tion of the Modulus satellites, and while agree-

recording on the Stereophile Test CD, Ihad

ing that the tiny Infinities did nothing signifi-

fices some of the left-hand weight of the piano

cantly wrong and were very desirable in ap-

sound in favor of abetter representation of

pearance, both felt that they didn't do enough

the acoustic surrounding the instrument. The
Monitor Audios present the piano alittle more

to make the hairs on the backs of their arms
stand up. Iset up the admittedly much more
expensive Studio 10s; smiles broke out; now
this was more like music, was their verdict.
Iagree with my visitors. The Studio 10 has
that rare ability to allow the listener to forget
the hardware, to listen through it to the music
Piano recordings that had been put to one side
with the American minimonitors re-emerged
into the light, including afavorite of mine, various works by Grieg including the Holberg and
Peer Gynt Suites played by Ivan Davis (Audi-

forward than it should have been, but still with
an exquisite sense of space.
J. Gordon Holt's recording of theyarnefelt
Praeludium on the Stereophile Test CD also
reproduced with adelicate sense of space. This
has avery live, almost theater-type recorded
ambience which on lesser equipment merely
sounds rather dry and close. Via the Studio 10s,
one is transported into that acoustic It is rendered believable in amanner which is truly
transparent. Transparent —1 can't remember

ofon CD72022). Engineered by Peter McGrath,

when Iwas made more aware of the Jâmefelt's

this is one of the finest piano recordings I

inner parts yet without those parts being thrust
forward in any way. This is what stereo reproduction is about.

know; it is also one of the most fragile in that
what might otherwise be thought to be minor
system changes have lane effects on its sound.
With aSumiko Soundring on the CD's circumference and played in the Meridian 208 Bit-

The stereo image diagnostic tests on the
Chesky Test CD showed that the Studio lOs

stream player, the piano is reasonably closely

could throw awide, stable soundstage, at the
expense of alittle image precision in the center.

5See Stereopblle, Vol.13 No.5, May 1990, p.94.

The speakers did quite well on the LEDR "Up"
test, managing to produce good image height
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but in rather an unstable manner. The sampled

of these breakup modes. This might have

cabasa image in the "Over" test reproduced

contributed to the feeling of grain with the

with agood, arch-shaped path.

Levinson.

The Studio 10 will not generate prodigious

If you've been reading my speaker reviews

levels of sound in anything but very small

for any length of time, you'll know that I'm no

rooms. In my room, the maximum loudness
with full-spectrum music—orchestral and

big fan of reflex bass loading, generally finding it to be alittle sluggish-sounding compared

organ—was about 96dB average with the Classic 60 before the sound started to lose its lush-

with agood sealed box. The Studio 10 didn't
quite have the slam of, say, the Celestion SL700,

ness. But in all honesty, putting to one side the
admitted need to play Led Zeppelin at ear-

and needed alot more fussing with to get it to
work with the room rather than against. Never-

bleeding levels, that is about loud enough for

theless, it was pretty good for areflex design

most kinds of music. Dynamically, the speaker

in achieving agood balance of bass extension

seemed "fast," by which Imean that it seemed
to have reasonably good jump factor for atradi-

against upper-bass definition. There was audible wind noise heard coming from the port,

tional two- way design.

despite its contoured external edge, with the

Tonally, the Studio 10 is smooth through the
upper midrange and treble, the sound lacking

speaker driven by pure tones between 30Hz
and 70Hz at high, 90dB spis (measured at 1m).

any undue emphasis, at least with the Audio

This seemed to be well-masked by music, how-

Research amplifier. (The Mark Levinson came
across as being alittle more grainy than I'm
used to.) In the middle midrange, however,

ever. Putting on the Dorian Pictures at an Exhi-

things tended to be alittle forward-sounding,
though not unmusically so. This does add

had most recently heard this CD with the
Infinity subwoofer putting out prodigious

some warmth, arather "trumpety" c010i to the
sound of the flute on Stereopbile's Poem album.
But again, that transparency. ..you can "hear

amounts of tight, well-controlled ultrabass. Yet
the Monitor Audio, peaking at around 95dB,
managed to keep the musical strands from

the walls," to grab acliché from my sparephrases bin.

becoming confused even while the woofer was
flopping around like adying fish trying to re-

There are, of course, those misguided souls

bition recording would seem cruel and unusual
treatment for aminimonitor, particularly as I

produce all that power-organ pedal point.

who say that any metal-dome tweeter must, by
definition, sound "metallic." In my opinion,

Measurements: The Studio 10's plot of im-

these people overlook the point that resonances

pedance amplitude and phase (fig.10) shows

and tonal-balance problems that typically lead

the twin peaks in the bass typical of areflex

to a"metallic" sound are relatively low in fre-

design. The minimum at 60Hz reveals the port

quency, down in the crossover region, and tend

tuning frequency. Though the value drops

to be due to woofer breakup modes, not to the

toward 5ohms in the upper bass/lower mid-

nature of the tweeter. The Monitor Audio, however, with its metal-cone woofer, would seem

problems to good amplifiers. Though there

aripe candidate for sounding metallic, and,

were no wrinkles apparent in the amplitude

range, the Studio 10 should present no drive

indeed, as the measurements show, the woofer

trace, the cabinet was abit more lively than I

does feature some reasonably severe breakup

would have liked, there being quite abit of
sidewall vibration between 180Hz and 520Hz,

modes. Though these are above the crossover
region, they are in the right frequency region

with one very strong mode at 500Hz and aless

to lead to added brightness, so Ilistened very

strong one at 400Hz. The Studio 10 played a

carefully for any subjective effect they might

octave warble-tone band centered on IkHz

have. Iwas unable to hear anything with the

6dB higher in level than the LS3 /5a, implying
asensitivity of around 89dB /W /m.

Classic 60, which might suggest that the resonances are generally of ahigh-enough Q that
they will only be excited when hit with atone
of pretty much the same frequency. 6 Some
writers have found the Studio 10 to be critical
regarding the amplifier with which it is used,
however, which might be due to the presence
172

6A rule of thumb to remember with resonances is that they
need to be hit with the same number of cycles of their resonant frequency as the Q of the resonance in order to fully ring.
In other words, aresonance at IkHz with aQ of 1000 needs
to be stimulated with IkHz for 1000 cycles, or one second, to
fully develop Depending on the Q, as the exciting frequency
moves away from the exact resonance frequency, this time
increases rapidly.
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The drive-units are connected with the same
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acoustic polarity, apositive-going electrical
pulse producing apositive pressure. The Studio
10's impulse response on the tweeter axis is
shown in fig.I1 and features aconsiderable
degree of ultrasonic ringing. The impulse
response of the woofer on its own is shown in
fig.12; it lags the tweeter output by some 100s
and also features some ringing. Translating the
impulse responses of the individual drivers on
the tweeter axis into their anechoic frequency
responses with the Fourier transform gives the
curves shown in fig.13, revealing the crossover

8.9
II

Fig.10 Monitor Audio Studio 10, electrical
impedance (solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale)

frequency to lie at around 3IcHz. Note the smooth
response trend of both drivers in their passbands, disturbed only by adegree of peakiness
around 800Hz or so from the woofer—this was
audible on pink noise, but only to a mild
degree—and the tweeter's undamped "oilcan" resonance at 25kHz. Note that above its
passband, the woofer features a series of
highish-Q peaks, presumably due to the

11.6 - eamm

Fig.11 Monitor Audio Studio 10, impulse response
at 48" on HF axis (5ms time window)

breakup modes of the metal cone. That these

'rime 116.9.••• -

are due to resonances is confirmed by the
woofer's "waterfall" plot (fig.14), which shows
how the drive-unit's frequency response
changes as the impulse dies away. Resonances

1
\
,
\Ativv-

show up as ridges parallel to the graph's time
axis; note the strong mode at 5.71cHz, for cumple. This is almost an octave above the driver's
crossover frequency, and in the context of the
complete loudspeaker's waterfall plot (fig.15)

•1«.

3:0

•7.

7'0

- mom

Fig.12 Monitor Audio Studio 10, impulse response
of woofer at 48" on HF axis (5ms time
window)

is somewhat suppressed, the speaker's spectral decay being relatively clean within the
audio band.
The Studio 10's anechoic response averaged
across a30° lateral window on the listening axis
is shown in fig.16, coupled with the responses
of the woofer and port measured in the nearfield. Aslight peak at 800Hz still makes its presence known, but the response trend is quite
smooth through the upper midrange and treble, though with avery slight rising trend. The
port tuning can again be seen to lie at 60Hz.
The Studio 10's response in the vertical plane
is reasonably critical, as can be seen from fig.17,

led

lI

Ift

Ilk

Fig .13 Monitor Audio Studio 10, acoustic crossover
at 48" on HF axis
suckout at the crossover frequency. Nevertheless, asmall suckout appears on the highest

which shows, from front to back, the anechoic

axis, which reinforces the idea that the dedi-

responses 7.5° below the woofer, on the woofer

cated stands should be used to place the listener's ear on the optimum axis.
How all these quasi -anechoic responses
translate to the sound in a typical room is

axis, on the tweeter axis, and 75° above the
tweeter axis, the last representing what astanding listener would hear at the back of the room.
That the crossover has been sensibly implemented is shown by the fact that it is the unrealistically low axis which features the strong
Stereophile, November 1990

shown in fig.18, which is the response of the
pair of Studio lOs individually measured at 20
positions in a6' by 3' window centered on the
173
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Fig.14 Monitor Audio Studio 10, cumulative spectral-decay plot, woofer only

Fig.15 Monitor Audio Studio 10, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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Fig.16 Monitor Audio Studio 10, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window with
nearfield LF response plotted below 240Hz
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listening position and averaged to minimize the

Fig.17 Monitor Audio Studio 10, vertical response
family at 48", from front to back: 7.5° below
woofer axis; on woofer axis; on HF axis; 7.5°
above cabinet top

effect of room resonant modes. Admirably

found problems in getting aspeaker with a

smooth, the response is only broken by a

rear-facing port to integrate optimally with the

minor excess of energy centered on 630Hz,

room compared with one that sites the port on

and asomewhat lumpy bass. (I have always

the front baffle.) The treble measures as being
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Dick Olsher's
Black Dahlia
stated in Dick's
article, "The
Black Dahlia ..
is apublic-

-
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Fig.18 Monitor Audio Studio 10, 1
2 -octave, spatially
/
averaged, in-room response
exceptionally smooth in-room, something that
Isuspected from my auditioning.

domain design.
Anyone, even
amanufacturer, may
use it for either
private or commercial
purpose." Dick has licensed
no one toproduce Dahlias, and
he will not receive royalties from

Conclusion: The Monitor Audio Studio 10

the sale of these kits.

joins that select group of minimonitors with

The Black Dahlia combines two German

which Icould happily spend the next 10 years
listening to music. At no time during my audi-

drive-units well-known to speaker builders,

tioning was Iaware of any "metallic" coloration

6.5" plastic-cone woofer from Dynaudio. In

the 1" titanium-dome tweeter from MB and the

which could be ascribed to the metal-cone

this, the Dahlia bears asuperficial similarity to

woofer. With the right sources and amplifica-

the well-respected Hales System ltvo Signature,

tion, the Studio 10's neutral, smooth treble,

which uses the same tweeter combined with

excellent soundstage depth, and good feeling

two Dynaudio woofers. (In the case of the

of low-frequency authority more than com-

more expensive loudspeaker, however, these
are the 7" unit with the integral inverted dust-

pensate for its slightly forward midband balance, and its lack of ultimate low-frequency
definition and extension.
But at aprice. At $3750/pair including the
mandatory stands, this is an expensive loudspeaker. It is even an expensive loudspeaker in

cap.) The Black Dahlia crossover has anominal frequency of 3kHz, and features 24dB/
octave slopes. Design attention has been paid
to compensating for the speaker's diffraction
loss in the upper bass, as well as integrating the

its native UK. And the competition from fullrange loudspeakers in this price region is

sound optimally through the midrange and

severe. If you have asmallish room, however,

treble.

and want superbly musical sound from a

adding adegree of equalization in the high
The prototype Black Dahlias were con-

stunning-looking minimonitor, then check out
the Studio 10. It might be all the speaker you'll

structed using rather wide-baffled cabinets finished in gloss black and commissioned by Dick

ever need.

from Woodstyle. These are made from Y
4"particle board, with asingle H-brace and founded

The Black Dahlia kit:
ca $350/pair
(not including stands)
Elsewhere in this issue, Dick Olsher describes

corners, and mount the drive-units in vertical
alignment in the center of the baffle above the
2" -diameter, 7" -deep port. Both drive-units
are rebated to give aflush finish. Though Dick

the evolution of his Black Dahlia loudspeaker

refers to the Black Dahlia as aminimonitor, the

design. Ithought it appropriate to formally

cabinet is actually quite large, with an estimated

review the prototypes in this issue, so that

internal volume of approximately 22 liters.

readers could get an idea of where the Dahlia

Two pairs of flying leads emerge from the

stood in respect to commercial designs. Regarding the ethics of this situation, let me reassure readers that Ihad no input into the

cabinet rear—Dick used TARA Labs Space &
Time cable throughout—and connect the

speaker's design, nor did Ilisten to any of the
prototype loudspeakers until Dick assured me

constructed on asheet of fiberboard, with the
high- and low-pass sections separate from one
another. Though as supplied, the Black Dah-

that the design was finished. In addition, as
Stereophile, November 1990

loudspeaker to the remote crossover. This was
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lias can only be single-wired, it would be asnip
to arrange the crossover to allow bi-wiring.

it is here—but the top octave was somewhat
reticent, the sound on naturally miked acoustic

cored coils and Sidereal capacitors used

instruments lacking alittle air. This came as a
relief, however, with typically overcooked rock

throughout. Where alarge-value capacitor was
required, Dick had used two or three lower-

wise excellent Riptide (Island 790471-2) for

Component quality was excellent, with air-

value caps in parallel. The components were
connected by point-to-point hard-wiring and
glued to the fiberboard base. Some, however,
had come unglued, though the solder joints
were still good. Ialso had to tighten up all the
drive-unit retaining screws, some of which had
worked more than loose, before starting the
auditioning.
The sound The grilles supplied by Woodstyle
were clumsy wood frames covered with black
cloth. It seemed likely that they would have a
deleterious effect on the sound, so Ileft them
off for the auditioning. The Black Dahlias were
sited on 16" Celestion Si stands—spiked,
single-pillar designs filled with lead shot that
placed the Dahlia's tweeter just below ear
level—and coupled to them with minimal
blobs of EZ-1k at the four corners of the top
plate. The exact listening height didn't seem too
critical, though moving on to the direct tweeter
axis added some presence-region emphasis.
Right from the start of the first LP to go on
the Linn, it was obvious that the Black Dahlia
offers abasically neutral, relatively uncolored
tonal balance. Female voice, in particular, had

recordings. Check out Robert Palmer's otherthe kind of balance that makes me think an
entire generation of recording engineers went
deaf at an early age.
With the speakers out in the room, low frequencies had reasonably good weight, though
ultimate "slam" was subdued with the Audio
Research amplifier. The lows also lacked definition in ultimate terms, there being a"gruff'
quality noticeable with the tube amplifier quite
different from the Monitor Audio also reviewed
this month. The Mark Levinsons mated considerably better with the Dahlias in this respect,
though the soundstage was then not as deep
as with the tube amplification. The lower-midrange congestion noted on piano recordings
was still noticeable despite the change in
amplification. Moving the speakers within 2'
of the rear wall added both weight and extension to the lows, though this was at the expense
both of the already rather disappointing lowermidrange clarity and the soundstage precision.
An area where the Black Dahlias did excel
was in the reproduction of image depth.
Brooks Smith's Steinway on Stereopbilds Poem
album was satisfyingly set well back behind the
flute, perhaps even further back than it ha

neither that spitchy emphasis of throat tones
nor any discontinuity between throat tones
and those lower down in pitch. It came as no
surprise that Dick's recording of his soprano
wife Lesley, track 13 on the Stereophileltst CD,
reproduced about as well as Ihave heard it. Palpable it was—in spades! Male voice was also
fundamentally neutral, though there was a
hooded quality added to the lower-pitched
tones of basses and baritones. This character
could also be heard on piano, where bass-staff
notes acquired alower-midrange "shadow," the
overall effect being to render the sound alittle too honky, in the extreme even too darksounding.
Piano also revealed adegree of liveliness in
the upper midrange which occasionally added
aslightly nasal coloration; most of the time,
however, this was only apparent as an added
sense of detail. The treble region seemed clean
—this has always been an excellent tweeter,
even before being modified and equalized as
176

The Black Dahlia
Crossover

been in reality. The depth of image test on the

in Dick's article; they are virtually identical.

Chesky Test CD reproduced with Bob Angus's

One thing puzzled me, which was that the two
speakers differed in the bass. Whereas one

voice so far back it was behind the rear wall of
my listening room! The piano on my Chopin

(fig.I9) showed the reflex minimum at 33Hz,

recording on the Stereopbile Test CD also
reproduced well behind the plane of the

the other (fig.20) only featured aslight change
in the slope of the amplitude curve. This is per-

loudspeakers—as it should. The good image
depth was due to aconsiderable degree of

haps due to awider-than-normal tolerance in
the woofer's Thiele-Small parameters. The two
speakers didn't sound appreciably different in

reverberant information being made audible,
considerably more than with the Infinity
Modulus, for example. It is possible that this
could be due to aslight emphasis in the presence region, but if so, it was still very pleasing.
Laterally, imaging was reasonably precise,
though some instability could be heard on the
Chesky lateral imaging test. On the Chesky
image height test, the "Up" track did synthesize
a soundsource that went higher than the
speaker position, but in avery unstable man-

the very low bass, however. The impedance
plot didn't reveal any cabinet problems, but
sweeping asinewave revealed two major resonant modes centered on 325Hz and 385Hz.
At both frequencies, the cabinet literally shook
at moderate levels; even aslight increase in level
gave rise to audible buzzing. These resonances
seemed to be of high Q, however, needing the
exciting tone to be pretty much the same frequency. Ionly occasionally heard obvious

ner, both sides pulling strongly to the center

problems with music, though the cabinet

as the image rose. This test always gives disappointing results with loudspeakers featuring

modes were very audible from close up with

high-order crossovers, I've found. Nevertheless, the Black Dahlia had aparticularly poor
performance on this test, which might be a
function of its lively cabinet.
The Dahlias also failed to disappear in quite
as effective amanner as either of the other two

the speaker reproducing pink noise.
Fig.21 shows the Black Dahlia's impulse
response assessed on the tweeter axis at adistance of 48". The very-high-frequency ringing is due to the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance,
though this is quite well suppressed compared,

loudspeakers Ireviewed this month. There was

for example, with the Monitor Audio Studio 10
(fig.II). The lazy, lower-frequency oscillation

also some soundstage asymmetry heard with
this test: though the image that is supposed to

is typical of adesign using high-order crossover filters.

be to the right of the right-hand speaker position was heard to be well outside the speaker

Note the two blips in the tail of the impulse
response, just before 7ms and 8ms. These are

position, the corresponding image on the left-

due to reflections of the pulse from the floor

hand side stubbornly refused to leave the
speaker. This would normally be due to early

and ceiling of my listening room, and are gated
out by the time window used to derive the

reflections from near the speaker positions; as

speaker's anechoic response This is shown to

the speakers had identical environments, Ican

the right of fig.22, which actually averages the

only assume this asymmetry reflects some
difference in cabinet behavior between the
pair.

speaker's output across a ±15° horizontal win-

Measurements: Although Dick Olsher states
atarget sensitivity of 82dB/W at 1m, Iactually

dow. The low treble, just below crossover, is
alittle rough, with slight prominences at IkHz
and 2kHz, with then two small suckouts. The
slight peaks would explain both why my measured sensitivity was alittle higher than specifi-

found the Black Dahlia to be alittle more sensitive than that with ay
r octave warble tone

cation and give aslight emphasis of detail.
Apart from this region, however, and aslightly

centered on lkHz, it giving 4dB more output

early rollout in the top octave, the high frequencies are pretty flat.

than an LS3 /5a (nominal sensitivity 82.5dB/
W/m). With the exception of the region

The left-hand side of fig.22 shows the re-

between 100Hz and 650Hz, the impedance

sponses of the woofer and port, measured in

(figs.19 & 20) stayed above 8ohms across the

the nearfield, plotted below 300Hz. The level
matching between the three separate curves

audio band, implying that the Black Dahlia will
be easy to drive. It is instructive to compare the

shown in fig.22 can only be approximate. Note,

system's impedance with that predicted in fig.7

however, that the woofer's rolloff is closer to
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that of asealed-box design than areflex, while

on-axis response changes with listener height.

the port output is centered on alow 30Hz. Bass

The top curve shows the response 15° above

extension in aroom is hard to predict from

the listening axis; the middle curve the re-

these curves, which is one reason why Ialso

sponse on the tweeter axis; and the lower curve

calculate aspatially averaged, in-room response

that on the woofer axis. All three curves are

for the pair of speakers, shown in fig.23. This

basically similar, due to Dick's use of ahigh-

reveals that my plotted level for the port out-

order crossover—you don't get the severe

put in fig.22 was rather optimistic; in-room,

beaming typical of first-order crossovers—

the bass starts to roll out below 75Hz or so, with

meaning that the speaker will produce its target

the port only reinforcing the woofer below

response over areasonably large vertical win-

40Hz, and then by not enough to give flat

dow, but the more severe crossover suckout on

extension to the port tuning frequency. Note

the lower axis reinforces the idea that lowish

also the slight rising trend from 100Hz to IkHz,

stands are optimum.

the lack of energy in-room at crossover, and

Finally, fig.25 shows the Black Dahlia's

the rather depressed top octave, the latter cor-

cumulative decay plot, the manner in which

relating with my feeling that the Black Dahlia's

the speaker's anechoic frequency response

sound lacked alittle air.
Fig.24 shows how the Black Dahlia's anechoic
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Fig.19 Back Dahlia, Sample 1, electrical impedance
(solid fine) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/div.
vertical scale)
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Fig.22 Black Dahlia, anechoic response averaged
across 30° lateral window with nearfield LF
response plotted below 240Hz
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Fig.23 Black Dahlia, 1/
3-octave, spatially averaged,
in-r000m response
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Fig.20 Black Dahlia, Sample 2, eectncal
impedance (solid line) and phase (dashed)
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Fig.21 Black Dahlia, impulse response at 48" on HF
axis (5ms time window)
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Fig.24 Black Dahlia, vertical response family at 48",
from front to back: on woofer axis; on HF
axis; 7.5° above cabinet top
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Fig.25 Black Dahlia, cumulative spectral-decay plot
changes as the exciting pulse decays. The
tweeter can be seen to be quite clean, but there

crossover inductors and the drive-units' mag-

is some mild resonant decay noticeable be-

and build your Black Dahlia crossovers as exter-

tween the notch at lkHz and the cursor position just under 5500Hz. The notch just above

with short lengths of high-quality cable?

net fields. Why not avoid both possible effects
nal components, connected to the drive-units

IkHz is also associated with abroad ridge; the

To sum up, Ithink Dick has done an excel-

complicated behavior shown in this region is

lent job in working with the drive-units and

perhaps indicative of both internal reflections

crossover to get what is fundamentally ahigh-

within the cabinet or from the baffle edges, and
to adelayed resonance. Iimagine it correlates
with the slight nasality noted on piano re-

amodest price. But—and it's abig but—that

cordings.

cabinet is definitely an underachiever in my

end sound from amodestly sized enclosure at
isn't enough, unfortunately. The Black Dahlia's
opinion, adding a"hooded" coloration and a

Conclusion: At its estimated kit price of just

degree of congestion to the lower midband

$350/pair, the Black Dahlia offers abasically
neutral tonal balance, with relatively low levels

that ultimately detracted from the speaker's
fundamentally musical presentation. In terms

of midrange coloration and a wide, deep
soundstage presentation. Good stands are man-

site of the Modulus's solid little enclosure.

of inertness, this cabinet is the spiritual oppo-

datory, the bass alignment needs agutsy solid-

However, given that this is akit, not acommer-

state amplifier to get the best balance between

cial product, the cabinet problems can perhaps

weight and control, while the tweeter's top

be ignored on the grounds that constructors

octave could do with being 2dB or so more

would and should spend alot of effort making

sensitive, at least in my room. Regarding the
fact that the prototypes might differ from the

sible.' If so, then the Black Dahlia merits asafe

ones you build in having their crossovers out-

recommendation in Class C of Stereophile's

side of the cabinet, Ithink that it would be
agood idea to follow Dick's lead in this matter.

"Recommended Components."

There has been much discussion in print about
the effects both of vibration on crossover performance and of the interaction between the

their Black Dahlia enclosures as inert as pos-

7I'm sure that Dick Olsher would welcome correspondence
from those who construct the Black Dahlia. Write to him c/o
The Editor, Stereoplyile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502,
marking the envelope "Black Dahlia Feectack "Ican't promise
that he'll respond, but all letters will be forwarded to him.

MELIOR DIGITAL CONTROL CENTER
Robert Harley
Specifications: D/A Converter with full-function digital control center and remote control. FreStereophile, November 1990
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Mellor Digital Control Center
quency response: 1Hz-20kHz ±05dB. Residual noise: <95dB. Dynamic range: >105dB. Digital
input and output: S/PDIF, 0.5V p-p, 75 ohms (coaxial), EIAJ jacks, 5m maximum transmission
distance (optical). D/A conversion: 19 bits linear, 2DACs/channel operating differentially. Digital
filtering: 8x-oversampling. Analog output level: 3V RMS max. SMPTE-IM distortion: <0.03%.
THD: <0.01% at 1V RMS. Analog output impedance: <300 ohms. Digital inputs and outputs:
4digital inputs (input 1coaxial or optical, inputs 2and 3optical, input 4coaxial), 1digital in/out
loop, 2digital tape outputs (1 output coaxial or optical, the second coaxial only). All coaxial digital
inputs/outputs on gold-plated RCA jacks, all optical inputs/outputs on TOSLINK (EIAJ) jacks.
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) in/out loop on 5-pin jacks. Accessories included:
wireless remote control, optical cable. Warranty: 5years parts and labor, transferable. Dimensions:
14 1
/r W by 3" H by 13" D. Price: $2250. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer: Museatex Audio Inc., 6605 Thimens, Ville St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada H4S 1W2. Tel: (514) 333-6661.
Fax: (514) 333-0382.
Although most audiophiles have heard of Meitner audio components, many are unfamiliar
with the Ed Meitner-designed Melior line of
equipment. Afew years ago, Ed Meitner joined
forces with abusiness partner to produce aline
of electronics that offered features, convenience,
and styling while maintaining high-end circuit
designs. The company, Museatex Audio Inc of
Canada,' has since introduced arange of products under the Mellor (rhymes with meteor)
name including aCD transport, Bitstream D/A
converter, planar loudspeaker, MOSFET power
amplifier, and line-level and phono preamplifiers. These components share a common
styling and are feature-laden by audiophile
standards. However, Ed Meitner continues to
design and build electronics under the Meitner name for those audiophiles who value all1As reported in last month's "As We See It,'• Ed Meitner has
discovered that cryogenically treating (freezing) audio components affects their sound, including CDs. Museum Inc. has
formed anew company called Museatex Cryogenics to pursue this line of research. Cryogenically treated versions of the
Sterropbilelleit CD are available for 810.95 inc Sttli. lb order
write to CD Freeze, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fc, NM 87502-5529.
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out sonic performance over styling and features, and who are unconcerned with price.
The Melior line is aimed at those audiophiles
who want something alittle better-looking
than ablack 16-gauge steel box, and whose idea
of minimum features starts with remote control.
For this group of music lovers who want both
convenience and sonics, the Melior Digital
Control Center was created. It is significantly
different in concept and function from the vast
majority of digital-to-analog converters. The
unit combines asonically ambitious D/A conversion stage with digital-domain-executed
preamplifier functions, all remote-controllable.
By performing preamplifier operations such
as source switching, tape loop, processing loop,
and volume/balance adjustment in the digital
domain, the Mellor Digital Control Center may
be aharbinger of the audio system of the future.

Features
The Melior Digital Control Center (hereafter
referred to as the MDCC) is abeautifully constructed unit, with high-gloss, black lacquer
Stereophile, November 1990

side panels and black plexiglass top. Slightly

balance settings for eacb input can be pro-

narrower than most components at 14

grammed, and are selectable by remote control.
The MDCC provides visual feedback to the

the

MDCC is elegant in styling and exudes quality.
The fit and finish are exceptional: the unit has
asturdy feel, with aluxury appearance. In a
nice touch, no screws are visible from the top,
front, or sides of the MDCC.
The MDCC has so many functions (especially for adigital processor), it's hard to know
where to start. First, four digital inputs are

user about the unit's status via alarge green
LCD display on the front panel. The display is
flexible, changing modes to accommodate the
user's information needs. These display modes
are called "General Status Display" "Expanded
Status Display," and "Programming Display."

provided, selectable by the front panel or via

In the General Display mode, the letters "M"
(Monitor), "R" (Record), "V" (Volume), and "B"

the wireless remote control. Atape loop allows

(Balance) appear, followed by their respec-

connection to two digital recorders, presuma-

tive statuses. For example, the display may read

bly DAT machines, in the digital domain

"M:DAT," "R:CD," "V:75," or "B:CNTR," respectively indicating that aDAT machine is

through the standard S/PDIF (Sony/Philips
Digital Interface Format) interface. The "Tape

being monitored (feeding the analog outputs),
the recording source is CD, the volume is 75

Out" jacks are labeled 3and 4, suggesting the
digital recorders' outputs should drive the

(on ascale of 0to 127), and the balance is in the

MDCC's #3 and #4 inputs llipe monitoring can
be selected either from the front panel or via

display mode includes whether the device con-

center. Additional information available in this

remote control.

nected to the processing loop is engaged,

To accommodate external digital signalprocessing devices, the MDCC incorporates an

polarity inversion, and if the disc has pre emphasis.

in/out loop, again in the digital domain via the
S/PDIF standard. Although such devices are
rare today, digital equalizers and other signal

The Expanded Status Display provides large
graphic indications of certain functions so they

processors will soon become commonplace.

shows volume level, while asecond bargraph
(not available simultaneously with volume)

Like the input-selection and tape-monitoring

are readable from across aroom. A bargraph

functions, inserting the device connected to

indicates balance setting. Additional selecta-

the loop into the signal path is afront-panel or

ble displays indicate the monitor input source,

remote-control operation. Note that analog

record input source, and one display showing

tape machines or analog signal processors can-

de-emphasis status, sampling frequency, and

not be connected to the MDCC. Although the
RCA jacks look like analog signal inputs and

gives feedback to the user when selecting vol-

outputs, they carry digital data.

ume and balance presets for the different in-

Another feature that increases the MDCC's
flexibility to changing times or environments
is aMusical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
port. Originally designed to allow musical
instruments to "talk" to each other or be controlled by computer, MIDI has been adapted
to provide external control of the MDCC in
multi-room installations. The MIDI port is an
in/out loop on two 5-pin DIN jacks mounted
on the rear panel.
Volume can be adjusted by afront-panel
touch pad, while both volume and balance are
adjustable by remote control. Like all the

absolute polarity. The Programming Display

puts. Abutton on the remote control labeled
"Stat" accesses adifferent display mode.
The front-panel controls are membranetype pressure pads and include only the MDCC's
basic functions. These include input selection
(incremented with each push), monitor select,
mute, processor loop in/out, and volume.
These functions are duplicated on the remote
control, which also includes the programming
and display controls. Finally, the MDCC has yet
another feature: the four digital inputs can be
assigned names according to the sources connected to them. These names will be displayed

MDCC's functions, these are performed in the

in the LCD window when an input is selected.

digital domain. In addition, the volume and

For example, Iconnected the Esoteric P-2
transport to input 1and the JVC DAT machine
to input 4. When Iselected one of them, or

balance settings can be adjusted independently
for each source and are recalled automatically
when that source is selected. Taking this idea
astep farther, four independent volume and
Stereophile, November 1990

recorded from the CD transport to the DAT
machine, the designations "P-2" and "DAT"
181

appeared in the LCD display. This is certainly

input I. The #4 digital record-out jack is coax-

easier than remembering which components
are connected to the various inputs.

coalrial. It is possible to monitor (listen) to one

The remote control includes the following
functions: volume, balance, mute, power on/
off, input select, absolute polarity inversion,

ial, while the #3 record-out is either optical or
source while recording another. Incidentally,
Ishould put in aword for the owner's manual.
It is excellent and does agood job of explaining

emphasis status indicator, display mode status,
signal processing loop in/out, and program-

how to use this quite complex piece of equipment.

ming volume/balance presets. No power on/
off switch is provided on the unit. The remote

statement. It bristles with user conveniences,
provides extensive status feedback, can accom-

control's power on/off switch turns on and off
the LCD display only, leaving all electronics

is configured to adapt to changing technology.

powered up for best sonic performance without having to wait for warmup.

part of the story. The Melior Digital Control

One very unusual feature of the MDCC that
I've never seen (and never expected to see) on

Center also boasts some impressive audio technology: an innovative D/A section, radically

To call the MDCC feature-laden is an under-

modate large and complex digital systems, and
Convenience and features, however, are only

adigital processor is the ability to manually

different passive components, an unusual

switch the de-emphasis circuit in or out. Typically, aflag in the CD's "PQ" subcode is set dur-

power supply, and attention to minor details
that could affect the unit's sonics. It is a

ing mastering to identify the data as having
been pre-emphasized (a high-frequency boost).
This flag then automatically triggers the inser-

forward-thinking design, both in function and
implementation.

tion of the player or decoder's de-emphasis circuit (a high-frequency cut network), making
the entire emphasis system transparent to the
user. By allowing the user to selectively over-

Technical description

ride the flag, discs with incorrect de-emphasis
flags can be played back correctly, provided
one knows that, indeed, the flag was incorrectly set. Conversely, providing this option

Inside, the MDCC is comprised of two large
printed circuit boards and apower transformer.
The board near the unit's front is the digital
control section and power supply. The rear
board performs input selection, digital-interface drivers/receivers, and houses the DAC and
analog output sections.

increases the chance that correctly coded discs
will be played back incorrectly. Without inter-

The Melior Digital Control Center incorporates the Floating Charge Current power

vention by the user, however, the MDCC will

supply found in all Ed Meitner-designed prod-

read the disc's flag and correctly switch in the

ucts. At first glance, it looks as if three power

de-emphasis circuit when appropriate.
While the digital center provides no phono

transformers are used inside the MDCC. A

section, its output can be connected to an input
of aconventional preamplifier, with the MDCC
controlling the digital portion of asystem and
the preamp controlling the analog functions.
For the growing number of listeners without
turntables, the MDCC can drive apower amplifier directly, without any intervening elec-

doser look reveals that two of the transformerlooking devices are actually large 25mH
chokes. A third choke, this one toroidal, is
mounted between the two larger inductors.
The two large chokes are on the ± rails respectively, while the toroidal inductor is in the
ground path. These chokes isolate the DC supplies from the AC powerline.

tronics. However, this arrangement precludes

Five regulation stages supply ±15V to the

using analog-based components such as cas-

analog section, ±6V to the DACs, and +5V to

sette decks and tuners.
For those die -harda who have made it

the logic circuits. Rather than use the ubiquitous 3-pin'ID-220-type voltage regulator, the

through this far, here are some additional func-

analog section's ±15V and the DAC's ±6V are

tional details of the Melior Digital Control

regulated by zener diodes. Ed Meitner feels that
zeners offer better performance and, con-

Center.
Input 4is coaxial only, inputs 2and 3are

troversially, are quieter than 3-pin regulators.

optical only, and input 1has both coaxial and
optical jacks. The MDCC must be programmed

A zener diode regulates voltage by going into
breakdown and conducting current in the

to accept either the coaxial or optical jack on

"reverse" direction at aspecified voltage. The
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digital section's +5V is regulated by a3-pin

information exists.

regulator. The zeners and the 3-pin regulator
are mounted to the chassis bottom for heatsink-

dual-DAC (per channel) scheme The negative-

ing. Additional power-supply components
include distributed filter and decoupling caps.
Located on the same board are the Yamaha
YM3623B S/PDIF decoder chip and NPC 8xoversampling digital filter, both popular in
high-end converters. A large 20-pin programmable gate array performs the digital-domain
attenuation as well as digital-domain deemphasis. Additional surface-mount chips con-

To avoid this problem, the MDCC features a
going portion of the waveform is handled by
one DAC while the other DAC converts the
positive-going portion of the waveform. One
DAC idles at full-scale positive, while the other
idles at full-scale negative The two DAC output
currents are summed, where they cancel each
other. An input signal to the DACs causes a
change in their output currents like conven-

trol switching and digital signal-routing func-

tional DAC circuits, but the signal is shifted
away from the MSB crossing (bipolar zero),

tions. Two ribbon cables connect the computer/power-supply board to the larger of the
two pcbs.

where the greatest nonlinearities and glitches
occur. In the case of apositive-going signal, the
negative DAC reduces its level and the output

This second board is home to the digital
input receivers and digital output drivers, DACs,

current asymmetry produces apositive-going
waveform.

analog section, and also holds the board-

The MSB transitions thus occur at two-thirds
full-scale rather than at the zero crossing. Con-

mounted RCA and optical input/output jacks.
An interesting aspect of this board is the tiny
surface-mount, leadless resistors and capacitors, so small that it is easy not to see them.
Rather than having alead on each end that is
soldered to the board through ahole, these
components mount directly on top of the pcb.
In addition to removing the lead from the signal

sequently, no MSB trimmer adjustment is
incorporated because the inherent DAC error
is inconsequential at high signal levels. Ed Meitner calls this D/A conversion technique a"Class
AData Scheme" In my review of the Stax DACXlt digital processor (Vol.13 No.8), Idescribe
zero-crossing problems in DACs and amethod
developed by UltraAnalog to shift the MSB

path, the resistors are very low-noise and noninductive. Although most of the capacitors are

crossing away from low-level signals. Inciden-

the surface-mount variety, larger-value elec.
trolytics also populate the board. A row of tiny

tally, the DACs used in the MDCC are Analog
Devices AD1860ICs, the same parts used in the

surface-mount ICs form the digital input

Theta DSPro Basic reviewed in Vol.13 No.8.

receivers and digital output drivers. Asecond
large programmable gate array performs input

The "K" designation refers to the premium

and output signal routing.
One half of the board, devoted to the DACs
and analog section, is shielded by ametal cover
to isolate the analog signals from radiated noise.
The DAC and analog section are unique in that
they work together and feature an innovative
scheme to shift the zero-crossing glitch away
from low-level signals.
Typical PCM DACs handle twos-complement code, which means that the positivegoing portions of asignal are represented by
numbers up to 32,768 (2 15 ,the 15 least significant bits or half scale), while the negative-going
portions are represented by numbers above
between 32,769 and 65,536 (2 16 ,or the addition of the MSB). Note that this applies to a16-

grade of the AD1860. Although these are 18-bit
DACs, Museatex specifies the MDCC as having
19-bit resolution because of the dual-DAC design.
In addition to the innovative dual-DAC system, the Melior Digital Control Center's D/A
section has other unusual topologies. First, the
current-to-voltage converter (I/V) uses discrete
transistors rather than the ubiquitous op-amp.
This circuit also performs the current summing
neceçAary with the dual-DAC scheme. In fact,
the entire analog section is discrete. Second,
the DAC's positive supply rail has large electrolytic decoupling caps, while the negative rail
has similar, but much smaller decoupling caps.
Apparently, the Analog Devices AD1860 DACs
are more susceptible to positive DC supply
noise than to negative DC supply noise, thus

bit system. Wry low-level signals are thus sub-

the larger caps on the positive rail. Finally, the

ject to the MSB transition (digital code 1111 1111
1111 1111 to 0000 0000 0000 0000), where the
converter is least precise and much musical

DAC outputs are connected to the I
/V section
by wires attached to pads on the pcb, rather
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than on pcb traces. This is one of Ed Meitner's
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fiers was the Expressive Technologies IC-1.

design hallmarks: He feels pcb traces more than
1" long unacceptably degrade the signal; he

Digital sources were provided by the extra-

prefers wire jumpers.

ordinary Esoteric P-2 CD transport and aJVC

The analog section is extraordinarily simple,
with just three transistors and no coupling
capacitors in the signal path between the DACs
and analog output jacks. The three-pole Bessel
analog filter is built around the final buffer and

DAT machine playing my own master tapes at
48kHz. Digital interconnects on hand included
WC, Naicamichi, Aural Symphonics (all coaxial),
and anew Audio-Technica premium optical

output driver stages and uses polypropylene

cable. The dedicated listening room has optimum dimensional ratios for room-mode dis-

caps. Two trim pots per channel adjust DC off-

tribution.

set and DAC scaling factor respectively. A relay

Before getting to the listening impressions,

shorts the analog outputs to ground during
mute condition, which occurs automatically

I'd like to comment on my experience with the

if no input signal is selected by the user. The

MDCC's features, interactive display, and

entire DAC/analog section is surrounded by a

general ergonomics. Despite the MDCC's complexity and extensive signal-switching func-

ground-plane grid structure in the pcb and
housed beneath ametal shield. Finally, all capa-

unneeded features didn't complicate the needed

citors are DC-biased with amuch higher volt-

ones, staying in the background until called.

age than the audio signal. The capacitor thus
sees only avarying unipolar signal rather than
abipolar signal. Ed Meitner contends this tech-

particularly helpful when routing asource sig-

tions, it was very easy to use and program. The

The ability to name each of the four inputs was

nique greatly reduces the deleterious sonic

nal to the DAT machine and selecting which
source to monitor. By programming selected

effects of capacitors.
By any measure, the Melior Digital Control

volume levels, Imatched the MDCC's output
level with those of the Proceed PDP and Merid-

Center is ambitious both in its vast array of
digital-domain-executed functions and in its

In addition, the display is well-thought-out,

sonically critical digital-to-analog section. The
dual-DAC system, discrete analog circuit, carefully considered power supply, and attention
to detail (like the wire jumpers to avoid signal-

ian 203 digital converters under comparison.
easy to interpret, and informative. There are
some other nice touches: When taking the unit
out of mute, the volume is restored gradually,

carrying pcb traces), all point to aproduct

with the volume level (a number between 0
and 127) replacing the mute indicator when full

designed to compete sonically with the best in
outboard D/A converters.

volume is reached.
The MDCC was ajoy to use for its extensive

Listening

features and simplicity of operation. Inever felt
frustrated or unable to get the unit to do what

After afull four days of warmup, Iauditioned

Iwanted, feeling in full control after just afew

the MDCC in my reference system consisting

minutes.

of the Hales System Two Signature loud-

Features and ease of use, however, do not a

speakers driven by VTL 225W Deluxe mono-

high-end product make. What really counts is

block power amplifiers, connected with 3' runs

the product's ability to convey amusical expe-

of bi-wired AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz speaker
cable Digital processors under review are connected to the passive Electronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator with Music Metre

rience. How does the MDCC stack up against
current digital-processor designs like the Theta
DSPro Basic ($2000), Proceed PDP ($1295),

interconnect, their levels matched by measur-

and Meridian 203 ($990)? Ibegan by comparing the MDCC with what Iconsider to be far

ing their respective output voltages when play-

and away the best value in digital processors:

ing the lkHz, -20dB tone on the Stereopbile

the similarly priced Theta DSPro Basic (See my

lbst Disc Since the MDCC has avariable output
level, it was easier to get precise level match-

review in Vol.13 No.8, in which Iconcluded

ing between processors under comparison.
The Music Metre interconnect was used

that the DSPro Basic was the second-best digital processor I'd auditioned, after the $12,000
tubed Stax DAC-Xlt.)

because Ihave two pairs of identical lengths,

It was soon obvious that the MDCC was very

eliminating apotential variable Interconnect

different sonically from the Theta. Although

between the passive control and power ampli-

the MDCC was musical and eminently enjoy-
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able, it lacked the Basic's transparency, detail,

MDCC's laid-back presentation and smooth

and soundstage depth. The MDCC had amore

treble made for amore relaxed and involving
experience. Through the MDCC, textures were

laid-back presentation that was less palpable
than the Basic's rendering. Instrumental textures through the MDCC were softer and
sweeter, giving the MDCC's presentation a

more natural, liquid, and round. In fact, these

more relaxed, soothing character. This was in
sharp contrast to the Basic's tendency to grab

are the MDCC's best sonic attributes: complete
lack of high-frequency harshness, absence of
glare and stridency, and aremarkable feeling
of relaxation and ease In this regard, the MDCC

the listener with an abundance of detail, vivid

competes with the best in digital playback.

images, and asense of energy. The MDCC also

Next to the PDP, the MDCC sounded smooth,

lacked the Basic's soundstage transparency,

liquid, and "undigital." The PDP had atrace of
treble hash and grain not heard through the

instead imposing an almost "greyish" veil over
the music. This added to the impression of

MDCC. However, the laid-back presentation
was at the expense of reduced detail and sense

reduced inner detail and ability to resolve
individual instruments. The MDCC lacked the

of openness. Low-level instruments just didn't

Basic's palpable bloom and involving immediacy

cut through, tending instead to become slightly

One could make the argument, however, that
the Basic is "analytical" and the MDCC "musical."

sion was in the two processors' reproduction

Some may prefer the MDCC's smooth treble
rendering, but Ifound this to result in aslight
loss of air and life to the music Similarly, there
was asomewhat closed-in character rather
than abig, spacious presentation. Listening to
the opening track on Three- Way Mirror (Reference Recordings RR-24CD) revealed the
MDCC's reduced sense of space and sound-

muted. An important exception to this impresof cymbals. The MDCC's hash-free treble
allowed cymbals' lower-frequency components to emerge, giving them anatural sound
that better conveyed the impression of brass
being struck.
Souncistage presentation was similar, but
slightly deeper through the MDCC. There was
a greater feeling of space and air around

stage depth. This recording's spatial cues were

instrumental outlines, making the MDCC's ren-

much better resolved through the Basic, creat-

dering more three-dimensional. Adding to this
impression was the laid-back treble, which put

ing agreater feeling of air and depth.
The MDCC also fell short (in comparison to
the Basic) in the area of detail and ability to
differentiate individual instruments during
complex passages. The MDCC's presentation
was slightly homogenized, with less clarity of
background instruments. For example, the
piano comping during the sax solo on "Marts,"
from Scott Kreitzer's Kiden Off (Coaon CR11264),
was less distinct and detailed through the
MDCC, diminishing the piano's musical contribution to the performance.
These impressions were repeated with a
wide range of music Ishould add that the
Theta DSPro Basic is an overachiever in the
areas mentioned: transparency, spatial detail,
and inner instrumental detail. Although the
MDCC had some remarkable qualities, which
I'll soon discuss, its overall performance was
clearly not in Class A territory with the Theta.
Rather than continue, Isubstituted the Proceed

cymbals more toward the back of the soundstage, rather than the PDP's tendency to push
them toward the front. The MDCC also had a
greater sense of silence between notes.
The MDCC's bass presentation was leaner
than the PDP's, but tighter and better detailed.
Low-frequency transients were taut and quick,
but lacking some of the visceral dynamic
impact heard through the PDP. Pitch definition
and ability to follow abass line were superior
through the MDCC, as was the sense of pace
and rhythm.
One aspect of the MDCC's presentation that
was remarkable and among the best I've heard
from digital was image specificity and pinpoint
imaging. The drum solo in "Misturada" from
Three- Way Mirror demonstrates the MDCC's
ability to throw tightly focused and solid
images laterally between the loudspeakers.

PDP (reviewed in Vol.13 No.7) for the Basic,

Each drum occupies adistinct spatial location
in the soundstage, separate from other drums

rematched levels, and continued the auditioning.
Again, the differences between the two pro-

in the kit. Instrumental outlines were precise
rather than diffuse. In addition, the center

cessors were immediate and obvious. This
time, however, Ipreferred the MDCC. First, the

image was strong and solid, contributing to the
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impression of astable, well-focused sound185

stage. Overall, Ipreferred listening to music

(fig.3), we can see a 60Hz power-supply -

through the MDCC. Its presentation was more

related component at nearly -90dB, the same

inviting, musical, and involving, especially its

amplitude as the test signal. Igot the same

silky-smooth treble rendering.

results with avariety of grounding methods,

Finally, Icompared the MDCC with the Merid-

indicating the 60Hz noise is probably not a

ian 203 Bitstrearn converter also reviewed this

measurement artifact. Left to right channel

month. The 203 and the MDCC had the most

separation was between -60 and -70dB across
most of the band, dropping to -55dB at 16kHz.

similar presentations of the pairs of processors
auditioned. The 203 is excellent, especially
considering its $990 price. Ifound the MDCC's

Right to left was identical. Generally, this is adequate channel separation, but not exceptional.

treble smoother and sweeter, lacking the bit of

The "Bonger Test" from the Chesky Test CD

treble hardness heard through the 203. Instruments had a rounder, more liquid texture

was reproduced quite well, with aclean decay
and minimum converter artifacts. The MDCC's

through the MDCC. However, Ifelt the 203 had
amore open, airy presentation, perhaps due

dual-DAC scheme. Often multiple DACs create

to the 203's slightly brighter character. Fine

linearity irregularities if they aren't matched to

instrumental detail was better portrayed through
the MDCC. Spatially, the MDCC had amore dis-

linearity was good, especially for amulti-bit,

ale PRICIZION Mien 11111.111A I /111.1410 we RUM
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tant perspective compared to the 203's up-
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front rendering. In the low-frequency depart-

1.8111

ment, the MDCC had aleaner perspective, with
less meat to the bass and midbass. The bass and
snare drums on James Newton Howard and
Friends (Sheffield CD-23) had more dynamic
impact and weight through the 203.
Incidentally, Ialso listened to the MDCC
through an Audio Research SP-11 Mk.11 with
the MDCC's digital attenuator at about half volume, with the gain being made up in the SP- II.
Often, digital attenuators degrade the signal,
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soundstage lost some depth. Overall, however,
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Measurements
The MDCC's frequency response was ruler-flat,
as was its frequency response with the deemphasis circuit switched in (figs.1 and 2). This
is not surprising in light of the fact that the deemphasis is performed in the digital domain.
Unlike some digital processors with passive de-
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A full-level lkHz sinewave produced output
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levels of 2.950V (left channel) and 2.974V

IN

(right) at lkHz with the MDCC's volume control set to maximum output. This is 3.4dB
higher than the standard 2V output level from
CD players and digital processors. Looking next
at the spectral analysis of the MDCC's output
when decoding a-90.31dB, lkHz sinewave
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Fig.3 Melior, dithered 1kHz one at -90.31dB with
noise and spuriae, right channel dashed
(
1
/
3-octave analysis)
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each other or individually trimmed. The
MDCC's linearity, calculated from the Fade to
Noise with Dither track on the CBS Test CD, is
even more surprising when one considers it
uses no MSB trimmers to fine-tune the DACs.
The right channel's deviation from perfect
linearity, which was slightly worse than the left
channel, is shown in fig.4. Although the departure from linearity begins at afairly high level,
it does swing back in the correct direction
rather than continuing in the direction of the

Fig.4 Melior, departure from linearity, right channel

error. The Fade to Noise measurement is made
by playing data representing adithered 500Hz
tone whose amplitude varies continuously

'
44)

from -60dB to -120dB over 30 seconds. Since
this signal was computer-generated, any unevenness in the decay is an artifact of the
decoder under test.
Output impedance was very low at under 1
ohm regardless of frequency (measured at

• 7.

•:.
'40 - «ale

• .111
.
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Fig.5 Melior, dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB
Imal

— -14

17Hz, 1kHz, and 20kHz). A -90.31dB, 1kHz
dithered sinewave is shown in fig.5, as captured
by the MLSSA system, and can be seen to
accompanied by areasonable amount of HF
noise. The 1kHz full-amplitude squarewave
(fig.8), captured without an antialiasing filter
and asampling rate of 250kHz, is typical of that
seen from other digital decoders that use the

- rem

•

Fig.6 Melior, 1kHz sguareware at OdB

NPC digital filter in that what would be positive ringing half-cycles are clipped by the fil-

articulate, and liquid, was somewhat lacking

ter. (The filter's arithmetic register overflows for

the MDCC's presentation created aless energetic involvement with the music.

signals that would otherwise go over the max-

in heft and dynamic impact. These aspects of

imum output level, meaning that there is more

Considering that Ipreferred the Theta DSPro

resolution available at the other end of the

Basic (Class A) to the MDCC, and that Ifelt the

dynamic range window.) Finally, the impulse

MDCC to be superior to the Pim.recl PDP (Class

response (not shown) reveals the MDCC is non-

B), the Melior Digital Control Center clearly

inverting in its power-up default mode, but
becomes inverting when aminus sign appears

falls toward the top in Class Bof Stereophile's
"Recommended Components." However,

in the LCD display at the user's command.

compared with the other Class Bprocessors,

Conclusion

the MDCC excels in treble smoothness and natural timbres, while falling short of them in the

Despite my specific criticisms of the Melior
Digital Control Center, it had asense of ease
and smoothness one rarely hears from digital

areas of soundstage transparency and presentation of detail.

playback. During the auditioning, listening was

Other considerations in the Melior Digital
Control Center's favor include the beautiful and

always relaxing and unfatiguing. The MDCC's

luxurious styling, exceptional fit and finish,

best attributes were an utterly hash-free treble,

five-year warranty, and its vast array of features.

presentation of natural instrumental timbres,

The MDCC has the ability to be the control

and textural liquidity. However, it failed to

center of an all-digital system far into the future
with its multiple inputs and extensive signal-

resolve spatial and inner-instrument detail as
well as the best digital processors currently

routing functions, all performed in the digital

available. In addition, the MDCC isn't the last

domain. In addition, the remote control is a

word in soundstage transparency and image

handy convenience Igrew attached to during

palpability. Bass reproduction, while tuneful,

the auditioning.
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If you value velvety instrumental textures
over soundstage depth, asmooth treble over

of detail on the recording, and want convenience and features, the Melior Digital Con-

the last measure of transparency, arelaxed and

trol Center may be for you.

unfatiguing presentation over hearing every bit

MERIDIAN 203
BITSTREAM D/A CONVERTER
Robert Harley
Specifications: Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.2dB. Distortion: <0.004%. Noise: <94dB.
Conversion: Bitstream, PDM, differential time-aligned mode, 256x-oversampling, 2bits, passive
filtering. Precision: 16 bits. Source sampling frequency: 32kHz-48kHz. Inputs: IEC958, 75 ohm
coaxial, EIAJ optical. Output: RCA jacks, 2V fixed. Output impedance: 12 ohms. Display: Power,
Lock, and EQ (de-emphasis) indicators. Finish: black textured enamel and glass. Dimensions:
6.3" W by 3.9" H by 12.6" D. Weight: 4lbs. Price: $990. Approximate number of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Boothroyd/Stuart Ltd., 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ, England.
North American Distributor: Meridian America Inc., 14120-K Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021.
Tel: (703) 818-3028. Fax: (703) 830-7625.
In 1984, just after the first CD player made its
way to America, Iremember hearing about a
small British company which modified Philips
CD-100 machines to make them sound better.
This idea created quite astir and was looked at
somewhat askance by the majority of apopulace who were convinced the CD medium and
players were perfect. "But how can you make
something that's already perfect better?" Ican
still hear them saying. This sentiment was echoed
by the mainstream audio press, akey factor in
the Compact Disc's successful launch.
Six years later, we can now look back and
either laugh or cringe in horror. The same
writers and magazines who promoted the CD
as "perfect sound forever" and embraced early
CD players now refer derisively to the inferiority of those first machines. In just afew short
years, we've witnessed aradical transformation
of digital playback technology, fueled by arethinking of conventional wisdom. The search
is far from over, however, as each new discovery leads to vast unexplored areas which defy

Meridian 203 Bitstream D/A converter
of MCDs sold is even more surprising when one
considers the total number of CD players sold in
those first few years.
As designer of the Meridian 203 reviewed here,
Bob Stuart is again at the leading edge of digital
playback design. The $990 Meridian 203 is one
of the first outboard decoders to use the Philips
SAA732I Bitstream chip, and it incorporates some
interesting and innovative thinking on digital
decoder design. Moreover, the 203 is ano-frills
design that tries to extract the most musical performance from areasonably priced product.

the sensibilities of digital audio theory.
That small British company, in case you don't

Technical description

remember, was Meridian. Engineer Bob Stuart
applied his talents to fix what the CD's designers

ward, both operationally and visually. No con-

considered insignificant. He proved that there
was room for improvement in this "perfect"
medium, and was at the forefront of working
with this new technology. His ideas were vindicated by the enormous success of both of Meridian's modified versions of the Philips CD-100, the
Meridian MCD and MCD Pro. The large number
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The Meridian 203 is very simple and straightfortrols are provided (digital input switching, polarity
inversion, etc), making the 203 a"fit and forget"
product. It is also distinguished by its long, narrow shape and beautiful styling, which match
other Meridian components.
The front panel, an elegant arrangement of
glass over ablack background, contains three staStereophile, November 1990

tus indicator LEDs. These include "Poweg" "EQ"
(de-emphasis circuit switched in), and "Lock,"
which indicates that the 203 is locked to the
incoming data stream. The power on/off switch
is mounted on the rear panel, suggesting that the
203 should be left on continuously. Digital converters never sound their best until fully warmed
up, aprocess which sometimes takes several days.
The rear panel also contains RCA analog output
jacks, an RCA coaxial digital input jack, and an
EIAJ optical digital input jack (also called a"11DSLINK" jack). An automatic digital input-selection
system defaults to the optical input when both
coaxial and optical inputs are activated. Chassis
material is extruded aluminum, with ametal back
panel and aglass-over-plastic front panel.

converters within the same chip. According to
Bob Stuart, the 203's dual-differential design
results in better linearity, a4.5dB reduction of
noise, and distortion reduction of 6dB. One
technical obstacle that had to be overcome was
developing acircuit that reformatted the data
to each device as left/left-inverted or right/
right-inverted, rather than left/right as it arrives
from the S/PDIF decoder, all without introducing additional jitter into the data stream.
The result is a balanced output for each
audio channel that, after asecond-order passive filter, drives aSignetics NE5534 op-amp
differentially. Because an op-amp amplifies the
difference between its two inputs, any unwanted
signals such as noise or digital converter

This straightforward design extends to the
interior. Removing the 203's cover, Iwas struck

artifacts common to both inputs (the antiphase converter outputs) don't appear at the

by the compact layout and relatively small num-

op-amp output. This phenomenon is called

ber of components. Unlike many digital processors that bristle with power-supply caps, voltage
regulators, and dozens of chips, the 203's entire
circuitry fits on asingle 6" by 8" printed circuit
board. This pcb, however, is unusual in that is a
four-layer design. The top layer is aground plane,

"common-mode rejection!' The op-amp's ability to reject signals common to both inputs is
measured by its "common-mode rejection
ratio" (CMRR).
The 203's analog section is somewhat unusual
in that it features adouble-shunt feedback-

the bottom layer is reserved for signals, and the

unbalancing circuit with asecond 5534 op-

middle two sections carry the positive and negative power-supply rails.

amp. In addition, it uses aDC servo, is essentially direct-coupled, and uses high-quality

The power supply takes up very little room,
consisting of abridge rectifier; afew diodes, and

Nichicon capacitors and metal-film resistors.
De-emphasis is performed by passive compo-

four electrolytic caps. Additional filtering and
capacitive decoupling are provided by electrolytic

jacks and digital input jacks are mounted on the

caps distributed near the components they sup-

nents next to the 7321. The analog output RCA

ply. l‘vo 3-pin voltage regulators are located
(physically) between the analog output stage and

pcb, eliminating point-to-point wiring. The
203's circuitry is nearly identical to the circuitry
found in the Meridian 208 CD player/preampli-

digital input processing section. Separate supply
stages are dedicated to the digital section, phase

fier. (IA's review of the 208 is scheduled to
appear next month.)

lock loop, and analog section.

The SAA7321 Bitstream chip is atiny surface-

The digital section is based on the Philips
SAA7274P S/PDIF decoder and two Philips

mount device that replaces quite abit of circuitry found in astandard (R-2R ladder) digital

SAA7321GP Bitstream converter chips. Although

converter.' First, the 7321 incorporates digital

the 7321 Bitstream chip incorporates two chan-

filtering, obviating the need for an additional
chip to perform this function. Second, because

nels and is designed to handle the entire conversion in aCD player or decoder, the 203 employs
one chip per channel for differential operation.
In this scheme, half the chip, normally used for

external current-to-voltage (11V) converter
(typically an op-amp) is required. Also due to

either the left or right audio channel, handles one

the Bitstream process, no external MSB trim-

polarity of one channel. The chip's other section
handles the opposite signal polarity This is repeated in the other audio channel with an addi-

of the nature of Bitstream D/A conversion, no

mer is needed. The SAA7321 incorporates two
audio amplifiers per channel—integrator and
filter—but Meridian uses only the integrator.

tional 7321 Bitstream chip. Philips suggests
(and some other manufacturers have imple-

All this results in adramatic reduction in parts

mented) differencing the two chips rather than

ISee my review of the Wadia X-32 in Nial.13 No.8 for adiscussion of litter in the recovered clock in outboard digital
decoders.

the Meridian method of differencing the two
Stereophile, November 1990
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count, pcb real estate, and cost.
The motivation to develop Bitstream, I

can compete sonically with the very best con-

believe, was primarily to save money in mass-

backward for the high end.

produced CD players. Although Bitstream dramatically improves linearity (0.2dB typical

It's acommon mistake, however, to focus on
aparticular technology rather than the imple-

ventional converters, Bitstream will be astep

error at -120dB), It provides asignificant reduc-

mentation of that technology. A digital con-

tion in parts cost and labor over conventional
multi-bit decoders. In addition to reducing the

verter's musicality is affected by ahost of factors, not just the DIA conversion method. The

number of parts, Bitstream obviates the need

way in which the incoming digital data stream

for someone to adjust the MSB trim pot at the

is handled, grounding, power supplies, analog

factory. Even tiny savings in parts or labor at
the manufacturing level translate to huge price

output, analog filtering, and pcb layout are just
afew of the factors that affect aprocessor's

differences at the retail level.

sonics. It is wise, therefore, to consider the

One disadvantage of the 7321, however, is
that designers are beholden to use the digital

entire design when evaluating anew technol-

filtering and other functions of the chip, along

with so-called "1-Bit" converters have left me
unimpressed. (See my reviews of the Har-

with its DIA converter. It's apackage deal: all
or nothing. If the 7321's digital filtering is felt

ogy like BIISI/t2M. Both my previous experiences

man/Kardon HK7500 CD player in Vol.13 No.4

to be less than optimum, there is no way to

and the DIA section of the Sansui AU-X911DG

replace it. This situation will soon change,
however, with the imminent introduction of
the Philips SAA7351 differential-mode Bit-

integrated amplifier in Vol.13 No.3.)

stream chip. It allows the designer to use external components that may be more suitable for
specific applications. Some of the next generation of Bitstream CD players and digital
decoders, including the Meridian 603 and 606

Getting back to the 203, one of its most interesting features is ajitter-reduction circuit that
processes the incoming data stream before
decoding. This proprietary circuitry is hidden
beneath ametal shield toward the rear of the
pcb. It reportedly reduces jitter by afactor of
100, which in turn improves the audio performance. Rather than use the ubiquitous Yamaha

converters, will incorporate this new chip.
However, the cost will be higher because of the

or Sony S/PDIF decoder chip, the 203's in-

outboard digital filter, and its low-level linearity

coming-data processing circuit uses the Philips

is said be inferior to the 7321's.

7274, which Ihaven't seen before in an out-

Iam hopeful that Bitstream technology,

board digital processor. Meridian feels that the

properly implemented, will improve digital

7274 decoder provides amore stable phaselock loop (PLL) than the common Yamaha and

playback's musicality and is not just away of
saving money. It has many theoretical advan-

Sony S/PDIF decoders. This PLL must lock to

tages over multi-bit converters, but its ultimate

the incoming data stream, introducing as lit-

ability to compete with state-of-the-art R-2R
ladder converters like the UltraAnalog DAC20400

tle jitter as possible in the recovered clock. The

(described in my review of the Stax DAC-Xlt

can, and each have their own isolated DC sup-

in August) remains to be seen. Ionce got hold
of an internal Philips memo that explicitly said

ply and ground planes in the pcb.

loop filter and oscillator are shielded under a

Bitstream technology was for low-end CD

Bob Stuart has done some interesting research on the effects of jitter, specifically as

players and portable or rack-system CD players,

related to the effects of PLL parameters. He has

while the conventional TDA1541 DAC and
SAA7220 digital filter will still be used in the

found both objective measurements and subjective correlations between sound quality—

company's more ambitious units.

particularly low-level detail—and jitter intro-

If Bitstream offers asonic improvement in
low-cost CD players, I'm all for it. However, my

duced by loop errors. The 203's attention to this
problem is extraordinary, especially in a

real interest lies in which technology will provide the ultimate digital playback. If Bitstream
doesn't advance the state of the art in digital

$990 machine. Ithink more and more designers will address these issues as the general

decoding, it would be amistake for high-end
manufacturers to embrace it out of marketing

2See my review of the Stax DAC-Xlt (Vol.13 No.8) for abrief
discussion of how R-2R ladder convertets work. For an excellent explanation of Bitstream decoding, see Peter Mitchell's
"Industry Update" in M31.13 No. I.

pressure or ease of implementation. Unless it
190

awareness of jitter increases. , Incidentally, this cir-
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cuit has the ability to lock to any sampling fre-

ital processors lately and have developed a

quency between 321cHz and 481cHz, rather than
being limited to the typical three discrete sampling frequencies (321cHz, 44.1IcH.z, 481c1-1z). This

pretty good feel for what level of performance
one gets at the various price levels. The 203 far
exceeded what I've come to expect from a$1k
converter.

makes the 203 ideal for use with CD players
with variable speed operation.

The 203's presentation was smooth and

Overall, the 203 is asimple, cost-effective,

fluid, with natural rendering of instrumental

no-frills machine that incorporates some interesting design innovation. Iam particularly

timbres. There was a certain liquidity and
roundness to instrumental textures that Ifound

intrigued by the incoming-data processing circuit that reduces jitter in the recovered clock.

particularly musical. Often, processors in this
price range tend to be abit sterile or cardboardy, failing to convey an instrument's tex-

In addition, the dual-differential Bitstream
approach appears to have asound theoretical
basis.

absence of glare and hardness through the mid-

Listening

range that provided asense of smoothness,
inviting the listener into the performance Voice

Iauditioned the Meridian 203 over athreeweek period in my reference system. Ilistened

and other instruments with mostly midrange
content were round and silky. The flugelhorn

to it on its own and compared it with the simi-

and sax on aCD Ihad engineered were palpable and liquid. The overall presentation tended

larly priced Proceed PDP ($1295) reviewed in
Vol.13 No.6, the exceptional Theta DSPro Basic
($2000) reviewed in Vol.13 No.8, and the Mellor
Digital Control Center ($2250) reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
The playback system included Hales System
Two Signature loudspeakers driven by VTL
225W monoblocks. All processors under audition were connected to the Electronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator by identical 3"
runs of Music Metre interconnect, and Expres-

ture. Not so with the 203. It had aremarkable

to be forward and immediate rather than
laid-back.
Ifound, however, that the treble had ameasure of hardness and aslight tendency toward
aggressiveness. Cymbals lost alittle of their
delicacy and shimmer. Instruments rich in
high-frequency harmonics, like the violin, took
on aslight edge. Compared to comparably
priced digital processors, this character was
quite minor and didn't significantly affect the

sive Technologies IC-1 connected the Stepped
Attenuator to the VTLs. Level matching was

musical experience Iwouldn't call the treble
bright. Rather, Iwould characterize the 203 as

performed by measuring the voltage at the

having alively, open, and airy quality through
the treble

power amplifier when playing the -20dB, IkHz
tone from the Stereopbile Test CD and finding
the difference in the number of attenuation
steps between processors. Iwas able to get
their outputs matched to within lmV. An Eso-

The soundstage was particularly impressive
for an affordable decoder—transparent and
uncongested, and accompanied by adistinct
sense of three-dimensional layering. Instru-

teric P-2 CD transport provided the data stream

ments behind one another were easy to distin-

to the respective decoders. During the audi-

guish from their neighbors. Each instrument

tioning, Iexperimented with a new digital
interconnect from Aural Symphonies and a

retained its individuality in the presentation
during complex passages, without blurring or

premium optical cable from Audio-Technica.
The 203 was also driven by a48kliz signal from

specificity were similarly good. 11-ythe remark-

aJVC DAT machine. The dedicated listening
room's dimensions were chosen for best dis-

homogeneity. In addition, image focus and
able sense of space and depth on Three- Way

tribution of room modes. Source material
included what have now become my standard

Mirror (Reference Recordings RR-24CD),
which Ifind quite revealing of acomponent's
ability resolve spatial nuance. The 203 pre-

discs for digital-processor evaluation, as well

sented tight, precise instrumental outlines, per-

as original master DAT tapes of my own recordings.
The first time Iheard the 203, IWas immediately impressed by its performance. I've audi-

haps contributing to the ability to hear individual
parts in aperformance. The soundstage was
very wide, giving the presentation an open, airy
feeling. The impression of space around instru-

tioned and reviewed awide assortment of dig-

ments was particularly apparent on Handel's
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Water Music (Hannonia Mundi HMU 907010).
In addition, instruments were well-placed

stage width, but slightly less depth. The 203
had abetter presentation of dynamics, espe-

laterally, with asolid center image. Overall, the
203's soundstage competes with processors
costing twice as much.

dally in the low end. There was more substance and weight in the lower registers through
the 203, but not at the expense of sounding fat.

Bass performance was excellent by any mea-

Next to the Proceed PDP, Ipreferred the
203's soundstage presentation, smoother tre-

sure. The 203 had agood sense of weight and
heft, without being bfbated or tubby. The

ble, and bass articulation. However, the PDP

extreme bottom end was tight and punchy,
while the midbass was full, round, and rich.
The kick-drum onJames Newton Howard and
Friends (Sheffield CD-23) was dynamic and
deep, with afeeling of effortlessness. Pitch defi-

was better at revealing detail in an instrument
and also in portraying the transient attack of
percussion instruments. The PDP's bass presentation tended to be warmer, while the 203's
was tighter and faster. What really tipped the

nition was superb, with the ability to follow
rapidly flowing bass-lines (Stanley Clarke on

scales in favor of the 203 was the smoother treble and more liquid midrange textures, mak-

Light as aFeather, Polydor 827 148-2). Through-

ing it sound less digital.

out the auditioning, the 203 infused music with
rhythmic urgency and drive which, coupled
with the lively treble, conveyed the life and
energy of the music.
My primary criticism of the 203 is atendency

Measurements
The 203's output level when decoding afullscale IkHz sinewave was 2.358V (left channel)
and 2.346V (right), slightly higher (1.4c1B) than

to obscure inner detail. Finely woven textures

the 2V standard and Meridian's specification.

just didn't come through, instead becoming
slightly blurred. Percussion instruments toward

Frequency response (fig.1) was flat, but with
some very small amplitude irregularities (pass-

the rear of the soundstage lacked the bite and

band ripple) above *Hz. However, these are

fine detail heard through Other processors.
Similarly, subtle instrumental textures seemed
lost in the instrument's body. Finger noises on

sufficiently low in amplitude to be inaudible.
De-emphasis error (fig.2) revealed a0.3dB
negative error at 4kHz, correcting at 8kHz,

guitar strings, for example, tended to be muted
and less clear, reducing the sense of realism

then another 0.3dB negative error at 16kHz.
44.0101161111 01.141311-20 1
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from the reproduced instrument.
Inext compared the 203 with the Theta

'

DSPro Basic, Mellor Digital Control Center, and

'
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the Proceed PDP. First, the 203 was no match
for the Theta. The 203 had many of the Basic's
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qualities, but not to the same degree. The
Basic's soundstage was deeper and more transparent, its presentation highly detailed by comparison. They did share, however, asense of
liquidity, bass definition, and openness. Nevertheless, the 203 was not embarrassed next to
the Class A Theta.
Ifound the 203 closer in overall performance
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to the Mellor Digital Control Center, but different sonically. The MDCC was "undigital" sounding by comparison, with smoother treble and softer textures. In addition, the MDCC

MI

Fig.1 Meridian 203, frequency response (right
channel dashed)
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was more detailed, with better resolution of
subtle instrumental nuance. The MDCC had a
sense of ease and relaxation rather than of
immediacy. Both had similar soundstage presentations, but with the 203 sounding more upfront and vivid. Consequently, the 203 tended
to have agreater sense of openness and sound-
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Fig.2 Meridian 203, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed)
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Looking at the spectral content of the 203's
output when decoding a-90.31dB, 'kHz sinewave produces the plot In fig.3. The levels of
both distortion harmonics and noise axe gener-

10 NICISION 10-2,1111111.4./ 1 111•1.11110,
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ally quite low, but with some power-supplyL
related noise apparent at 60Hz and 120Hz. In
aforeshadowing of the 203's excellent linearity
measurements, the -90.31dB signal can be seen
to reach exactly the -90dB horizontal division.
Indeed, the 203's extraordinary linearity is
shown by the Departure from Perfect Linearity
graph in fig.4. This is remarkable performance
and the best I've measured. However, it is not
surprising in light of the Bitstream conversion
method, which boasts good low-level linearity
as one of its primary advantages. The left channel only is shown in this graph, the right channel being identical. Playing the "Bonger Test"
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Fig.3 Meridian 203, dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB
with noise and spuriae, right channel dashed
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from the Chesky Test CD confirmed the good
low-level performance, with aminimum of
converter artifacts audible.
Channel separation was similarly impressive.
Imeasured better than 120dB across most of
the band, rising only slightly to 100dB at
10kHz. Again, this is excellent performance,
especially in arelatively inexpensive converter.
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Fig.4 Meridian 203, departure from linearity, left
channel
.j.&&1 tat•
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The output impedance was to specification at
12 ohms across the band.
The 203's reproduction of adithered, 1kHz

.
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.
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sinewave at -90.31dB is shown in fig.5, and is
overlaid with alittle HF noise. The 1kHz, OdB

.0 000.0

squarewave (fig.6) is typical of Philips linearphase filtering, showing the unclipped "ringing" on the waveform tops. The 203's impulse
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Fig.5 Meridian 203, dithered 1kHz tone at -91).31dB
.101.01

response (not shown) reveals that the 203 is
non-inverting.
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Overall, the 203 performed very well on the
bench, especially in linearity and channel separation. Iwould like to have seen less deemphasis error, however.

-0.•.
•
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Conclusion
The Meridian 203 sets anew standard of performance in under-ilk digital converters, offering alevel of musicality previously unavailable
at anywhere near the price Specifically, the 203
had many attributes of much more expensive
digital processors. These include awide and
deep soundstage that created aconvincing illusion of size, and instrumental textures that were

Fig.6 Meridian 203, 1kHz squarewave at OdB
for the money. My two criticisms are minor and
should be taken in the context of the 203's reasonable price These are atendency to obscure
fine detail and aslightly forward, hard treble
However, in relation to the 203's many
strengths and the performance offered by similarly priced digital converters, such faults are
acceptable

liquid and smooth, without glare. In addition,

Iam encouraged by the fact that this level of

the 203's senses of weight and effortlessness
in the lower registers were excellent by any

musicality was achieved with Bitstream conversion. Like it or not, designers are embrac-

measure This all adds up to alot of processor

ing Bitstream and we are likely to find these
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chips in many more digital products in the

Specializing In —

coming months and years. (See my CES report
on new digital products in Vol.13 No.9.) This
doesn't mean all Bitstream converters will
sound good; but with the right implementation, Bitstream has the potential of musical performance.
Another aspect of the 203 Ifound interesting
and impressive was the economy of design.
Careful attention was paid to aspects of the circuit that affect the processor's sonics (like the
incoming-data processing circuit), while money
wasn't wasted on frills or tweaky details whose
sonic contributions to the unit's overall performance are questionable or marginal.
The Meridian 203 is, in my opinion, the best
value available today in $1000 digital proces-

Mini-Monitors
Altis Audio
Acoustic Energy •Audioquest
Audible Illusions •ASC •MK
Sonata • Cardas • (West/on
Classe' Audio • Coda Technologies
Dynaudio Monitors • Kimber
REF Custom • Lexicon • Ensemble
Entec • Mission/Cyrus
%lagnum/Dynalab • Mod Squad
PM • Philips Audio/Video • Niles
Rega •Sims •Sonus Faber •Stax
Sonrise •Sound Anchor • TaraLabs • Target • Tera/ Video • Tice
Power Block • Velodyne • UBT
1ok 1%! oRit1110% ok

ponents," outdistancing similarly priced units
in Class C, while falling short of Class Aperformance in the areas noted. If you can live with-
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out multiple digital inputs and the last measure
of detail, the Meridian 203 will provide emi-
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nently musical digital playback without requir
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ing amajor investment.
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301-890-3232

sors. All things considered, the 203 ranks in
Class Bof Stereopbile's "Recommended Com-
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Cary Audio
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and build quality for only $995.00

Call today for the
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Audioquest. Kimber, Straight Wire.
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Me Alpensinfonie, Richard Strauss's
last and most monumental tone poem,
has only recently begun to enjoy the

subsequently, to rather trite themes that summon, all too readily, incongruous, Walt

popularity of many of his other works in the

ficult to get past the music" (pace my Music
Editor!) under such circumstances, it is not dif-

genre. The most obvious reason for its comparative neglect lies with its program, comprised of no less than 22 subtitled and linked
sections of potent imagery, each descriptive of

Disney-type images. If some find it is "too dif-

ficult to understand why.
Then there are Strauss's rather arrogant statements about the work; "I will call my Alpine

asmall part of afull day spent on the mountain.

Symphony the Antichrist," he wrote in adiary,

That Strauss could conjure such realistic

"because it embodies moral purification
through one's own strength, emancipation

orchestral effects to depict them can often,
rather ironically, take one right to the edge of
sugar tolerance. Certainly, the use of cowbells

through work, and the worship of glorious and

in "Alpine pastures" and wind and thunder

eternal nature." He had read Nietzsche's book
of Antichrist shortly after its publication in

machines in the "Storm" seem unnecessary
contrivances; but it is sad when those conduc-

1895, and his statement was an expression of
complete sympathy with its theories of "work-

tors who concentrate entirely on programmatic

ing with pleasure and from inner necessity,"

guidance rather than on Strauss's Mahlerian
pantheistic celebration of Nature here, render
down his inspired depiction of "The Sunrise,"

and its reevaluation of Christian ethics. "It is

"By the Waterfall," and "Apparition" to some
sickly sweet, cinematic-style realization. The

through liberation from Christianity."
These are not exactly endearing sentiments,

same conductors can also reduce the manful
striding of the assault party at "The Ascent,"

nor were those made at the final rehearsal of
the work before its Berlin premiere in October

and the "Dangerous Moments" it experiences

1915 by the Dresden Court Orchestra, to whom

198

absolutely clear to me," he remarked, "that the
German nation can achieve new energy only
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it was dedicated. "Now, at last, Ihave learnt to

backcloth with the greatest contrapuntal skill

orchestrate," he said. "I wanted to compose,

and inventiveness; examples of fugal treatment

for once, as acow gives milk." This last is aparticularly difficult statement to assimilate in view
of the fact that Strauss took four years to com-

extend to inversions and diminutions of the

plete the Symphony after work on it in 1911 had
been started merely to bide time while wait-

'Ascent" themes indicative of the return journey. If the themes themselves were originally
berated as childishly simple, how imaginatively
Strauss was able to use and develop them.

ing, with some impatience, for Hugo von Hof-

In comparing the 14 versions currently avail-

mannsthal to complete the libretto of Die Frau
obne Scbatten. Strauss wrote to his colleague,
"I am torturing myself with asymphony whilst

able in both the Schwann and/or UK catalogs,
and their dates, it immediately becomes obvi-

waiting for you—a job that, when all's said and
done, amuses me even less than chasing flies."
By this time Strauss's priorities had changed,
with Salome, Elektra, Der Rosenkavalier, and
the first version of Ariadne au,' Naxos firmly
under his belt; with the exception of the Oboe
Concerto, Horn Concerto 2, and Metamorpbosen, he was to write very little else for

ous that the work's successful reappraisal in the
last five years has had as much to do with a
more thorough comprehension of its spiritual
essence as it has with the growth of technical
prowess, both in terms of performance and
recording. For this work demands an orchestra
of about 150 players: "at least" 18 first and 16
second violins, 12 violas, 10 celli, and 8double basses, 4 each of woodwind and brass

orchestra that would be of any great worth.

instruments (plus 16 extra, offstage brass for the

If these are the negative trappings that
remain to haunt An Alpine Symphony, then we

hunting party heard prior to "Entry into the
Wood"), 2harps, organ, and amighty battery

only need look to the music itself to assess its

of percussion. Any performance that can bring
out the delicacy and imaginativeness of the

real value and craftsmanship. Inspired when
only 14 by arather eventful attempt on Heimgarten in the Bavarian Alps ("departed at two
in the morning ..., five hour ascent as aresult
of losing our way, and asteep, five hour backtrack downhill off the path. A twelve hour

varying combinations Strauss employs needs,
at least, as sensitive and explicit arecording to
do the work full justice.
Preceding even Kempe's deleted RPO and

march in all, and towards the end, soaked with

Dresden Staatslcapelle Orchestra performances,
Karl Bfihm's mono recording (from DEM

rain and storm"), the next day Strauss sat at the
piano to depict the excursion, "with colossal

ter orchestra, which has always been closely

18476) made in September 1957 with the lat-

tone-painting and clangour, ala Wagner." The

associated with the work, is now available in

die was cast and, in 1902, his thoughts returning to the idea, he devised afour-movement

a3-CD set (DG 423 488-2). In spite of severe

Symphony that would sum up his experiences.

sound limitations, the clarity of Bfitim's
spiritual perception shines through, transcend-

Although this didn't materialize, the seeds of

ing the written notes. His performance has

the work had been sown for the 1911 review
and the final 1914 onslaught, made as he sat

none of the histrionic, shallow, graphic depic-

soaking in the spectacular alpine view of the
Zugspitze to be had from the study window in

reading (DG 400 039-2). Ettehm's vision is noble
and beautifully poised, revealing adeep inner

his Garmish villa.

conviction of the work's greatness; Karajan

tion of ICarajan's rather disappointing 1981

This time, Strauss decided on asingle-move-

appears disdainful, and the BP° plays at its

ment form, but this was not to sprawl languidly
at the dictates of the program: aslow introduc-

worst: scrawny strings, with scrappy ensem-

tion and postlude frame asymphonic structure,

in two of the most beautiful sections of the
score—"Sunset" and the closing "Ausklang"

with first and last sections vigorous allegros,
and scherzo-like intermezzos interchanging
with idyllic andantes, which themselves frame
the central adagio climax, the "Vision" after
reaching the "Summit." All are unified by con-

ble and poor intonation; the brass and horns,

—split their notes and are also painfully out of
tune Karajan's performance is broken into episodes that barely hang together and are poorly
balanced. If it is adisadvantage that Bühm's

stant thematic metamorphosis, each idea being
associated with either physical features or emo-

jan's disjointed production appears to have

tive concepts; these are woven into the larger

more.
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recording only has 11 track access points, Kara-
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Disappointing too is Mravinsky's live record-

UNLIMITED

ing taken at Leningrad Hall in 1962 (Melodiya
MCD 222), but for very different reasons. This

Audioquest

exultant, if leisurely, account has many beautiful moments and has been rehearsed down

B&K •Modified B&K

Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet

to the last detail. But to know that the organ is
going to be so badly out of tune with the brass
and woodwind for the exquisite "Ausklang" at
the end of the journey makes embarking with

Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope

the Leningrad Philharmonic's party to confront
the mountain for asecond time, apleasure

Kinergetics

spoiled by apprehension. Surely second takes

Lexicon
Monster Cable

and some editing were called for here It would
also have given Mravinsky the chance to
remind the cowbell player that he is not actu-

Sony ES

ally on the end of the sleigh bells in Mahler 4!
Andrew Davis's LPO recording (CBS IM -

Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"

37292) must also be dismissed for its detachment from this work's potent spirituality Even

"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."

if one could be satisfied with apicture-postcard
view, the harsh treble and thin body of tone

A. Angers, Founder

colors afforded here is not at all attractive. By

SOUND UNLIMITED

contrast, Zubin Mehta's '75 recording with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic (London 417 717-2)

169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131

F
RIED1/.3a

is vibrant with an infectious vitality and joy.
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SOON!

I.M. Fried
October 21, 1990
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the A/3. In my opinion, the A/3a is areference standard
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Jeffrey E. Morris
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The FRIED Authority.
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Send for price
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This is sensuous, unselfconscious musicmaking; great play is made of the work's drama

the nobility of the brass "On the Glacier." Add

and voluptuous coloring, and yet it never

to this an outstanding account of Till Eulenspiegel and the sum total is adisc with much

becomes uncontrolled or embarrassing. The

to offer.

unearthly bass rumblings of the brass that herald the sunrise are truly Wagnerian, and preempt Haitink's vision (Philips 416 156-2) at this

Haitink's direction of the Concertgebouw
in this work is alittle less consistent. From a

point by some ten years. Its immediate, if

uneasy tempo fluctuations, it gradually settles

coarse, sound is well-suited to the youthful
impulsiveness of its interpretation, and cer-

grand, eloquently flowing themes and the mys-

brass-dominated opening through atime of
down to become areading compulsive in its

tainly provides food for thought when con-

tic aura of its sentiments after the summit has

trasted with Mehta's latest reflection, set down
with the BP0 for Sony (SK 45800, coupled

been reached. Similarly, Horst Stein and the
Bamberg Symphony Orchestra (Eurodisc RD

with Horn Concerto 1).

69012) warm to their task as the work pro-

If this 1990 reading lacks the urgency of the
earlier account, to describe it as slick and laid-

gresses, but the strings lack the weight and rich-

back would not be to denigrate it. Mehta has

ness to set this performance on fire, and their
"Storm" is rather more wind than water. Fur-

thought through this score carefully: he is still

thermore, anasty edit in the "Ausklang," and

obviously committed to it, and subsequently
his performance is unafraid to reach beyond

no coupling, leave this disc with little to commend it.

illustrative features to the work's exultant

The three versions that remain are all new to

pantheism. A statement of great weight and

the catalog. Previn and the VP0 (Telarc CD-

stature is made on the "Summit" which ex-

80211) left me strangely unmoved. It is evident
from their performance that to create agood,

poses aconfidence born of more than sheer
physical achievement, and, with the subsequent "Elegy" and "Ausldang," Mehta appears
to be summing up not only asingle work but
signaling Strauss's farewell to the sumptuous

neat realization of the score is just not enough.
There seems to be little emotion here, as if
Previn has deliberately wanted to avoid expressing the powerful program too closely.

extravagance that was being pared to the bone

What is left is soulless, with the bare bones of

by the horrors of World War I.
Georg Sold (London 414 676-2) and Neeme
Jârvi (Chandos ABRD/ABTD 1253/CHAN 8557,

the skeleton dancing grotesquely in glorious
Technicolor. Edo de Waart (Virgin VC 791102 2, coupled with Serenade for 13 wind instru-

coupled with four songs) have never been

ments, Op.7) also underplays his hand, but

afraid to wear their hearts on their sleeves
either, both performances bearing characteris-

more convincingly. The Minnesota orchestra
gives an unpretentious, rather sensible perfor-

tic and compelling hallmarks: spontaneity,

mance that succeeds in damping down what

momentum, atumbling forward that has little
to do with finesse or attention to detail but a

could be ridiculous but which, in so doing, also
quenches the flames of the work's ardor.

lot to do with overall coherence and asingle,

This leaves my personal favorite, Herbert

massive statement. Solti, with the Bavarian

Blomstedt with the San Francisco Symphony

Radio Symphony, produces the shortest version on disc at 44:07, yet it sounds exciting and
impulsive rather than hurried, its lurid colors

(London 421 815-2, coupled with Donjuan).
Here we have the best of all worlds: asympathy

instantly appealing. Járvi's reading with the

empathy for the light it casts on the wider
philosophies of Ilk By turning every stone on

SNO has bags of atmosphere too (enhanced by
a typically reverberant, luscious Chandos
sound), yet, ultimately, it all seems a little
shallow.
An endearing and unified reading is also pre-

for every element of the program, but agreater

the journey and looking beyond the obvious
panoramic views, Blomstedt reveals fresh detail
and new vistas; oppressive histrionics are not
for him—the recording is in total accord. If
you're happy to flick through aphotograph

sented by Ashkenazy and the Cleveland
Orchestra (London 425 112-2), and none

album, then you have 13 other versions to

would deny the depth of their emotions: the

choose from. If you want to be part of the

sparkling "Sunrise," the enthusiasm of the

expedition, breathe the fresh air, and live with

"Ascent," the airy freedom of the woodwind,

its exhilarations, go with Blomstedt.
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How are
great recordings
made?
HERE'S DORIAN'S
SEVEN-STAGE PROCESS

have been generating excitement
around the world. As the TV &

Part I: Ideals and Artistry

Entertainment Times of Hong Kong

At Dorian Recordings, we have always

reported, "Virtuoso musicality,

believed that great performances deserve

amazing in its variety, seems to be the

great sound. Beyond that, we believe that

one feature common to all records on

recordings offer the unique potential to

the Dorian label." Musicianship of this

give the listener afaithful presentation of

caliber is the product of alifetime of

the music that great artists hear within

experience; it is an artistry that

themselves: their inner concept of the

communicates through the subtlest

music, including their ideal of how it

nuances, shadings of tone color and

should sound. For us, this potential is

expressive gestures. Each Dorian artist

what makes recordings a

has aone-of-a-kind

special art form. And

sound, so of course,

capturing that elusive

we have aduty to

"ideal in sound" is one

produce recordings

of Dorian's most

of uncompromised

challenging goals.

fidelity.

1. The Artists. It can't

2. The Instruments.

sound special if the

Because even OUR

music isn't special!

newfangled record-

Dorian has built an

ing technology can't

artist roster of unique,

take the place of a

dynamic musicians

Strad! The alchemy

whose performances

that produced the

world's great musical

t 3. The Acoustics. The

instruments was a

setting and the sound

blending of genera-

are the same! Great

tions of tradition, long

acoustics allow

apprenticeship,

musicians to turn

natural genius, the

their thoughts and

craftsman's dedication to perfection and

feelings and dreams
The church of St. Eustache, Paris. leanlou at the
console of the Great van den Newel Organ.

endless, loving

into acomplete
expression in sound.

attention to fine details. These are the

So Dorian records in locations that

elements that produce art in wood,

offer unmatched acoustical properties.

ivory, gut and wire. There's an

Places like Switzerland's Tonhalle, the

undefinable sonic magic in the air

magnificent Church of St. Eustache in

when, like Dorian, you're recording a

Paris, and the Troy Savings Bank

Stradivarius violin or 'cello, aJoachim

Music Hall in Troy, New York. The

TieIke viola da gamba made the year

body and bloom, the clarity and

Bach was born, aharpsichord

presence — these are the

from the hand of an anony-

acoustical signatures that

mous Italian master of the 18th

Dorian seeks in each new

century, an organ by Kleuker

recording.

or van den Heuvel, or agreat

"May Isend to you my sincerest thanks for
producing the finest compact discs in the
history of recorded musk..."

Steinway model D. Now, all
you have to do is capture it in
the recording.

DORIAN

RECORDINGS ®

(unsolicited letter Irons Mr. Ross Danes,
New South Wales, Australia)
To be continued...

The promise of the compact disc fulfilled at last.
17 State Street, Suite 2E, Troy, New York 12180 Tel (518) 274-5475 Fax (518) 274-4276
Call or write for afree subscription to the Dorian Newsletter and the new Dorian Catalog.

EXPOSE YOURSELF

to the finest selection of audio components
available under one roof, such as:

THE STEAL OF THE CENTURY:
ROTEL RCD-855 CD PLAYER

+ Musical + Accurate + Refined + Transparent
+ Superior 5-Year Extended Warranty
The CD player that conquered Stereophile Magazine
and the audio press around the world!
FLASH!!-Now there's an even more amazing product
from Rotel-the RCD865BX bit stream CD player!
-- - - -

-A/so Featuring --•-•-•- - - - --•-
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Classical

Nikolaus Harnoncourt's new Don
Giovanni—"terrific!"

BERLIOZ: Romeo &Juliet
Nadine Denize, mezzo-soprano; Vinson Cole, tenor;
Robert Lloyd, baritone; Cologne Radio Chorus, Stuttgart South Radio Chorus, Berlin RIAS Chamber Choir,
Frankfurt Radio Symphony Orchestra, Eliahu lnbal
Denon 8175-73210-2 (2 CDs only). Detlev Kittler, en.;
Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, Richard Hauck, prods. DOD. Tr:
9442

Here's the next episode in Inbal's Berlioz saga,
following on from the Requiem, Fantastic, and
Harold reviewed in May. The same venue and
recording team are involved, so readers who
sampled any of that first group will know
roughly what to expect in sonic terms—except
that the Alter Oper is perhaps now made to
seem somewhat more spacious. The recording is generally very fine, if not especially analytical, with strikingly wide dynamics plus the
carefully chiseled orchestral playing noted in
those earlier issues. But these virtues are somewhat offset by variations in the level of idiomatic aptness as Inbal works his way through
Berlioz's diverse Shakespearean outpouring.
At the very opening, as the two families squabble, the "tumult" is held on rather too steady
arein, while the Capulets' Fete would also have
benefited from amore abandoned rhythmic
pulse. And at 9:02, Queen Mab's Scherzo takes
more than aminute longer than the norm.
Always difficult to bring off properly, the central Love Scene hardly achieves that special
blend of rapture and agitation of which it is
capable; but this could be partly amatter of
recorded balance, as the upper strings lack the
necessary biting presence at crucial points
here.
Yet this conveys too negative an impression,
as the various orchestral episodes do offer
Stereophile, November 1990

TERRELL: "What aconcept: We write real
songs and play real instruments. -

much beauty—if not always great excitement
—while Inbal is certainly well supported by his
vocal forces. Nadine Denize provides some
innocently beguiling strophic verses when
describing love's first raptures (although she is
rather distantly placed), and the great moral
finale is brought off with much splendor and
conviction. Here, Robert Lloyd as Friar Laurence impressed me enormously in apart which
can easily sound over-stressed. His passages
with adivided chorus in the final Oath of
Reconciliation will surely make new converts
to this extraordinary work—as well as provide
asplendid stereo demonstration piece.
If one includes DG's recent Levine/Berlin
issue, this Denon is the seventh Romeo &Juliet
to appear on CD, so there's plenty of competition. But despite the above reservations, I
enjoyed this laid-back alternative to the sharply
alert Davis and voluptuous Ozawa, and would
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certainly place it above the other four. Not
everyone will agree with this, but do give
Inbal atry.
—John Crabbe
BRARMS: Symphony 3, Variations on a Theme by
Haydn
DG 427 496-2 (Cl) only). DDD. TT: 48:11
BRAIRMS: Symphony 4
DG 427 497-2 (CD only). DDD. TT: 41:53
Herbert von Karajan, Berlin Philharmonic
&inter Hermanns, mug.; Michel Glotz, prod..

Although he had great success with much of
the standard 19th-century repertory, Karajan
never seemed an eminent Brahmsian. All of his
earlier recordings of 3, for example, suffered
from apreoccupation with gorgeous sound for
its own sake, blurring of detail, and an eroding
of the music's intentionally craggy contours.
Similarly, the conductor's previous efforts with
4have been blemished by ablended sonority
and limp rhythm that caused color to fade and
lines to grow slack.
It is thus quite surprising that such flaws have
been overcome in these posthumously released testaments to the conductor, recorded
in 1989. Both comprise his finest studio versions of each work. In 3, the firmly drawn
accents, sharply focused texture, and afreedom
from precious phrasing lend the music aprofile, forward thrust, and richness of color that
create tension in and add dimension to what
was formerly bland and two-dimensional.
Indeed, had Karajan not chosen (as he always
has) to omit the essential first-movement
repeat, this performance could hold its own
with the distinguished ones of Klemperer
(EMI), Wand (RCA), and Dohninyi (lbldec). In
4, Karajan now favors aslightly faster tempo
in the first movement and more sharply
delineated detail throughout the work. Thus,
what was once waywardly languid and relatively monochromatic now has afluid longing
and lean, richly colored sonority. My only
reservation about this 4is Karajan's failure to
sustain rhythmic firmness throughout the
finale; as aresult, the cumulative impact that
should result from its structure as apassacaglia
is slightly weakened. In all other respects, however, the reading is admirable, ranking with the
fine ones of Wand and lbscanini (both RCA, the
latter in mono), Boult (EMI), and FischerDieskau (Supraphon).
In both of these new releases the tonal luster
of the BP0 adds compelling expressiveness to
the playing, and DG's engineering—if abit
close and lacking in depth—suits Karajan's
revised conceptions perfectly. The Haydn Variations (recorded in 1983) appeared previously
on CD and lack the momentum, color, and
drama of Karajan's superb 1963 recording, now
available on amid-priced Galleria reissue. But
Stereophile, November 1990

the overriding issue here is the cogent perception of two major symphonies that Karajan
could not attain until reaching old age.
—Mortimer H. Frank
CORELLI: Sonatas for Violin & Continuo (0p.V
Nos.1 —6)
Chiara Banchini, violinjesper Christensen, harpsichord;
Luciano Contini, archlute; Kathy Gohl, baroque cello
Harmonia Mundi (France) 901307 (CD only). Pere
Casulleras, prod., eng. DDD. rn 67:38

When reviewing Chiara Banchini's performance for Open Window (Italian Violin
Music, OW 001, Vol.11 No.7), Iremarked that
Iwould like to hear more from the lady—and
as if on cue, here we are. This is, to my admittedly incomplete knowledge,' the second
period-instrument recording of the Op.V
sonatas, the first having been by Banchini's
teacher Sigiswald Kuijken (Accent ACC 48433).
Both performances can be confidently recommended. Both violinists play with skill and sensitivity, and are strongly seconded by the continuo players. Banchini is faster in the allegros
and slower in the graves, adagios, etc, following the lead of contemporary writers who were
struck by the great rhythmic and dynamic contrasts employed by Italian musicians. ICuliken
is, however, perhaps marginally more articulate in the fast movements, with Banchini's
excellent tone showing to best effect in the
slow passages. Both are consistently apleasure
to hear.
The sonic nod here goes to HM, where the
cello provides astronger bass foundation, and
violin tone is atrifle sweeter (even given the
different-sounding instruments). Of course, to
really hear Chiara Banchini, you should turn
to the above-mentioned Open Window issue.
This disc would appear to be the first of two,
which will contain all the OpV sonatas. In that
case, Iwould definitely go with this over Kuijken in the interest of completeness.
—Les Berkley
HAYDN: Symphonies 22, 24, 45
Nimbus NI 5179 (CD only). DDD. TT: 62:64
HAYDN: Symphonies 27, 97, 98
Nimbus NI 5199 (CD only). DDD. TT: 69:35
HAYDN: Symphonies 93, 95; March for the Royal
Philharmonic Society
Nimbus NI 5216 (CD only). DDD. TT: 49:49
HAYDN: Symphonies 94, 100; Sinfonla concertante
Nimbus NI 5159 (CD only). DDD. TT: 69:55
HAYDN: Symphonies 96, 102
Nimbus NI 5135 (CD only). DDD. IT: 54:15
All above: Adam Fisher, Austro-Hungarian Haydn
Orchestra

These CDs are part of aseries begun three years
ago with adisappointing release of Haydn's
1Have you noticed how hopelessly incomplete most of the
published catalogs are in the CD age ,
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"Clock" and "Drumroll" Symphonies. Since
then the ad boc orchestra assembled for the
project has become more cohesive, displaying
greater precision, better balance, snappier
tacks, and agreater attention to color and
nuance. As aresult, the overall approach has
gained needed tension and dramatic contrast.
Such gains notwithstanding, problems
remain: Minuets are often paced rather sluggishly, and Fischer favors mannerisms that
weaken structure and neutralize humor. Typical
in this regard are affected breath-pauses and
sudden expansions of tempo to underscore a
point. The last two measures of the finale of 94,
for instance, are ludicrously distended, spoiling
one of the movement's wittiest moments much
in the same fashion as ajoke is ruined when
explained. Similarly, awkward hiccups imposed on the third movement of 93 rupture its
martial thrust. The timpani roll that generates
the recapitulation in the first movement of 102
is far too tame, as is the instrument in the third
movement of 97. Experienced in the hall, such
shortcomings can be passed over, but they
become wearisome on repeated hearings.
To be sure, some fine things exist in these
releases: the colorful horns in the Sinfonia concertante; the piquant oboe and aptly flatulent
bassoon in 93; the Sturm und Drang fire in 45
and 95; the bracing festive pomp in the first
movement of 97; and the wit conveyed in the
finale of 100, one of Haydn's great tongue-incheek movements—a rollicking gigue that in
its stuttering opening has difficulty getting
underway, but once rolling along has equal difficulty bringing itself to ahalt. Also winning is
Fischer's occasional use of reduced strings to
underscore a prominent melody or motif.
Purists will surely be bothered, however, by the
rhythmic freedom in the finale of 98 and by the
cavalier treatment of ornaments in all of these
scores, none being played on the beat as
authenticists believe they should and as Dorati,
for example, has done in his traversal of the
Haydn symphonies.
Sonically, these releases are uniform
throughout: abit bright and perhaps abit too
reverberant for music of this scale, but generally well-focused with ample presence and
welcome impact. Fischer observes all exposition repeats, and in 22 and 24 repeats of
developments and recapitulations as well. For
those unfamiliar with these early works, his
performances make afine introduction. And
given the relative paucity of distinguished
recordings of the late symphonies, Fischer's
are, for the moment at least, competitive, certainly more spirited and lively than Karajan's
accounts, though without the insights of Sir
Colin Davis's. Unfortunately, Philips has reisStereophile, November 1990

sued but asmall portion of the latter's traversal of the 12 "London" symphonies, an omission that should be corrected as soon as
possible.
—Mortimer H. Frank
MOZART: Don Giovanni
Thomas Hampson, Don Giovanni; EdIta Gruberova,
Donna Anna; Laszlo Polgar, Leporello; Hans Peter
Blochwitz, Don Ottavio; Roberta Alexander, Donna
Elvira; Barbara Bonney, Zerlina; Anton Scharinger,
Masctto; Robert Holl, Commentiatore; Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Niederiandischen Opera Chorus,
Nikolaus Harnoncourt
ItIdec 244 184-2 ZB (3 CDs only). Helmut Mühle, prod.
ODD.
231:36

This is aterrific Don Giovanni. Harnoncourt
surprises at every turn. He keeps the playing
of the (superb) Concertgebouw crisp and
clean, with the strings particularly bright (and
the brass, when it appears, overwhelming), and
while it would be easy to characterize his
approach as generally quick and intense, he
occasionally comes through with asection
which is peculiarly slow—but still intense The
Don's champagne aria is so fast that Hampson
can barely get the words and notes out—it's
enough to drive you crazy momentarily. But
then you realize that this Don is anxious to get
started at his party. He'll have, he thinks, "a
dozen or so" more conquests by the close of
the evening and his libido makes his adrenalin
surge. Similarly, Donna Elvira tends to
approach her music with amania which is not
out of place. Then you'll bump into the Don's
"Deh vieni alla finestra" and be startled by how
slow and sexy it is—but again, it's justified.
There are no tempo surprises in Ottavio's arias;
this is acharacter without surprises, and Harnoncourt isn't willing to do anything odd just
for its own sake. (I've seen productions in
which Ottavio is portrayed as adecrepit voyeur,
but they don't work.) The minuet in the act I
finale is atrue minuet, and therefore, when Zerlina starts to holler, it's really effective The Don
is dragged to Hell fast .
— in an absolutely Hellish
rage. Harnoncourt opens our eyes as much as
Arnold Óstman did ayear or two ago in his
recording of Cost, but without the eccentricities and original-instrument sound.
His casting of abaritone Don is not accidental. Hampson is the real ticket—a great young
singer and interpreter. His Don has real swagger; he's astud who has no morals and doesn't
give diddly about what happens to him or anyone else He's in touch only with his hormones
and he knows what to do to make them happy.
When he has to be mellow to get his way he's
mellow, when crudeness or rudeness is called
for, he's got that too. He's defiant to the end,
with an interpolated high Aon his final "No!"
to the Comrnendatore This is great, heady per209
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forming, filled with exquisite arrogance. His
Leporello is Laszlo Polgar, abass new to me He
never gets in the music's way, doesn't mug, and
partners the Don with acombination of admiration, need, and disgust which is altogether
appropriate. He also sings handsomely. Hans
Peter Blochwitz is alemon—a bloodless, icy,
cheap Don Ottavio—the set's only real drawback. This tenor is being used too much by
both record companies and opera houses—he
has to be stopped. He breathes so often during
"Il mio tesoro" that Iwanted to hand him a
snorkeling device. Anton Scharinger is agood
Masetto without telling us anything new;
Robert Holl is less imposing as the Commendatore than I'd like.
Ah, the ladies: Roberta Alexander blows
almost all of the competition out of the water
(save Maria Ewing under Haitink on Angel,
who sounds like she's foaming at the mouth).
She's animated, just crazy enough, at times
meltingly beautiful (listen to 'Ah, taci, ingiusto
core"), and ultimately very sympathetic. And
she sings the notes like achamp, failing to rise
to the top only once or twice during this fiendishly tough part. (Te Kanawa is more vocally
lovely/secure, but lawdy, she's dull.) Edita
Gruberova doesn't have the weight for Anna,
but she makes such intelligent use of dynamic
shadings and syllabic emphases that we bear
her in away that we don't hear larger, more
imposing voices. And, of course, as anatural
coloratura, she makes "Non mi dir" sound easier than anyone since baby Sutherland did 30
years ago on Angel. Barbara Bonney's Zerlina
is gorgeously sung and portrayed—easy, perky,
and innocent and knowing enough.
The sound is right there—vivid, vibrant,
with plenty of room and the right resonance.
It goes hand in hand with Harnoncourt's tothe-point approach. The engineers have opted
to give us more than asecond or two between
scenes, and it's disconcerting—but look at the
level to which I've had to stoop in order to criticize. Chorus and orchestra are faultless.
This may not be the Nirvana of Don Giovannis—one may not exist—but if you love
this opera, go out and buy this recording. It
stands with the best, and defines "dramma
giocosa" the way few others have.
WbeW.

—Robert Levine

OFFENBACH: Les Contes d'Hoffmann
Placido Domingo, Hoffmann; Edna Gruberova, Olympia,
Antonia, Giulietta; Claudia Eder, Nicklausse, La Muse;
Andreas Schmidt, Lindorf; Gabriel Bacquier, Coppélius;
James Morris, Miracle; Justin° Diaz, Dapertutto; Gérard
Friedmann, Spalanzani; Robert Gambill, Andres; Paul
Crook, Cochenille, Pitichinaccio; Michel Sénéchal,
Frantz; Christa Ludwig, Voice of Antonia's mother;
others. Orchestre National de France, Choeurs de Radio
France, Seiji Ozawa
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DG 427 682-2 (2 CDs only). James MelillS011, prod. DDD.
2:19:39

rr:

Yes, folks, it's aHoffmann, but which one?
Oeser, Choudens, neither, or both? Well,
because discussions like this are even duller
than they are unnecessary, let me circumvent
and simplify: Ozawa picks and chooses. He's
absolute Choudens in the Venice act (although
it comes last, not second, which is fine), but
gives NickLiusse an Oeser aria, and includes the
"Trio des yeux" which Oeser rediscovered, in
addition to Coppélius's customary "J'ai des
yeux." In other words, whatever works—and
most of it does here, without stuffy scholarship.
Placido Domingo's Hoffmann is well-known
—he has recorded it before (on London, with
Bonynge), and avideo is available from Covent
Garden (on HBO Video). Ican't say that he's
grown in the role, but he still pleases. This is
an impulsive reading, as the others have
been—full-voiced, energetic, and alive. He
occasionally attempts real piano singing ("C'est
elle; elle sommeille" in the first act, for
instance), but he's under-recorded and sounds
like he's ready to pass out. Otherwise he belts
handsomely—few complaints. His pal Nicklausse (and the Muse) is sung by aperky Claudia
Eder, and she's excellent—subtle and robust
at once in the expanded version of the role.
The three loves are Edita Gruberova: fluent
and at home as Olympia, abit too vocally morbid as Antonia, and suggestive as Giulietta. She's
missing the different hues for each role, but her
phrasing and intelligence almost make up for
the lack. She's never quite right on the money,
either in glitter or in drama, but she's close
enough to quell most grievances. Andreas
Schmidt is afinely snide Lindorf, Bacquier still
afascinating Coppélius, and Morris aterrific
and wicked Miracle (why wasn't he given all
the villains' roles?). Diaz is amess as Dapertutto—raspy, overparted, and shallow. He takes
the optional high A-flat at the close of the Diamond aria and it sounds as if it's been torn out
of an 80-year-old throat. The rest of the cast
is excellent, with Chrism Ludwig and Michel
Sénéchal turning in nice cameos.
Ozawa lashes into each act with avengeance;
it's never heavy, but it's quick—this is Offenbach the operetta composer. He doesn't slight
the drama anywhere, however, and his Hoffmann convinces as the entertaining, sadomasochistic tragedy it is. The chorus which
introduces Olympia is manic and startling, for
instance, and the whole score sounds beautiful
to boot. The orchestra is first-rate, and the chorus shines in its own idiom. The recorded
sound is up to DG's best. In general, then, this
is a fine performance of this always tricky
opera, and it's recommended, although Icer211
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tainly wouldn't get rid of the Bonynge/Sutherland version. There's room for many—and this,
happily, is one of them.
—Robert Levine
PAINE: Symphony 1, Overture to As You Like It
Zubin Mehta, New York Philharmonic
New World Records NW 374-2 (CD only). John Newton,
Henk Kooistra, engs.; Elizabeth Ostrow, prod. DDD.
TF: 47:59
PAINE: Chamber Music
Sonata for Violin & Piano; Romanza & Humoreske for
Cello & Piano; Larghetto & Humoreske for Piano, Violin, & Cello
Joseph Silverstein, violinjules Eskin, cello; Vuginia Eskin,
piano
Northeastern NR- 219-CD (CD only). Scott Kent, eng.;
Stephen Ledbetter, prod. DDD. rr: 46:17

John Knowles Paine (1839-1906) was amajor
American musical talent. Indeed, no less an
authority than Gunther Schuller has claimed
that this C-Minor Symphony (composed in
1875 and thus contemporary with the Brahms
First) is "the best Beethoven Symphony that
Beethoven did not write himself." Doubtless,
in its angular motivic profile, the music does
suggest Beethoven; it even echoes the second
movements of his Symphonies 2and 9. But the
two orchestral works on the New World CD
strike me as being even more redolent of the
scampering busy-music that typifies the earlier
Mendelssohn, the major difference being that
Paine's writing is abit more wanting in direction and dramatic purpose. It is surely competent and superbly scored, but the kind of tension that sonata structure generates in the
works of the most imaginative composers is
simply absent here. Mehta and the NYPO do
quite well with these scores: animated, disciplined execution, taut lines, well-focused textures. And New World's recording tames the
notoriously opaque, overly resonant acoustics
of New York's Manhattan Center admirably, the
sound, if anything, being abit dry for some
tastes.

In some respects, the disc devoted to Paine's
chamber music is more attractive. The three
works it features date from 1875-77, and all
suggest the impact of his musical studies in
Germany (where, incidentally, he roomed with
Beethoven's famed biographer, Thayer). In
these pieces one notices not only the influences of Beethoven and Mendelssohn but
of Schumann as well, and many passages might
well be taken for early (and inferior) Brahms.
All three instrumentalists dig into the music
with welcome verve and conviction, the only
real shortcoming being Silverstein's tone,
which, since his departure as concertmaster
from the Boston Symphony Orchestra, has
become rather wiry and, at times, even abit
wobbly. Interestingly, too, there are moments
Stereophile, November 1990

in these chamber works of melodic inventiveness absent from the symphony, and, typical
of the good taste of the three performers, they
are projected without any undue emphasis that
might undermine structure. With Paine having
had adistinguished career both as acomposer
and Harvard pedagogue, it would be nice to be
able to report that he is the musical equivalent
of our Hawthorne, Melville, Wain, or james,
but this, I'm afraid, is not the case. Still, these
releases are most welcome for documenting
what remains a too-little-known period in
American musical history—Mortimer H. Frank
REGER: Four Tone Poems after A. Böcklin; Variations and Fugue on a Merry Theme ofJobann
Adam Hiller
Neeme Jarvi ,Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Chandos ABRD 1426 (LP), CHAN 8794 (CD). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DOD. TT: 6650
SCHMIDT: Symphony 2
Neeme Jârvi, Chicago Symphony
Chandos ABRD 1415 (LP), CHAN 8779 (CD). Mitchell G.
Heller, eng. DOD. TT: 46:55

There's acertain quality of mood in the work
of both of these composers which suggests
"written in the Black Forest by elves." Reger,
asuperb contrapuntalist, was considered avery
important composer at the turn of the century,
and although somewhat eclipsed today, his better works have enjoyed periodic revival on concert programs, and occasional recordings.
Schmidt has not fared nearly as well. In any
event, each of these composers fits neatly into
the underdog category favored by Chandos,
an area in which Neeme járvi excels as aconductor. For the Reger pieces, Járvi makes his
recording debut with what we now refer to as
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra.
The typical Chandos sound has always
struck me as souped-up, bigger-than-life hi fi, but in this case, it appears the Couzenses
have met their match with the splendid natural
acoustics of atruly magnificent concert hall.
The special character of the CGB strings, warm
and rich yet lean and clear, comes through
beautifully, as does the somewhat astringent
quality of the CGB woodwind and brass.
As for Reger's music, the 13Ocklin Suite of
1913 is amixed bag. The opening movement,
"Hermit Playing the Violin," asustained study
in semi-mystic lyricism, is probably the most
successful of the four. "Play of the Waves" cannot be heard today without the hindsight of
Debussy's La Mer, or even some of the derivative moments in Vaughan Williams's Sea Symphony. Das is: nicbt Wasser bier And poor
Reger, didn't he know that Rachmaninoff
would do THE Isle of the Dead? I'll grant you,
Rachy takes longer to tell his story than Reger,
but what astory he tells, and he draws an
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ambiguous conclusion. Reger was incapable
of ambiguity. As for the finale, "Bacchanale,"
give me abreak!
In all fairness, variation and counterpoint
were what Reger did best. Considering the
stupendous length, over 40 minutes for awork
in variation form, this would make him the
Bruckner of the genre. Although it strikes me
as having afew too many variations, Ienjoy this
piece in aweird kind of way. Its chromaticism
takes some strange turns; indeed, in this piece
Ibelieve Reger did as much with chromaticism
as anyone since Wagner could possibly have
done It was entirely too much, and at the same
time, not nearly enough. Does that strike you
as bullshit? Listen to the music But it ends with
asuper fugue, overinflated and overorchestrated like you wouldn't believe, yet utterly
stupendous. Jârvi/CGB play each of these
pieces as though it were their last day on earth.
Schmidt's Symphony 2presents another set
of problems. Has Schmidt's neglect been
unjustified? 'Was he overshadowed by the tides
of serialism, French Impressionism, and the
various nationalisms? Does his accessible
Romanticism speak to us today in avoice we
really need to hear? About ayear ago, Ireceived
the Opus set of all four of Schmidt's symphonies by the Bratislava Radio Orchestra under
Ludovit Rajter. Iintended to listen to all four in
the spirit of acquiring knowledge of unfamiliar
repertoire. Icouldn't get past Symphony 2.
Jârvi, who in this case makes his recording
debut with the CSO, has his way with works
of this type, and there's no substitute for atruly
great orchestra like the CSO as opposed to the
functionally adequate yet provincial and
undistinguished Bratislava orchestra on the
Opus set. Jârvi/CSO have given us arevelation.
Symphony 2is crafted by asure professional
hand possessed of an excellent application of
traditional form, afull palette of harmonic and
melodic colors, and it's brilliantly orchestrated.
The CSO more than fulfills its reputation
with some especially sensitive and delicately
nuanced playing in the second movement. In
amore obvious way, the brass display their
incredible dynamic range Just when you think
they've reached their maximum fortissimo,
there's still another increment or two left in
reserve.
However, for me, this is acase where the performance transcends the music This is, for all
its professionalism, your proverbial flatulent
rhetoric. In terms of challenging symphonic
argument, message, substantive content, we
could set aside the obvious importance of
Brahms, Bruckner, Mahler, R. Strauss, and
Sibelius, because poor Schmidt cannot even
cut it in the company of Franck, Chausson,
Stereophile, November 1990

d'Indy, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Nielsen, and
Rachmaninoff, not to mention Debussy, Ravel,
Stravinsky, Bart6k, Hindemith, Shostakovich,
and Prokofiev.
Chandos gives asingle production credit to
Mitchell D. Heller, engineer. Mr. Heller is known
to CSO followers as engineer for CSO concert
broadcast recordings carried by WFMT-FM
and stations elsewhere. Irecently heard a
Chicago-area off-the-air taping of Heller's
WFMT broadcast production. It sounds quite
different from the CD release, which is believed
to be the same performance. The CD version
has been given Chandos's most egregious postproduction, avirtual parody of pre-renovation
Orchestra Hall, a"big" sound that spreads a
glossy plastic patina over the big tuttis and reveals itself in all its vainglorious phoniness in
the decays of the last notes. We know what's
really possible Listen to Mr. Heller's unadulterated broadcasts, or to Shostakovich's Symphonies 1and 7recorded by Bernstein/CSO live
on DG, to hear without apology what today's
Orchestra Hall really sounds like.
As for the LP/CD comparison, I'm one of
those who believes the validity of this exercise
applies mostly to analog sources. Why would
vinylogue digiphobes want to place digitally
mastered LPs on their turntables? To savor the
colorations and spatial tricks that various front
ends can impart to the recording? In this case,
the Reger, which runs just short of 67 minutes,
proved problematic on vinyl, with afew too
many of those pre- and post-echo "crunchies"
(for me, the single most nauseating of vinyl's
defects). The Schmidt, at about 47 minutes, is
more reasonable for LP, and my copy was fine,
but the post-production spoils the recording
in any audiophile sense, invalidating the comparison. Starkist must have thrown Charley
'fina back in the water afew too many times;
it seems he's now VP of "Good 'Paste" at
Chandos.
—Richard Schneider
ROSSINI: II barbiere di Siviglia
Leo Nuca, Figaro; William Matteuzzi, Il Conte d'Abnaviva;
Cecilia Banoli, Rosina; Enrico Fissore, Bartolo; Paata
Burchuladze, Basilio; others; Orchestra e Coro del
'lea» Communale di Bologna, Giuseppe Patane
London 425 520-2 (3 CDs only). Christopher Raeburn,
prod.; John Pellowe, Simon Eadon, engs. DDD. TT
2:40:39

There's less here than meets the eye, and for the
most part, it's the late Giuseppe Patané's fault.
In an introductory note within the accompanying booklet, Patané explains that this will be a
"traditional" reading; je, one we might have
heard in most of the world's opera houses
before the critical edition was published afew
years ago. The recording also omits the Count's
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lengthy, difficult, second-act cabaletta and
Berta's aria. Idon't object to much of this—
this is Patanes shop and not mine—but Ido
object to the sheer provincialism of the approach.
Patané has always been asinger-friendly conductor, and remains so here. He never works
the cast too hard, but as aresult never manages
to get any real life from them. There's achance
that Nucci and Matteuzzi might have had a
tough time with aquick, lively "Un idea di quel
metallo," and so Patané supplies them with one
which ambles by. Iwould rather have heard
them stretch—and possibly succeed brilliantly.
The entire first-act finale, beginning when
Almaviva-as-soldier enters, is four-square and
plodding, but we do hear every note and every
word. My objection is this: It isn't that the performance is too slow, it's that individual
moments are too slow for their comic situations; characters, even in opera, don't react at
the tempi Patané has chosen. This Barber is
devoid of spontaneity.
I've painted ableak picture, but there is some
good news. Matteuzzi is charming and has a
bright voice; Nucci's sound remains alluring
(though he's not really fluent in coloratura, and
lacks charm throughout), and Barton is terrific
She probably is the heiress-apparent to Home,
with more than atouch of the great Conchita
Supervia in her warm voice and clean articulation. She's a singer to watch. Paata Burchuladze is aBoris-like Basilio (but what a
sound!), and Enrico Fissore is asuper Bartolo.
The orchestra and chorus play and sing splendidly, but again, without the liveliness which
this work requires. This was, Ibelieve, Patané's
last recording. Would that it had been more flattering. The sound, by the way, is London's
best—resonant, true, and rich.
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
BARBER: Knoxville: Summer of 1915, Adagio for
Strings
COPLAIND: Appalachian Spring Suite, Quiet City
GERSHWIN: Rbapsody ffi Blue
Jill Gomez, soprano; Wayne Marshall, piano; City of London Sinfonia, Richard Hickox
Virgin Classics VC 790766-2 (CD only). Mike Hatch, ens.;
Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. rn 75:o1

So who needs another collection of some of
the most frequently recorded American music
of this century? When it sounds like this, we
all do. Richard Hickox obviously has amarvelous understanding of this music, and the
City of London Sinfonia has an equally obvious affinity for it. Forget that each composition
Stereophile, November 1990

is as American as Mississippi mud.
The musicianship is immaculate. This is one
orchestra that can play with great precision
while taking things right to the edge emotionally. And on Rhapsody in Blue, pianist Wayne
Marshall is bluesy, sultry, and technically spectacular all at once. If not for the superb orchestral playing and the ability of Hickox to penetrate to the core of this music, Marshall would
have stolen the show. As it is, he exhibits excellence in the midst of excellence.
Of all those involved, my only reservations
concern soprano Jill Gomez, whose very heavy
vibrato, operatic sweep, and rather thick timbre
are not well suited to Barber's Knoxville. Her
talents seem more appropriate for music of
broader proportions. Dawn Upshaw's Nonesuch recording of the work with David Zinman
and the Orchestra of St. Luke's is superior in
vocal performance, though both readings are
magnificent in their orchestral interpretations
and executions.
Hickox exhibits asensitive awareness of the
very dramatic structures of Barber's Adagio
and Copland's Quiet City. The rise, climax, and
fall are nearly tangible in their power to move.
Appalachian Spring, on the other hand,
may be just abit too polite and restrained, lacking some of the rough-hewn rawness that gives
the work much of its power. It falls short—but
not by much—of the vitality exhibited in
Copland's own interpretation of the original,
complete version on Columbia.
The finest selection on this release is, without much doubt, Rhapsody, in its Grofé scoring for the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. This is
raucous Gershwin, stomping and kicking and
dancing and swinging. No British reserve here.
Never crossing the line of the grotesque and
never relenting in its soulful spontaneity, this
is 13:44 of brilliant music And most brilliant
of all is Wayne Marshall, whose control of texture and rhythmic drive is astonishing.
While this CD has exceptional depth and a
spacious sense of air around the instruments,
it is often shrill and thin on top. This characteristic becomes quite annoying in certain violin passages, but is only slightly distracting over
the rest of the recording.
It may be possible to find better performances of these works elsewhere (except, perhaps, for the Rhapsody), but they will be few
in number, and they are not all likely to appear
in one collection. This is an outstanding program of works with many, many high points
and very few lows.
—Robert Hesson
ITZHAK PERLMAN: A Tribute toJascba Heifetz
Itzhak Perlman, violin; Samuel Sanders, piano
Ponce: Estreilita; Moszkowski: Guitarre; Drigo. Valse
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bluette; Rachmaninoff: Its peaceful here; Ravel: Valse
nobles et sentimentales Nos.6 & 7; Chopin: Nocturne,
øp.55 Na2; Poulenc: PftSt0; Saint-Sens: The Swan;
Gershwin: 3Preludes; Albéniz: Sevilla; Schumann:
The Prophet Bird; Rameau: Rigaudon; Achron:
Hebrew melody; Paradles: Toccata; Elgar: La Capricieuse; Debussy: Golliwogg's Cakewalk; Foster: Old
Folks at Home
EMI CDC 749604 2(CD only). John Kurlander, eng.; John
Fraser, prod. DDD. 59:42

With the exceptions of the Rachmaninoff song
and the pieces by Rameau, Paradies, and Foster,
the contents of this highly diverting compilation of expertly devised violin and piano
arrangements have all, at one time or another,
been recorded by Heifetz himself. Thus, it is
tempting to want to compare the original with
the present performances of the person paying homage, one of the very few violinists for
whom Heifetz is said to have expressed his
unqualified admiration. One could comment
about degrees of refinement, the ability to toss
off trifles with almost insouciant charm, and
Heifetz's generally leaner and more elegant
tone, but it does not take very much time into
the disc to realize that Perlman is not trying in
his tribute to imitate at all. Thus we have a
highly enjoyable, admirably diversified collection that celebrates the memory of perhaps the
most amazing violinist of our century as well
as providing abeautifully rendered selection
of primarily popular favorites. The reproduction, featuring afairly closeup solo instrument,
is the only disappointment, for the midrange
emphasis of the violin emerges with an unwelcome stridency that tends to grate aggressively
at higher levels. Staging, furthermore, is muddy.
—Igor Kipnls
ARMINDA CANTEROS: Tangos
Music by Arortegui, Bardi, Villoldo, Raman°, l'adula,
Lacueva, Delfino, Paris, Fresedo, Donato, De Caro,
Rodriguez, Piazzolla
Arminda Canteros, piano
McGill 750035-1 (CD only). Wieslaw Woszczyk, eng.;
Alcides Lanza, prod. DDD. TT: 62:07
Available from McGill Records, 555 Sherbrooke Street
West, Montreal, Quebec H3A 1E3, Canada

Arminda Canteros, born in Argentina in 1912
and astudent of Walter Gieseking, among other
teachers, was an admired piano pedagogue in
her native country well before emigrating to
New York in 1970. She was also aspecialist in
the tango, playing the popular dance on her
own weekly radio program in Rosario and, in
general, attempting to elevate that form to the
same status as the mazurkas of Poland or the
classical rags of the United States. Heard here
is a totally irresistible selection of 14 "old
guard" works dating from the earlier part of
this century, commencing with Arortegui's "El
Apache Argentino" of 1913 but also continuStereophile, November 1990

ing with such popular fare as Villoldo's "El
Choclo" and Rodriguez's "La Cumpersita," and
concluding with four more recent examples by
Astor Piazzolla (b.1921).
The essential Argentinean facts, however,
cannot by themselves tell just why these performances are such arevelation. What makes
this disc such ajoy is the pianist's sensational
flair for the idiom, her tremendous energy,
rhythmic vitality, and her wonderfully elegant
sensuousness superimposed onto the fundamental dignity of the dance. Added to all
these pluses is the sound of afull-toned piano
with afairly weighty bottom and fine imaging,
making the whole an extraordinarily attractive
listening experience. A real sleeper!
—Igor Klpnis

Show Musk
FREDERICA VON STADE: Flicka: Another Side of
Frederica von Stade
Frederica von Stade, soprano, Jeremy Lubbock. conductor, arranger
CBS MK 44609 (CD only). John Arrias, rng.; Jeremy Lubbock, prod. ADD. TT: 39:19

It was like being "Pop Singer for aDay," writes
Frederica von Stade in the liner notes. Well, if
Plácido Domingo can do it, if Eileen Farrell can
do it at 70, then why not this gifted artist who
has already tested the crossover waters with
The Sound of Music (lèlarc CD -80162), Show
Boat (EMI CDS 749108 2), and Anything Goes
(EMI CDC 749848 2)? It might have worked,
too, if von Stade ("Flicica" to her friends) had
better arrangements and amore suitable selection of songs. She certainly has the voice, technique, and sensibility to sing popular songs
without making it seem as if she'd rather be
singing Mozart, but Jeremy Lubbock's arrangements—droopy, synthesizer-dominated, and
just plain boring—sabotage the project at every
turn. The arrangements are aided and abetted
by the recording quality, which is replete with
artificial reverb, and at times contrives to make
von Stade sound like asynthesizer.
Four of the ten songs are by Jeremy Lubbock
and Faith Clark; except for the rather pleasant
"Lullaby," they're singularly unimpressive. The
other songs are standards—several by Rodgers
& Hart—but they do not suit von Stade's vocal
persona very well, at least with these arrangements. To me, she always seems to have a
slightly melancholy tinge to her voice, which
adds asubtext to everything she sings. This is
not necessarily aproblem any more than a
"perky" quality is aproblem, but it has to be
balanced against the character of the song and
set off against asuitable arrangement. When
von Stade sings "Spring is Here," we have a
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song that's much more bitter than sweet, sung
by asad-voiced singer, with alethargic accompaniment; aminute or so of this and my finger
was itching for the CD remote's "Next" button.
If von Stade were to ask me for advice about
her crossover recording career, I'd suggest
looking at all the songs that Mary Martin made
famous (maybe even "My Heart Belongs to
Daddy"), getting arecord company interested
in The King and I(she'd make awonderful
Anna), staying away from torch songs, and,
most of all, finding a different conductor/
arranger to work with.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS ORCHESTRA:
It's tbe Talk of tbe ?bum and Other Sad Songs
Hannibal 1343 (LP only). Emile Eisen, mg. ;
Jacob !Chasse,
Johan Visser, prods. AAA.

The songs on this album are as American as
apple pic At least half of them are (or were) pop
standards, including "Boulevard of Broken
Dreams," "I Cover the Waterfront," "You Broke
the Only Heart that Ever Loved You," and the
title song. The rest are long-forgotten efforts
by such prominent composers and lyricists as
Sammy Fain ("Hummin' to Myself), Gus Kahn
and Walter Donaldson ("Clouds"), and Johnny
Mercer and Jimmy Mundy ("Travelin' Light").
Otherwise, however, the production is entirely Dutch from the four featured singers and
12 instrumentalists to the recording venue and
technical crew Adding to the international flavor is the occasional aura of apre-WW II German cabaret through musical gestures and
mood reminiscent of Kurt Weill and Paul
Dessau.
As the album's subtitle makes clear, the songs
chosen by producers ICIasse and Vissen are pervasively sad, with lyrics that heap one unfulfilled dream after another on apile of splintered
hearts and shattered hopes. If you're ready for
agood cry but somehow can't get the tears
flowing, afew minutes with this music might
well get you started.
The sound-world created by arrangers
Wouter Van Bemmel and Lucas Asselbergs for
these ballads from the '30s and '40s is ahighly
stylized translation of period instrumental and
vocal colors with frequent interjections of
gravel-voiced tenor sax and swing trumpet.
Metronomic guitar strums (acoustic, of course)
and almost equally unwavering snare-drum
brushwork contribute to a rather wooden
rhythmic underpinning that is solid four- tothe-bar. There are, however, afew interesting
twists in the musical landscape, most notably
the evocative string and muted trumpet writing
that opens "Boulevard of Broken Dreams" and
Stereophile, November 1990

the mournfully nocturnal intro to "Detour
Ahead."
But the lyrics' isolation and loneliness are at
this project's core. Among the more affecting
interpretations are those of vocalists Mareille
Tromp on "Detour Ahead," Marijn Wijnands
on "I Cover the Waterfront," and Carine Wintermans (who obviously admires the work of
Lady Day) on "Travelin' Light." The version of
Hoagy Charmichael's and Jane Brown Thompson's lovely "I Get Along Without You Very
Well," featuring Frank Van Tijn, takes abit of
getting used to. Usually performed as aplangent ballad that highlights the irony of the title
line, here both tempo and mood are decidedly
upbeat. The result is akind of double irony
that, for me, engages the intellect and leaves the
gut wanting.
Indeed, visceral wanting aptly describes my
reaction to the entire album. These presentations create an emotional gulf in which style
and the music's deadpan, time-frozen, museum
quality dulls rather than heightens the feelings expressed in the songs. When Ifinished
listening Iwas eager to pull out LPs by the likes
of Vaughan, Sinatra, Tormé, Bennett, and
Clooney, who explore the best of this material
in ways that are less theatrical, more spontaneous, and, ultimately, more meaningful.
—Gordon Emerson
JIM BROCK: eopic Affair
Reference Recordings RR-31 (LP), RR-31CD (CD). Keith
0. Johnson, Mark Williams, engs.; Don Dixon, J. 'Earnblyn Henderson3r., Marcia Martin, prods. AAA /DDD.
TT: 47:56

Close on the heels of the latest group of Chesky
CDs comes this recording from another leader
in high-quality sound—Reference Recordings.
Like the Cheskys, it is inspired and influenced
by the infectious rhythms and melodies of
Brazil's popular music. Unlike the Cheskys,
though, eopic Affair is a"big-bang" production. This is arecording to dazzle you and show
off your system. When the music ends, you'll
know you've heard arecording with exceptional sonics. But will you remember the
music?
A minute into the first track the ensemble
explodes from the quiet melancholy which
begins the tune. In one beat the song is transformed into abouncy, medium-tempo jazz jam
featuring the soprano sax of Tim Gordon, Jon
Thomton's trumpet, itd Howes piano, and Jim
Brock's percussion. It's anice tune, letting the
players display their chops, but goes nowhere
Watch out, though, if you're tempted to turn
up the volume to better hear the quiet intro—
you may find your drivers in your lap after the
ensemble comes in.
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"Ladies of the Calabash" is catchy but uninvolving, sort of like Sergio Mendes sans vocals.
The title tune bounces along, complete with
synth strings (they sound like it). Guitarist John
Sharp and the pianist get aworkout trying to
light afire under the rhythm section, but to no
avail. The song is fiat, languid, and never takes
off. More synth strings wash around the piano
noodlings in "Anya," apretty ballad. A cozy
atmosphere is created on this tune through the
tasty arrangement. Jim Thornton contributes
an especially mellow fluegelhom solo, making
"Anya" great for late-night listening. Track 5
reminds me of Mack 1—a jazzy tune with ahot
sax solo and some tasty trumpet fills. However,
"Quo Qui's Groove" doesn't.
"Side Walk" (where do they get these titles?)
is another jam, trumpet and sax echoing each
other. The unison horns are effective, and they
get adequate space to stretch out, trading fours
and eights. This is some of the album's most
inspired playing. "Palm Palm Girls" has aPat
Metheny sound, with close attention paid to
Glenn Kawamoto's electric bass. Iliked this
tune for its sound, mood, and rich pallette of
tonal colors. No synth, no horns—just guitar,
bass, piano, drums, and percussion laying
down agentle groove.
"0 Vazio" starts off innocently enough with
some subtle percussion, but 30 seconds into
the song abass drum is struck which will instantly alert you to any deficiences in your
speakers' low-end response (my Acoustats
bottomed-out). The note is soft and low, with
an impact which will rattle windows, dislodge
loose fillings, and set you searching the literature for subwoofer reviews. After this sonic
high has faded, the piece develops into a
moody tone poem with just the right lazy feel,
conjuring images of humid, sultry nights in the
tropics. The unobtrusive arrangement let the
spirit of the music through, but toward the end
of the song, that beast of adrum-stroke rudely
jolted me out of my reverie. It had been apleasant trip, though.
Ifeel lukewarm about 7kopic Affair. There
are moments of magic, as well as times when
Ilooked around for other things to do. If you
like Latin-styled jazz with the rougher edges
polished off, you'll go for it. Iwas hoping for
more raw energy, however, and will file this
release somewhat to the right of my Cheskys.
Like the Cheslcys, 7hopic Affair is astate-of-theart recording in either format. The LP bettered
the CD, conveying more low-bass information,
presenting abroader, deeper, more focused
soundstage, and revealing more subtle nuances
of the performances. For example, on LP, the
piano chord at the end of "Pass-A-Grill" had
more body and air, its decay seeming to fade,
Stereophile, November 1990

almost imperceptibly, into infinity. That decay
was not captured as effectively on CD, nor was
the weight of that final chord. On "0 Vazio,"
the sound of the studio, its spaciousness and
the eerie sense of your presence in it, is portrayed in breathtaking realism on LP. Imissed
that on CD (and my player excels at retrieving
ambient information). The synthesized strings
had more believable timbres on LP than on CD,
their sound emanating from waaay back in the
soundstage and accompanied with the appropriate "rosiny" texture.
But this is amusic review Reference Recordings has nothing to be ashamed of with this
release; Irecommend it to those whose interest
Ihave piqued.
—Guy Lemcoe
THE DIRTY DOM BRASS BAND: The New Orleans
Albano
Columbia C 45414 (LP), CK 45414 (CD). David Farrell,
Jerry Embree, Mark %%Essen, Tma Hansonjudy Kirschner, engs.; Scott Billington, prod.; Joe McEwen, MCC.
prod. AAA/AAD. Ti': 44:20
BOB STEWART/FIRST LINE BAND: gobs' borne
JMT 834 427-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Joe Feria, eng.; Stefan E
Winter, prod. ADA/ADD. Ti': 49:45

TUBA ...
Aha! Don't try to hide it. Icaught you
smiling—the corners of your mind, if not your
mouth, turning up. Don't be ashamed; the
sousaphone's concert-hall cousin has that
effect on people: they hear that oom-pah and
they smile There may still be afew people who
are stirred into aserious patriotic frenzy by the
sound of marching music anchored by John
Philip's namesake, but for most of us too many
cartoons and comedies have consigned the
tuba to the same category as the kazoo and the
ocarina. Yes, until recently this huge hunk
of brass was the Rodney ("I-can't-get-norespect") Dangerfield of the horn section. But
times have changed here in River City—I'm
here to tell you, brethren, that the tuba is aserious instrument—as serious as death.
For generations, New Orleans funerals have
included aprocession to the cemetery with
music provided by amarching brass band. On
the way there the band plays dirges with the
tuba creating abasso profundo counterpoint
to the mourners' weeping and wailing. On the
return, however, the tuba, bass drum, and snare
pick up the tempo with afunky syncopation,
giving the music a joyful character that
celebrates the renewal of life after atragic event.
It is this celebratory aspect that pervades the
Dirty Dozen Brass Band's latest offering, The
New Orleans Album. If ever acity was rooted
in celebration, New Orleans is it.
This is not to say that earlier albums were
dirge-fests. Though the immediate predecessor, Voodoo, touched on some of the darker
aspects of the Crescent City, it, like all their
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work, is shot through with the party atmosphere that draws millions to New Orleans.
In this latest release the emphasis is on spotlighting some of the local legends—men who
helped shape the music of the region. Dave
Bartholemew, trumpeter, bandleader, arranger,
and composer, famous for his work with Fats
Domino (among others), makes arare vocal
appearance on his own composition, "The
Monkey," asort of pre-rap rap tune. Pianist
Eddie Bo (currently enjoying something of a
comeback with sessions on anumber of recent
New Orleans releases) performs a lesserknown Fats tune, "When I'm Walkin' (Let Me
Walk)." Bartholemew is represented as acomposer once again when Elvis Costello performs
his "That's How You Got Killed Before" (The
Dirty Dozen Brass Band appeared on anumber of tunes on Costello's Spike.)
Lest those unfamiliar with the band misunderstand, they are much more than eight
youngish men reviving amusical tradition that
had all but died. Their repertoire is riddled with
music that is anything but traditional brassband music. From soul (Bobby Womack) to
funk (Stevie Wonder) to bebop (Cannonball
Adderley, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk),
they cover material that expands the possibilities of the brass-band configuration while
remaining spiritually loyal to the playful feeling
that makes it great fun. Their own compositions reveal the influences of all of the above
and more. ("Hannibal," on this release, has
echoes of Omette Coleman's "Lonely Woman.")
Neither are they recorded in the smallsounding, live-recording, low-budget manner
endemic to many so-called roots bands. This
recording fills the stereo spectrum; all the
instruments sound good, are separately distinguishable, yet still sound like they're making
music together. Ihave to say I'm not altogether
sure that the typically tighter low end on the
CD does justice to the tuba. It seems to need
alittle bit of aflabby bottom to retain its full
character (also true of the Bob Stewart album).
However, this picked nit may not be worth the
sacrifice of clarity in the drums and percussion.
In their total disregard for musical limitations
and boundaries, the DDBB joins anumber of
other musicians who take their pleasure where
they find it: trombonist Ray Anderson, saxophonists Bennie Wallace, Arthur Blythe, and
John Zorn, guitarists John Scofield and Bill
Frisell and, of course, on tuba Bob Stewart.
What these musicians all have in common is
their approach to music as just that—music.
The question of whether it's jazz, rock, avantgarde, or "new" music seemingly never enters
their minds. In this they differ from both the
generation before them and the new crop of
Stereophile, November 1990

teen traditionalists who, while undeniably
talented, seem to be reinventing the wheel and
smell suspiciously like arecord-industry marketing hook.
Theirs is ageneration that grew up exposed
to, and able to play, virtually every form of
western (and some eastern) music More interesting is that each has formed arecognizable
personal style out of such disparate influences.
It was in following Bill Frisell's career that I
first came across Bob Stewart. Both he and First
Line band member Jerome Harris appeared on
Frisell's Rambler album. What struck me at the
time was how distinctly American the music
sounded. In retrospect, much of this impression came from the'sound of Stewart's tuba.
The music on Bob Stewart's goin' home takes
up where the Dirty Dozen's leaves off. The
traditional aspect of the music is taken as a
given. Itiba, trombone, and trumpet imply the
traditional brass band, while electric guitar and
afull drum kit add the modern touch. The
ensemble work alludes to the past, but much
more space is given to individual soloists.
And such soloists! Steve 'film is rapidly
becoming atrombone legend, and guitarist
Jerome Harris constructs solos that are models
of composition. Stewart himself displays an
evocative tone and aprodigious technique on
an instrument that is easy to play competently
and extremely difficult to play well (I know—I
played it in high school 2). He oomps and pahs,
funks and walks, and, best of all, struts as only
atuba can.
The material is chosen well and aptly
demonstrates the boundary bashing of which
Ispeak. Don Cherry's "Art Deco" swings like
mad, while "Bell and Ponce" evokes the African roots that may be implied by the title. But
it is "Sweet Georgia Brown Sweet" that truly
brings it all home. An arrangement that seamlessly blends "Sweet Georgia Brown" into snippets of Kenny Dorham's "Windmill" and Jackie
McLean's "Donna," it symbolizes the continuum that Stewart and his ilk represent.
Healthy, serious, joyful music that respects the
past and draws from it without slavishly
recreating it. It is atrend to be encouraged, so
go ahead—smile.
—Michael Ross
KEITH jmutErr: Paris Concert
Keith Jarrett, piano
ECM 1401 (839 173-2, CD only). Peter Laenger, Andreas
Newbronner, engs.; Manfred Eicher, prod. ODD. TT:
50:17

Keith Jarrett's recent emphasis on recording
2So did I
— learned the fingerings for tonic, fourth, and fifth
in the keys of C and F. took my place as right-front corner man
in the Baldwin Junior High School Marching Band, and
marched.
— RL
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and performing the music of Bach 3has left its
inevitable traces on his solo improvisations.
Never acontrapuntal slouch, Jarrett reaches
new heights of grace, allusion, and determined
develoment in his new Paris Concert, particularly in the first ten minutes.
This isJarrett's most satisfying solo outing
since 1982's Concerts. 4 The 38 minutes of
"October 17, 1988" (the concert date) passed
like 15-1 couldn't believe it when my CD
player's display ticked over to track 2. As usual
with Jarrett, my listening mode flipped back
and forth between superficially noting the
pianist's influences—Bach, Brahms, Rachmaninoff, minareted muezzins, Otis Spann
and more substantially riding the through-line
of which of those musical signposts are revealed as just that —neither road nor destination.
To draw an almost ludicrous analogy: Like
the best scripts of the Firesign Theatre, Jarrett's
better improvisations defy description. The
flights of allusion and reference, arcane and
obvious, are far-flung yet seamlessly woven,
organically whole Using completely different
tools—wit and words for the one, passion and
piano for the other—Firesign and Jarrett create
art so internally balanced, so architectonically
poised, that one swears one's heard it all before,
at the same time feeling the unique thrill of a
very first hearing.
Deepest of alljarrett's music is amonument
to that most basic of human rhythms, breatb.
Beneath all its flurries of notes, spiraling
silences, and Jarrett's trademark ostinato left
hand, the long, slow, oceanic breathing of
"Oct. 17" gives it an architecture too natural
to have been imposed. Under Jarrett's hands
the piano becomes noble, tender, orchestral,
even monstrous—I leaned forward into the
music any number of times, counting hands
and fingers.
The two encores are quite different. After a
jarringly frenetic intro, Russ Freeman's and
Jerry Gladstone's standard, "The Wind," gets
an atmospheric, ruminative meditation, while
Jarrett's own "Blues" is the straightest, downhomest, most deliberate blues he's ever
recorded, the piano vocalizing right along with
Jarrett's own mosquito-buzz voice (which, for
better or worse, is prominently recorded
throughout the entire disc).
The gorgeously deep, lush recording is, of
course, closely multi-miked, with perhaps even
some added reverb. But producer Manfred
3The
kmpered Clavier; Book I, reviewed in ‘b1.11 No.9;
and the Goldberg Variations, reviewed in Vol.13 No.4.
4A three-LP set only briefly available complete; the set's that
LP only is now available as aCD titled Concerts (ECM 827
286-2).
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Eicher does this sort of thing at least as well as
did John Culshaw, and probably better than
anyone working today. Ihave no complaints,
even if the piano is 12' wide.
Paris Concert is far superior to last year's solo
Dark Intervals, not to mention this year's
Changeless. Recommended, as if you didn't
know.
—Richard Lchnert

Reek
FLEETWOOD MAC: Behind the Mask
Warner Bros. 9 26206-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Greg Ladanyi,
Fleetwood Mac, prods.; Ladanyi, Dennis Mays, Bob
Levy, engs. AAA/AAD. TT: 54:23

Of all the "supergroups" and talented brats of
the '60s and '70s, consider those who have
gone through trial, trouble, and reformulation
to emerge creatively potent, if not better than
their wonder years. Whether the Mark II band
resulted from musical differences, untimely
ends, or artistic ego gone nova, who could
argue the world would be abetter place without Van Halen, the B-52's, Robert Plant, or The
Red Hot Chili Peppers? On the other hand,
there are renovated blasts from the past whose
efforts range from embarrassing (Crosby, Stills,
Nash; The Beach Boys) to abysmal (Jefferson
Airplane). Sadly, Behind the Mask indicates it's
time to file this reconstituted version of Fleetwood Mac ("20 Years And Touring Strong")
under "L" — for "Leave off, give it arest, stop,
quit, break up, retire if this is the best you can
come up with."
One really wants to love the band that gave
us such transcendent creations as Kiln House
and Rumours. For every '60s kid moping in a
US suburb, the British Blues was revelation; for
every Cinderella on the edge of 17, songs like
"Sara" became personal talismans against a
world bereft of dolphins, crystal visions, and
people who really understood.
The trouble is, we're fortysomething, and if
we don't know about love by now, well, some
folks just haven't paid attention. (Fully 13 out
of 13 tracks are about the ups and downs of
relationships, where we learn, among other
things, that "Love is Dangerous," and that if
only afool can break your heart, only Another
will save it ("Save Me").)
Alas, Mac has floundered musically and conceptually since the departure of Stevie Nicks's
long-time writing partner Lindsay Buckingham. Noted as the man who humanized what
was to become MIDI technology, Buckingham
laid asolid discipline of musicianship and
creativity on the band's loosey-goosey 12-bar.
(The double album 714sk, before its time and
misunderstood, was primarily his vision; surgically precise, but completely mad and corn227

pelling, somewhat akin spiritually to Richard
Dadd, the 19th-century lunatic painter.)
Well, that leaves Stevie Nicks, a witchywoman who apparently still believes in patchouli, as the single living breath of creativity in
today's Fleetwood Mac. Although she treads
her familiar thematic ground—defining one's
fey individuality in opposition to love (see
above; "Freedom")—at least she's off on her
own peculiar tangent and she sings it like she
means it. This is aband that's gone through
organ donors before (Buckingham and Nicks
were brought in, in part, by arecord company
trying to revive Mac's failing career after the
departures of founder Peter Green, who fell off
an early tour and got religion, and guitarist
Danny Kirwan), but this incarnation of aformerly great group is strictly formula.
New boys Rick Vito, arocker notable for his
lead guitar with Bob Seger and Jacicson Brown
(Lawyers in Love), and Billy Burnette (son of
Dorsey Bumette, nephew ofJohnny Bumette,
covered by Roy Orbison, Ray Charles, and Jerry
Lee Lewis) elevate Mac into aworthy successor to the house band on "Saturday Night Live"
Vito's style (4/4: "Stand on the Rock") is about
as distinctive as, say, Rick Springfield's, and it's
asad comment that this album is about four
good tracks, all of them hard-rockin' mysticism
penned by Nicks, with and without Vito and/or
Tom Petty's Mike Campbell ("Affairs of the
Heart," "Love is Dangerous," "The Second
Time," "Freedom"). McVie's title track is about
as over-produced as it's possible to get without the assistance ofJeff Lynne of ELO, and it
sounds like mush, aurally and in terms of
content.
This is aband that bas the technology (Synclavier and keyboards programmers, adrum
technician, etc). But without the keen ear and
razor brain of someone like Buckingham doling out digital effects and keeping folks honest
about the building blocks of music—texture,
theme, development, orchestration—Mac's a
bunch of geriatric kids relying on lyric, hook,
and melody to mask the utter vapidity of their
current point of view.
Well, this music may "breathe," as Christine
McVie says, adding with atotally misplaced
pride that it has alife of its own. But clothed
in her "discreet choice" of technologically produced keyboard sounds, that "life" is mindless,
soulless, and pointless, as though Faust had
conjured up aminor demon of digital effects
by mistake. Yes, these otherworldly effects
come through sharply on the CD, more
roundly on the LP, but the concept is plain
vanilla studio sound, no hits, no runs, no
errors, so what. While Rick Vito hypes the
"new Mac's" reconstituted guitar textures,
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tracks like "Behind the Mask" are way overproduced. There's nary adistinctive interplay
of texture or asense of space in earshot. Maybe
the CD shows up the studio mix technique too
dearly, but the sound on the single "Behind the
Mask" is tight, constricted, and aperfect example of what you get when you trek soloists and
backup vocalists through an airless closet and
overdub the result. Technically correct, and a
tune from the living dead.
In the Endless Summer on the Endless Freeway in Southern California, Mac has created a
formula of sound and vision to reassure the
vaguely GOP beaches of our mind that man's
primary, special concern is taking care of
one's own business. Mac today reinforces the
dumbed-down narcissism of anyone who
listens to adult contemporary radio for more
than 10 minutes at atime: the hook of the very
worst track on this, arguably the very worst
album this band has ever made (save your
money for Nicks's solo), woke me out of a
sound sleep, lingering like the persistence of
amosquito in the dark. "When it Comes to
Love" (". ..you got to treat it special") is testimony only to this band's new craft, its
session-musician-style ability to create ahook
as obsessional as fatal attraction, to latch onto
auniversal truth and turn it into afast-food
wrapper on the highway of your life.
—BethJacques
THE RITITES: The Males
Rhino R2 75760 (CD only). Steve.lames, mg.; Neil Inns>,
Bill Inglot, prods. AAD. IT 5027

Just anote to remind you that former Bonzo
Dog Doo-Dah 13andinember Neil Innes's longlost labor of love, the soundtrack to the 1978
TV special All )tu Need is C,asb, is finally back
in print, and with six extra tracks. This sendup of the Beatles' pop history had more care
lavished on it than any musical parody ever
produced, though unfortunately the original
LP's inner sleeve and most of that edition's
meticulously researched, sumptuously produced 18-page booklet—admit it, half the
fun—have gone missing (though the hilarious
Mick Jagger interview survives) in Rhino's
visually unremarkable CD reissue.
The new tracks more than make up for it, the
six tunes—recycled from every phase of the
Beatles' /Rutles' career, and, like the rest, all
written by Innes—just as much fun as the 14
originally released. Neil Innes did an uncanny
job of joinery on The Ruttes, laminating different parts of different Beatles tunes until he'd
created minima/es of Beatle arcana. In one
song you might find the bass line from "Ticket
to Ride" underpinning the harmonies to "We
Can Work It Out," intro'd by the hapless synStereophile, November 1990

copation of "Don't Pass Me By" and outro'd by
the electronic stew of "Strawberry Fields Forever" Imes raises "Name That lime" to entirely
new levels. Not only that, the CD label looks
exactly like a'60s Capitol single.
And if you don't look too hard for invisible
wires and hidden mirrors, the tunes stand on
their own, particularly "Let's Be Natural" —
this album makes great housecleaning music
(not an insult). The sound of the various cuts
replicates the mediocre-at-best history of Beatles sonics pretty closely: the forced stereo of
voices extreme right, instruments extreme left
of the early singles to what could even be
pushed-to-the-limit 4-track on "Good Times
Roll" (from the Rutles' Sgt. Rutter's Only Darts
Club Band). So asonics rating really doesn't
apply. Nevertheless, the CD doesn't sound as
good as the original LP; the lower registers are
attenuated, Rikki Fataar's bass slides virtually
inaudible Also, the jet-plane intro and Innes's
hesitant Liverpudlian countoff are missing from
"Hold My Hand." But otherwise, the sound is
perfectly palatable AAD, and reminds of nothing so much as. ..well, That Other Group from
Liverpool.
Amust for serious Beatles fans, and the finest
example I've ever heard of imitation and
parody being the sincerest forms of flattery. A
splendid time is guaranteed for all.
—Richard Lchnert
TERRELL: On tbe Wings of Dirty Angels
Giant/Reprise 924400-2 (CD only). Jeff Hendrickson,
HAWK, engs.; HAWK, terrell, prods. AAD. TT: 5036

Phew. Wotta mutant. Observe:
Instruments: Cross the Doobies (add balls),
Sly Stone, Creedence, the Allman Bros., Big
Brother (izzat Peter Albin's buzzsaw guitar on
"Down in the Fire"? nah ...
), Zephyr (remember "Goin' Back to Colorado"?), the late Stevie
Ray Vaughan, Neil Young, and tads of Robbie
Robertson & 01' Slowhand hisself. Take a
breath. Vocals? Try Tom Waits, Tim Buckley,
Robert Kraft, Dr. John, Ronnie Barron. Md a
healthy respect for rock'n'roll guts, an even
healthier disrespect for studio production jinglebobs, some of the freshest lyrics you'll ever
hear this side of Bragg, Harding, Costello, and
Dylan, alead vocalist (terrell to you) who gets
right up in your face and is not polite enough
to read your mind and get outta there, thank
you very much, plus agloriously sexist album
cover—this angel is dirty—and you've got one
sidewinder of recombinant rock'n'roll.
There's rock hot'n'runny as boiling lead,
acoustic guitar and harp ballads (sort of), and
white electric blues the like of which Ihaven't
heard in ayoung band in avery long time.
"Georgia O'Keefe" (sic) opens the vein abanStereophile, November 1990

doned since Dylan cracked up on "Bob Dylan's
115th Dream" —a tale truly wild at heart and
not nearly as loathsome as David Lynch's
awful, ridiculous film. Recognize these
rhythms? "We caught acab to Arizona ...
the
desert was immense/I started howlin at the
moon ...
the cabby he got tense/Well he pulled
up to acactus and told me to get out/So Itook
O'Keefe and Ileft the clocks and Iheaded for
the south." And so it goes, terrell wailing,
screeching, confiding, yowling, whispering,
belting, doin' that King Snake crawl.
There's atwisted tenderness here too, like in
"Somethin to Prove": "Well Iknow where
you're hidin that rose tattoo/and Iknow
nobody loves to touch it more than you/Yea
there's aboy for every needle hole that pierced
your precious skin/You're sittin on the secrets
of your homemade sin." And in the passionately ambivalent, pointedly ambiguous
"Women" (see album cover): "She's adame/
She's abroad/She's achick/She's aslag/ She's
me in drag."
These guys'll make you nervous for all the
right reasons, as in "Right Outside": "And I
don't mean down in the ghetto lord no no/And
Idon't mean down by the liquor store/And I
don't mean down in the gutter where the bad
blood flows/I'm tallcin bout right outside your
door. ../and the cops roll by and the deals go
down/and the blind eye slowly rolls."
The music is immediate, fresh as tomorrow:
no synths, no drum programming; the most
sophisticated instruments are aHammond B3
and terrell's tortured vocal cords. terrell (from
Alabama), HAWK, & Co. haven't been together
two years, but the five of 'em play better than
bands that've toured ten times as long. This
band works as aunit, and sounds like it was
recorded as one. Dirty Angels sounds not so
much "produced" as captured. Briefly. In the
studio. Live.
The self-produced sound is very hot, very
live and the harsh, sizzly, clippy high end will
definitely hurt your ears if you play it as loud
as you should. Still sounds live in the ol' studio to me Besides, Iremember my ol' friend
"Concentrated Ray" Wolfson, who claimed
back in the '60s that he lost the top 3kHz of his
hearing to Hendrix via headphones, and swore
it was worth it.
Intelligence +passion +chops = terrell (the
band). How can you lose? terrell (the man) is
one of the best rock singers I've ever heard.
Period. And as his capital buddy HAWK says,
in one of the better-written flack sheets I've
read: "What aconcept: We write real songs and
play real instruments." Amen. terrell is over the
top, and rock'n'roll is here to stay.
— Richard Lehnert
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Mirage M-3
Editor:
As loudspeaker designers, we are in the business of creating acoustic illusions; aMirage, if
you will. With the above thought in mind ...
it
was interesting to note the striking parallels
between Tom Norton's listening experiences
and those of our own design team during the
development of the Mirage M-1 and M-3 loudspeaker systems.
lbm's opening comment, "I therefore began
my audition of the M-3s with some mixed feelings about the design principles involved,"
came as no surprise because this was his first
real opportunity to seriously listen to our bipolar system. It is awhole new and revealing
experience for most people. It was therefore
most gratifying to read his affirmation of our
design objectives and findings during our listening evaluations here at Mirage.
We are more convinced than ever that Mirage
bipolar technology most realistically reproduces the original performance and will continue our research and development to advance
this technology in future generations of Mirage
loudspeakers.
Thanks, Tom, for your accurate and honest
review of the Mirage M-3.
Ian R. Paisley
Vice President, Engineering
Mirage Loudspeakers

Cary Audio Design CAD-5500
Editor:

Thank you for your most revealing and ethical review of our CAD-5500 analog CD processor. Imust say that Mr. Olsher must have an
excellent sense and ability to perceive music
as it should sound in the actual live performance All too often audio equipment is judged
by Mr. Hewlett, Mr. Packard, or Mr. Tektronix
as to its sonic merits. Though Ialso have all
these fine technicians surrounding me at all
times during every engineering hour—even
Mr. Sencore.
A straight line on the face of the spectrum
analyzer does not necessarily mean alivemusic illusion is forthcoming from this or that
piece of electronic audio equipment. We all
know what astraight line indicates if one of us
frail, fragile human species were hooked up to
an electronic heart spectrum analyzer. With
these comments in mind, and without revealing the entire patent application of the CAD5500, Iwould like to address some of the
mostly accurate, but possibly misunderstood
measurements revealed by Mr. Atkinson.
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First of all, when looking at aCD player or
digital processor on aspectrum analyzer in
search of RF and out-of-band spurious emissions, Ifind the following to be good engineering practice: Terminate the output of the CD
player or digital processor into the specified
output impedance of the DUT. Ihave measured
numerous CD players and digital processors
with output impedances from 600 ohms all the
way down to 12 ohms. Iam not aware if JA
looked for RF and spurious emissions carried
along the interconnect in this fashion. Second,
one should play aCD with music, just as the
machine will be used in real life This is how we
tested for RF in our lab at Cary. Iam sure that
under these test parameters one's eyes will be
popping out with near-disbelief. Before Ipublished these spectrum shots, Ihad engineers
from IBM, Hewlett Packard, and MX Comm,
Inc. duplicate the same test with the same results. This out-of-band garbage is the last thing
we want to be entering the preamplifier or
amplifier, to say nothing about what the poor
tweeter in the speaker system will attempt to
do with this type of signal.
The input impedance of the CAD-5500 is
low by design. Ihave three separate circuits
looking at this purely resistive front-end. Idisagree with the concern of ameasured 8650
ohms on the input, as most of the CD players
or digital processors on the market have much
lower output impedances, as mentioned earlier. The concern of the high output impedance
of the CAD-5500 is definitely open for debate
If the CAD-5500 was intended for aPA system
with 100' runs of interconnect, Iwould agree.
The output of the 5500 is loaded into apurely
resistive load as part of the soft-clipping circuit,
which must be high-impedance. On aside
note, Iwill challenge anyone with amusical ear
to disagree with the sonic merits of the signal taken from the high-impedance anode of
the output tube vs alow-impedance cathode
follower.
In response to the 2dB rise at 20Hz, this small
bump is actually centered at 17Hz by design.
Asmall equalization network used in the phasereversal circuit is used to bolster the extreme
low-frequency phase response The higher the
voltage swing from the CD player into the
CAD-5500, the less of abump.
My comment on the slight channel imbalance is simply, "There is no excusefor this!"
In final test and alignment, the technician must
have tightened the balance-control knob off
of dead-center balance.
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On the issue of soft clipping, Iknew this
would be controversial. As part of the design
criteria for the CAD-5500, one objective was
to eliminate out- of-band RF products. Another
objective was to limit the amount of clipping
in the audio system power amplifier. First designs using compression were unacceptable
because of pumping and limited dynamic range
The solution was to soft-clip the driving signal before it reached the amplifier and went on
to the speaker. Exceeding the output capabilities of an amplifier will cause the amp to clip,
turning sinewaves into semi-squarewaves and
vastly increasing distortion levels. There are
two significant problems here First, the squarewave can actually draw twice the power output from the power amplifier. That is, if the
amplifier is rated at 100W, afull-voltage squarewave can cause the amp to deliver as much as
200W. Second, the hard power-amp clipping
will cause unbelievable distortion for the listener. The solution, in my opinion, with the
CAD-5500 was to soft-clip on the peaks in the
line-level preamplifier stage, thus retaining all
the speed and dynamics of the program material and at the same time reducing the hard clipping in the final amplifier. Iran numerous tests
with audiophiles listening with the soft- clipping circuit in and out of the circuit. At the
same time, peak-reading and average-reading
wattmeters with apeak-hold feature measured
the peak-envelope output power to the speaker.
Every test revealed agreater average power
with less peak power with the soft-clipping circuit installed in the CAD-5500. Without the
soft-clip circuit greater peak power is achieved,
but also clipping in the power amplifier could
be heard with ease.
As you can tell, Icould go on and on about
my audio design philosophies, but Ithink Iam
out of space. ..
DennisJ. Had
President, Cary Audio Design, Inc.

Audio Research SP9 Mk.II
Editor:
Thank you for Guy Lemcoe's considered and
appreciative observations on our SP9 Mk.II
preamplifier. We agree strongly that careful system matching of individual components is
absolutely necessary to extract the best possible performance from asystem as awhole The
most qualified person to create this synergism
is an experienced, authorized retailer who can
personally audition components with each
music lover. That is why there are over 5000
SP9 owners around the world today. (Telephone consultations are simply not adequate,
and it seems too many audiophiles trust others'
opinions instead of their own ears.)
Your readers will be happy to know that
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Audio Research is now shipping, as standard
production in all preamps, new 6DJ8 vacuum
tubes that have been manufactured specifically
for high-performance audio applications. The
SP9 Mk.II reviewed by Stereopbile did not have
these tubes installed at the time of evaluation.
The difference this new tube makes has been
described by some listeners as being on the
order of a"Mk.II" (or "Mk.III") upgrade! We
hear better focus and dynamics throughout the
frequency spectrum, better-controlled and
deeper bass, amore transparent midrange with
greater musical "bloom" and liquidity, and less
noise overall. It's aremarkably positive development on the vacuum-tube front. These new
6DJ8s will be available starting October 1at
$19.95 each, suggested retail. Since September
10, all of our preamplifiers have been shipped
with new tubes installed, with no increase in
price.
Owners of Audio Research preamplifiers are
encouraged to contact their nearest authorized
retailer for more information on how they can
achieve these improvements by simply plugging in an inexpensive upgrade!
We have also recently shipped several of
these new tubes to Stereopbile for your evaluation, and look forward to your comments.
Terry Dorn
Audio Research Corporation

Counterpoint SA-3000
Editor:
We thank Guy Lemcoe for taking the time to
carefully assess the Counterpoint SA-3000's
performance lb have been selected as superior
to such superb competition is quite gratifying.
Hybrid technology is seductive: it offers
designers amyriad of circuit permutations.
Parts can be stirred together in endless combinations to accomplish any number of goals
such as low (bench) distortion or low cost or
extended feedback margin or reduced noise
or low power consumption, or just about any
spec desired.
The trick is for the designer to stop playing
with these toys and determine which combinations of bipolars, tubes, and FEU offers any
real improvement in musical reality. It is very
tempting to use 15¢ transistors wherever possible in lieu of more expensive tubes and their
sockets, but one runs the risk of forgetting that
sound quality is paramount, and, in aselfinvolved urge to design ever more clever circuitry, one quickly reaches apoint where the
tube (or tubes, if more than one is even used)
becomes little more than window dressing and
what it has to offer in terms of sound quality
is forgotten.
What we were determined to do during the
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course of development of the SA-3000 (and its
thousand-series siblings, the SAs 1000, 2000,
and 5000) was to expand on the sonic quality
of tubes, aquality that—for us at least—has
always seemed more realistic, more there. We
found that by using solid-state devices in asupportive rather than supplantive role we could
get the tubes to broaden their range of expression both in terms of dynamic contrast as well
as tonal contrast. For example, by using highspeed output buffers, the triode, no longer
required to drive difficult loads, handles signal dynamics with precision and realism in the
former; in asimilar fashion, cathode-drive
techniques give us access to awide range of
gradations from brightness to warmth of the
latter. But please note that we are always using
the tube to amplify the signal.. .which is why
our preamps have exactly the same quantity of
audio tubes in them as their earlier pure-tube
predecessors.
The power-supply technology used in the
SA-3000 is also asignificant contributor to the
sonic neutrality Lemcoe noted. The sound of
awell-designed audio product is pretty much
the sum of the sounds of its individual parts.
This includes the sonic signature of its powersupply circuitry, which is usually dominated
by the performance limitations of the electrolytic filter capacitors located between the voltage regulator and the audio circuit. What we
chose to do in the '3000 is remove those filters,
leaving the regulators themselves exposed to
sonic scrutiny, then develop acompletely new
nonresonant and sonically inert technology to
supply clean power to the audio stages. The
design is so reliable that even though we've
shipped over athousand SA-3000s, not one has
suffered apower-supply-related breakdown.
As JA mentions, the Owner's Manual describes
how to rebias the various audio stages after
tube changes. Iwant to expand on this subject
abit: the SA-3000 is designed to use any normal
6DJ8-type tube, including those obtained from
the heavily advertised aftermarket mail-order
suppliers. But rebiasing is not required after a
routine tube change. ..
pop in another set of
tubes and the preamp will sound just fine.
(Readers should note that popular belief and
carefully worded ads notwithstanding, none
of these aftermarket tube suppliers has ever
manufactured asingle tube; they are not actual
brands per se. Like Counterpoint and Audio
Research, they purchase raw tubes in bulk.
Please be aware that when ordering tubes from
Counterpoint for, say, an SA-3000, we not only
bum them in before we test them, but we'll test
them in an SA-3000 to assure proper operation. Iassume Audio Research's procedure is
similar for tubes destined for their products.
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Idon't know what the aftermarket guys do. ..
they certainly don't own any of our stuff, as far
as Ican tell.)
Finally, for the under-two-grand price category, Lemcoe steers readers away from the
SP9 Mk.II and suggests they buy the SP14
($2995) or the Counterpoint SA-3000 ($1895)
instead. We might humbly add that readers
interested in more elaborately realized preamplifiers also give the mechanically isolated
Counterpoint SA-5000 ($3295) alisten. Now
there's areal preamplifier.
J. Michael Elliott
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.

Infinity Modulus

Editor:

We want to thank Stereopbile for their Class B
rating of the Modulus System. It is gratifying
to note that Modulus is the only subwoofer/
satellite system to garner an audiophile rating
in Class A, B, or C. The other speakers rated are
the larger, more conventional types we are all
familiar with. Having said that, Iwish to clarify
afew items.
We understand the traditional routes followed by audio designers in pursuit of the
realistic reproduction of the musical experience Our world-renowned IRS V, IRS Beta System, and Kappa Series demonstrate our ability to excel using the larger-system approach.
A different design strategy was taken with
Modulus. With living spaces becoming smaller
and many consumers desiring to not have
speakers of such large dimensions dominating
those same spaces, we were challenged to
develop astate-of-the-art system in asmall,
architecturally versatile package. We chose a
format which has become popular
three-piece system. The satellites had to be aesthetically beautiful yet unobtrusive so as to fit
into almost any environment. They needed to
handle the midbass and higher frequencies,
while the low frequencies (below 85Hz) would
come from aservo-powered subwoofer (which
could occupy aless prominent place in the
listening room). Their combined performance
had to fare well against the best of conventional
systems. Stereophile's review (among other
reviews worldwide) confirms that we succeeded
in achieving these specific design objectives
with the Modulus System.
The Modulus satellites themselves are not
designed to be able to provide the deep bass
response of more conventional type loudspeakers. To do so would require alarger low-frequency driver. This would have seriously compromised the upper midrange and imaging
capability of the system. The "impressively
neutral. ..
balance," "ostensibly flat-sounding
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from the upper bass to the high treble," and the
"stunningly precise. ..
lateral image" add testament to the correctness of that decision. When
used alone, the Modulus satellites may, in certain listening rooms, suffer some lack of ambient information due to the absence of the lower
octaves. This is obviously eliminated with the
addition of our low-frequency driver, which
is flat down to 20Hz. The satellites alone are at
their best in smaller living environments.
We disagree with John's findings on the immediacy of the music and his conclusion of the
"polite" nature of the system. We have heard
anumber of installations which are very musical and "lifelike." With Modulus, like other
audiophile-quality speakers, you can hear the
different characteristics of other components
used in the system.
John indicates that more listening using
other cables and electronics will be done on
Modulus. We look forward to his additional
comments.
In the comparison with the Studio 10s, we
note that the Modulus was used without the
subwoofer. A fairer A-B, which I'm sure would
yield different results, would be to compare our
Modulus System at $3300 (which includes the
subwoofer) to the $3750 Monitor Studio 10s.
Thanks again for the constructive feedback.
At Infinity, we continue to design and build the
very best we can.
Cary Christie
President, Infinity Systems, Inc.

Mellor Digital Control Center

Editor:
Thanks to Robert Harley and Stereophile for a
very thorough and exhaustive review. The
Melior Digital Control Center is such an exceedingly unique product that much care was
obviously required to understand and appreciate its special nature. We're grateful that Mr.
Harley took us to task.
While we generally found ourselves in agreement with Mr. Harley's perceptions, several
items deserve comment.
1) Although Mr. Harley gave the Digital Control Center four days of warmup before beginning serious evaluation, our experience (for
reasons not altogether understood) is that four
days is not enough for it to sound its best. Independent reports from dealers and friends whose
ears we respect confirm our findings: that well
over two weeks is required; and that the Digital
Control Center, as good as it is early on, blossoms in time into an even more startling performer.
2) On the digital format, we would like to
emphasize an unmentioned aspect of the D/A
architecture we utilize in the Digital Control
Center. The class-A data format in which we
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use two DACs per channel not only eliminates
the zero-crossing problem inherent in the vast
majority of PCM converter designs, but also
obviates the need for MSB adjustment. At 16
bits of resolution, or more, it is avirtual impossibility to maintain the accuracy of MSB trim
over time (just afew days) and arange of temperatures. The Digital Control Center will maintain its performance over time, while many
converters will unavoidably suffer MSB drift,
and adenigration of sound quality.
3) Last, while our perception of the sonic
performance of the Melior Digital Control Center is largely consistent with Mr. Harley's, we
curiously found ourselves preferring it to those
same Stereopbue Class A units that he references, while hearing and commenting on many
of the same kinds of differences Mr. Harley
describes. Admittedly, our findings (and those
that have corroborated them) have generally
been derived on systems in which midrange
and treble resolution are premium (typified by
planar ribbons, electrostatics, and/or our own
Melior One panel loudspeaker).
At any rate, we simply suggest that prospective buyers weigh the performance of the Digital Control Center in their respective systems,
and do so after extensive burn-in has occurred.
Randy Patton, Ed Meitner
Museatex Audio Inc.

Parasound HCA-800II

Editor:

Were always pleased when our amplifiers and
other components are auditioned in the context of very high-end systems. The accuracy
and musicalityJA noted in his review (Vol.13
No.10) are matched by a40A capability, making it possible to hilly enjoy "dream" speakers
which have heretofore required very expensive amplifiers to do them justice.
Stereophile readers on abudget may wish to
know that similar-sounding design and circuit
topologies are utilized in the $285 Parasound
HCA-500, whose 50Wpc and high current
make it ideal for complex loads or even surround channels.
Many people asked for amore powerful HCA80011. That's the new HCA- 1200 with 200Wpc,
J-FET inputs, and FET drivers. Its design is
mindful of Stereopbile's previous comments,
and we've utilized your valued input as abasis
of continued refinement.
We are flattered that John Curl has joined our
team as principal design consultant. It is the
first time he has brought his considerable talent
and insight to the perfection of affordable products. However, we designed the HCA-800II before this arrangement was made; John's first
contribution will be the Parasound HCA-2200,
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due for release before the end of this year. Considering that you (and others) have favorably
compared our $395 model to others that sell
for twice its price, just imagine what we can do
with John's guidance for under $1500.
Richard Schram
President, Parasound Products, Inc.

The Black Dahlia
This is afirst for me, being in aposition of providing a"Manufacturer's Comment" for publication in Stereopbile. And having been put in
this spot of having to digest another audio reviewer's "well-formed opinion" about apersonal statement of mine, Ihave abetter inkling
of the apprehension manufacturers must go
through. Because Idon't have avested financial
interest in this project, the commercial pressures are off me. But Ido share, with other
designers, the desire to have my creation validated. Because Ihave great faith in JA's acuity
as areviewer, Icould think of no one better
qualified to impartially evaluate my kit design.
The man is anatural! What others miss or take
considerable time to unearth, JA can pin down
promptly and precisely.
Iwish JA had not tightened up the woofer
retaining screws. Ihad purposely loosened
these to reduce the coupling between the woofer
basket and front baffle. This gives the damp-
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ing gasket provided by Dynaudio abit more
play. The lower-midrange congestion that JA
complained about is greatly reduced when the
woofer does not beat up the front baffle like
adrum. In hindsight, alayer of Mortite between
the frame and baffle would have helped matters by damping these resonances. Of course,
the optimum solution would be an inert cabinet. Ihope that readers experiment in this regard. The ideal, and something within reason
for aseasoned woodworker (which I'm not),
would be asandwich type of construction with
two layers of wood constrained against foam
or felt for effective damping.
If you do end up with the Woodstyle cabinets, do as JA did and please discard the grilles
for serious listening.
The slight nasality that JA refers to is areal
defect, and one that Icould not get rid of.
As far as the extreme HF rollout, this is apersonal preference of mine. Ilike treble that rolls
off naturally àla my concert-hall experience,
and Iequalized the Black Dahlia to sound that
way. I'm not convinced that alot of HF "air"
is arequisite for accuracy.
Finally, I'd like everyone to know that I've
derived much listening pleasure from the Black
Dahlias. May they live long and prosper in your
home. Happy listening!
Dick Olsher
Stereopbile
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FMS •Fried •Garrott •Kindel •Kinergetics •
Klimo •Magnum •MFA •Musical Concepts •PS
Audio •Pro-Ac •Quicksilver •Sonance •Spica•
Straightvore •Sumiko •Superphon •Systemdek
•TARA Wire & Electronics •Target •Tice •VPI

Hear These And Other Fine
Products At:
POWERBLOCK - Improvement greater than
you ever imagined. Indispensable for any hiend system.
TITAN-Coupled with the powerblock-they
define the state of the art in AC line conditioning.
POWER EXTENDER-Rack style, 6outlet
strip designed not to degrade the AC power.

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
Call for appointment

516-360-8815
11 Caroline Avenue, Smithtown, NY 11787

Used equipment bought, sold, traded
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE MCNEILL AUDIO REPORT

In-House Test Lab * 30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES

6805
6L6GC
6L6GC
6LF6
EL34
EL34
KT88
300B
6550
6550
6550A
7591A

(Philips-STR387)
(China)
(Siemens)
(China)
(China)
(W E.(
(China)
(Philips/ECG)
(GE)

Singles

MP

MOT

750
17.00
12.50
20.00
14.00
12.00
25.00
195.00
19.00
40.00
25.00
20.00

16.00
34.00
25.00
40.00
28.00
24.00
50.00
390.00
38.00
80.00
50.00
40.00

32.00
68.00
50.00
80.00
56.00
48.00
100.00
76.00
160.00
100.00
80.00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8
6DJ8
6JK6

(El)
(Jan Philips)
(USSR)

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
7.50
10.00
10.00
14 95

12AT7
(US)
(E))
12AU7A
(El)
12AX7
(China)
12AX7A
LM-12AX7/A .. (Low Noise)
12BH7A
5751
(Philips/ECG)
7199

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 De Celis Place • PG Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fan:18161997-6158 •Telex: 215706 IARSEI

(818) 997-6279
238

6.50
5.50
5.50
6.50
12.00
9.95
7.50
14.00

SHIPPING& TERMS

2 Day Air $tO 75
Ground un $8 75
UPS C 0 D Cash or
Cash in Advance
Money Order/
Cashiers Check/Cash
675% Sales Tax in CA

* WORLD-WIDE
SHIPPING *
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave, Ste 8
Fairfield
UN Stereo Unlimited
ALASKA
2020 N Texas
Anchorage
Gardena
Shimeks
Reference Audio Systems
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
ARIZONA
Alta Buena Stereo
Mesa
214 E Main St
Hi -Fi Sales
Hollywood
810 W Main St
World Book 8News
Phoenix
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Sound Alternatives
Irvine
4126 E. Lewis
Soundquest
Tower Records
4255 Campus Dr #116
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Leucadia
Scottsdale
Music by the Sea
Esoteric Audio
542 N Hwy 101
4120 N Marshall Way, Ste 1
Los Angeles
Tucson
Paris Audio
Wilson Audio Ltd
12401 Wilshire Blvd
2900 E. Broadway
Radio Active Sound
1278 Westwood Blvd
ARKANSAS
Misaine Viejo
Little Rock
Videolaser
Creative Sight 8Sound
28451 Marguente Pkwy
400 N. Bowman, Ste B-3
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

CALIFORNIA
Arroyo Grande
Central Coast Audio
123 W. Branch
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510 AWalnut St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Burlingame
Future Sound
1118 Burlingame Ave
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Junipero Serra
Cote
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd
El T
INO
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino

Monrovia
Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
110 W. Olive Ave
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Neal's Speakers 8Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
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Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N. Milpas
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Cruz
Cymbaline Records
1336 Brommer Street #9A
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Pnvate Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle SI
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W. 11th St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Venice
Armadillo 8Company
928 California Ave
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20644 Ventura Blvd
COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
The Stereo-File. Inc.
1939 Pearl St

Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Teton
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
US Tech
111 S Madison
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S. College Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Fairfield
The Sound Source
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Clear-water
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US 1
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr. Suite E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
11927 S. Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway #1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway

Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc.
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
164 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
Music Music Music
4023 Lavista Rd
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
800 S Beretania #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barnngton
718 W North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 El Western Ave
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E. Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St Charles
411 S. 2nd St
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In Southern California
•

Service & Selection
NOJIMA PLAYS RAVEL
RR-35 (CD, LP)

Minoru Nojima, Japan's most exciting
pianist, has established a devoted cult
following since his prize-winning performances at the CI iburn Competition.
Here, at long last, is the eagerly-awaited
sequel to Nojima Plays Liszt, his first
American recording, which garnered
more rave reviews than any piano
recording in recent history. Now we
have his incandescent performances of
Miroirs and Gaspard de la nuit, both
Everests of the piano literature. No one
interested in remarkable pianism should
miss this! Recorded, naturally, by Prof.
Johnson on Digital Master compact disc
or Pure Analogue, premium-quality LP.
At better music and audio stores, or
direct, postpaid: CD or LP $16.98;
Check/Visa/MC.
Free catalogue. Dealer inquiries invited.

Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.
Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Design
Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Revox

Accessories
Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kahle
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables
Well Tempered
Labs
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video
Proton
NAD
Pioneer
Fosgate
Shure HTS

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
TEL 415-355-1892, FAX 415-359-8721
To order, call: 800-336-8866

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

In Canada
May Audio Marketing, 514-651-5707

)to
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Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakion St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twod Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA

Listening Studio
23 Slillinos St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes Il
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe

Baton Rouge
.
Art Colleys Audio Specialties Grew, Systems. Ltd
711 Jefferson Hwy
112 S. Port Crescent
Metairie
Birmingham
Audio Resource
Almas HiFi Stereo
3133 Edenborn Ave
395 E. Maple
New Orleans
Dearborn
Octave's
Almas HiFi Stereo
112 University PI
15031 Michigan Ave
Tower Records
East Detroit
408 N. Peters St
Audio Illusions
Wilson Audio
17920 Ten Mile Road
8001 Maple St
East Lansing
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St

Jemstone Audio
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th Street NE
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave

Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 1
lth Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
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Si. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1
NEVADA
U SVegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Amherst
Audio Ensemble
2Pouls Way
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S Main St

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Morn's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza. 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St

NEW JERSEY
Chester
Buffalo
Professional Audio
Speaker Shop
Consultants
3604 Main St
57 E. Main St
Canandaigua
Deptford
Audio
Nouveaux
Hi Fi Connection
71.73 S. Main St
136 Rt 41
Fairport
Englewood
Fairport Soundworks
Sinai's Audio
30 Stale St
3Grand Ave
Lake Grove
Hackettstown
Audio Den Lid
Marcel Associates
Smith
Haven Plaza
57 Wood Duck Cl
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Marlton
Latham
Hi Fi Connection
Clark Music in Albany
RO 1. Rt 73
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Millbum
Uverpool
Professional Audio
Audio Excellence
Consultants
4974 Alexis Dr
182 Essex St
Lynbrook
Morristown
American Audiophile
Sight and Sound
373 Sunrise Hwy
60 Speedwell Ave
Merrick
South Street Stereo
Performance Audio
20 South St
2064 Sunnse Hwy
Northfield
Mount Kisco
Sound Inc.
Accent on Music
900 Tilton Rd
175 Main St
Princeton
Fox
and Sutherland
Woodbridge Stereo
127 Village Blvd US Route 1 15 S. Moger Ave
Nanuet
Ridgewood
Eardrum Audio Video
Sounding Board
148 E. Rt 59
75 Franklin Ave
New lbrk City
Sea Girt
Electronic Workshop
Monmouth Stereo
10 E. 8th St
2133 Hwy 35
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
Shrewsbury
1221 Lexington Ave
Monmouth Stereo
2005 Broadway
450 Hwy 35
Park Audio
Tom's River
425 Park Avenue S.
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
baton
Sound by Singer
Hal's Stereo
18 E. 16th Street
Lake Lawrence Plaza

Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Disseminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Secaucus
Harvey Electronics
600 Secaucus Rd
Stonybmok
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. RI 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cam
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
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Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. Stale St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #159
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway E. 1D
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
2470 S. Dairy Ashford #285
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E. North St
TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
2 12

Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products 8Svcs
215 Main St
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electnc Rd
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6477 College Park Sq

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Sall Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S. Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall

Kelowna
KU Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park Si
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
GO.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
me-Foy
Rotac electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
ONTARIO
13107 Northrup Way
Brampton
AUSTRALIA
Richland
Audio Concepts
National Distributor
Tin Ear
8Strathearn Ave
Thornbury, Victoria
704-A Symons
Chatham
Audio 0Imports
Seattle
Absolute Sound
649 Burwood Rd
Definitive Audio
425 Clair St
Hawthorn 3122
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Concord
Spokane
Audio One
BERMUDA
Hal's Stereo
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
W. 313 Sprague Avenue
Hamilton
M8M International. Ltd.
Tacoma
McMaster University
61 Church St
Stereo Shoppe #2
Bookstore
11007 Bridgeport Way SW 280 Main St W.
DENMARK
Thompsons Select Audio
National Distributor
WASHINGTON, DC
610 Upper James St
Graestad
Needle in aHaystack
Village Audio —Westdale
Matrix
1990 KSt
1059 King St W., Unit 2
Bylyngen 4, Bfistrup
Serenade Records
Kingston
Copenhagen
1800 M St NW
House of Sounds
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
277 Princess St
WEST VIRGINIA
Tagensvei 162
Vern
Napier
Camera
Beckley
KT Radio
333 Princess St
Hi Fi Farm
Vesterbrogade 179.181
London
1708 Harper Rd
Aalborg
Multimag
Morgantown
KT Radio
150 Dundas St #3
Sound Investments Inc.
Noerregade 19-21
Milton
467 High St
Aarhus
Sound Man
Cilla Hi -Fi
629 Main St E.
WISCONSIN
Ny Munkegade 65
Oakville
Eau Claire
KT Radio
Oakville Audio
Elite Audio
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. 03
1498 S Hastings Way
GREECE
Ottawa
Madison
Distinctive Audio
National Distributor
High Performance Audio
903 Carling Ave
402 S. Park St
Athens
Euphonics
Videorythmos
Wisconsin Rapids
687 Bank St
Salon I
Audio
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
2551 8th St S.
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
HONG KONG
Peterborough
CANADA
The Sound Chamber
The Audio Room
Suite 1001, Dina House
National Distributor
300 George St N.
11 Duddell St
DeWinton, Alberta
Rexdale
YK Audio
Ruehle Marketing
Audio Empire
Room 201. Man Yee Bldg.
1011 Albion Rd
Box 24. Site One, RR1
60 Des Voeux Rd
Thornhill
ALBERTA
American Sound
Calgary
ICELAND
9108 venge St
KW Audio
National Distributor
Stereo Factory
344 171h Ave SW
125 Reykjavik
7616 Yonge SI
Loyally Sound
Stein' HE S. Danielsson
Toronto
1107 8th St SW
Skulagata 61
Classic Audio
Sounds of Music
1894 Lawrence Ave E.
220 7th Ave SW
ITALY
Executive Stereo
Edmonton
896 Queen St W.
National Distributor
Audio Ark
Great National Sound
Lucca, 55100
10746A 124th St
615 Queen St W.
Sound and Music
Audio Plus
Via Mazzarosa 125
Toronto Home of
9934 82nd St
Audiophile
MEXICO
150 Dundas St W.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Mexico DF 06600
Waterloo
Coquitlam
Audiorama S.A.
Sound Stage
Austin Books
Marsella 71
56 Regina St N.
1105 Austin Ave
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NETHERLANDS

Notional Disfributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rimstraat 142-150

NEW ZEALAND

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR. Britton Ltd.
3Sydney St

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Leber Rd
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jobe. 22

THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd

Future Land
Amarin Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumvran. Rumpinee

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
WIlstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Govern Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Beres
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Friar St

WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dateline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

Looking For
Audio
Equipment?
We cany some of the best names in the business. Our
relaxed and friendly atmosphere makes it easy for you
to get the right system for your needs.

Home Audio: Adcom •B&K
Counterpoint •Kinergetics •Musical
Concepts •PS Audio •Rogers •Triad
VPI •Mirage
Car Audio: ADS •Boston Acoustics
Denon •Kenwood •Soundstream
Nakamichi •Code Alarm

CHICAGO
SPEAKER WORKS
Chicago:
5700 N. Western
(312) 769-5640

DesPlaines:
(Car Audio Only)
1424 Lee St.
(708) 299-2260
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(1-1E0 WORDS
Chesky 128X Oversampled
Digital Jazz Recordings
CD ONLY

JD 39 David Chesky/The New York
Chorinhos — This recording features
acoustic guitar and piano in on intimate
setting. One of our most dynamic CDs
which will surely challenge many stereo
systems ability. NEW
JD 45 Ana Caram/Amazonia — The
follow-up to her successful debut album,
"Rio After Dark." Unbelievable vocal
transparency. NEW
JD 40 Herbie Monn/Caminho De Casa —
An exotic album of Brazilian flavored jazz
by world-renowned flutist Herbie Mann
and his group Jazil Brozz.
JD 38 John Pizzarelli/My Blue Heaven —
"Sweet-tempered, laid back, small band
swing with vocals ala the King Cole Trio
with abit of Frishberg tossed in."
Cashbox (June 9, 1990)
JD 37 Jazz Sampler &Audiophile Test — A
Prescription for Your Stereo System and a
must for any serious audiophile.

Chesky Classical
128X Oversampled
CD Only

CD 35 Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier Suite
(RCA Sym. Orch.)/Ravel: Bolero (Royal Phil.
Orch.)/Tchaikovsky: Romeo &Juliet
Overture-Fantasy (Nat'l. Phil. Orch.) —
Charles Gerhardt, conductor
CD 36 Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2Gino
Bachauer, Antal Doroti/London Sym. Orch.
Strauss: Salome — Dance of the Seven Veils,
Antal Dorati/Royal Phil. Orch.
CD 41 Rachmaninoff: Concerti 4&
1/Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini —
Earl Wild, Joncha Horenstein/Royal
Philharmonic Orch. NEW
CD 42 Stravinsky: Petrushka — Oscar
Donon/Royal Philharmonic Orch. — The
Rite of Spring — Rene Leibowitz/London
Festival Orch. NEW
CD 44 Earl Wild: Chopin 4 Ballades —
4Scherzi. NEW
Chesky CDs are available in Fine Audio
and Record Stores.
Also available by Direct Mail. Send check,
money order or Visa/MasterCard:
CDs $14.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling
(odd 81
/
4% tax in New York) to:

Chesky Records
P.O. Box 1268 Radio City Station, NYC 10101
Cull to order 1.800-331.1437 or (212) 586-7537 (in NY state)
Write for moil order information. Dealer inquiries invited.
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Anston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
C A L •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi

Square Deal

Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES

156 Waverly Avenue
Pat chogue, New York I1.!

Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local

Since 1925. We must be

Velodyne
& Morel

doing something right.

"Last year, we got 10 LPs to the dollar."
And if that's not reason enough to go on Sam ltIlig's Second Annual Ibur of the Soviet Union. try this:
The Eiolshoi Opera (wice). Kirov Ballet. Leningrad Philharmonic. Odessa Opera and Ballet. We gol
all these tickets and more in 1990. Most of us also ended up with fabulous fur hats, Russian watches,
and other goodies—only possible in the Workers—excuse me, the Cheapskate's Paradise. (It costs
apenny to ride the subway!)
Visit the Kremlin, Lenin's Mausoleum. The Hermitage in Leningrad. Plus sites seldom induded on
lours. such as Dostoyevsky's apartment. .and every major record store in Mosoow Leningrad, and
Odessa. Tashkent. too. Moreover, Sam stops Intourist from taking you to boring places, like war
monuments and expensive hard-currency souvenir shops!
Sam Tellig's Second Annual lbur of the Soviet Union leaves March 28 from New York via Finnair —
great airline! Returns April 10. Includes MOSCOW-SUZDAL-TASHKENT-SAMARKAND-ODESSA LENINGRAD. Includes avisit to the home turf of Genghis Kahn and Tamerlane. Price indudes hotels.
meals, flights over, and flights inside the USSR. Bring extra luggage—you'll want to take home all
the LPS you can carry. You can also get Russian-made CD's—CHEAP!

Only $2695
Double Occupancy
(Price not yet firm—subject to change.)
For information, write directly to "Comrade" Sam!
Russia "¡bur •P.O. Box 1198 •Ridgefield, CT 06877

ABEEITAE>C31/1171KcPXLIMWLI
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

For Sale
WATICINS WE-1 SERIES Ispeakers, minimal use, mint
condition, $2000. 603 225-3192.
VTL-80 (MONO), 5 months old, need money for
school, $1500/0110. Ask forJoe Ryan, (203) 4439021, -9338 after 5pm, leave message.
BEVERIDGE OWNERS: 2/2SW SPEAKER GRILLES,
OEM replacement pieces to restore the beauty of the
Beveridge 2/2SW speaker systems. Includes full
instructions and installation kit, $150. We also service all Beveridge equipment. Call RAM Labs/Music
Reference (805)682-0388, TWE for more information. RAM 'fishes, "The Best for Your Ears."
SME IV TONEARM, DEMO, HARDLY USED, $1100;
Thorens TD166 Mk.II, mint, $175. (818)772-8209.
KRELL ICMA-100 AMP, $3200; Rowland Coherence
One preamp, $2400; Sony 705ESD CD player, $700;
MIT Shotgun interconnect, 10' pain $800; MIT speaker
cable, 8' pair, $600; Cello Pallette equalizer, $8000.
(518)664-6000 days, (518)371-1844 evenings and
weekends.
PROAC SUPER TABLETTES, walnut, excellent, $385.
Jim, (505)298-3024.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY'
Vacuum-tube controlled. Latest technology and
modular design. "Risk-free" 30-day home trial.
Uncomprornised performance at factory-direct pricing. Call or write to: David Luca; Inc, SE 924 Hulton
Rd., Oakmont, PA 15139, (412)828-1967.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES-Demo clearance: SoundLab Dynastat electrostatics, $1695; Synthesis LM-310
and LM-210 speakers, $2495 and $995; Mod Squad
582 Prism, $1195; Superphon CD-Maxx preamp,
$229; MAX-80 power amp, $279; SOTA Panorama
speakers with Sound Anchor stands, unprintable pricing, call; Arcici Superstructure equipment stand, $199.
MIT and Straight Wire cables and wire-call for pricing. Arizona's audiophile specialist. Custom installations. Commercial sound available. Scottsdale's
definitive audio salon: Esoteric Audio, 4120 Nortb
Marshall Way, Scottsdale AZ 85251, (602)946-8128.
SONY PCM 501 ES DIGITAL sound processor, mint
condition, $750. Rob Mitchell, (803)252-3649.
NAGRA 4.2, QGX, QSLI, QPAUT, leather case, PSC
power supply, $4500; Nagra SN, inal, resolver, SMR,
case, 14 rolls of tape, $1800. (615)262-1658.
CATERING TO BALTIMORE'S DISCRIMINATING
LISTENER-1000s of specially selected titles on
LP/CD. Exclusive area dealer for: Audible Illusions,
Audio Innovations, Audiolab BB-100, Benz-Micro,
Kebschull, Kinergetics, Klyne, ProAc, Quicksilver
Rega, Revolver, SME, Straight Wire, Sumiko, Target,
Tice, VPI. Playing by Eat 5615 Bela& Road, Baltimore, MD 21206. (301)488-5513.
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THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE continues! B&K.
Superphon, Lazarus, British Fidelity, Thorens, more;
British Fidelity B- l, $350. Also featuring Focus, Ryan
Acoustics, ProAc, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts,
Bellas, Melos, more. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette,
IN. Phone (317)474-9004, 3-10pm Esr, Mon. -Sat.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SAI00/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad. Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, Et&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413. Appt.
MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced, highflexibility tonearm sets; Clements speakers, Vendetta
Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; Wonder
Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors,
tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tone Cones,
many accessories, mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas);
Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415)
669-7181.
MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC with Solid Core lèchnoogy
interconnect cables! These unique shielded, balanced
cables are guaranteed returnable within 45 days of
receipt for refund plus shipping both ways. At $89/1m
pair, model scr-o3 is smooth, detailed, relaxed, musical. At $119/1m pain model SCT-04. Cormorant, combines the basic characteristics of the SCT-03 with
increased transient quickness, bass control, and lowlevel detail; amajor statement on sonic accuracy. Air
shipping, $4. Stewart G. Grand, Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL
33407. (407)842-7316.
NORTHEAST OHIO-HIGH-END AUDIO finally
comes to CleveLind! The Sound Resource proudly represents: Convergent, MFA, Kebschull, Quicksilver,
SOTA, Basis, SME, Sumiko, Koetsu, Cardas, Straight
Wire, Ilarget, Sound Anchor, and mort New arrivals:
Convergent SL-1, MFA Luminescence, SOTA Cosmos/
SME V, Eminent It.chnology, !Clyne, and Hales Audio.
(216)751-6363 by appointment.
B&W MATRIX 2SERIES II speakers (two-way with
metal tweeter), plus lingo HJ-15 welded-steel stands
-shot-filled, floor spikes, all 1f years old, mint condition with boxes, $999. (302)475-4294 (DEL
SPECTRAL DMA 100 CLASS A amp, $1500 plus shipping, firm; Linn Ina LVII phono arm, $400, firm.
Both mint. (812)986-2289.
APOGEE DUETTA II, mint condition, with boxes,
$1800 or trade for Meitner MTR-101 amps. (705)
254-6100.
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authorized
IN NEW YORK

Only these independent specialty
retailers are authorized to present
and sell Audio Research products
in the greater New York metro area.
AUDIO VISIONS

West Babylon, NY

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Upper Montclair, NJ
THE LISTENING ROOM
Scarsdale, NY

SOUND BY SINGER
New York, NY

THE SOUND MILL
Mt. Kisco, NY

WOODBRIDGE STEREO
Woodbridge, NJ

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION'

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL CA
For heights and depths no words can reach,
Music is She soul's own speech.

FINE STEREO COMPONENTS
BRASFIELD •CARDAS AUDIO
CLASSÉ AUDIO •CLEAR AUDIO
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY •HALES
MAGNUM DYNALAB •SOTA & MORE
convcmcnt to reach
from anywhere in California

209 298-8888
By Appointment in Fresno

2 i6

Washington DC
Loves the

mirage m-3
Come hear why no speaker
system anywhere near its
price evokes such an
emotional response to
the music. $2500/pair
Exclusively at
Gifted Listener Audio
The Haven for
Music LoversTMi

Gifted
Listener
Audio
Ariston •AudioQuest •B&K •Celestion
• ET •Forte •Goldmund • Koetsu •
Euphonic Technology •Fried •
Magnum Dynalab •MIT •Meta Research •
Onkyo •Nitty Gritty •SOTA •SME •
Sumiko •Talisman •Tice • Wadia
Digital •Threshold • Reference Line •
Phantom Acoustics •Sonrise • Kimber
Books • Recordings • Accessories

5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville, Virginia 22020

703-818-8000
Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28
15 minutes from the Capital Beltway.
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111HLQUIST DQ20i OVER-PURCHASED, still In box,
11600/0E10. Kelley, (213)759-3720.
LINN SONDEK LP-12, latest, $795; Mphason HR-I00
$295, both for $1000. (817)754-0925.
NITTY GRITTY 1.5 FI, as new, half price, $200. (817)
754-0925.
VT!. ULTIMATE PREAMP, reg $3050, now $1995; Mod
Squad Duet EPS (outboard power supply), reg $2895,
now $1895; Musical Fidelity Digilog AID, reg $995,
now $750; new, full warranty, Sound Wave Fidelity
speakers, from $1100/pair 'Dudes welcome High End
Audio 740 11 tb Avenue South, Hopkins, MN 55343.
(612)933-4064.
PERREAUX PMF 5550, 500Wpc MOSFET power amp,
115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30 amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker, new, sealed, list
$6500, sell $3197. »a, (803)798-0994, SC.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET JVC BN-5
Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings WAR Time, $1200; Dennessen PRD, $150; Audionics Space & Image Com-

SONOGRAPHE SG-3 TURNTABLE and arm, Adcom
HC/M1111 cartridge, Record Dr vacuum cleaner, excellent condition, $475. (
212)873-8591.
REVOX B77 MILD )-track, $1750; Audio Research/Stereo 70 Mod, rare, $400; one pair amp cards for A77,
$75; Nakamichi MCB- 100 step-up Xformer, $50;
Threshold NSIO MC impedance match, $100. (7/6)
442 -3336 days.
PS AUDIO 5.0 PREAMP, $375; Yamaha PX-2 linear
tracking turntable with Goldmund mat, clamp, and
Koetsu Black cartridge, $375. Bob, (717)421-2884
days.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS ARIA CD PLAYER (revised), mint condition, $850. Call (508)679-0608.
ULTRA-ISOLATION PLUS VOLTAGE REGULATION.
Sola CVS Harmonic Neutralized type transformers.
Less than 3% total rum harmonic content in output.
Regulated output 120V ±1%. 500VA, $325; 250VA,
$175, plus shipping.Jobn, (919)375-6986.
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY CD PLAYER—remote,
mint, the best! $775. (209)526-1400.

pose; $300; dbx 4BX dynamic-range apandes, $500.
Prices include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck, c/o Stereophile 208 Delgado St., Santa Fs, NM
87501.

QUAD FOR SALE-34 preamp, 405-2 power amp,
$700. Call Davg (313)541-0912 after 4, or leave message at (313)398-8135.

SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new

COUNTERPOINT SA-3000, 8MONTHS OLD, pristine, $1200. (203)443-0261.

Hales speakers (both Cardas wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio prearnps (that marvelous CAT.),
Symphonic, Bedini, YBA amps, First Sound passive
line-level prearnps (superb), Benz, Sound Anchor.
Demos and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives,
(619)455-6326
SOTA STAR TURNTABLE, African rosewood, electric
flywheel, and SME IV arm, $2200; Krell KSA -100
Mk.2, 100W, pure class-A, $2000; Electron Kinetics
Eagle 2A, 120W, $600. Call 7bm, (617) 344-0800
x1300 days, or (617)326-4768 evenings, 6-9.
BRITISH FIDELITY BLOWOUT—All products new,
with full manufacturer's guarantee: Digilog D/A converter, suggested retail $995, now $595; BI integrated
amplifier, suggested retail $549, now $345; MC-2
loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail
$749, now $475; REF-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail $589, now $375. Limited
quantities—first come, first served. Music & Sound
Imports Inc, 4508 Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006, (215)953-9222. Visa/MC.

AUDIOQUEST AND STRAIGHT WIRE high-performance speak; interconnect, and video cable products. Replace your current cables with superior quality
cables and rediscover your music system. AudioQuest
Midnight speaker cable, 10' pair, $138; AudioQuest
Ruby interconnects, 3' pair, $59.95. Call for pricing
on other professionally terminated cables. Cable Concepts, (614)761-8933, Fax (614)761-8955.
TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS, LC-1800,
$259.95, and rack mount LCR-2400, s369.95, will
protect your system from surges, high/low voltage situations, and line noise. Call for pricing on other line
filters and conditioners. Cable Concepts, (614)761E1933, Fax (614)761-8955.
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Gold hew,
AudioQuest, Aural Symphonies, Apature, Esoteric
Audio, Space & Time, Straight Wire, DNM, Cary Audio,
SimplyPhysics, Dynavector, Cheslcy, Nitty Gritty, and
more. For your in/between needs, call (503)638-5767
for afree catalog.

NM»
Model 1000: $399 Model 2000: $949

BYPASS
YOUR
PREAMP!

Discriminating audiophiles realize the purest signal path is superior in
accurate music reproduction. Reference Line achieves stunning performance by
optimizing ultra-high quality componentry in a pure passive configuration.
Audit ion!, Available Through Select Ocalers
P.O. Rex 290352, Davie, F1,33329-0352* 305,370-9960
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Sensible Hi-End Audio
ELECTRONICS
Adcom
Aragon
MK
Counterpoint
Classe
Melos
MEA
Atmasphere
Magnum
Dynalab
NAD
Mod Squad
Tice Audio
Music Reference
Wadia
Barclay
Brassfield
Vendetta

If You Are Sensible
itb
About Your
•
Audio Needs ... Call Us Toll Free!
In MA 1-800-422-4939
Neighboring States 1-800-323-9019 ASK
Others (508) 996-5454
FOR LEO
TRADE-INS
WELCOMED

Rte 6. No Dartmouth, MA 02747

I

VIDEO
Lexicon
Tera
JVC
NAD
Vidikron

TO SELL
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casserte. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.

Fumphwerks - is adedicated.
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
Fumphwerks''
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph"'

CABLES, etc.
Cardas
Tara
RPG Diffusors
Audioquest
Cogan Hall
CWD
Target-Arcici
Stax

TRADE-INS

Fumphwerks"" is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
I

WE HAVE

ANALOGUE
Sumiko-SME
VPI
Merrill
Eminent
Technology
Sota
Carnegie
Grado
Rega
Audioquest
Dynavector
Benz
Graham
Koetsu

SPEAKERS
Eminent
Technology
Celestion
Rogers
Polk Audio
Entec
Acoustic
Energy
Velodyne
Merlin
Sound Lab
Yankee Audio
Taddeo
Duntech

WHEN YOUR EARS
SAY "HI-END"
BUT YOUR WALLET
SAYS "MID-Fl"
CALL HCM AUDIO!
•

•

•

•

•

•

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Straightwire •Audioquest
Monster •Sota •SME
AR ES-1 •Alpha Genesis
Grado Signature •Sumiko
Nitty Gritty •Stax •B & K
Musical Concepts •Fried
Music Reference •VMPS
Nelson Reed •Taddeo
Celestion •Sony
Standesign •And morel

HCM AUDIO
916-345-1341 • FAX 916-345-7269

'a

1015 MANGROVE AVE, CHICO, CA 95926
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SONY 608ES Cl) PLAYER, 18-bit, 8x, coax and optical
digital output, separate D/A power supplies, mint, in
box, $565. (213)874-1657.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 MEANIE 2extra tubes, mint
condition, $1190. (717)655-3930 after 4pm EST
ADCOM GFP-555 PREAMP, mint condition, $375;
Adcom GFA-555 power amp, mint condition, $550.
(717)655-3930 after 4pm EST
SOUNDS LIKE. ..
NEWS A monthly "audio insiders"
newsletter by Sounds Like.. magazine. Covers new
products and technologies, upgrades, tweaks, special
events, and industry gossip. Subscribe now! $25/year,
US and Canada. (602)998-9043 (Visa/MasterCard
only), or send check to PO. Box 5826, Dept. R, Scottsdale, AZ 85261.
STEREOPHILEBACIC ISSUES, 1962, Von -1968 inclusive, any issues. 1983 to present, any issues. Best off=
Al, (215)626-3743 after 12 noon.
ACCUPHASE DP-70, MINT CONDMON. List price
$7600, asking $4200 or best offer Call (312)922-0420
or (708)475-1640 evenings.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Classe Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Reference Line,
Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Stuniko, Superphon,
'Duet, Wavetrace, VE11-11.mpered. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence Liverpool, Ny(315)4512707. Visa/MC/Amex,
MIT MI-330/500 INTERCONNECT cables, Im pair,
$90; MH-750 speaker cable, 7%' pair, new terminations, $220. (713)974-3207.

KRELL KMA160/b UPDATED—absolutely mint,
$5900; Sound-Lab Al /BI full-range electrostatic
speakers with custom Rowland Research crossover
(new $25,095), demo sale, $9500; Conrad-Johnson
PV8, $1275; Conrad-Johnson DFI Compact Disc
Player with line stage, $1450; Energy Pro22, black,
with Target HJ15/3 stands, $750; Linn Helix with
stands, $700; Denon DCD3520, $950; Fosgate DSM
3608, $495; Precision Fidelity C7, $275. WE ship anywhere in US. Contact/or:all/an orJobn, (201) 8798373 days, or (201)964-6758 evenings.
TORUMAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: TM-7XH improved LP cleaner-conditioner TU -2 electrical contact
Enhancer,r lbrumat limitable Mat and Clamp. Products
have been reformulated or redesigned for optimal performance Dealer inquiries invited. Exarmat Co, 8081
Dick Cook Rd., Loomis, CA 95650, (916)652-6074.
ICLIPSCH HERESY II, four months old, walnut finish,
$700. Call Bruce Nord.% (214)579-1303.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-vrarranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.
ADCOM PREAMP, $349; Adcom 545, new, $399;
Audible Illusions 1preamp, $299; Creek 4040, $245:
Denon tuner, $99; Thorens 31611, $299; Polk RTI1T,
$649; Carver C9, $99; NAD 2600A amp, $489; MIT
SGWBT 15', $949. (714)861-4830.
QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS with stands, $2700. Ask for
Lou, (804)471-6523 after 6pm EST
KRELL KBL PREAMP, less than 1year old, asking
$3500. Ask for Cal at (518) 457-7675, 8am-4pm;
(518)355-6851 after 4pm.
HAFLER XL280A, TWO AVAILABLE, $400 each;
Adcom GTP-500 tuner/preamp with remote, $325.
Contact Bruce at (803)793-4218, or(803)793-5897
evenings.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
tor the dis( riminating listener."

LocPn

VANDERSTEEN MERRILL MPRTIn
ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold

MIT

spicci

N) InfnitY audio research

IRS Series

THE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374-0150
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ADCOM GFA -555 WITH MUSICAL CONCEPTS
modification, Nelson-Reed AC1204, together $650;
Shure VMR15 new, $100; Rowland Coherence One
prearnp, $1800. CallJack, (415)726-9352 evenings
THRESHOLD SA4E POWER AMP, excellent condition,
15 years old, 100c, asking $4000. Ask for Cal, (518)
457-7675, 8am-4pm ;(518)355-6851 after 4pm.

QUAD 34 PREAMP, Quad 306 power amp, original
cartons, $350 each. (516)223-0143.
ICRELL ICSA-20013 AMPLIFIER, $3600; Krell KSP-7B
preamplifier, $2000; Krell ICSA-80 amplifier, $2300;
Perreaux SM-2 preamplifier, 1150B amplifier, 1800/
pair; Eminentltchnology LFT-3 speakers, $1500/pair
Gary, (419)473-272Z
MARK LEVINSON ML11, $1500; PS Audio Elite Plus,
$650; H/K T65C with Accuphase AC2, $475; Spica
TC-50 with Hercules stands, $400; Citation XXIII
tuner, $450; Celestion SL6si, $600; all mint with
boxes. Contact Garrett or Steve (317)474-8000, 11-8
CST
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Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:

Exclusive South Florida Tara Labs
ibmporal Continuum Dealer and
Leading Distributor of...
3A
Ariston
ASC ibbe Traps
Audioquest
Beyerdynamic
California Audio
Labs
Carver
Celestion
Chesky
Clear Image
Conrad-Johnson
Cyrus
Dorian
Energy
Epicure
Fosgate Surround
Haller
Infinite Slope

J.S.E.
JVC
Mission
Mod Squad
Pioneer
Prophile
Proton Audio
Proton Video
Sones

STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET

Sumiko SME
Sumo
Tara Labs Space Er
Time
Térnporal
Continuum
Triad
Tice
VP!

We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

In Florida

stereo
shoppe

MUSE

CLASSE

VIL

APOGEE

MIRAGE

RYAN

MERLIN

HALES

VM PS

CAL

ROWEN

ROTEL

WELL TEMP
CARDAS

FIRST SOUND

TH ORE NS

BRASFIELD

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

BENZ
GRADO

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

1650 North Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Phone: (305)942-7074
FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE

audio
specialists Inc.

Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•CHESKY
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN

Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer

•MAGNEPAN
•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional

Trades Welcome
MC
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,
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• AMEX

• DIS

•
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2314 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER, NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9
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Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219)234-5001
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KRELL KSA -50 Mk.II amp, $1500; C-J PV8 preamp,
$900; Cum Sondek turntable, kook atm, K18 cartridge,
$1000; Snell Ci speakers, $750; Denon 1520 CD, $250.
Pick-up only (NYC). Call Rick, (212)255-4372 (H),
(212)819- 5530 (W).
MUSICAL IMAGES INTERCONNECT CABLE was
designed by aretailer in order to provide aconsistent
level of performance, without your constantly trying to decide which cables sound best. Ilan easy- touse, eminently musical cable delivered to your door
for $100/1m pair (plus tax in CA, freight prepaid)
appeals to your sensibilities, please call (209) 4490707. Acompany you never heard of? Custom lengths
available.
SHAHINIAN OBELISK, LATEST, $1500; Counterpoint
SA-20 amp, $1200; Counterpoint SA-3000 prearnp,
$1200. (212)677- 1382, (212)877-4378.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP6A TUBE PREAMP, excellent,
$595; Bryston 4B, $850; Yamaha T-85, superb tuner,
$195; Kenwood 8007 analog reference, $150. (313)
949-4567.
BLOW AWAY B&W, CELESTION, and AE without
blowing big bucks. After 3years' development, San
Francisco Soundworks' newest marvel: 3-way, floorstanding speaker with superb dynamics, bass, and high
WAF. Uncompromised construction, separate timealigned enclosures, world-class drivers, Music Posts—
too many tweaks to mention here. Save fit buying
factory-direct, $1400 without finish, or $2200 with
finish. 15-day trial available. Call (415)665-0899 anytime, or write 1282 8tb Avenue, San Francisco, CA
94122 and forget those painful dealer mark-ups.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Tempest II SE, $1500. Bob,
(717)421-2884 days.
TWO 8' PAIRS OF MIT MH750 speaker cable, $200
each; one 25' pair of MIT M1330 line cable, $400 or
best offer; four pairs AudioQuest Ruby interconnects,
$30 each; Adcom GFS-6 speaker selector, 433; Kenwood KD-550 marble turntable with Ortofon cartridge, best offer. Robert, (602)581-9646 evenings.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END—Spica, NAD, VPI, B&K,
Creek, Quad, AudioQuest, Cal Audio, Revolver, Wellitmpered, Grado, Klipsch, Talisman, Blue Point, and
more. Also, audiophile albums from MoFi, RCA LSC,
Mercury, and others. Accurate Audit% Rt. 5, Box 57,
Wire Road, Auburn, AL 36830, (205)821-4902.
THRESHOLD SA-2 MONOBLOCK amps, $2995;
Threshold FET 10/HL, PC preamps, $2795; Mirage
M-1 speakers, bi-wired, 43793. (803) 831-1226
(NC/SC).
STAX LAMBDA PRO headphones, $550; Onkyo Grand
Integra M508 power amplifier, $600. (716)694-6040.
PC2C+AMP (2), $200 each; Quad 34 preamp, never
used, $400. Ed, (800)228-7658, 8-5 EST
MINNESOTA—AUDIO COMPONENTS OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY: Bedini, Shahinian, Arcici,
V.E11-lempered, AudioPrism, Sumo, Regs, Kinergetics,
Precision Audio, Target, Sugden, Royd, van den Hul,
Sumiko, LAST, LPs and CDs, and more. Audition
Audig (612)331-3861, by appointment.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Surat°, !Clyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Unaeum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audiq
1204 NW Glisan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)
227-1943.

SOUND THAT

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

•

MIT

•

•

M & K

MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968
-401CILIS111111/1

'MEMORIS(S
002) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha NE 68114
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AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and Import Pressing. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Dise 5346 N. GuilfordAve ,Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.
WEARY OF EXPENSIVE CABLES that don't deliver?
You will enjoy the natural musicality and open transparency of Music Metre cables. Quality interconnects,
speaker cable, and chassis wire. Music Metre, 249
North Brand Boulevard #701, Glendale, CA 91203.
(818)242-4535, Fax (818)244-4795.
ARE YOU A DO-IT-YOURSELFER? Do you want the
best sound possible from your audio system, Including
your car system? Then write or call for Old Colony
Sound Lab's free high-end kits and parts catalog
featuring amps, prerunps, crossovers, accessories, wire,
plugs, etc Everything you need to enhance your system. OCSL, PO. Box 2435, Peterborougb, NH 03458,
(603)924-6371.
MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES! Audio Illusions of East
Detroit, MI presents these fine products: 3A Loudspeakers, Audible Illusions, Aragon, AudioQuest, British Built, Chicago Stands, Creek, Dahlquist, EdisonPrice, Haller, Heybrook, Maston AudM, Musical Concepts, Onix, Ryan, Revolver, Straight Wire, Sumo,
Viadia, and much more!!! Call (313) 772-8822 for
more information.
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AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
One of the ten best buys in audio
BELLES ELECTRONICS
Audio's best kept secret
COUNTERPOINT
The best of both worlds
KIMBER KABLE -KCAG
Keeps on disappearing
MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM tuners, affordable excellence
MERRILL TURNTABLE
The last one you'll buy
MOD SQUAD
Line Drive -affordable Class A

mORmi

DP6, UP4 Tonearms extraordinaire
PSE
Dynamics true to life
QUICKSILVER AUDIO
Pre-amp and mono block -WOWI
TADDEO LOUDSPEAKERS
You've got to hear these'
TICE POWER BLOCKS & TITAN
Guaranteed smiles
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
1B, 20, 3, 4

Sound advice
without the price

(201)239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

Straight Talk

0Sg0 -999 tzló

Audipmmi
Cónnection

•

•

(914) 666-0550
11:00arn-600prn M-F

•

30 years we have provided the best quality. selection, and advice to music lovers ttvoughout the
central U.S. at very
competitive prices.
For

Adcom • ADS • Alpine
B&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Martin-Logan • Mitsubishi
Monster Cable • NAD
Nokornichi • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Pevox • Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Sfax • Sumiko • Rxeshold
Veloctyne •Yamaha & more
Phone 913/842-1811 est o
24th ftx Iowa, Lawrence, KS Ot044
Mon-Thur 100m-8pm, Fn & Sat 10am-dpm

KRELL & KRELL DIGITAL
B&W •ADCOM •NAKAMICHI
APOGEE•MOD SQUAD
PRO AC • P.S. AUDIO •ADS
VELODYNE • MIRAGE • B&O
ROTEL •WELL TEMPERED

STEREO
=

Custom Home/Office Design & Installation,
12 Sound Rooms, Records & CDs
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AWIDE SELECTION of audiophile equipment is available from Audio by Gil Morrison of Detroit, MI!
Featuring the VMPS loudspeaker and Boulder Electronics lines! Custom installation available! Free UPS
shipping! Call (313)342-2475 for prices and infor
muffin.
LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE .. the Premiere IsoBase platform will amaze you. Musical performance
recreated with astounding lower levels of distortion
when placed under CD players, turntables, amps, and
speakers. Starting at $150, money-back guarantee Call
High Performance Audio, (914)268-0240.
ACCENT ON MUSIC,XtEstchester County, NY—Linn,
Naim, Rega, Arcam, Creek, Epos, Rotel, Royd, Castle, Sound Organisation, lluget, AuchoQuest, LPs/CDs,
Archidee, single-speaker demo rooms, and home
demonstrations. 175 Main Shyer, Mt. Kisco, NY (914)
242-0747.
KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL, ELECTROCOMPANIET,
Celestion SL, Dynaudio loudspeakers, Magnum
Dynalab, Space & Time, Reference Line, Sumo, Dis
tech, Well-Tempered, Thorens, Philips CD players,
Wcteur, Magnasphere, Benz cartridges, Fosgate, many
more. Straightforward guidance Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, TX, (214) 821-2753. Audition evaluations
available.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Merlin, PS Audio, B&K, TARA
Cardas, and Arcici products. Call Mark or Rich for
sound advice—sound price. Signature Sound, PO.
Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315)622-9066/
413'

QUICKSILVER KT-88 MONOBLOCICS, $1275; Quicksilver preamp, $1090 (both used 2months); Furman
electronic aossover (recommended by Hartley), $150.
(205) 823-9418.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nakamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
RICHMOND AUDIO/VIDEO PRESENTS—Wadia Digital processors and transports, including factoryauthorized Wondercap capacitor upgrades for your
Wadia power supplies. Also featuring Barclay Cabernet, Bel, Duntech, MAS, Cardas, Clarity, Tice Audio,
Videkron, Klimo, Pioneer, and more Call for information or write Richmond Audio/ Video, PO. Box
1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)370- 1916.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive
and Prism, Chicago Speaker Stands, Kimber 'Cable,
Audio-itchnica, Linn turntables and cartridges, Linn
loudspeakers, Arcici, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Melos Audio, VPI, Vanderstren. Three Rivers
Audio, (219) 422 5460.
ADCOM GFP-565 PREAMP (white), 4 hours old,
$485. Reason: it's become Community Property and
she has no use for half a"store credit." (201)674-7777,
leave message.

uctio Ieqes
Martin-Logan
Counterpoint
Vandersteen
Nairn Audio
Prophile
Luxman
B& W
Eastern Pa's Premier High End Denon
Audio Specialists
Energy
Haller
Belles
Optonica
limileni>
Systemdek
Velodyne
Lexicon
Day Sequerra
Proton Video
Straightwire
California Audio Labs
VPI • Dual •Navcom • Tweek
Sonance •Sumiko. ...& morel
Fine gaiety, Affordability and E-Ipertür 'WM APersonal Tou.

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd. •Wescosville, PA 18106
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Rare Records Ltd.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 100,000 titles in stock
Mail orders accepted
G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212877-5020
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UPGRADE THE
SOUND QUALITY
OF YOUR
COMPACT DISC

For the love of music.
Conrad-Johnson
Martin-Logan
Vandersteen
Audioquest

...with one dot of Digi •Clear

Quicksilver

Digi•Clear improves the
optical coherence of a
compact disc plus reduces
static build-up—the results—

Aragon
Lectron
Melos

Deeper, wider soundstage

ProAc

Open, detailed high
frequency

Spica
Basis

Cleaner, sharper low
frequency

Krell

o

Naim

U More dynamics

Rega

One bottle treats 1000 disc,
and last for one year after
treatment. At S19.99 a bottle
that's only 2cents a disc!

NAD
CAL
B&K

Send money order for $19.99
plus S2.25 postage and handling or call with your MC/Visa.

Audio Ensemble

e

2 PauIs Way (Rte.101A )

Liquid Audio Products
4928 Odell •St. Louis, MO
63139 •314-771-0820.

Amherst, NH 03031
603 886 4742

MASTON AUDIO

et EXPERT
ADVANTAGE
OVER 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
ACOUSTAT •CELESTION •COUNTERPOINT
ROGERS •NAD •SONY E.S. •HAFLER
POLK •AUDIOLAB •ELECTROCOMPANIET
IMAGE •ALTEC •LUXMAN •MUCH, MORE!
WE SHIP AN
450 Hwy. 35, Shrewsbury, NJ

201-842-6565
2123 Hwy. 35, Wall Twp./Sea Girl, NJ

201-974-2272
at

Audio Illusions
of East Detroit, MI, (313) 772-8822

25 I
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AUDIO OUTLET finally has Sims CD Reference Bands
in stock. These new CD stabilizers, made from NAVCOM, are the best-sounding rings on the market. No
adhesives or centering devices needed. Call (914) 6660550 today. MC/Visa.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston
Camera& Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55
Hankow Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax
(852)369-9313.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Low, low prices! CD players, D/A converters,
turntables, tonearms, cartridges, cassette decks, tunes,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and
speakers. Buying and selling. New and used. Foreign
and domestic. Audio America (Virginia). Call (703)
745-2223.
STEREOPHILE COLLECTION—SEPTEMBER '85 to
present, complete, good condition, $150. Pets, (503)
298-4021 days, (503)296-2939 evenings.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
CLASSICAL LP SALE: New Imports: EMI SLS, ASD,
Decca SET, small quantity Lyritas. Pacific Vinyl, 8306
Wilshire Blvd. 4856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211, (213)
280-3584. Also available: new Japanese rock, jazz,
soundtracks, classical LPs (including King Records
Super Analog reissues).
RCA AND MERCURY SET SALE. Write F: Jaeger 129
Barrington Dr, Oak Ridge TN 37830.

MISMUOLII ÎO
.
mmm ... GOOD

"AUDIOPHILESTEREO SOUTHERN STYLE"
MAIN DISH
•Demonstration facilities second to
none (we accept appointments).

,e)

$50 BUD FOR MINT STEREO COPIES: RCA ISC 1817,
2225, 2287, 2313, 2396, 2400, 2405, 2449, 2456, LDS
6065. Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 1,
Kenilworth, IL 60043.
AUDIOPHILE LPs—RCA, Mercurys, MFSL, and many
more. Send name, address, and telephone number to
be placed on my permanent mailing list. Want lists
filled. Buy/sell/trade. Everything 100% guaranteed.
Alan Raper PO. Box 10311, Pompano Beach, FL
33061. (305)943-4711.
ATTRACTIVE CD STORAGE areality. Handcrafted,
visually striking solid-oak freestanding shelf unit holds
440 discs. Available in three stain finishes, this unique
design is abest buy at the factory-direct price of $195
plus shipping. Unconditional money-back guarantee. Visa/MC. Photo/Literature:Juntata Design, Inc,
R.D.3, Bar 183, Ebensburg, PA 15931, or call (814)
472-9295
8-3 EST
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stervopbile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
HANDCRAFTED LIMITED-PRODUCTION CD RACKS
are the perfect Christmas gift! Three sizes available
in solid oak or walnut. Five beautiful and durable finishes complement any decor Call (412)761-7564 after
4pm EST for prices and ordering information. Payment must be received by December 4 to ensure
Christmas.

Works
ce
•
Lik

e

•Serving our clients for over 17 years.
The finest in audio components, NAD
Spectral, Nestorovic, Quad, Counterpoint, KEF,Acoustat, Stay. Martin
Logan, and Merrill.
•The home of Merrill products.
•Expert Advice from audio designer,
George Merrill and lus staff.

DESSERT
"THE SWEETEST SOUNDS IN THE SOUTH"
•"All That Jan Plus" —Our ovm record and CD store featuring aheavy concentration of analogue and Compact Disk
treasures including imported Jazz.
2125 Central Ave. •Memphis, TN 38104 •901-272-1275
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STEREOPHILE
CLASSIFIED
505/982-2366

SET SALE: RCA, MERCURY, LONDON, more SASE for
List #2 to: CBK, PO Box 2243, Carbondalg IL 62902.
MERCURYS, RCAs, MANY MORE out-of-print classical
LPs and open-reel tapes. Condition scrupulously
graded by audition. 2000t listings. Catalog timing
assures overseas collectors equal access. Free catalog
from: Polyphony, Post Office Box 515C, Highland
Park, IL 60035.
AUDIO.. .
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
records. And, we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. lb receive acurrent list without charge, call
(716)377-0432. Leave your name and address or telephone number and I'll get back to you.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop
source of true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening (also speaker-compatible). (See Nov.
and Dec. Audio.)Classical/jazz/drama/sound environments; in all three formats, from US and Germany. Free
catalog: Box 17275, Ross, CA 94957, or (415) 457-

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo %ding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.
CELLO PERFORMANCE AMPLIFIER. Call (317)8449474 evenings, or (317)353-5820 days.
WANTED: TEAC 2-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade for Tandberg TCA 3014A cassette deck.
Gemgg (216)773-7328 after 6pm.
GETTING MORE THAN IT'S WORTH? Unlikely. Getting what it's worth? Always call (718)387-7316 or
(718) 384-4667 (NY) first. Collector buying all tube
Maranta in any condition—especially Maranta model
9, etc, McIntosh, Tannoy, Quad ESL-63, all versions
Mark Levinson, Krell pre- and amps and x-overs,
Audio Research, Apogee, Conrad-Johnson, McIntosh.
Made inquiries welcome. Trade: early Maranta model
1, unmatched model 9s, McIntosh MR-78, MC60/30.

9052.

4111migio.

THETA DOGS, BLUEBACKS, SRs, tapes, and lots more
classical soundtracks and pop. For set sale List #1, SASE
and 81 to: DRY, PO. Box 601, Salem, IL 62881.

Thu RACKITTm System

CD UPGRADE improves compact disc playback to
audiophile quality. CD Upgrade improves the entire
sonic range: clean highs, mids, and lows, greatly
increased detail, separation, and placement. Unmatched musicality and vocals. CD Upgrade applies
two components to each CD for truly effective damping, light absorption, and improved drive coupling.
World patents pending. Compatible with all players.
Send $2 for postage-paid introductory single pack.
Compact Dynamics Ca, PO. Box 32014, Euclid, OH
44132. Dealer inquiries invited.

Wanted
LOOKING FOR USED MAESTROS and Symo speaker
cables. (415)864-5566, Don.

The best record rack in America

WANTED: MANUAL (OR COPY) for Apt-Holman preamp. Will pay. T Moore 8407 Boxwood Dr, Tampa,
FL 33615.

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

WANTED: SCOTT 335 FM multiplex decoder;
manuals for Scott 299C and 311D. (203)544-9270.

L
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r

ANISE

L

E

S

Surround Sound Specialists
Custom Installation

H ls
il

EXCITEMENTIN

SOUND

McIntosh

Naim

Nakamichi

Creek

Linn

Magnum

Mirage

B+ K

Lexicon

Rego

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 • (213) 276-2001
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers. NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Advanced Audio
Allis
Apature Products
Apogee
Arcici
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Designs
Audio Enjoyment
Audio Ensemble
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images—PA
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio0uest
Audio Research
Audio Specialists
AudioStream
AudioVisions
Aural Symphonics
B&K Components
Beverly Hills Audio
Bose Express Music
Bright Star Audio
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design
Chesky Records
Chicago Speakerworks
Conrad-Johnson
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Custom Electronics
Dana Audio
Digital Ear
Digital Systems &Solutions
Dorian Recordings
Eardrum Audio
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Liquid Audio Products
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnepan
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Maston Audio
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FINAL WORD
Musical Companies

will make consumers wary of what might hap-

You'd think that all high-end companies fit the

pen to McIntosh products, which still command tremendous loyalty.

above title—in fact, most do—but I'm referring to the above-average number of corporate

Rumors from those who should know (je,

transfers, buyouts, and exchanges in the wind

the principals involved) strongly suggest that

these days. Just two years ago, Boothroyd-

these realignments are only the beginning:

Stuart (whose Meridian 203 digital processor

unless all the deals I've heard of fall apart, more

is reviewed this month) was purchased by KEF,

sales of high-end companies—some of the

amove welcomed by one and all: with little

names very well known—will take place be-

apparent sacrifice, it seemed sure to confer
upon Bob Stuart's excellent designs aproduct

fore next summer. If you include the now-failed
acquisition of Madrigal by Harman Industries

stability and reliability which they had all too

(see p.69), some of the best, and apparently

often lacked. So it has proved: freed from the
administrative burdens of running acompany

most stable, high-end companies are involved.

and the endless raising of money, Allen Boothroyd
and Bob Stuart have delivered averitable cornucopia of excellent designs.
But ajoint press release dated September 25

sumers eventually see even better product
offerings from these famous names whose

from Polk Audio and AGI Electronics (the Brit-

founders?

Who is the real beneficiary? Will high-end con-

reputations have been painfully built over
the long term by their brilliant, dedicated

ish holding company that owns both KEF and

The answer will surely vary depending on

Meridian) states that AGI will be acquired by Polk,
principally in exchange for an undisclosed amount

the instance. As described above, Boothroyd
and Stuart were greatly helped by their associ-

of Polk stock. (Polk, as apublicly held US company

ation with KEF. And Ireceived the most sincere

requires shareholder approval for any such purchase Stereophile plans to purchase anon-conflict-

assurances from more than one acquaintance
at Madrigal that those who determine product

of-inteirst-provoking quantity of Polk stock-1

quality and design would continue to so deter-

share—so as to remain fully informed.) Antici-

mine after purchase by Harman. Yet no Ameri-

pated consummation of this purchase is "the first

can audiophile with amemory can forget the

quarter of 1991," according to aPolk spokesman,

eventual destinies of Fisher, Marantz, Scott,

but, as the Press Release states (and as we learned

KLH, and Acoustic Research, names now mired

with the purchase of Madrigal by Harman Indus-

in mid-fl mediocrity (though Marantz, at least

tries), "no assurance can be given that the transaction will be consummated, or consummated

in Europe, can claim excellence in sound, if not
on apar with that attained by Saul Marantz). But

in the form anticipated."

will KEF's and Meridian's reputations veer in

Following on the heels of Polly Peck's acqui-

the direction of Polk's, or vice versa? (I assume

sition of first Sansui, then Mission, then Clarion's
purchase of McIntosh, the US's most venera-

that even the principals of the companies
involved would scarcely allege the reputations

ble hi-fi marque, an audiophile might wonder

are the same) Will McIntosh become aClarion?

what it's all coming to. Even more so given

The obverse is surely impossible ‘Vould Madri-

McIntosh's announcement (in the first month

gal have come to resemble JBL, Infinity, or Har-

of Clarion's ownership) that 11% of the work
force was being laid off. Does the "employment

man/Kardon, or would those companies have
decided to employee 18 engineers for every $10

for life" reputation enjoyed by Japanese com-

million of business, as has Madrigal?

panies extend only to Japanese nationals?

No one knows. But Iabjure every purchaser

McIntosh spokesmen attributed the layoffs to

and purchasee to religiously respect the repu-

aslow summer season, and referred to their

tations involved. Much more than money, at

record of rehiring after past layoffs once busi-

stake are integrity and the faith of the consumer

ness was back to normal. McIntosh dealers
have reportedly been troubled only by inade-

who has been buying—and will continue to

quate supply of product! The layoffs' timing

products.
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buy, if the products so warrant—these famous
—Larry Archibald
Stereophile, November 1990

YOU CAN HEAR
THE DIFFERENCE!
"It's amazing". most people say, "how much better my system
sounds with AudioQuest cables. Ican't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes afull line of performance engineered cables; speaker,
audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables.
AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine tuning
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion -and to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and four
grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.

>

AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three
very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because
strand interaction is eliminated, while skineffect and resistance are minimized.

"i» b

AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz'
speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
clarity, dynamics and sense of
acoustic space are incredible, due
to the constant proximity of the spiraled,
magnetically isolated conductors.

F-18*

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz' interconnect cable uses a
patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and
minimizes distortion caused by insulation. Teflon insulation, FPC-6".
copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated,
FPC'''' plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of
this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all
AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive
products are avery good value when used with better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
maximize your system's performance with
AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770 Fax: 714-498-5112
P. 0. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
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How to make an Onkyo tape deck
as good as its competition.

If we wanted to make an Onkyo tape deck as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
First, we'd remove our isolated transformer, resulting in vibrations that mask
musical detail. Nothing important, just little things like instruments and vocals.
Not using three independent power supplies would create competition for
current, introducing noise into the recording signal. So singers have sinus
infections. And instruments sound more surgical than musical.
There'd be no microprocessor controlled Real Time Counter, and front
panels would be plastic instead of metal. Why bother with convenience or
structural integrity.
Now, we could do all these things to an Onkyo tape deck. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our tape decks are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

